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ABSTRACT
This thesisexaminesthe word order of Biblical Hebrew from the perspectiveof Information
Structure,specifically in the articulationof a theory of focus structure. To focus is to mark
an item as informationally prominent.The thesisproposesthat
1) in Biblical Hebrew focus is expressedby word order and by pitch prominence;
2) the clause-initialposition is markedfor focus for both nominal and verbal clauses;
3) and Biblical Hebrew hasthreemajor clausetypes:
(P representspredicateincluding verb; X representsan argument, a cover-ten-nfor
non-predicateelements. Capitals mark. focus indicated by word order and/or high
pitch.)
a) Px Predicate-FocusStructure adds new information preferably to an active or
accessiblereferent(commenting);
b) Xp Argument-Focus Structure relates X with the missing argument of a
presupposedproposition (identification);
c) XP Clause-FocusStructure indicates that the clause has pragmatic implication(s)
other than commentingandidentification.Theseimplications include
(infonnation level): activation of inactive referents; introduction of a brand-new
referent;
(inter-clausal level): exclamation/proclamation,contrast of the whole proposition,
circumstantialclause;
(text-unit level): onset functions, background information, climax and closure; and
finally parallel constructionand list structure.
Most of these implications show non-sequentialityto or independenceof the
precedingtexts informationally, temporally or logically.
The thesis also explores the relationship between emphasis, intensification (loud voice),
contrast,focus and word order. Emphasisis achieved through various meanswhich include
intensification (loud voice) and implicit contrast.Contrastis creatednot by fronting but only
by the presenceof the contrastivemembers(either explicit or implicit). Contrast belongs to
contextualimplicaturesnot to syntax.Intensification belongsto prosody not to syntax. Only
focusedconstituentsarecontrastedor intensified.Detection of intensification (loud voice) in
written texts is highly subjective.
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PREFACE
I was first exposed to the inverted word order in Biblical Hebrew in T. 0. Lambdin's
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew while I was studying at Japan Bible Seminary (Tokyo,
Japan).My interestin word order grew when I was taking an intermediateHebrew course at
Asian Theological Seminary(Manila, Philippines).The presentthesis is an attemptto gain a
betterunderstandingof this fascinatingphenomenon.
I wish to expressspecial thanks to Prof. Dr. G. J. Wenham, my first supervisor, who
guided and encouragedme throughout the years and showed concern for my life with my
family, without which this study could not have beencompleted.I also expressthanksto Dr.
G. Khan for reading my work as a secondsupervisorand making helpful remarks,to Dr. D.
T. Tsumura, who introduced me to the world of Biblical Hebrew in Tokyo, to Dr. R.
Stapleton for instruction in the field of word order in the Philippines and to Dr. G. P
Hugenbergerfor his training me and encouragementfor further study of Biblical Hebrew in
USA.
I am also grateful for the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals of the
Universities of the United Kingdom which administers United Kingdom Scholarshipsfor
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College of Hgher Education for granting bursaries.
Last but not least I want to thank my wife Natsuko for her never failing support and
my three children, Chikara, Leah and Aogu, who had to sacrifice much by moving with me
acrossborders.
Apiil 1999
Katsuomi Shimasaki
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The word order of Biblical Hebrew does not seemto have been one of the central issuesof
grammariansin the past. Introductory grammarbooks hardly mention it, or if they do, the
treatment is only cursory. More academic discussions were only sporadic and their
achievementshave not been conveyedto studentsof Hebrew in a comprehensivemanner.
However, the picture has startedto change in the past two decades.The achievementsof
text-linguistics, functional grammar and information-structure analysis appear to have
brought this issueto the forefront of argumentson syntax. Discussionsand researchesin the
last decadesin particular demonstratesignificant advancesin the study of word order.
Nonetheless,the problem is controversial. This is partly becausethe variety of linguistic
modelsand methodologies,which havebeenadapted,have not always producedagreement.
This thesis hopes to throw light on this issue by propounding a new theory of focus
structureto answersomeof the questionsraisedby past studiesof word order.
This chapter"Introduction" will first examinepast studiesof nominal and verbal clause
word order to presentproblemsin this field of study.

1.1.

PAST STUDIES OF NOMINAL CLAUSE WORD ORDER

For a long time the word order of nominal clausesin Hebrew doesnot seemto havebeen the
'
subjectof careful study, exceptfor somebrief noteson the clause-initial position.
1.1.1. Before the 1970's
What characterisesearly studiesof word order is first, scholarsdid not distinguish nominal
and verbal clausesin their study; and secondly, the notion was acceptedwidely that the
clause-initial position is emphatic.For example,asearly as 1832, Hyman Hurwitz noted on
word order in general:
thatfirst which strikeshis mind most forcibly, and to which he wishesmost to draw the
attentionof his hearers- ------ The more important words will therefore take precedence
of thosethat are lessimportant.(1832,250)
This statementby Hurwitz appearspre-modem, becauseof its single approach to both
nominal and verbal clausesand the vaguenotion of "importance."
GKC (1910) changedthis approachby assertingthe importance of treating nominal
and verbal clausesindependently:
The above distinction between different kinds of sentence-especially between nounand verbal-clauses-is indispensableto the more delicate appreciation of Hebrew syntax.
(§ 140 e)

For example, Joshua Blau sparesonly 5 lines for the word order of nominal clause stating simply "The
word order in nominal clausesis either subject-predicate.... or predicate-subject. . ." (1976,90).
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JBHS (1990), J-Muraoka,(1993)2 and D-Gibson (1994)' and other serious grammarians
follow this tradition to distinguishnominal clausesfrom verbal clausesin the study of word
order.
Von C. Albrecht (1887) brought anotherchangein methodology. He seemsto have
launcheda methodof normal vs. exceptionapproach.He first set the normal word order and
for
inverted
For
Albrecht,
the normal word
the
the
word
exception:
order.
gave reasons
is
S-P:
the
nominal
clause
of
order
Die regelmUffige Wortstellung im Nominalsatz aller sernitischen Sprachen ist daher
Subject-PrUdicat. (219)

Then he gives reasonsfor the inverted word order (P-S). For example, when the predicateis
for
(his
is
Gen.
2:
12).
Emphasis
is
is
S-P
the
the
one
of
reasons
example
norin
an adjective,
the inversion (P-S):
Das Adjectiv als Pradicat muB voranstehen,wenn ein besonderer Nachdruck auf ihm
liegt. (220)

GKC sharesthe samemethod and notion of emphasison predicate.
The natural arrangementof words in the noun-clause,as describing a state,is subjectit
description.
former
is
falls
the
the
the
the
object
of
stress
on
since
principal
predicate;
Very frequently,however(and not merely in poetry, wheregreaterfreedom is naturally
allowedin the arrangementof words),the reverseorder is found, i.e., predicate-subject.
The latter ordermustbe usedwhenspecialemphasisis laid on the predicate.... (454)
Jotion (1923) follows Albrecht and GKC in this normal/exceptionmethod and in that P is
fronted for emphasis:
L'ordre des mots dans la proposition nominale est normalement: Sujet-Pr6dicat.
Mais s'il ya emphasesur le pr6dicat on a l'ordre Pr. -Suj. (§154 f)

Thereforeit seemsthat from the late 19th century to the early 20th century the methodsand
notions were well establishedthat one studiednominal and verbal clausesindependentlyand
that one first determinedthe nonnal word order pattern for nominal clause (S-P) and then
gave the reasonfor the inversion, that is, emphasison the clause-initial position, P, of P-S.
1.1.2. The 1970's and 80's

During the 70's and 80's, the study of nominal clauseword order became"one of the hotly
debatedtopics" (J-Muraoka'§154n. 1). Works publishedin this era contributed significantly
to the understanding of nominal clause word order by utilising some achievementsof
modem linguistics. They are Francis 1. Andersen's The Hebrew Verbless Clause in the
Pentateuch(1970), J. Hoftijzer's "The Nominal Clause Reconsidered" (1973) and T.
Muraoka'sEmphatic Wordsand Stnictures in Biblical Hebrew (1985).
Thesemodem scholarsattemptto solve threequestionsrelatedto word order. The first
question is "what is the functional difference between the two different word orders:
Predicate-Subjectand Subject-Predicate?
" The second question is "what is the role of the

2 except for circumstantial clauses(§153, n. 3 in p. 563).
3exceptfor certain types of clausesincluding circumstantialclauses(p. 166ff, see §135).
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clause-initialposition?" The third question is "what is the relationship betweenword orderj
emphasisand contrast?"
1.1.2.1. F. 1. Andersen'sBinary Model (1970)
Andersen'sVerblessClauseis a monumentalwork in the study of the nominal clauseand its
word order. Its vast quantity of material and his systematic descriptive approach with
meticulous classification offers invaluable tools for the study of nominal clauses in the
Pentateuch.
Andersen'sapproachesare radically different from the previous studiesin two aspects.
First, Andersen has no concern for emphasis or importance previously rendered to the
clause-initialposition:
Explanationsof exceptionsto the supposedrule S-P are often given in ternis of concepts
like eniphasisor iniportance,which haveno empirical status.(18)
Secondly, he does not follow the previous method which first establishedthe normal word
order (S-P) and then treatedthe reversedword order (P-S) as exceptionsdue to emphasis.
Andersentakesa functional approach:he recognisestwo different functions in the opposing
word orders,and attemptsto describethem.They are identification and classification.
1. Identification: "When both Subject (S) and Predicate(P) are definite, S-P is the
sequencefor identification." (Rule 1) (39). Examplesare
#1 -'dn!yahwj, 111
am YHWH" (Exod. 6:2)
#2 hi-i'm5geWalidrign, "that is Moses and Aaron" (Exod. 6:27)
The numbers on the left correspondto Andersen's classification. Identification meansthat
"the predicatehas total semanticoverlap with the subject; that is, each has exactly the same
referent.The predicatesuppliesthe identity of the subject." (32)
2. Classification: "When P is indefinite relative to S, P-S is the sequencefor
classification." (Rule 3) (42). Examplesare
"he is unclean" (Lev. 13:36)
#94 tami, hi-11,
#95 -lelqatind, hfir, "he is a passionategod" (Exod. 34:14)
Notice herethat Andersendoes not statethat Idn! yahwj, "I am YHWH" (Exod. 6:2) is the
normal patternand !dmil hi-11,"he is unclean" (Lev. 13:36) is an exceptionto put emphasis
on "unclean." Andersenseestwo different functions in thesetwo patterns.
This conclusion appearsto be substantiatedby his statistical data. Below is a chart
basedon Andersen's Table 4 in his work (p. 110). This chart shows that 71.2% of S-P
clauses(with definite subjects,Sd-Pd,up left) are of identification (275) and 93.6% of P-S
4
clauses(with definite subjects,Pind-Sd, down right) are of classification (205). Thesetwo
groups occupy 79.3% (480) of all the clauses.Exceptions to his rule are only 20.7% (125.

Suffixed noun and construct phrasewith suffixed noun are excludedbecausethey can be both definite and
indefinite. SeeAndersen'sargument in §13. Clauses with Indefinite Subjects in pp. 37-38. Participle is
excluded as well. See§9. Clauseswith a Participle as Predicatein p. 34.
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14 of Pd-Sd, up right, and 111 of Sd-Pind, down left). Exceptions are shadowedin the
below.
chart
Sd-P
Pd
7 -nd-7-Total

275 Sd-Pd

14

P-Sd

Total

Pd-Sd

289

(Identification)

(Exception)

111 Sd-Pind

205

xception
17-86

Pind-Sd

316

assi ication
219

605

Figure 1: Andersen'sBinary Model

DespiteHoftijzer's serious criticism of Andersen's methodology (see below), becausethis
statisticalpresentationcoversthe majority of the nominal clausesin the Pentateuch(71.2%),
Andersen's binary model has been followed by succeedingscholars and appearsto have
becomethe acceptedtheory aboutnominal clauseword order.6
Notwithstanding Andersen's new method of functional approach,his thorough work
and his many followers, at least threequestionsshould be addressed.They are the notion of
gradesof definiteness;allo-clausesand exceptions;and the definition of identification.
Gradesof definiteness
The first question is concerned with his grades of definiteness. Hoftijzer's "The
Nominal ClauseReconsidered"appearedthree years after Andersen's VerblessClause, and
he questionsAndersen's notion of grades of definiteness, which is central to Andersen's
theory.Hoftijzer comments"There arequite a numberof exceptionsto the formal criteria for
the gradesof definiteness"(451). According to Andersen,pronoun is the most definite, then
proper noun and it goes down to the least definite, "interrogative," which is the 19th in the
scaleof definiteness:

Andersenproposesthat nouns with suffix and participle can be either definite or indefinite. The figures in
this row include the number of clauseswith nouns with suffix and participle.
6For example,Davidson-Gibsoncommentsthat "There are discernible patterns for the sequenceof subj. and
pred. in these clauses (Andersen)," (52) then he introduces Andersen'sbinary model. IBHS starts the
section of "Word Order in VerblessClauses"with an introduction: "The order of subject (S) and predicate
(Pre) in verblessclausesvaries tremendously.In investigating the major patterns, we follow the study of
Francis I. Andersen." (130)
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1. Pr
2. Np
3. N<Ct>Np
4. Nd
5. N<Ct>Nd
6. Ptd
7. Numd
S. Nom

Pronoun
Proper noun
Constructphrasewith proper noun
Definite noun (article plus noun)
Noun with pronominal suffix
Definite participle
Definite numeral (e.g., thesethree)
Nominalized construction (e.g., asherclause)

---------9. Ns
10. N<Ct>Ns

Suffixed noun (N<Ct>pronoun suffix)
Constructphrasewith suffixed noun

11. Ptc (pt)

Indefinite participle (phrase)

12. Ni
13. N<Ct>Ni
14. Numi
15. Part
16. If (Pkh)
17. Adv
18. PpPh
19. Int

Indefinite noun
Constructphrasewith indefinite noun
Indefinite numeral
Partitive phrase(min + N)
Infinitive (phrase)
Adverb
Prepositionalphrase
Interrogative
(Table I in p. 109 in Andersen'sVerbless)
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Hoftijzer remarks that "even a brief explanationof his semanticpresupposition is lacking"
(469). "Why hi is more definite than the proper noun tdini7r it refers to
? Why is..
.. ...
...
hammMk (in 2 Sam.xiv 1) lessdefinite semanticallythan dawid in 2 Sam.xiii 39 whom it
.
refers to?" (469) Hoftijzer repeatedly remarks that Andersen uses semantic and logical
criteria in classifying clauses and in explanation of exceptions. In effect it appears to
Hoftijzer that Andersenusesundefinedlogico-semantictermsand criteria, such as "generally
lessdefinite," "usually lessdefinite," "genefic," "gim is semanticallydefinite," only in cases
"where a deviation of the generalrules has to be explained" (470). Hoftijzer notes that "the
introduction of this term raises questionsnot answeredby him, becausehe only uses it to
remove exceptions to the rules" (472). Then Hoftijzer questions "And if so, is this a
justifiable method?" (470) This criticism shakesthe foundation of Andersen'swork, because
it is basedon this 19 gradesof definiteness.7
Allo-clausesand exceptions

7Another factor Hoftijzcr points out is the classification of clausessuch as declarativeor precative, S-P or PS etc. This arrangement,however, is not only determinedby Andersen'stheoretical presuppositions, but
also by his text interpretations;for it depends,for example, on his interpretation of a clause, whether this
- min the
clauseis listed as precativeor asdeclarative(456). An example of this is Lev. 7:7 "M-6 mm,,
.T-samelaw for them" which Andersenclassifiesunderprecative. Hoftijzer arguesthat it should come under
declarative(in his term prescriptive, 458).
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The secondproblem of Andersen'smodel is concernedwith exceptions.No theory canavoid exceptions.However, Andersen's exceptionsare not insignificant in number and his
8
is
disproportionately
systemof exceptions
complex.
Let us look at the Figure I above again. According to Andersen's binary model, the
shadedparts, Sd-Pind (111 clauses)and Pd-Sd (14 clauses), are consideredas exceptions.
This meansthat Andersen'smodel considershalf of the four distinct clausetypes and all the
clauseswhich fall into these two types as exceptions. We cannot dismiss these clauses
simply becausethe numberof their clausesis minor (20.7%). In this regardHoftijzer is light
in attemptingto see "a functional opposition" between the two sequences"with the same
types of core constituents" but in opposite order (487). Namely Hoftijzer's aim is to
determine the functional difference between the two "allo-clauses." Allo-clauses are
"semanticallyequivalentbut forl-nallyand pragmaticallydivergentclausepairs."9An example
is
(1) Pincl-SclExod. 33:3

rim 9-117-ilVj?-017

(2) Scl-PindExod. 33:5

you are an obstinatepeople,
you are an obstinatepeople;

For AndersenExod. 33:5 (2) is exceptional, becausePind-Sd (1) is supposedto express
classificationand this Sd-Pind (2) also expressesclassification.Labelling these III Sd-Pind
clauses (such as (2) above) as exceptions and classifying them into five categories of
exceptions(43-44)'o may obscurethe function that this clause(Exod. 33:5) may have. As I

Hoftijzer lists numerous examples which do not fit into Andersen'srules. S-P clauses which are not
identification are listed in p. 473 and P-S clauseswhich are not classification are in listed pp. 473-74.
Hoftijzer's list of exceptionscalls the adequacyof Andersen'stheoretical framework into questions.
This term comesfrom "allosentence"usedby Knud Lambrecht:
Inform ation-structureanalysis is centeredon the comparison of semantically equivalentbut formally
and pragmatically divergent sentencepairs, such as active vs. passive, canonical vs. topicalized,
canonical vs. clefted or dislocated,subject-accented
sentencesetc. Using a term
vs. predicate-accented
introduced by Danes (1966), 1 will refer to such sentencepairs as pairs of ALLOSENTENCES.
(1994,6)
10They are (i) kil clause, (ii) the predicateis participle, (iii) circumstantial clause, (iv) not a clause, (v)
precative.
Andersen cannot put this particular clause into his five exceptional groups. He finds five more
"unexplainable"clauses(44). They are:
Num. 28: 14
vinh rb! ) Mlýt This is the burnt offering.
Gen. 18:20
Gen. 2:23
Gen. 6:3
Gen. 42: 13

ITT
nxon

rribn

nty

rp;?! The outcry of Sodom and Gomorrah is indeedgreat.

=21 MDD,
-i rl\&ýýThis is now bone of my bones.
-1t7mWIM MCIM becausehe also is flesh

-lrqK-tft

132 INUN We are the sons of one man.

Andersen'sconclusion aboveleavesan impressionthat all the classification clauseshave the Pind-Sd sequence
except these five categoriesof exceptionsand only these six "archaic" and "old" passagesdo not fit his
rules and rules of exceptions(42-44). The fact is that there are more than these six "archaic" inexplicable
clauseswhich do not belong to the five exceptional categories.Below are some of these examplestaken
from our two-memberclauses(#1-60).
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below,
Niccacci
function
(2)
it
"presentational.
"
He
this
introduce
observes
of
and
calls
will
in
Biblical
Hebrew
he
three
there
types
that
are
clause
and
calls the third one
proposes
f'presentational-" Presentationalclauses "are presenting their state," have a function for
"someoneintroducing himself," "reporting on some event," or "submitting to the listener a
his
"
Namely
Niccacci
Exod.
the
third
type,
of
own.
recognises
clause
as
such
proposition
33:5 (2) above,hasa pragmatic" function which is different from simply describing "you. "
In other words, the two clausesabove (1) and (2) have the samemeaning, but (1) is simply
"you,
"
in
(2)
is
listener
the
to
to
the
on
while
speaker
attempting
convey
commenting
"I
"
"I
here,
than
simple
commenting,
such
more
as
am
presenting
my
state
am
something
introducing myself," "I am reporting on some event," "I am now presenting my
"
Suffice
it
does
function
Andersen
to
that
this
now
say
not
recognise
pragmatic
proposition.
5
it
33:
Exod.
and
as an exception.
classifies
of
We may put it anotherway. The importanceof Andersen's new methodologyto seek
functional differences between the two word order S-P and P-S cannot be overvalued.
Nevertheless, his theoretical framework was not adequate to present the functional
opposition of the two different word orders.Hoftijzer's proposal to compareallo-clauseshas
madea refinementto this new line of method.
Definition of identification
The third problem of Andersen's binary model is his definition of "identification."
Andersendefinesidentification asfollows:
When both S and P are definite, the predicate has total semantic overlap with the subject;
that is, each has exactly the same referent. The predicate supplies the identity of the
subject. (32)
He goes on to specify the definiteness of Subject and Predicate:
Even though both subject and predicate in an identifying clause are definite, the
predicate is generally less definite than the subject.... Otherwise it would not be possible
to speak about sequence in clausesof identification: if both S and P were identical in
definiteness, it would be possible to say which was which. (40-41)
Here Andersen claims that the predicate has total semantic overlap with the subject and that
identification 4as the more definite reference as the subject and the less definite reference as
the predicate.

#30 Deut. 6:4
00 Gen. 49:5
#34 Num. 23:21

Iný>ý
min,
1.7.

c9riý,ý '151 lir? zue
zjz.
v

min,

Simeon and Levi are brothers.
The Lord his God is with him.
The secretthings belong to the Lord our God,

#41 Dt 29:28

#41 Num. 5: 8

The Lord is one.

ri15i
1
CVNI-i

but the things revealedbelong to us
the restitution which is made for the wrong

must go to the Lord for the priest,
For the definition of the word pragmatic,see5.6 "Pragmaticsand Markednessof Predicate-FocusStructure"
pp. III ff.
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Hoftijzer claims that "there are exceptionsto the rule that the subject usually is more
definite than the predicate." (451) An examplehe gives is
Gen. 10:2: "ýt*l 'Ina. rIVI '=-I The sonsof Japhethwere Gorner and Magog."
This clausetype is Sd-Pd,thus this is "identification." The subject, then, is supposedto be
more definite than the predicate. However the subject is less definite than the predicate.
T

'*'

V *.-

..:

Hoftijzer lists many more exampleswhere the predicatesare more definite than the subjects
(468). The degreeof definitenesscannotbe a criterion to distinguish subjectfrom predicate.
Another criticism camefrom Arthur Gibson in Biblical SemanticLogic (1981). Gibson
questionsthe use and definition of "predicate" by Andersen. Quoting Andersen's "When
both S and P are definite, the predicatehas total semanticoverlap with the subject that is,
"
has
Gibsonnotes:
the
exactly
same
referent,
each
It is then strange that solely referential identity should be consigned to 'total semantic
overlap' (since 'semantic' is centrally used of sense in Andersen), for 'total semantic
overlap' imports synonymy. (172)
T. Muraoka also expresses his dissatisfaction with Andersen's definition of identification by
giving an example and introduces his own terms, identification and description.
By "identification" I mean, to illustrate, a sentence like I anz Esau [and none else] as a
reply to the question, whether explicit or implicit, Wto is Esau? or Which of you is Esau?
while I anzEsait, when it can be constructedas a reply to the question, whether explicit or
implicit, fflzo are you?, is a description. In contrast, Andersen's approach is typical of the
usual understanding of "identification": "When both S and P are definite, the predicate
has total semantic overlap with the subject that is, each has exactly the same referent. The
predicate supplies the identity of the subject" (op. cit., p. 32). Accordingly I ain Esalt can
be only identificatory. It will be seen from this that Andersen's (and many others')
categories are those of logic, whereasours are those of semantics.(8)
Let us develop Muraoka's point based on the definition of identification proposed by a
linguist K. Lambrecht. For Lambrecht identificational sentences "serve to identify a referent
12
[non-predicate
the
element] in an open proposition" (1994,122). For
as
missing argument
example, an answer to the question by a father to his children "Who broke this window? "
would be "Mark (did). " ("did" can be omitted). Identification relates or identifies a referent
with a missing subject in the proposition "someone broke the window. " Mark happened to
break the window but Mark is not totally overlapped with "someone who broke the
window. " The function of identification relates these two referents "Mark" and "X" in "X
(someone) who broke the window" but these two referents do not have to be totally
overlapped. We may say that Lambrecht's definition is functional while Andersen's logicosemantic. It is fair for Muraoka to say that there is a functional difference in two answers
below:

(1) Who are you?
(2) Which of you is Esau?

I am ESAU.(read "Esau" with high pitch)
I am Esau.(read "I" with high pitch)

12It includes subjects,objects and adverbial phrases.Seep. 48 for the definition.
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The first answerdescribes"I. " In other words, it adds new information to "I. " The second
"I"
in
X
"X
(someone)
"
is
Esau.
identifies
As
Muraoka
with
mentions above,
answer
Andersen's definition does not allow us to distinguish these two different functions.
Muraoka namesthe answerin (1) "description," the answer in (2) "identification." We may
definition
identification
functional
difference
between
Andersen's
of
that
explain
cannot
a
say
these two allo-sentenceswhich have different functions while they have the same
We
by
English
distinguishes
that
two
these
meaning.
notice
answers
pitch
propositional
in
(1)
has
by
"I"
in
(2)
Esau
high
(marked
above
pitch
small
whereas
capitals)
prominence.
(underlined
because
does
distinguish
"I").
This
high
has
pitch
small
not
aspect
capital
above
following
in
English
information
be
in
high
the
and
new
will
elaborated
chapters.
pitch
of
Summary of Andersen'sbinary model
We may summariseAndersen'sbinary model as follows. It is a considerableadvance
that he takes a functional opposition approach against the previous normal/exception
first,
his
his
However,
have
three
to
grades of
model
seems
problems:
approach.
definitenessare not well defined; second,his binary model considers half of the four clause
types with all their clausesas exceptionsand does not explain the allo-clauses (between
Andersen's"classification" and Niccacci's "presentational"clause); and finally the definition
of Andersen'sidentification is "logical" and doesnot see a functional differencebetweenthe
allo-clauses(betweenMuraoka's "description" and "identification").
We may say that there is a needfor a more comprehensivetheoretical alternative. At
this stage, it appearsthat Hoftijzer's proposal to compare allo-clausesand the functional
definition of the term "identification" by Muraoka and Lambrecht will enableus to analyse
the phenomenamore accurately.
1.1.2.2. J. Hoftijzer's "Contrastiveness" (1973)

Hoftijzer, who criticises Andersen's methodology in his article, proposes an alternative
theory in the latter half of the article. His intention is to detect"a functional opposition"(487)
betweenallo-clauses(S-P and P-S), and he examinesclauseswhich consist of a definite
13
in
his
is
The
key
he
introduces
indefinite
theory
subject and an
word
predicate.
"contrastiveness"(493, et passim),or "special importance" (494, et passim).
He first examinesthe P-S sequence.He observesthat P is "contrastive" or "of special
importance." For example,he comments
13Since Hoftijzer avoids "logical" terms, he does not use the terms subject or predicate(487-88). Below are
the types of clauseshe examined,and we may call the left column, indefinite predicates,the right column,
definite subjects.He examinestwo types of word order: P-S and S-P.
Predicate

Subject

I. a non-pronominal definite noun
2. an indefinite noun category

and a pronoun (488-495)
and a definite noun category(495-501)

3. an indefinite participle

and a definite noun category(501-505)
and a definite noun category(505-509)

4. a prepositional phrase
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An clear example is Gen. xii 19 ("10ii hi; from the context it is clear that Abram does
everything to convince people that Sarah is not his wife but his sister).... (488)
A similar interpretation is also probable for Jacob's words when he sees angels
niaýiaiziTleldhTnzze (Gen. xxxii 3); "this is nothing but a (the) camp of God. (489)
Hoftijzer's "contrastiveness" is broader than one expects since he uses "contrastiveness" and
"special importance" interchangeably.
In Gen. xvii 15 God says about Abraham's wife ki sdrd gentah; here it is of special
importance that her name will be Sara and that she will not be called with another name,
i. e. Sarai. (494)
In the sequence S-P, Hoftijzer finds four kinds of clauses. First, S is contrastive; second, S
is not contrastive; third, P is contrastive and forth, P is not contrastive. Examples are:
1. S is contrastive:
In Ex. ix 27 Pharaoh says ivalwif ivalanind hdre§dlinz:there it is clearly implied that the
Y' and his people are guilty and not the other party (God). (491)
2. S is not contrastive:
The words ze siper tigledgt ladam (Gen. v 1) do not imply that this (and nothing else) is
the book of the generations of Adam. -.. (491)
In Gen. xix 37 there is said of Moab hilt labi-nOldb; that does not mean that he and
no one else is the ancestorof the Moabites. ... (491)
Of one of the rivers originating in Eden it is said hfi hassi5bib let koblereý kfig
(Gen. ii 13); this does not mean that this river (and not one of the others) compassesthe
land of Cush. (491)

3. P is contrastive:
In Gen. xxxiii 13 Jacob says to Esau laddnTy5djac ki-hayladim rakkini; that this can be
said about the children is in the context an important argument why Jacob will not go
with Esau.... (499)
In Ex. xxxiii 5 in the words of God to Israel lattenzlani-qe9j-15rep,it is important
that this can be said about the people; it is the reason why God does not want to go with
them. (499)
4. P is not contrastive:
E.g. in Gen. ix 3 kol-renieý lagerhilt-ýiay
the ýiay is clearly not of a contrastive
character. (499)
Hoftijzer concludes that in the sequence P-S, P "is of a contrastive character." However, in
the sequence S-P, he finds some subjects are contrastive and some are not. Therefore the
sequence S-P "gives no indications whether one of the two is contrastive or not" (493,500,
504 and 509). In other words he observes "contrastiveness" or "special importance" in the
clause-initial position in the sequence P-S, but he cannot observe it in the sequence S-P in

the samemanner.
Hoftijzer's intention to detect"a functional opposition"(487) betweenallo-clauses(S-P
andP-S) is certainly a stepin the right direction and his observationof "especialimportance"
in the clause-initial position seemsto be valid. However, we may wonder if his study
presentsthe "functional opposition" betweenP-S and S-P as he has intended. For example,
let us seethe typical set of allo-clauses:
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P-S Exod. 33: 3

Mnx JIV-71W,P-011

you are an obstinate people.

S-P Exod. 33: 5

PP-017 Mr-ItS

you are an obstinatepeople.

T

According to Hoftijzer's theory, "an obstinatepeople" in Exod. 33:3 would be contrasted(P
"you"
in
33:
5
(S
be
be
S-P)
P-S),
or
not
contrastive.
of
might
contrastive
might
while
of
Then, if both thesetwo different sequencescan signify the same contrastiveness,can we
assertthat thereis a "functional opposition" betweenthe two sequences?
1.1.2.3. T. Muraoka's "Emphasis" (1985)
Just asHoftijzer does,T. Muraoka criticises Andersen'sbinary model and presentshis own.
He studied emphasisin Biblical Hebrew in his doctoral dissertation in 1969 and wrote
Eniphatic Words and Stnictures in Biblical Hebrew (1985) based on his dissertation.
Muraoka usedhis study in his revision of Jollon's grammar.
In Emphatic,Muraoka observesa differencein structural meaning,in Hoftijzer's term,
a "functional opposition," betweenthe two different word order: P-S and S-P.
It is of fundamental importance to recognize the basic difference in structural meaning
carried by the two different word-order patterns: description is the structural meaning of
the P-S pattern, except where the predicate is a prepositional or adverbial phrase, when
the clause may be identificatory. In contrast, that of the reverse order can be either
description or identification. (7)
Since Muraoka observes two "structural meanings" in S-P, he comments on how he can

distinguish the two within the sameS-P sequence:
the key to the decision for description or identification in the S-P pattern lies in the
indeterminate
it
the
or
an
adjective,
participle,
consists
of
predicate; where
nature of
noun, the meaning of the whole structure is that of description, while, when it consists of
a determinate noun or noun phrase, the structure means identification. (8)

Examplesare
14
P-S : description
1n "ý -1v ýKmvri n -1 The people who are with you are too many (p. 15)

Judg. 7:2

T-7-.

TT

S-P: either description or identification"

description: Gen. 47:9 rutj m-mm,
výv
T9-:.:

-mn
-:

The yearsof my sojourning are one hundred and thirty.

identification: Gen. 48: 18

-b: 2i3 1-ill this oneis the first-born.

He commentson this clausethat "when the subject is a pron.[ominal] dem.[onstrative], S-P
can only signify identification." (p. 10)
Let us briefly examine Muraoka's binary model "description vs. identification" by
applying it to the sameallo-clausesabove:
P-S Exod. 33:3
S-P Exod. 33:5

ru

you are an obstinate people.
you are an obstinatepeople.

14,exceptwhere the predicateis a prepositionalor adverbial phrase,when the clausemy be identificatory."
15S-P can only signify identification, when S is a demonstrativepronoun. (p. 10)
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According to Muraoka, since the subjects are pronouns and the predicates,"an obstinate
people," are not "determinate" (8), these two clauses are both "description." A simple
both
If
the sequencesare "description," we wonder again if Muraoka's
arises.
question
termsand framework distinguishes"the basic differencein structural meaningcarried by the
two different word-order patterns": in our terrns the functional difference between allo"
clauses.
In addition to Muraoka's "description vs. identification" binary model, he detects
emphasis in the clause-initial position of certain clauses. The majority of his work on
nominal clauseword order is devotedto emphasisrather than to functional opposition. He
detectsemphasisin somepredicatesof P-S clauses" and in somesubjectsof S-P clauses."
Emphatic P in P-S
Gen. 27: 13

1ý17Your curse be on me. (p. 14)

Emphatic S in S-P

Gen. 31: 13

CV nrijin
TT:

-T

I amtheGodof Bethel,whereyou anointeda pillar. (p. 12)
However, Muraoka observes exceptions:

Non-emphaticP of P-S
ýDM-M'
Ex. 21: 3 NVI MUM
N if he is the husbandof a wife, (p. 15)
Non-emphatic S of S-P

Gen. 47:9 j-13VMIMI DIW`ýVI-Mn '13VIn'
TT-;..

-...

-

...

Theyearsof my sojourningareonehundredandthirty. (p. 9)
On the clause-initial position, Muraoka concludes that

K6nig's claim that the initial positionoccupiedby a word can alwaysbe explainedas due
" (3)"
to emphasisseemsto be an oversimplification.
Hoftijzer, Muraoka and Revell
We may notice here the similarity between Muraoka and Hoftijzer. Both of them
purposed to establish the functional opposition between P-S and S-P, However, they
observe two different functions in the same S-P sequence.

16It may be noteworthy that Muraoka mentions the third clause type in his study of Syriac. He calls it
"contrast" (SP) and it has a function to contrast the whole proposition (1975, and 1987).
Particularly when S is a psrsonal pronoun (pp. 14ff). However Muraoka detects no emphasis in
circumstantial clausesand someother P-S clauses.
18Muraoka detectsemphasisin S, when S is a personalpronoun (pp. 1lff). However, he detects no emphasis
in other S-P, particularly when P is participle or when the clause is circumstantial.
'9 More recently Muraoka seemsto have adopteda different notion than emphasis for clause-initial position.
It is "some special prominence or focus" (146). Muraoka detects it in fronted propositional phrases.
However, Muraoka similarly concludes that noun followed by prepositional phrase is "the normal
be
in
for
"is
the
to
the
type
prominence
given to
respect
of
of
nominal
clause"
which
neutral
sequence
either of the two principal constituents" (1991,151). In other words, Muraoka detects"prominence" or
"focus" in the clause-initial position of certain clausesonly.
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Hoftijzer

Muraoka

P-S

contrastive

descriptive

S-P

contrastive

descriptive

or non-contrastive

or identificational

Thereforewe may say that they did not presentthe functional opposition in the typical set of
fact
is
justifiable
This
doubt
it
functions.
to
raises
a
seek
opposing
whether
allo-clauses.
The ideaof opposing functions is explicitly questionedby E. J. Revell, the author of
works on Tiberian vocalisation (1987) and on how individuals are addressedin Biblical
(1996).
"The
in
his
Word
Order
in
Verbless
Biblical
In
Conditioning
Clauses
of
narrative
Hebrew" (1989), he comments that "Description in terms of a single pair of opposing
is:
(5,
for
5).
is
The
the
too
reason
simple
complex motivation of word order"
n.
categories
This is shown,for example,by the fact that, despitethe fact that 'identification' is a
generally satisfactorydesignationof the meaning of one category,the answerto the
question'what is your identity?' belongsto the other.(5, n. 5)
Then he refers to Muraoka's doctoral dissertation of 1969 and to Andersen's Verbless
Clause(1970). The reasonhe questionsthis functional opposition is the inadequacyof the
term "identification" defined by Andersen. We shall discuss Revell's argument against
"identification" below.
The studies by Hoftijzer, Muraoka and Revell may give us an impression that the
functional opposition between the two clause types, S-P and P-S "is too simple for the
"an
(Revell
1989).
It
oversimplification"
also
seems
motivation
of
word
order"
complex
(Muraoka 1985)to detectsomesort of importanceor prominencein the clause-initialposition
of all the clauses.
1.1.2.4. Summary of the 70's and 80's
We may surnmarisethe studiesin the 70's and the 80's as follows.
In 1970 F. 1. Andersen launched a radical approachto the study of nominal clause
word order. He took an approachof functional opposition over againstthe normal/exception
approachand then he proposedthe binary model of classification (Pind-Sd) vs. identification
(Sd-Pd). T. Muraoka and J. Hoftijzer criticised Andersen's methodology and intended to
present the functional opposition between P-S and S-P. However, they observe two
functions within the S-P sequenceand therefore they do not seem to have presenteda
functional opposition. E. J. Revell explicitly questionsthe functional opposition and notes
that it is "too simple" to attemptto describethe word order by the opposing functions. As to
the clause-initial position, both Muraoka and Hoftijzer find inconsistency in detecting
contrastor emphasisin the clause-initialposition.
At the close of the 1980's, it appearsthat the modem approach, "the functional
opposition," has already reached deadlock and that the effort tp detect some kind of
significancein the clause-initial position hasendedunsuccessfully.
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1.1.3. The early 1990's
1.1.3.1. Introduction
However, there was a new move in the study of nominal clauseword order at the turn of the
decade.We shall pay attentionto A. Niccacci and Revell whom we have just mentioned.
Thesetwo scholarshave proposedto employ threenew methodsfor the study of word order
have
First,
both
Revell and Niccacci
their
they
presented
outcomes.
corresponding
and
both
to
a
single
approach
nominal and verbal clauses, which runs contrary to the
propose
long history of separationbetween nominal and verbal clauses. Secondly, Revell, in the
abovearticle, introducesa new perspectivewhich analysesthe author'sintention to draw the
is
attention,
which
part of inforination-structureanalysis. Through this method, he
reader's
"the
he
detect
focus"
"significance"
in
that
the clause-initial position of
can
primary
or
argues
any clause types. Thirdly, Revell and Niccacci consider the inter-clausal syntax and
discourse-levelphenomenafor their analysis. By applying this analysis, Niccacci proposes
the third clause type, "presentative," in addition to the two clause types of the previous
binary models.Below are details of thesethree aspects.
1.3.2.Single approach
First, both Revell and Niccacci propose a single approach to both nominal and verbal
clauses.This distinguishesthese two from previous scholarswho had long treatednominal
and verbal clausesindependently.Revell commentson the concentrationon the verbal clause
study in recentyearsand he statesthat it obscuresthe common featuresbetweennominal and
verbalclauses:
concentration on verbal clauseshas tended to obscure the fact that a number of features
of structure are common to clauses of both types. The same structures act as constituents
of both types of clause, apart, of course, from the verbal constituent which characterizes
verbal clauses. (1)
Niccacci also applies the same principle to both nominal and verbal clauses:
The other main principle of my analysis is that the first position of the sentencebelongs
to the predicate in Biblical Hebrew. I already applied this principle to the sentencewith
finite verb form. Accordingly, a sentence is predicative when the finite verb form is
found right at the beginning of it; it is nominal when the finite verb form takes the
second position (i. e. a CNQ. I hope to show that, nuttatis mittandis, this same principle
applies to the sentenceswithout a finite verb form (i. e. a SNQ. (217)
CNC (Complex Nominal Clause) is Niccacci's special terms for a verbal clause in which a
non-verbal element precedes the verb: "which has a finite verb form in the second position of
the sentence, i. e. x-qatal, or x-yiqtol" (216). Let us now use 'Y' to represent a non-verbal
element, following Niccacci, and "v" to represent a verb. What is asserted here is that
Niccacci observes the same functional difference both in nominal and verbal clauses.

Namely, S-P and X-V sharethe samefeatures,and P-S and V-X share the same features.
Both Revell and Niccacci approachnominal and verbal clauseswith a commonframework.
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1.1.3.3. Revell's concernfor information value
The secondaspectwe shall pay attention to is Revell's new perspectiveof the informational
value on the clause-initial position. Having analyseda considerablenumber of clausesin
various clausetypes, he arguesthat "The constituentplaced first in the clauseis that which
the author wishes to be the primary focus of the reader's attention" (p. 2, underline added).
Here we need to recognisethat Revell has introduced a new perspectiveinto the study of
Biblical Hebrew word order. He is concerned with the author's intention to draw the
reader's attention, using the term "focus" (2) or "significance" (3, n. 3). For Revell,
elementsin one clausedo not have the sameinformational value for the reader. "The author
wishes" that certain elementsin one clausehave more informational value for "the reader"
than other elementswithin the same clause. One clause has elements "which the author
wishesto be the primary focus of the reader'sattention" (p. 2). His analysisof the placing or
distribution of the prominent information in a sentenceis a part of information-structure
analysiswhich also considersthe topic-commentrelationship,the stateof information (old or
new), and the level of definitenessof a referent in the minds of participants (details of the
information-structureanalysis will follow in the next chapter). Using this new perspective,
Revell concludesthat "no doubt that this significancewas the main factor determiningword
order" (24). The "most significant item in a clauseis placed first" (5). Namely he arguesthat
Hebrew expressesthis prominent information (his "focus" or "significance") by word order
and the clause-initial position is markedfor it. For example,
P-S (12.6)

2Sam. 15:2 17.=

-IMM

T

Your servantis from one of the tribes of Israel.

Revell commentson this clausethat
The significant constituent, that representing the item which is the concern of the
question, is typically placed first in the response.(6)

lKings 2: 8

"MMY ling

T"

there is with you Shimei the son of Gera.

Similarly Revell commentson this clause:
Where the adverbial constituent is a preposition with a pronominal suffix, it is commonly
significant as indicating the relationship of the clause to its context and so precedes the
subject. (6)
S-P (12.9)
Judg. 13: 11 MVNM-ýN
7-7..

T.

VINM Mr-INMAre you the manwho spoketo thewoman?
II--

Revell commentson this clause:
Where there is a question of whether an individual has a particular identity, the question
similarly places the pronominal subject first. (9)
He finds the phenomenon of "focus" or "significance" in the clause-initial position consistent
in all types of clause.

1.1.3.4. Niccacci'striadic model
The third feature of this turn of the decade is the consideration of the inter-clausal and
discourse(or text-unit) level phenomena.Revell recognisescontrastof the whole proposition
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and also topic-shift as functions of S-P and X-V (18-19). Niccacci comments on his
methodology:
The basicpresuppositionis that correct syntactic analysisis impossibleif one remains
bound to the sentencelevel; only on the larger level of the text are the relationships
betweensentencescorrectly understood.(216) (underlineadded)
By applying this method, Niccacci proposes a clause type which is different from the
previous two types. Though Niccacci statesthat there are two types of clause, predicative
and presentative,since he divides the predicativeinto two types, he is virtually proposing
three types of clause.
Niccacci's first clausetype is P-S unmarkedpredicative.
Lev. 11:35

MM DIM=

theyareunclean

Here, P-S gives generalinformation where "the emphasisfalls on" (217) the predicate.This
is somewhat similar to Andersen's classification and probably equivalent to Muraoka's
"description."
The secondtype is called "markedpredicative." While the unmarkedpredicativeclause
is giving general information as Lev. 11:35 above, the marked predicative clause gives
specific information: "'who is the subject' or 'how did something happen... (217). His
exampleis:
Gen. 37:16 as an answerto the question "what are you looking for?":
: )bx 'MN-MN

I am looking for my brothers.

This "communicatesinformation not in generaltermsbut stressingonly a detail of it" (220).
This is what Muraoka and Lambrechtcall identification. Gen. 37:16 relates "my brothers"
with X in the preposition "I am looking for X. "
This Niccacci's "marked predicative" seemsto have a terminological difficulty. For
Niccacci TtCrIZN(my brothers)is a predicate.He arrives at this conclusion by translating "It
is my brothersthat I am looking for" (218). This is not a normal way of defining predicate
and subject. Then he classifies this sentenceas marked, because this "predicate," "my
brothers," is "not belonging to the class of the predicate" (217). Namely "my brothers"
above is predicate of the sentencebut it does not belong to a group of words called
"predicate." The terminology such as "a predicatenot belonging to the class of the predicate"
may not be easily communicated. Niccacci seems to indicate a function by the first
"predicate," and a classor a group of words by the latter "predicate."
This terminological confusion arises from the "two basic principles" (216) which
underlie his analysis. The first basic principle of Niccacci is that he uses traditional logical
"Aristotelian terms, universals [a class of predicate] and particulars [a class of subject]"
(216). Proper names, pronouns, definite phrases(e.g., my friend) belong to particular or
substance, while common nouns (man, book, etc.), abstract nouns (beauty), verbs,
adjectivesand adverbs are universal (general) (217). According to this traditional Greek
grammarNiccacci notes:
In principle, substances(or particulars) function as subject while accidental properties (or
universals) function as predicate. (217)
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"My brothers"aboveis a "substance"and thereforeit cannotfunction aspredicate,but in fact
it is functioning aspredicate.ThereforeNiccacci calls it "marked."
The secondbasic principle of Niccacci is that the clause-initial position is marked for
the predicativefunction in Biblical Hebrew:
The other main principle of my analysis is that the first position of the sentencebelongs
to the predicate in Biblical Hebrew. (217)
According to this second basic principle, "my brothers" needs to be labelled as "predicative, "
becauseany element in the clause-initial position must be the predicate.
Aristotelian terms may be useful for classification of words in a limited situation.
Although Niccacci's observations are insightful and valid, his two basic principles seems to
mar the theoretical presentation of his triadic model. Probably we need to seek more
appropriate terms for the function of this second type. Following Muraoka and Lambrecht, I
shall call Niccacci's second type "identification, " and the item identified, "argument"
following Lambrecht. "Argument" is a cover term for any non-predicating element in a
clause. It includes pronouns, noun phrases, subordinate clauses, and certain adverbial
phrases expressing place, time, and manner. " It includes a subject, an object, and an
"
adverbial phrase. In the above example of Gen. 37: 16, "my brothers" is not a predicate,
but it is an argument. This clause, Gen. 37: 16, identifies (or relates) "my brothers" with a
missing argument (X) of the proposition "I am looking for someone (X). " The introduction
of this new term, "argument, " has the advantage, because an argument can be a subject or an
object. For example, the example that Muraoka gives happens to have the subject as the
identified element:

Which one is Esau?

I am Esau.("I" is read with high-pitch)
This is certainly identificationa], becausethe clauseidentifies "I" with the missing argument
of the proposition "someone(X) is Esau." However, in Niccacci's example, it is an object
that is identified:
Who are you looking for?

I am looking for my brothers.
This term 'argument'may be usedfor both the casesabove: for the subject and for the
object. This term, argument, will also be used in verbal clauses with 'Y' as its
representation,just like Niccacci's 'Y' for non-verbal elementsin verbal clauses. Let us
leave, therefore, Niccacci's use of Aristotelian terms and call this second clause type
"identification," and usethe term "argument"for any non-predicateelements.22
Niccacci's third type of clauseis called S-P "presentative"or "circumstantial."
Num. 9:7 U10.0 IMNX
We areunclean
Niccacci commentsthat "they are presentingtheir state to Moses so that a solution can be
found" (221). In other instances, S-P has a function for "someone introducing himself"
(Gen. 28: 13), "reporting on some event" (Num. 11:27) or "submitting to the listener a
20SeeLambrecht, 75 and 224.
21SeeC. Creider observesthat the fronted adverbial phraseis focusedin an answerto the quesion in English.
SeeCreider 1979,7.
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person,event-reporting,presentinga proposition are all concernedwith the speaker-listener
relationshipand with the flow of a narrative(pragmatics)in addition to the mere content of a
"
"we
We may notice the similarity betweenthis functions of the SP
are
unclean.
proposition
(1990),
Niccacci's
his
XV
In
on
verbal
and
clauses.
work
clauses
clause
presentative
Niccacci arguesthat XV breaksthe narrative line and provides "comment" or "background"
information (chapter3 and 5). Namely, Niccacci observespragmaticor discoursefunctions
in both SP and XV clauses.
Niccacci'striadic model will be summarisedas follows. The secondtype, the marked
following
identification
Muraoka
Lambrecht
is
and
and we shall use
now
called
predicative
the new term "argument"in placeof the subjector the object representedby the letter X.
1. Predicative (P-X)
Lev. 11:35

MM UINn-to

theyareunclean

This clausegives generalinformation aboutthe subjector the argument.
2. Identificational (X-P)
Gen. 37:16 "what are you looking for?"
: )5N, '71KIIN

I am looking for my brothers.

This clauseidentifies (or relates) "I" with the missing argument of the proposition "I am
looking for someone(X). "
3. Presentative(X-P)
Num. 9:7 MINt'= IMNN'

We areunclean

This type of clausehas pragmaticfunctions which are concernedwith the speaker-listener
relationship and also with the flow of a narrative in addition to the mere content of a
proposition "we are unclean."
Niccacci's proposalof the third category and his observationof its pragmaticfunction
is significant, becauseit explains the short-comingsof the previous binary models proposed
by Andersen,Hoftijzer and Muraoka, and also showswhy Revell thinks that a binary model
"
is too simple to describeword-order phenomena.

22See2.4 "Argument and Comment" for the definition of "argument" in p. 48.
23As we have seen,Revell commentsthat it is too simple to detect the functional opposition betweenthe SP and P-S sequences.The term identification by Andersenis certainly inadequateto describeRevell's
"identity" (9-10) as Revell suggests.However, the inadequacyof Andersen'sdefinition of identification and
the short-comingsof the binary models do not necessarilyjustify Revell's statement of "too simple." We
notice that Revell puts under one categoryof his "identity" thoseclauses(p. 9-10) which include
1. Mings 10:13 UMN ln'MMN 'ON We are the relativesof Ahaziah
..

13--

2. Judg. 13:11 Mj'NM-ýX' ri-IM-F-IMN jINM Mr-INU-1
T-TVT:
--..

_.

.II--
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1.1.3.5. Summary of the early 90's
To sum up, new methodsand correspondingoutcomesfor the nominal clause word-order
study were observedin the early 90's which appearto supplementthe studiesin the 70's and
80's.Niccacci and Revell employ single approachesto both nominal and verbal clauses,and
considerdiscoursefunctions and information value of elements.As a result, Revell observes
the primary focus in the clause-initial position, and Niccacci proposes the third type of
clause:"presentative." This is a major breakthroughin the study of word order.
1.1.4. The close of the 1990's
In February 1999, two books on Hebrew grammar were published. One is Tile Verbless
Clausein Biblical Hebrew: Linguistic Approachesedited by Cynthia L. Nfiller (1999), and
anotheris A Biblical Hebrew ReferenceGrammaredited by Christo H. J. van der Merwe,
Jackie A. Naud6, and Jan H. Kroeze (1999). These two books seemto reflect the present
situation of linguistics at the close of the 20th century. They demonstratethe advanceof
Hebrew linguistics and at the sametime the proliferation of methodology. Miller concludes
her introductory essayfor VCBH:
In the decadessinceAndersenand Hoftijzer wrote on verblesspredications,the science
of linguisticshas experiencedextraordinaryadvances.... With the rise of generative
syntax,cognitive linguistics,and informationalstructuring,Hebraistsare confronted with
far greaterchoicesfor analyzingBiblical Hebrewsyntax.(1999,15)
In thesetwo works we may observethree aspectsof the latest works in Biblical Hebrew.
One is the increasing adoption of the latest linguistics methods and terms, such as, textlinguistics, functional grammar, background-foreground,anaphoric-cataphoricgrounding,
information-structure analysis (old-new information, topic-comment, topicalisation, focus
and referentiality). Secondly,as a result of the first, somegrammarianshave startedto take a
single approachto both nominal and verbal clauses.Finally, the adaptationand applicationof
theselatestlinguistic achievementsis "still a preliminary stage"(van Wolde 1999,332), and
Although much progresshas been made in describing and understandingverbless
clauses,uncertainty remains about their internal syntactic structure,their integration
along with verbal clauses into an account of Biblical Hebrew syntax, and their
distributionand rhetoricalfunction on a text-linguisticlevel. (Miller 1999,6)
Someof the significant contributionsin thesetwo books will be introduced and evaluatedin
the following chapters.

1.2.

PAST STUDIES OF VERBAL CLAUSE WORD ORDER

Are you the man who spoke to the woman?
3. lKings 20:28

MIMI
T

I am the Lord.

I is equivalent to Muraoka's description or to Niccacci's predicative. 2 is equivalent to identification by
Muraoka and Lambrecht. 3 is equivalentto Niccacci's presentationalclause. It appearsthat the reasonthe
word order appearstoo complex to Revell may be due to the lack of adequateterms and concepts,
particularly, the distinction of thesethree different clausetypes as Niccacci proposes.
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We shall now turn to the study of verbal clauseword order.
1.2.1. GKC and Muraoka
Universally the sequenceV-X (verb followed by non-verbal element) is recognisedas the
normal sequenceof Biblical Hebrew and this word order has been studied extensivelyunder
the terms "waw-consecutive," or "waw-conversive.tt24However, the function of the inverted
word order or the fronting of non-verbal element(s)in verbal clauses (X-V) is not widely
2'
it.
introductory
do
Even GKC spares
textbooks
not even mention
recognisedand some
only two pages for the inversion (455-56), while it devotes fourteen pages to the wawconsecutivein general(326-339).GKC lists two functions of the inversion (XV): emphasis
and "state." GKC's "state" is similar to the circumstantialclause. The scarcity of the XVclausestudy may be understandable,becausethe majority of verbal clausestake the sequence
of VX. However, as we have seenin the nominal clause, the minority in number does not
necessarilyindicateits insignificance.
Recentworks, however,pay more attentionto the phenomenaof XV.
Muraoka (1985) remarks that this inversion expressescontrast or emphasis on the
fronted element(33,38-39), introducescircumstantial clauses(33-34), presentsthe peculiar
X (34-35), or reflects style (chiasmusor attraction, 36-37,39-40), forms response
caseof W'*9,
(40), takes cognate objects (40), semantic factors cause the inversion (e.g., verbs of
knowledge and movement,36), the inversion involves peculiaritieswith legal texts (40-41),
and theology causesthe inversion (divine being as the fronted subject,35).
Comparedto JoUon'srather simple understandingof word order J-Muraoka follows
'26
Muraoka's understandingof word order and emphasis.They list emphasisor contrast(§155
nb), circumstantial clause (§155 nc), "at the very beginning of a statement" (§155 nd),
religious sentimentfor fronting of God or his agent (§155 ne), VIN in indefinite sense
(someone)or in a negative clause (nobody) (§155 nf), attraction or chiastic construction
(§155ng), response(§155 nh), peculiarity in legal texts (§155 oc), the indirect object of the
ý
indicating the purpose (§155 s), and extraposition
action (§155 q), the infinitive with
structure(casuspendens)(§156).

24This is one of the phenomenapeculiar to biblical Hebrew. Waw-consecutiveis also found in Moabite.
Though Moabite is a separatelanguage(K. P. Jackson, 130), it is "very closely relatedto Hebrew and in
particular to the Israelite Hebrew dialect." (John C. L. Gibson, 72). K. P. Jackson even writes, "it is
probable that Moabite and Hebrew were for the most part mutually intelligible. "(130). The fact that the
waw-consecutiveforms "are only found in Moabite outside Hebrew," (Gibson, 73) reveals further its
similarity to Hebrew. See K. Jacson 1989; J. Gibson 1971.
25For example J. Blau 1976,46,86; J. Martin 1993,87; Mauchline simply mentions that XV "reverts to
the proper and natural tense." (1966,96).
26Seep. 10 of our study for JoUon'sunderstanding.
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These scholars above, GKC, Muraoka and J-Muraoka, concentrateon intra-clausal
XV,
inter-clausal
analysis
of
while other scholarsare more awareof text-unit (discourse)
and
level phenomena.
1.2.2. More recentworks
1.2.2.1. Growing concernfor discoursefunctions
Thomas 0. Lambdin draws attention to XV naming it "disjunctive" (1971,162ff) and
proposesthat XV terminatesor initiates an episodeand createscircumstantialclauses, and
shows contrast.
Andersen in Sentenceof Biblical Hebrew (1974) is clearly aware of text-unit level
in
Andersen
that
recognisesthat XV introduces a circumstantialclause (78),
phenomena,
initiates an episode or a paragraph (65, §4.2.2), and shifts the topic (65, §4.2.2). He
observes also that XV is used in appositional (47, §3.7.1), chiastic (121,134)
contrastive(151) sentencestructure.

and

G. Khan analyses extraposition (traditionally casus pendens) from a strong textlinguistic perspective.It is noteworthy that he observes similarities between extraposition
structureand SV-clauses.
In many respects SV-clauses are functionally equivalent to Ex/PAR [extrapositionj
constructions. Compare (a) their use in parallel/chiastic combinations of clauses (11,2.1)
and (b) their function of marking span boundaries (11,1.3.1.1,1.3.2.1) (95)
The functions of SV in marking span boundaries which he observes are Span closure and
Span onset. Span onset includes beginning of a speech [initialisation], shift to new topic
constituent [topic-shifting],
infonnation (86-88).

shift to new theme [theme-shifting],

shift to background

Alviero Niccacci (1990, chapter 5) notes that XV offers anteriority, simultaneity,
contrast, emphasis, circumstance of the following wayyiqtol.
ForD-Gibson (1994)XV indicates either that the clause is non-consecutive or that if it
is consecutive, XV is 1. highlighting the fronted element (84), 2. focusing, 3. emphasising,
4. marking off-line remarks or 5. relating clauses within a compound sentence for similarity,
contrast, etc. (164).
These scholars have advanced the understanding of the functions of the inverted word
order (XV) by considering inter-clausal and text-unit (discourse) level phenomena (or
discourse analysis).
1.2.2.2. Application of Functional Grammar

In more recentyearsworks by Hebraistshavebeenemergingwhich have adoptedFunctional
Grammar as the underlying method. The work of Walter Gross, Die Satzteilfolge im
VerbalsatzaluestanientlicherProsa (1996), that has extensively analysedthe word order of
verbal clauses, is one of them. Gross employs terms such as "Thema-Rhema," "TopicKommentar," and "Fokus-Hintergrund" for his analysis (55-72). He also seemsto. follow
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the approachof Simon Dik's Functional Grammar, using Dik's distinction betweenprefield
and postfield languages.Grossnamesthe preverbaldomain "prefield" "Vorfeld" (8 1) and he
arguesthat the fronting of non-verbal elements,XV, interrupts the sequenceof wayyiqtol
chain and can havespecialpragmaticfunctions in addition to focus (emphasis).They are list,
temporal recourse [anterior circumstantial clause], background information, narrative
comment [explanatory circumstantialclause] and indication of text boundary (relative and
absolutetext-beginningand text-subdivision)(142).
Van der Merwe in BHRG (1999) follows N. Chomsky, Simon Dik and W. Gross in
dealing with verbal clauseword order (11; 337, n. 58). He also employs similar methodsto
Dik and Gross, such as Prefield, fronting for focus, activation and reactivation. Then he
reachesa similar conclusion to Gross.
1.2.2.3. Summary
These scholars above have significantly advancedthe understandingof XV functions by
consideringthe inter-clausaland discourse(text-unit) level phenomena.On the inter-clausal
level, XV clausesexpresscontrast,createcircumstantialclausesor subordinateclauses,form
chiastic and parallel constructions.On the text-unit (discourse)level, XV clausesinitiate and
terminatea text unit (discourse), shift the topic, and give background information.27It is
noteworthy that the most recent works by Gross and van der Merwe consider the
phenomenonof focus and that van der Merwe explicitly employs information-structure
analysisfor verbal clauseword order.
1.2.3. Longacre'smacro-structure
R. E. Longacre (1989), however, approachedthesephenomenafrom a very different angle.
He launched a grand-scalenew system of macro-structuregrammar which integrates the
grounding (the foreground/background opposition), the distinction between various
discoursetypes and the hierarchicalverb rank theory:
I posit here that (a) every.languagehas a system of discourse types (e.g., narrative,
predicative,hortatory,procedural,expository,and others); (b) each discoursetypes has
its own characteristicconstellationof verb forms that figure in that type; (c) the usesof
(a] given tense/aspect/mood
form are most surely and concretelydescribedin relation to
a given discoursetype. (59)
He describeschainsof ivaiv-consecutives(preterites)as "the backboneof any Old Testament
story" (65), and others are "supportive, descriptive, and depictive materials" (65). These
supportivematerialsare expressedby a hierarchicalverb rank. Namely, "waw-consecutives"
carry the foreground of an episodeand the background information is expressedby other
types of verbs. The closest to the foreground is qatal, then participle, haya, nominal clause,
existential clause with yjg, and the verbal form which is the most remote from the story-line
is negated verbs (64-82). According to Longacre this verb rank is "a scheme sYmbolising
27Peculiar reasonsfor the inversion proposedby Muraoka and J-Muraoka will be discussedin a different
chapter.
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degreesof departurefrom the storyline." (82, n. 6). In other words, most of the functions
that the word-order inversion is thought to have, accordingto the previous studies, are now
attributed to this hierarchicalverb rank system.For example,in the narrative discoursetype,
x-qatal or x-participle createsa circumstantialclause,not becauseof the inverted word order,
but becauseit departs from the ivaiv-consecutive. This verb rank system differs from
discoursetype to discoursetype (e.g., narrative, hortatory, predictive, expository, etc.) and
each discourse type has its own verb rank system to express the foreground and the
departure from it (the background). Longacre posits that "the uses of [a] given
form are most surely and concretely described in relation to a given
tense/aspect/mood
discourse type" (above). Namely a given discourse type and its grounding rules
morphology. D. A. Dawson (1994) and N. Winther-Nielsen (1995) follow Longacre.
This top-down monosysten-ticgrand-scale grammar is questioned by traditional
grammarians.IBHS, which acknowledgesthe importance of going beyond the sentence
grammarof the past (53), quotesLongacre(53) and statesthat
In the light of theseclaims,we mustcautiouslydefendthe moretraditional path followed
in this grammar.... For our purposesa grammarof this magnitudeis not prudent.
(54)
We have resistedthe strong claims of discoursegrammariansin part for the
theoreticaland practical reasonsmentionedearlier: most syntax can be and has been
describedon the basisof the phrase,clause,and sentence.(55)
It appearsat first glancethat this gap between the traditional bottom-up grammar and this
new type of top-down discourse grammar is unreconcilably large. Nevertheless,we may
observe some changesamong Hebraists since then. First, the macro-structuretheory is
establishedas a school amongsomeHebraists,such as de Regt (1999). Den Exeter Blokland
also attempsto reacha macro-structureof one corpusby analysing paradigmatic-syntagmatic
features(1995).
Secondly, some Hebraists are adopting modified grounding theories. T. Giv6n,
recognising the achievementof the grounding theory (foreground/background),points,out
that this binary theory may fail to capturethe more complex and subtle reality of a language.
He proposescomplementaryframeworks,such as,non-binary scaling model (scale of topicpredictability, for example) and the anaphoric-cataphoricgrounding theory (1987). Van
Wolde is awareof this developmentand attemptsto apply this topic-predictability scale (level
of referentiality and topicality) and anaphoric-cataphoricgrounding to Biblical Hebrew
(1999). Our study employs a framework of scaling, which is similar to Giv6n's topicpredictability scale(seechapter5).
Thirdly, someof the latest works seemto attemptto bridge this gap betweenthe two
(the traditional bottom-up approaches and the macro-structure/foreground-background
theory) by focusing on inter-clausal syntax. For example, Yoshinobu Endo (1996) and
Randall Buth (1995) seethis controversialissuethrough the sequential/non-sequential
binary
opposition. I will elaboratetheir works here, becausetheir ideas will be our working
hypothesis.
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1.2.4. Sequential/non-sequential
Verbal System
Endo analysesthe Hebrew verbal system and observes the sequentialvs. non-sequential
opposition in the useof the verbal conjugations.In the past context,yiqtol is used to convey
sequentialityand qatal non-sequentiality.In the non-pastcontext, qatal conveys sequentiality
and yiqtol non-sequentiality. In the volitive context, qatal conveys sequentiality and
imperative,jussive and cohortativenon-sequentiality(321):28
CONTEXT
NON-SEQUENTIAL
SEQUENTIAL
QATAL
PAST
(waY)YIQTOL
(Complete)
NON-PAST
YIQTOL
(we)QATAL
(Incomplete)
VOLITIVE
IMPR. JUSS& COH
(we)QATAL
Then Endo repeatedlystressesthat
So far as the "backgrounding- foregrounding" theory (Niccacei,Longacre,et al.) is
concerned,this distinction doesnot seemto be a determinativefactor for the choice of
the verbal forms. This distinction [backgrounding - foregrounding] seemsto be a
secondaryphenomenonor a by-product of the distinction betweensequentialityand
non-sequentiality.(324, underlineadded)
Endo offers a reason which explains the phenomena of the grounding without resorting to
the difference of discourse types of Longacre. This is a significant contribution in terms of
"filling the gap." Notice here the tense of one verbal conjugation is determined by the tense
29
its
of
context.

However, from the point of view of word order, Endo follows Longacre that the
30
inversion
(XV)
For Endo also, most of the functions
the
topiC.
simply shifts
word-oider
that the traditional grammarhasobservedin the word-order inversion are ascribednow to the
verbal systemexceptfor the topic-shift.
Buth, on the other hand, who is a proponent of a Praguian-generative-functional
approach(1999,79-80), uniquely integratesthe sequential/non-sequentialverbal system and
the word-order study of the past. First he presents a binary verbal system (99) which is
similar to Endo's (modified for comparison):
Tense-Aspect
Past,Perfective,Realis
Non-Past, Imperfective, Irrealis
Then Buth concludes:

Discontinuity
X+ qatal
X+ yiqtol

Continuity
wayyiqtol
weqatal

With foreground-continuity (VS) versus background-discontinuity (XV) we are dealing
with a binary structure that can be manipulated in many circumstances to produce quite
28While Lambdin understandsthat this non-sequentialityis brought by the non-verbal element after ivaiv,
Endo arguesthat the verbal systemitself expressesit without ivaiv. J-Muraoka also notes "But in certain
casesthe Waw must be separatedfrom the verbal form, for example, to indicate the absenceof sequence"
(§ 155n).
2' This is also observedby W. Moran in Akkadian of Byblos. He commentson the future tenseof the perfect:
The future meaning in theseinstancescan only derive from the context. (1950,33)
Longacre later adds other functions of fronting: "at least three such functions in biblical Hebrew:
paraphrase,amplification, and contrast .. ." (1992,210).
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an array of subtle distinctions. The text is able to signal foreground-continuity [by VS]
and able to break-up that continuity [by XV] to report parallel actions, out-of-sequence
actions, new topics, new units and even to mark dramatic pause in a grammatical
inversion [that is XV]. (99-100, underline added)
He observes that XV is "able to break-up that continuity to report parallel actions, out-ofsequence actions, new topics, new units and even to mark dramatic pause in a grammatical
inversion. "
What we may observe here is that the majority of implications of the inverted word
order (XV) observed by many scholars in the past is considered to be non-sequential,
discontinuous or independent. They include GKC's state (anteriority and simultaneity), JMuraoka's circumstantial clause, "at the very beginning of a statement," Muraoka's
circumstantial clause, Lambdin's circumstantial use, explanatory or parenthetical use and
initial use, circumstantial clause of SBH (Andersen), episode-initial, topic-shifting, Khan's
marking of span boundaries, Niccacci's anteriority, simultaneity and circumstantial clause,
D-Gibson's marking off-line remarks and circumstantial clause, and Longacre and Endo's
background, topicalisation and topic-shifting. These are either on the inter-clausal level
(ci rcumstantial clause and parallel constructions, etc. ), or on the text-unit level (onset,
background information, closure, etc.).
It appears, then, that Buth's theory successfully integrates both the achievements of the
past word-order study and the sequentiality verbal system; and both the traditional bottom-up
approach and the grounding theory. Nevertheless, his integrated system may be questioned
in two respects.
First, we observe that many clauses express non-sequentiality or discontinuity without
the word-order inversion. For example, Endo gives an example of a non-sequential clause.
Barn. 14:52:

ntn
and when Saul saw (QATAL) any mighty man or any valiant man,
he attached(waYYIQTOL) him to his staff.
The first clause with qatal in the past context "functions as a circumstantial
temporal

clause"(Endo,

97).

This

inversion. Another example is Mings

is a non-sequential

clause

clause or a

the word-order

without

21: 3-4:
trinu,

T

ril-

I,
TTT

mnm nhmln

1m:31

I he worshipped(wayyiqtol) all the host of heaven
2 and served(wayyiqtol) them.
3 built (qatal) altars in the houseof the Lord
Line 3 is called "goal" by Endo which closes this sequence of clauses (146-51).
another non-sequential
that the sequentiality

clause (closure) without the word-order

inversion.

verbal system itself can express sequentiality

independent of the word order.

This is

It seems therefore

or non-sequentiality,
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The secondaspectwhich raisesquestionsabout Buth's theory comesfrom the study of
nominal clauseword order. As we have surveyedin the previous section, Niccacci observes
pragmatic functions in his S-P "presentative" clause type, such as introduction of one
person, event-reporting, and presenting a proposition. These are all concerned with the
it,
Niccacci
In
flow
to
the
addition
of
and
a
narrative.
speaker-listenerrelationship
with
(1993)
functions
by
XV
SP
these
that
which
shared
verbal
clauses
are
pragmatic
of
argues
breaks the narrativeline and provides backgroundinformation (1990). In other words, the
word order also expresses"non-sequentiality"or "discontinuity" independentof the verbal
system.
It is probably againstthe actualdata to ignore one or the other: the word order or the
verbal system. It appearsat present that we need to acknowledge that these two systems
below).
(polysystemic,
independently
but
interwoven
see
closely
operate
are
coexist,
1.2.5. Summaryof "past studiesof verbal clauseword order"
We have seen that the study of verbal clause word order in recent years has developed
The
(discourse)
level
inter-clausal
by
text-unit
the
phenomena.
and
significantly considering
emergence of the top-down discourse grammar challenged the traditional approach,
however, some of latest works attemptto bridge the two by focusing on the inter-clausal
functions of the verbal system, which is a sequentiallnon-sequential or
functions
XV
Some
binary
the
text-linguists
of
attribute
system.
continuity/discontinuity
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However,
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to
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except
solely
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both
the word order and the verbal system
that
to
seem
suggest
order
word
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by
Gross
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XV
have
in
that
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Merwe
that
they
conclusion
reached
are particularly significant
van
from
functions
have
the perspectiveof word order and they employ the
pragmatic
clauses
latestlinguistic methodology.Therefore we need to acknowledgethe achievementsof these
studiesfor understandingboth word order and the verbal system.

1.3.

PURPOSE, METHOD AND LMTATION

1.3.1. Purpose
The presentstudy hopes to answer some questionsraised in the past concerning the word
1)
The
in
dispute.
thesis
These
this
Hebrew.
Biblical
of
are
aims
questions
are
still
order of
to discover the underlying principle for both nominal and verbal clause word order; 2) to
difference
functional
3)
the
to
the
of the
the
elucidate
clause-initialposition;
ascertain role of
different word orders (SP/PS, XVNX); and 4) to clarify the relationship between word
H
in
Biblical
the
ebrew.
use
of
order, emphasisand contrastreflected
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1.3.2. Method, Data andPresupposition
Methods
In order to achieve the goals above, this thesis will employ methods and
presuppositionswhich build on, develop and integrate past studies of both nominal and
verbal clauseword order and at the sametime utilise the latest linguistic tools for analysis.
Our centralinterestscover
1) An analysisof functional differenceamongallo-clauses.
We shall follow the functional approachwhich Andersen launchedwith a specific interestin
the differencebetweenallo-clausesas Hoftijzer proposed. This method is one of the major
characteristicsof this presentstudy.
2) The triadic model.
The thrust of our thesis is a triadic model. This triadic model, which has overcomesome
shortcomingsof the binary models, was originally introduced by Niccacci and is modified
based on the works of Muraoka and Lambrecht. This model is also an application of
Lambrecht's "three focus-structure categories" to Biblical Hebrew (1994,222). Thi s
hypotheticalmodel, which is central to our whole thesis,will be introducedin Chapter3.
3) The single approachto both nominal and verbal clauses.
We shall not alter the method accordingto the two clause types, nominal and verbal. As
Revell and Niccacci have started and now more modem scholars are attempting to do in
recentyears,we shall usethe sameframework in analysingboth nominal and verbal clauses.
4) An analysisof inter-clausaland text-unit level phenomena.
In addition to the traditional intra-clausalsyntax, our study analysesthe inter-clausalsyntax
(relations among clauses, such as subordination, circumstantiality, contrast, chiastic or
parallel constructions), and the relations among componentsof a text unit (i. e., discourse
31
analysis, e.g. onset, backgroundinformation, climax, closure). We need to note that the
distinction among thesethree levels, intra-clausal, inter-clausal and discourse level, is, not
3 For linguists before the 70's, syntax meant the study of relations within a sentenceor a clause (R. Robins
1967,190; J. Lyons 1968,172), and they did not pay much attention to the broadercontext. Its analysis
was concentratedon the relations amongelementswithin a clause,such as subject, predicate,adverbialor
prepositional phrase,concordof verbs, etc. (intra-clausalsyntax). It does not mean, however, that there
were no concernsbeyond a clause before the 70's. As early as 1957,J. Firth (1957,177-189) introduceda
term "Situation" which takes into considerationsender,receiver, their world-view or speechcommunity,
events, time and place, objects, non-verbal expressionand action, and larger contexts of utterance.He
considered"the context of situation" as an important factor in grammatical analysis. In the late 60's H.
Gleasonintroducedcommunicationtheory to linguistics, encodingand decoding for example (1969,373).
In the 1970's linguists digestedand developedachievementsof other disciplines such as sociology and
psychology as well as communication theory in the name of text-linguistics or discourseanalysis which
approacheslanguagefrom a much broaderperspectivethan the sentence(or clause.For classicaldiscussion
of sentence,see R. Robins 1967,190-192). In Europe Robert-Alain de Beaugrandeand Wolfgang U.
Dressier introduced it comprehensivelyas a new type of linguistics (1981). In America J. Grimes (1975),
and other numerous works appearedin the 70's. For more later development, see P. MacDonald 1992,
155-161.
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absoluteand often fluid. However, this distinction is a helpful framework to approachthe
32
language.
reality of a
5) An information-structureanalysis.
This study employs information-structure analysis, which incorporates some of latest
achievements of modem linguistics. This analysis will examine the topic-comment
relationship of. one clause, the distribution of prominent information (focus), the status of
referents: new or old, and the state of conscious-level definiteness (activation state,
referentiality) of referents.The methodsand conceptsof this analysis will be elaboratedin
the following chapter,Chapter2.
6) Recognition of the past verbal clausestudies.
Our study will build on the past achievementsof verbal clause word-order studies (e.g.,
GKC, Lambdin, Mumoka, J-Muraoka, D-Gibson, SBH, Khan, Niccacci, Gross and van
der Merwe) and presupposesthe sequential/non-sequential
verbal system (Endo and Buth).
However, our thesisquestionsthe notion that an item is fronted for emphasis.Chapter4 will
proposeto clarify the relationsbetweenword order, emphasisand contrast.
In addition to these six essentialmethods above, our study has other methods and
presuppositionswhich are peripheralcomparedto those above.
"
a) Our study is "cross-discourse-type.
We will not take the difference of literary genre or text-unit types (discourse types or text
types) into consideration.Our data containsnarratives, songs, commands, instructions for
building, reported speeches,and legal texts. We will not alter the method of analysis
according to these text-unit types, whether a clause is in "narrative" or in "discourse"
(Niccacci 1990), in "prose" or in "poetry" (Gross 1987) or in other proliferated "discourse
types" (Longacre 1989).
b) Our approachis "synchronic."
Diachronic approachesare indispensable for comprehensive understanding of Biblical
33
Hebrew. However, we do not take diachronic drift into considerationin this presentstudy.
31Our study presupposesthat syntax has structural properties,though it may changein time.
The distinction betweenthese levels of a language,such as morphology or syntax, is questionedby some
scholars.For de Saussuresuch a distinction is "illusory" and linguistic terms are to be definedrelatively
to each other, not absolutely. De Saussureadmits, however, that "the traditional divisions of grammar
may be useful in practice." Erica C. Garcia deniesthe existenceof "syntax" at all. Talmy Giv6n proposes
that syntax per se is a constantly changing "artifact" (82) by demonstratinginstancesof syntacticizationof
pragmatic mode, which is formalisation of discourselevel phenomenainto syntax. However he maintains
that syntax "does have highly specific structural properties" (109). Giv6n's diachronic-historicalapproach
to syntax is intriguing, however, his view of the evolution of human languagesseemshighly speculative.
See F. de Saussure1959,135-137; E. Garcia 1979; T. Giv6n 1979a. See also F. Dinnen 1967,414; W.
Bodine 1992,90; R. Robins 1964,201.
33For diachronic approaches,seefor example,W. Adams 1972and 1975;W. Adams and L. Adams 1977; R.
Bergey 1988; T. Giv6n 1977 and 1979a; A. Hurvitz 1973; S. Layton 1990; R. Polzin 1976; D.
Robertson 1972; M. Rooker 1990,1990 and 1996; K. Simasaki 1995; S. Takeuchi 1993; D. Tsumura
1992; L. Walker 1986; Ian Young 1993;Z. Zevit 1995.
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c) It presupposesthat a languageis "polysystemic."
A languageseemsto havemultiple aspectsor levels and eachhas its own system while they
34
interwoven.
are
d) A linguistic theory is "provisional."
Theoriesare processesto reachthe reality of a language,and not the reality itself."
e) A languagetheory is "probabilistic."
Theoriesstatewhat is usually the caserather than alivays.36
Data
Because of the analytical methods we will employ as described above, which require a
considerable amount of data processing for one clause, we need to limit the data that we shall
examine.

For the nominal clause, we shall use the clausesfrom Andersen's Verbless Clause.
Though his classification has some problems (seeHoftijzer's criticism above), his "Part III
The Corpus of DetailedEvidence" offers valuablematerial. We shall limit the range of the
datato the most basicpatternof the nominal clausewhich consistof only the subject and the
37
predicate. Let us call thesenominal clauses "two-member clauses." The total number of
3' Though information structure appearsto play one of the major roles in inter-clausal syntax and text-unit
level phenomena,information structure is only one of many aspectsof biblical Hebrew. Some linguists
apply one system found in one level to all other levels (monosystemic). For example Garcfaattempts to
explain all the syntactic phenomenaby communicative-discourse-levelfunctions. It seems more likely
that each level may have a different system of its own, although those systems are closely related,
interwoven and interact with one another(polysystemic). For this polysystemic approach,see F. Dinnen
1967,318-320; and R. Robins 1964,167-68.
E. Talstra arguesthat it is important to admit that there are two syntactic levels: clause-grammaror clauselevel which deals with tense,mood and aspect;and text-grammaror text-level. He proposes"to start from
the text-level parameters"which influence the clause-level(1997). Our thesis proposesto start from the
inter-clausal syntax which is usedin the text-unit level structures.
3' The description of structure is not itself the real structure of a language. Our grammatical categories(verb,
noun, adjective etc.), for example,even if theseterms are derived not from logic (as in classicalgrammars)
but from structural analysis as much as possible, may not be identical with the structural reality that a
languageactually has. Our analysisor the grammaticalcategoriesthat we produce will probably remain an
attempt or a theory to describesuch a reality. This is partly becauselanguageis a major part of extremely
complex human behaviour.Therefore we have to chooseone theory (including categoriesof grammatical
elementsor levels of structure)over the other if it seemsto describethe languagemore accuratelythan the
other model, admitting that any theory is provisional or tentative and not identical with the reality. See
Part 11of N. T. Wright (1992) for the discussion about the spiral or dialogic relationship betweenour
knowledge of a reality and the reality itself.
3' de Beaugrandestatesthat
We also see theories and methods will have to be PROBABILISTIC rather than DETERMINISTIC,
that is, they will state what is itsually the caserather than always. (1981,7)
37 In Andersen's term, IndependentDeclarative verbless clauses
without Margins. "Independent"clause
excludesco-ordinatedclauseswhich start with ivaiv, subordinatedclauseswhich start with subordinating
NK "Declarative" clausesexclude precative
particles such as ': ) and nominalisedclauseswhich start with -1C
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verblessclausesin the Pentateuchwhich Andersenlists is 1857 (p. 109) and we have 528','
two-memberclauseswhich is 28.4 % of all the verblessclauseshe lists. Though the numbe.r
is limited, this two-memberclauseis the most basic type of the nominal clause.Thereforewe
hope that our analysis may reveal underlying principles for all other nominal clauses in
general.Moreover, the number 528 will be large enough to resist manipulation of the data.
Theseversesare listed in the Appendix." Verses with numbers in front, for example, "#23
Gen. 12:12," are taken from Andersen'snominal clausedata and the number correspondsto
the classification in his work.
For the verbal clause,we shall analyse296 verbal clauseswith the inverted word order
presentedby GKC, Muraoka and J-Muraoka. There are two reasons for choosing these
scholars.First, their studies detectemphasisin the inverted word order more strongly than
others. Secondly, Muraoka and J-Muraoka present some unique cases of the inversion
which appear to contradict the functions observed by other scholars in the past. They
observethat 1) divine subjects, such as God, tend to occupy the clause-initial position; 2)
ri"N is fronted when it is usedin indefinite sense,such as "someone"; 3) certain verbs, such
as "go" and "know" tend to have fronted subjects;4) certain verbs have their cognateobjects
fronted; 5) legal texts tend to have fronted subjects. These cases will be examined in a
separate section 9.1. In our discussion, the name "Muraoka" often represents both
Muraoka'sEmphasisand J-Muraoka,sinceMuraoka extensively revised Joijon's section on
word order accordingto his theory and used many examplesfrom Emphasisin J-Muraoka.
Theseversesare in the Appendix. We may note herethat comparedto the numberof nominal
clauseswe will examine,the verbal clausesare small in number.This is becausethe majority
of functions that have been observedin past studies of verbal clause word order does not
contradict our thesis,and therefore the main focus in our study will be to observethe same
functions from a different framework.
Besides these selectedtexts above, we shall examine every clause of Deuteronomy
4:44-11:32 (476 clauses).Though we shall examinethe wide context of eachclausewhich is
selectedas describedabove, there may be a limitation if we only consider selectedclauses.
The purpose of choosing Deuteronomy4:44-11:32 is to test our thesis in one continuous
corpus including both nominal and verbal clauses, so that our theory may be investigated
more thoroughly. This whole corpus is attachedin the Appendix with an analysis of each

and interrogative clauses.Clause "with no margins" excludescasuspendens,adverbsand other elements
other than subjectand predicate.
38The total number 605 which appearsin Figure I in our introduction differs from our 528, that is the
number of clauseswe are going to treat. This is due to the fact that the number 605 includes clauseswith
marginsand casuspendens.
39We needto understandthat due to the amount of material that Andersengatheredand categorised,and
also
becausehe classifiesclausesaccordingto his own interpretation,there are some clausesin our data which
belong to other categories.For example,certain clausesin our data are verbal clauses,nominalised clauses
or subordinatedclauses.Theseclausesare listed under "Different Categories"in Appendix.
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clause. An outline of the corpus based on the analysis is also shown at the end of the
Appendix.

1.3.3. Limitation
The limitations of this study are:
This study focuseson the functions of different word order sequences:SP vs PS (or
XV vs VX). Therefore it doesnot treat the difference of various word order patternswithin
VX, such as VSO and VOS. This thesis does not cover word order in general,but only the
functionaLoppositionof the word order which involves the first two constituents.
The analysis of Information Structureis only a part of the broader analysesof texts.
The presentthesis does not perform rhetorical, literary or broadersocial-linguistic analysis,
for example.
The data is limited. The present study has analysed 528 nominal clauses in the
Pentateuch,296 verbal clausespresentedby some scholars and clauses in Deuteronomy
4:44-11:32.
There is an assumption of linguistic universals in that we suppose that if many
languageshave meansof focus, Hebrew may have one (the term focus will be explainedin
the following chapter).
It cannot eradicatea certain degree of subjectivity in analysing the identifiability
(activation state)of a referent, and the function or the implication of a clause in a certain
context.
Our theory presupposesthat essentialinformation can be expressedby a proposition
(e.g., themesare expressedby propositions).
These limitations meanthat even if most clausesmay be explained by our theory, it
will not prove our theory but simply suggestthat our theory may be a better framework than
previousmodelsand that it may be applicableto other texts of Biblical Hebrew.
Having laid bare the limitations of our procedures,it may be worth offering some
justification for them.
The generallinguistic tendencyto expressfocus is so well establishedthat the*reis a
high probability that Biblical Hebrew hasit.
The nominal clauseswe will analysehavethe most basicpattern.The clausesof GKC,
Muraoka and J-Muraokacover a wide rangeof inverted word order clauses.The continuous
corpus offers good data for experiment. Therefore we may say that our data offer good
groundson which to develop a theory.
Since a languageis a major part of extremelycomplex humanbehaviour and is deeply
involved in our conscious-levelphenomena,we cannot becomecloser to a linguistic reality
without resorting to meanswhich may appearto be subjective.In other words, we cannot
analysea linguistic reality by a purely formal approach.
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We have to admit that the propositional presentation of information has its own
limitation. " Further study will be needed to explore the relationship between epistemology

functional
approachto languages.
a
and
1.3.4. Outline
The following chapter,Chapter2, will introduce the information-structureanalysis. Chapter
3 will presentour hypotheses,the theory of the three focus structures. Chapter 4 will be
devoted to the relationship between contrast, emphasis and focus. Chapters 5 to 7 will
attemptto verify the hypothesesby classifying all the clauseswithin our data according to
their focus structures. Chapter 8 will observe Parallel Construction and List Structure.
Chapter9 will discusssome problems our theory has. Chapter 10 expounds some apparent
exceptionsto our thesis.Chapter 11 will summariseand conclude our study.

40 For a discussion of the propositional approach to truth, see A. McGrath 1996,163-179. We may
understandthat one proposition is a part of "a story." SeeN. T. Wright 1992.

2.

INFORMATION-STRUCTURE

ANALYSIS

Along with the inter-clausaland text-unit level analysis,the analysis of information structure
is an essentialtool for our study. This chapterwill elaborateon its method and terms as the
foundationsof this paper.

2.1.

INTRODUCTION

Information-structureanalysisexaminesthe state of information of a referent (old-new or
the level of definitenessof a referent in the mind of participants
presupposed-asserted),
(activation states),the distribution of prominent information (focus), and the topic-comment
relationship. This analysis has been developedoriginally by French and English linguists,
such as Knud Lambrecht, and S. J. Galambos in French (Lambrecht 1981, Galambos
1980)4' and by E. Prince (1982) and R. Quirk (1985) in English. From a perspectiveof
Functional Grammar, Simon Dik spares one chapter and introduces the analysis which
involves topicality and focality (1981, chapter 13).
1.1. T. Muraoka and E. J. Revell

This information-structureanalysis, however, is not totally new to Hebraists. As we have
seen in the introduction, E. J. Revell is concerned with the distribution of prominent
infon-nationwithin a clause.Muraoka is aware of the stateof infon-nationand the conscious
level of definitenessand expressesit by the terin "detenninate":
By "detenninate" noun or nominal phrase I mean such a noun or noun phrase that can
be conceived by virtue of the context as already known to the speaker(s) or the hearer(s),
chiefly because it has been mentioned earlier in the flow of speech, so that it can be
referred to by means of an anaphoric pronoun, or because it indicates something which
is part of the common knowledge of the participants in a given speech situation, such as
well known names or the name of God. (8-9, underline added)
Here Muraoka distinguishes the grammatical definiteness and the conscious-evel
deteniiinateness. Muraoka introduces a method which takes conscious-level phenomena into
consideration as a part of his grammatical analysis. These conscious-level phenomena are
related to "the flow of speech" between the speakers and to "the common knowledge of the
participants in a given speech situation. " Muraoka suggests that these phenomena are
reflected in morphology ("by means of an anaphoric pronoun").
In information-structure analysis, the terin "information" is used because "the context, "
"the flow of speech" and "the common knowledge" are all concerned with the state of
information in communication between the speakers. The term "structure" is used because

41Galambosarguesthat topicality and focus are different notions. His idea will be incorporatedin our thesis
and will not be mentionedfurther.
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they believe that this flow of information andthe conscious-levelphenomenais embodiedin
and expressedby "structure" such as word order, pitch prominence, and by particular
particles,that is, morpho-syntactically.

2.1.2. N. Bailey and B. Bandstra
A more developedstyle of information-structureanalysis has been applied to Scriptures in
the last few years.N. Bailey appliesthe inform ation-structureanalysis to the genealogiesin
Matthew (1998). Bany L. Bandstra's work is, to my knowledge, the first one to apply
information-structureanalysisto Biblical Hebrew word order. He concludes:
What hasbeenperceivedby studentsof the text and termed emphasiscan now be given
linguistic definition. Emphasisis a function of non-V-(S)-O word order and can better
be termed topicalization.Topicalizationtakeswhat is normally nonsalientinformation,
fronts that constituent,and placesit in a position of informational prominence.(1992,
123)
Bandstra's work has much in common with this present study, becausehe approaches
Hebrew word order and the traditional notion of emphasisthrough the information-structure
and the discourse analysis. The major difference between Bandstra and our thesis is our
triadic focus structuresand the notion of emphasis.These two issues will be discussedin
later chapters.

2.2.

I]DENTIRABELITY

As Muraoka pointed out, there is a distinction between grammatical definiteness and
definitenessin one's consciousness.
In many cases grammaticaldefinitenessof a word is related to the definitenessor
identifiability of an item in the mind of a listener or a receiver. When someonesays "The
book is on the table," he presupposesthat the receivercan identify the particular book he is
referring to. This definitenessor identifiability is expressedmorpholexically in Hebrew by
using pronounsand the definite article Mfollowed by noun phrases.Therefore in many cases
morpholexical definiteness is closely related to the definiteness of conscious-level
" Nevertheless, there are times when
identifiability or in Muraoka's term "deten-ninateness.
grammaticaland conscious-leveldefinitenessdo not coincide, such as in Deut. 1:28:
ýi'U
IýPl'p 0-11
T7T

wn Un n4n=l

riýta-

*TT

OP
On! )

"Th*epeopleare bigger and taller than we;
the cities are large and fortified to heaven.

Although MDand 0"117are grammaticallyindefinite, the sender(the spies) presupposedthat
T

the receiver (the people) could identify who and what the spies meant by OP and 0"117
(Amorites and their cities). The phenomenonmay be a reflection of the time when Hebrew
did not have the definite article. In this study we shall continue to use "definite" as a
grammarterm and "identifiable" as a term of Infon-nationStructure.
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2.2.1. Various Activation States
This identifiability has been the concern for linguists and they used different terms for it:
"referentiality" and "degreeof subject's topicality" (Givon 1977,182-83), "recoverability"
(Kuno 1978,282-83), " and even "given information" (Prince 1981,228). These scholars
have demonstratedthat an item can be in different levels of identifi ability. Among Hebraists,
Bandstraappliesthis identifiability to Hebrew and recognisestwo activation states:activated
or inactive (1992,114). C. van der Merwe (1999) is also aware of different activationstates
in the consciousnessof the readerand employs terms, such as referent, entity, proposition
(344), and active, activated, reactivated(347). In general the notion of identifiability or
activation statesis becomingmore recognisedamongHebraistsover the pastseveralyears.
Let us call an item referredto as "a referent." A referent in this study may be an entity
such as "John" or "my book," or a proposition such as "Tony Blair is the prime minister."
The point of this section is that a referent can be in different levels of identifi ability. Some
referents are very easily identified, and some are not. This difference of identifiability is
describedas "activation states," and Chafeproposesthree activation states:active, accessible
(semi-active),and inactive (unused) (1987,25-36; 1994,53-81). Lambrecht follows Chafe
(1994,93ff),

but adds one more state: unidentifiable (brand-new). It appears the four
activation statesmay be observedalsoin Biblical Hebrew and they are reflectedin grammar
morpho-syntactically.Definitions of thesefour activation states describedbelow are taken
from Chafe (1987 and 1994) and Lambrecht (1994).
full application of this notion of
'A
identifiability will be demonstratedin chapter5 Predicate-FocusStructure.
2.2.2. Active Referent
A referent is active when it is "currently lit up" in the consciousnessor when it is "in a
" Here a referent is in the easieststate for the receiver to
person's focus of consciousness.
identify. For example, if two students are talking about a particular book for their
homework, the speakeror senderassumesthat the book is active in the consciousnessof the
receiver,and therefores/hecan refer to the book by a pronoun, "it. " For example, I read it
yesterday."
2.2.3. AccessibleReferent
When a referent is peripherised, inferable, and situationally-present, the referent is
accessible.
A referent is peripherised, when the referent is "in a person's peripheral
" but has not been lit in the centreof their
consciousness"or "in the backgroundawareness,
consciousness.For example,when thesetwo studentsare now talking about their plan for a

42Kuno meansthat a piece of information which can be identified from the previous context is defined as "old
information." This is in our terms active and accessible(seebelow).
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trip to France,the book they talked about is now in their peripheral consciousnessor in the
backgroundawareness,not lit in the centre of their consciousness.We may say that the
"the
book"
is
now peripherisedor deactivated.It needs to be reactivatedto come
referent
back to the centreof their consciousness.An utterance,"Ah, you know the book we were
talking about," may reactivatethe referentin the receiver'sconsciousness.
An inferable referent is one which is not active at the time of utterancebut which the
listenercan identify easily by inference.For example,I think my sister knows about France
"
"My
WELL.
sister" is not active but it is not totally a new unidentifiable referent,
really
becausehaving a sistercan be inferred (many of people have sisters) and the referentcan be
identified.
A situationally-presentreferentis not active in the consciousnessof the receiver, but it
can be easily activatedbecauseit is physically present.
Thosereferentsaboveare all accessiblereferents,meaningthat they are not difficult for
a receiver to identify.
2.2.4. Inactive Referent
A referent is inactive when the referent is "in a person's long-term memory, neither focally
nor peripherally active. " It is unused. For example a last year's class teacher may be an
unused referent. The speaker expects that the receiver may need to make a larger effort to
identify the unused referent. "Do you remember, Mr. GRANT, our MATHSTEACHERLAST
"
YEAR?

2.2.5. Unidentifiable or Brand-newReferent
The four referentsabove are identifiable referentswhich have a potential for activation. An
unidentifiablereferent has no potential for activation. Thus it needsto be introducedanew.
For example,if one of the two friends hasa friend in France, he would introduce him to the
discourseby saying "I have a friend in Paris.His name is Paul. I met him in London."
Thesetermsmay be schematised:
active
1. peripherised
identifiable

accessible

2. inferable
3.

situationally

present
inactive
unidentifiable (brand-new)

(unused)

Figure 2: Identifiability (Activation States)

Lev. 13:40 is taken as an examplewhere theseterms are applied.
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I Now if a MAN loses the HAIRof his HEAD,
2 he is BALD;
3 he is CLEAN.

In Line 1a brand-new referent "a man who loses the hair of his head" is introduced." The
identifiable
for
becomes
for
is
Namely,
the
the
now
referent
receiver.
rccognisable
referent
the receiverand it has a potential to remain in the receiver's memory for a certain period of
time. By the end of Line 1 the referent has not only becomeidentifiable for the receiver, it
hasbecomeactive in the receiver'sconsciousness,that is that the referent is currently in the
centreof consciousnessof the receiver.
In Line 2 the senderplans to add new information to the immediatelyprecedingactive
referent.Since the referent is active in the immediatelyprecedingtext, the senderexpresses
the referent by a pronoun, "NIM,he" (proform or profonn coding thereafter)here, insteadof
the lexical form tý,NM The senderusesthe proforrn becausehe assumesno ambiguity in the
receiver'smind in identifying it. Notice also the word order in Line 2 where the predicateis
precedingthe subject (P-S). In Line 3 we can seethe sameword order and the sameproform
coding.
Hebrew examplesof accessibleand inactive referentswill be shown in chapter5.

2.3.

FOCUS

The definition of the term "focus" varies considerably among scholars. Focus is often
equated with "new information," "assertion," "where the assertion differs from the
presupposition" (Lambrecht 1994,213), "comment" or even "foreground" (Tomlin 1987,
457).
The term "focus" is increasingly usedamongHebraists,however, the tendencyamong
Hebraistsis to restrict this term to emphasis,stressor specialusage.Revell notesthat
"Focus"shouldrefer to the deliberateplacing of an item in first position in contrastto
the expectedusage"(1999,307).
Niccacci defines:
In the presentessay,the term einphasisis equivalentto stressandfocils. (1999,218)
information"
For R. Buth, focus is equivalent to "be contrastive" "to fill in
missing
...
[identification], or for "special enforcement,through repetition" [emphasis](1999,8 1). W.
Grossusesfocus and emphasisinterchangeablythroughout his article (1999,39-40). C. van
der Merwe seemsto follow Grossin its usage(1999,345-47).
In my opinion, the terminological confusion about "focus," "new information,"
"comment," "assertion," "contrast" and "emphasis" is one of the main factors in the
controversyabout Biblical Hebrew word order.
43The word order of verbal clause,SV, which has a function to present a new referent, will be discussedin
chapter7.
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Our focus is not equivalentto commentor assertion,nor it is restricted to such special
focus
Our
is defined as follows:
or
emphasis
contrast.
as
usages
To focus is to mark an item as informationally prominent, or highlight it (2.3.12.3.1,
2.3.22.3.2). Not only new information but also old information may be focused for
functional purposes (2.3.42.3.4). This focus can be expressed prosodically,
morphologically or syntactically (3.33.3).
This definition will be explicatedbelow.
2.3.1. Informational Prominence
An "informationally prominent" elementis a valuablepiece of information in communication
betweenthe interlocutors.For examplein an English sentence:
He is tall,
the information "tall" is prominentin this communication.It is the thrust of the messagethat
the senderwishesto convey to the receiver.
2.3.2. Focusis marking
Focus is marking, and there are multiple ways to focus. Focus is not a property or a
prominent piece of information in itself, such as "new infon-nation," "assertion""" or
"comment"which are often equatedwith focus. Focus is to mark an item as a prominent
piece of information. In English pitch prominenceis the most common device of focus
(small capitalsare high pitched)."
He iS TALL.

Here "tall" is not said loudly or stressedwhich would be emphatic or intensifying. It is
simply read with a pitch slightly higher than "he."
A cleft sentencestructureis anotherdeviceof focus:
It was JOHNwho broke the window.
Here the infon-national prominence is the same as
JOHNbroke the window.
but it uses a cleft sentence structure to focus John in addition to pitch prominence.

French uses the cleft sentencemore frequently than English; Italian can use word
order; and Japaneseand Korean use particles for focus. I posit in this study that Biblical
Hebrew uses word order for focus and that the clause-initialposition is marked for focus.
Seebelow for detail under "Three FocusStructures."

44We have departedfrom Lambrecht in defining this
significant term. The term "focus" is defined by
Lambrecht as follows:
FOCUS: The semantic component of a pragmatically structured proposition whereby the assertion
differs from the presupposition(213).
Namely Lambrecht's focus seemsto be a part of assertionor new information.
'5 SeeCreider 1979,12ff for focus by
pitch in English.
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2.3.3. New infon-nationis focused.
The comment is a new piece of information added to the knowledge of the receiver
The
is
important
the
topic.
the
comment
most
part of the proposition that the
concerning
is
focused.
Therefore
to
to
the
the
wishes
convey
comment
always
receiver.
sender
End-Focus
However, in English it is not that the whole comment is focused, but only a part of the
comment is focused, such as "TALL" in "he is TALL." For example, in
She went to the PARK.

the pitch prominenceon the predicatedoesnot necessarilyfall on the entire predicatedomain
(went to the park) but tends to fall on its last constituent (park). This is called End-Focus
(Quirk 1985,1357;Creider 1979,13).
In Biblical Hebrew a commentis fronted for focus: "XIM liMO he is CLEAN"(Lev.
13:40). Topic and commentwill be explainedin the following section "Topic, Commentand
Theme."

2.3.4. Old infonnation is also focused.
In a clauseof identification and in a presentativeclause,old information is often focused for
specific functions. For example,in "JOHNbroke the window" (an answer to "who broke the
window?"). John is marked as "prominent" but John is not a "new" referent. Similarly the
focusedreferentJudahis not a new piece of infon-nation:
( 13ý71ýV' 'In Who will be the first to go up )
. .?
71,1111"
iS
JUDAH
to go.
Judg. 1:1
i*v'l
Though focus is closely relatedto new information, focus is a different concept from the
"new"
but
(old
Focus
is
information
to
not
necessarily
as
mark
an
element
statusof
or new).
as "prominent." All the new infon-nationis prominent, but not all the prominent information

is new.
In the caseof an identification clause, such as above, we may describeit in a slightly
different way. The new information in Judg. 1:1 above is the new relation betweenthe old
information Judah and the old inforination "X is to go." The clause "found" the missing
argumentand assertsthat Judahis the one the proposition was looking for. Though Judah is
(focused).
it
is
information,
it
this
new
marked
as
prominent
relation,
old
since represents
2.3.5. Focusis a prerequisitefor contrastand emphasis
Focusis different from and a prerequisitefor contrastand emphasis.
If one wants to emphasiseor intensify "tall, " one will use morpholexicalmeans, such
(louder
feature
before
One
inserting
"very"
tall.
voice,
of
stress
may use a prosodic
as
underlined):
He is TALL.
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Another difference between focus and emphasisis that only the focused element may be
emphasised.
Contrastmay be intendedby the senderand expressedby the context, namely, by the
presenceof its contrastingmember(s).
A. He iS SHORT.
B. No, he is TALL.

In the sentence B above, "tall" is focused. Again only the focused element may be

contrasted.
Focus is the necessarycondition for contrast and emphasis. Namely only focused
elements can be contrasted or emphasised.The confusion between focus, contrast and
emphasisis one of the reasonswhy Hoftijzer and Muraoka could not detect"importance" in
the clause-initial position of someof the clauses.
Difference betweenfocus, emphasisand contrastivenesswill be discussedin detail in
Chapter4 "Contrast,Emphasisand Focus."

2.4.

ARGUMENT AND COMMENT

Though we encounterthe term, argument,often in linguistic circles,46it is seldom defined.
In addition to it, the definition of the term "predicate" seems to be controversial in
47In Our
deterinining subject and predicatein nominal clausesamong HebraiStS.
study we
follow Lambrecht'sdefinition48:
Discourse

in

ARGUMENT (including
adjunct)
categories, such as noun phrases, pronouns,
various kinds of tensed or non-tensed
subordinate clauses, and certain adverbial phrases (those that can be said to refer to the
They cannot normally
be expressed in phrases
circumstances
of a predication).
which
referents

are

syntactically

expressed

do not denote discourse referents but
serve as PREDICATES. Predicates by definition
attributes of, or relations between, arguments. For example a finite verb phrase cannot
play an argument role in a sentence unless it is made into a referential
expression by
being "nominal ized. " (1994,75)

For example, in a sentence "John hit the ball in the field, " "John", "the ball, " and "in the
field" are arguments and "hit" is the predicate which denotes "attributes of, or relations
between arguments. " Argument is represented by X in our study. The predicate includes
both nominal predicate and verbal predicate (i. e., finite verb) and it is represented by P.
It should not be overlooked that argument includes not only subject, but also object
and adverbial phrases in our study and that the distinction between these two plays a vital
role in our analysis. To put it another way, the distinction between other grammatical
elements, subject and object for example, is not crucial in the analysis of pragmatic
functions. W. Gross relates to this issue by commenting that the subject does not have a

privileged role in ten-nsof the clause-initialposition:

"' Buth usesargumentwithout the definition for Biblical Hebrew (1999,79).
17SeeMiller (1999) for example.
" See also Lambrecht's comment on potential problems of this definition in p. 76.
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Undoubtedly, the strongest and most typical point of focus in the Hebrew clause is the
position before the finite verb. But this is just as true for all other clausal constituentsas it
is for the subject. In this regard, the Hebrew language offers no grounds for privileging
the subject as such. (1999,40)
It is also noteworthy that the analysis of the first two constituents affects the pragmatic
functions the most, and therefore, clauses are represented by the structure of the first two
constituents: XP or PX for both nominal and verbal clauses.

Nevertheless, these two terms, X and P, are not meant to blur the grammatical
distinction betweensubject, object and other constituents.Grammaticallabels are also used
where it is necessary to show grammatical structure. In those instances ordinary
abbreviationsare used: S for subject, 0 for object, A for Adjunct (mainly adverbs and
adverbialphrases:other grammaticalelementsthan S, V and 0).
For example,a clauseof Gen. 43: 14
7T

and may GOD ALMIGHTY

grant you COMPASSION in the SIGHT of the man,

may be describedasSVAO grammatically,but it is XP in our analysiswhich meansthat this
(the
finite
here)
has
fronted
(the
the
the
predicate
argument
and
verb here) is in
clause
subject
the clause-secondposition.

2.5.

TOPIC, COMMENT AND TBEME

2.5.1. Topic and Comment
MacDonaldremarks "Although the term topic is universally used in discoursestudies, it is
(1992,
from
it
is,
definitions
defined;
to
the
study
study"
vary
rarely well
and even when
168). There are at least three definitions. Generally the topic is equatedwith old or given
information and the commentwith new information (Miller 1999,6). For Chafe the topic is
"the spatial,temporal, or individual framework within which predication holds" (1976,76).
R. Buth seems to follow this definition when he defines topic as a "contextualizing
basis
listener
how
"purpose
help
is
to
the
and
on
some
what
constituent"whose
understand
sentencesare grouped together" (1995,84; 1999). We follow the third definition that "The
topic of a sentenceis what that sentenceis about" (MacDonald 1992,168) or "the things we
talk about" (Dik 1989,264), namely, "aboutness"is the central idea.
An exampleis
1. JOHN is my FRIEND.
2. He is a TALL MAN.

The inactive or new referent John is introduced, activated and recognised as the topic in Line
1. "John" is the topic of the second sentence as well. We need to distinguish topic from topic
expression. The topic is John for the two sentences above, but the topic expressions are
different: it is "John" in Line I and "He" in Line 2. The example we have seen above, Lev.
13:40, is a Hebrew example.
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1 Now if a MAN loses the HAIR of his HEAD,

71 L!-22
lWi-I
Line I is "presentational"

2 he iS BALD;

3 he iS CLEAN.
(Niccacci) in that the clause introduces a new topic referent, a man

who loses the hair. The man is the topic for Lines 2-3 and the topic expression is INIn in
Lines 2 and 3.
Comment, then, according to MacDonald, "identifies what it is that is said in the
sentenceabout the topic" (168). The topic-commentrelationship of a sentence"He is a tall
man," will be schematisedas follows:
Sentence: He is a tall man.
Topic:
John
Comment: He is a tall man.
Lev. 13:40 Line 2
Clause:
he is bald.
Topic:
the man who loses the hair
Comment: he is bald.
There is an important distinction between the two sets of terms: old-new information and
topic-comment.
It may be generally observed that topic is old information and comment is new
information. For example, MacDonald comments on the topic that "It usually denotes
something already stated in the discourse, that is, 'old' information" (168). For example, in
Line 2 of the English example above,
2. He is a TALL MAN.

the topic John is old information, because it is already introduced in Line 1. However, we
may say there is a difference between these two sets of terms. Old or new information is
concerned with the status of information in the consciousness of the interlocutors (old or
new, shared knowledge or not), while topic and comment are concerned with "aboutness" of
a proposition or with the relationship to the proposition. For example, John in Line 1 "JoHN
is My FRIEND"above is new information, namely, Line I initiates a new episode and a brandnew referent John is introduced. Line 1 also tells "about" John. Here we can see that this

new information, John, is the topic of the sentence.
2.5.2. Constituents,andElements
Topic and Comment are constituentsof a sentence.This ten-n is also used for subject,
predicate,object and so on as a constituentof a sentence.The term elementis usedto refer to
any words or phrases.
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2.5.3. Topic indifferent levels
As Dik notes (1981,266-67), the topic can be expressedin different levels of language.49In
is
the
topic
often, but not necessarilythe grammaticalsubject or agent of the
a sentence,
figure
in
(discourse
is
the
topic
text
the
the
topic or textof
unit
and
a
unit
central
sentence,
found
levels
language.
For
Thus
topical
topic).
of
a
example
phenomena
are
on
multiple
unit
the topic of one sentencemay be the sameas the topic of its text unit A (an episode, for
for
(a
book,
is
larger
B
If
A
text
this
text
a
unit
example),
embedded
within
unit
example).
the topics of A andB may or may not be the same.

2.5.4. Theme
In this study the term "theme" is used differently from the ordinary notion of topic. The
themeof a unit is the abstractor summarisednotion or proposition of Topic and Comment.
A themeof an episodemay be a statement,such as "Nfike is a good boy." The theme
of the largesttext unit, suchas a completestory or a book, controls the over-all structureand
developmentof the story (macro-structure,Longacre 1989,42). It affects topic-commentthemeof smaller text units within the largest unit. The correct interpretationof the theme
depends on the extent of the shared background knowledge (including culture and
"there
is
hearer.
However,
the
the
apparentlyenough
of
personality
worldview) and even on
day
day
in
between
takes
that
and
out without
people
place
overlap
communication
insurmountableambiguity" (MacDonald 1992,171).

2.6.

NEW AND OLD INFORMATION,

PRESUPPOSITION AND ASSERTION

In our study the term "presupposition" is used interchangeablywith old information, given
information, or sharedknowledgeand the term assertionwith new infon-nation.These terms
may be usedin an exampleas follows.
When the interlocutorsknow that John broke the window, one may add a new piece of
infonnation by:
(1) John broke the window with a BALL.
The presupposition (old infonnation, shared knowledge) is "John broke the window" or
"John's breaking window" and the assertion (new infonnation) is "he did it with a BALL."
Presupposition (old infon-nation):
Assertion (new information):

John broke the window.
He did it with a BALL.

Topic:
Comment:

John (or "John broke the window")
He did it with a ball.

Focused item:

with a ball

On the other hand, if "with a ball" is the shared knowledge, and the sender wishes to report

that John did not play with it but broke the window instead,he would say:
(2) John BROKEthe WINDOW with the ball.

49sentence(or clause)> paragraph> episode> book
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The presuppositionis "John did somethingwith the ball" and the assertionis "he broke the
"John
ball"
it.
"
The
be
"John"
the
topic
and
and the comment is "he
with
may
or
window
broke the window with it. "
One may notice that the assertionmay be an old piece of infonnation. For example,in
the answerto the question"Who broke the window?"
(3) JOHN did.
John is old infor-mation(sharedknowledgebetweenthe interlocutors), but it is asserted.

2.7.

SUMMARY

We have defined and illustrated the terms and concepts used in our information-structure
analysis.To sum up, this analysiswill examine
1) the identifiability (activationstate)of a referent:whetherit is active, accessible,inactive or
unidentifiable(brand-new);
2) the location of focus: which constituentis markedasprominent;
3) what is the topic and the commentof a clause;
4) and what is presupposed(old) or asserted(new) information.

3.

THREE FOCUS STRUCTURES

3.1.

INTRODUCTION

In the precedingchapterwe haveillustrated the methodof our information-structureanalysis.
We will now turn to apply our method.We have surveyedpast studiesof the nominal clause
Niccacci's
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first
to
the
modified triadic
and
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special
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order
chapter,
word
in
be
I
This
this third chapterand presentedas the central
triadic
will
expounded
model
odel.
in
thesis of our study.
The reasonto chooseNiccacci's modified triadic model is two-fold.
First it overcomesthe difficulties of the past binary models. We have seenthat F. I.
Andersen, J. Hoftijzer and T. Muraoka sought the functional opposition between the S-P
faced
binary
binary
However
by
P-S
those
their
models
models.
sequences presenting
and
descriptive
does
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difficulties.
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not
some
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from
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observe
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Let
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by
Muraoka
representsan argument.
and
modified
1. Predicative (P-X)
Lev. 11:35 C37iMIKW

they areunclean

This clausegives generalinformation aboutthe subjector the argument.
2. Identificational (X-P)
Gen. 37:16 "what are you looking for?"
Uppip

Dbix 'rix-mt
.

I am looking for my brothers.

This clauseidentifies (or relates) "I" with the missing argument of the proposition "I am
looking for someone(X). "
3. Presentative (X-P)

Num. 9:7 MINIMOIM2X

We areunclean

This third type of clause has. functions which are concerned with the speaker-listener
relationship and also with the flow of a narrative in addition to the mere content of a
proposition "we are unclean. "
The second reason to choose the triadic model is that Lambrecht observes these three

clausetypesin different languagesas we shall seebelow.

3.2.

DIFFERENCE OF THREE FOCUS STRUCTURES
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A distinctive feature of Lambrecht's work among information-structure analysts is that he
observes three distinct clause types in modem languages:English, French, Italian and
Japanese.
His terms for these types are "Predicate-Focus Structure," "Argument-Focus
Structure" and "Sentence-FocusStructure" (221ff). We shall use the term "Clause-Focus
Structure" in place of "Sentence-FocusStructure."
The differenceamongthesethreefocus structuresmay be exemplified as follows.
3.2.1. Predicate-FocusStructure
The predicate-focusstructure is equivalent to Muraoka's "description" and to Niccacci's
"unmarked predicative." As Muraoka indicates, Andersen does not have the means to
distinguishthis clausetype from the identificational clause.For example (small capitalshave
pitch prominence),
(1) Tony Blair is the prime MINISTER.
(2) TONYBLAIR is the prime minister.

In (1), the low pitch of Tony Blair indicatesthat the sendersupposesthat the receiverknows
or can remembereasily (access)the referentTony Blair. This is shown further that (1) can be
replacedwith
(la) He is the prime MINISTER.(Sd-Pd)

Here the senderexpectsthat the receiverwill understandthat the topic of their conversation
hasbeenTony Blair and now the senderaddsnew information aboutthe active referentTony
Blair. Lambrechtcommentsthat this type of clausehas the topic-commentrelationship. We
may call this function "commenting," becausethe function of this sentenceis to add new
information to the alreadyactive or accessiblereferent.Since the predicateis alwaysfocused,
and most of the subjectsare not focused, this structureis called Predicate-FocusStructure.
The focusedpredicate" is addedto the world of the discourse. In this respect,the function
of (1a) is not different from
(lb) He is actually VERYYOUNG.(Sd-Pind)

where the senderlikewise addsnew information to the topic Tony Blair.
In short the predicate-focusstructure has the focused predicate and the non-focused
argument.Its function is commenting.
3.2.2. Argument-Focus Structure

The secondtype of clause, the argument-focusstructure, is equivalent to identification of
Muraoka-Lambrechtand Niccacci'smarkedpredicative.For example,
(2) TONYBLAIR is the prime minister.

is an answerto the question "Who is the prime minister?" This sentenceis identificational.in
our functional definition sincethe receiveris expectedto identify Tony Blair with the prime
minister. In other words, (2) relatesTony Blair with the missing argumentof a proposition:
soSeep. 47 for English "End-Focus."
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"someone(X) is the prime minister." Tony Blair is focused (or high pitched in English) for
identification, while the rest is not, becausethe proposition "X is the prime minister" is
active and presupposedbetweenthe speakers.Since only the argument is focused and the
predicateis not focused,this type of structure is called Argument-FocusStructure. We need
to recognisethat the function of this structureis not commenting on the entity Tony Blair,
but identifying it.

3.2.3. Clause-FocusStructure
The third type of structure, the clause-focus structure, is equivalent to Niccacci's
"presentative"type.
(3) (A MAN CALLED) TONYBLAIR becamethePRIME MINISTER.
This structure indicates pragmatic implications other than commenting and identification,
such as event-reporting (an answer to the question "what happened": Niccacci 1993;
Lambrecht 1994),"presentational"(Lambrecht 1994),exclamatory, surprise, contrastingthe
whole proposition, presentingthe topic of a new episode(topicalisation) or simply this is the
start of a new episode (initiation). These implications are detectedby the context: where,
how and to whom it is uttered.

3.3.

IN OTBER LANGUAGES

The difference betweenthesethree focus structuresis observedin other languages.
Japanese
(1) Tony Blair wa SHUSHODESU.
(2) TONY BLAIR ga Shusho desu.
(3) TONY BLAIR (TO YUUHFFOGA) ga SHUSHO ni natta.

The difference among these three types of sentence is expressed morphologically and
prosodically. Here Wa in (1) is the topic marker which marks the subject as the topic of the
sentence. Ga in (2) is the focus marker and this sentence identifies Tony Blair as the prime
minister. This is the answer to the question "Who is the prime minister? " (3) is the answer to
itwhat happened." Ga is used to focus the subject, and the comment is focused as well by
pitch prominence. We can see here that there are three kinds of sentences in Japanese as
well.. (1) the predicate-focus structure which has the commenting function; (2) the argumentfocus structure which has the identificational function; and (3) the clause-focus structure
which has other pragmatic function. Notice that the pitch prominence is identical with
English.
German
(1) TONY BLAIR ist der Premierminister.
(2) Tony Blair ist der PREMIERMINISTER.

(3) TONYBLAIR ist PREMIERMINISTER
geworden.
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Gen-nan,like English, distinguishesthe three types of sentenceby pitch only.
French
(1) Tony Blair est le PREMIER
ministre.
(2) TONYBLAIRest le Premierministre.
Or (2') Cest TONYBLAIRqui estPremierministre.
(3) TONYBLAIRestDEVENU
le Premierministre.
It is significant to see that French uses the cleft sentenceto focus on Tony Blair in (2'). In
(3) the subjectand the verb havepitch prominence.This may be due to the generaltendency
for a pitch prominenceto fall on a portion of the whole constituent, the comment"devenu le
Pren-tierministre" here.While in English the pitch prominencetends to fall on the last word
of a phraseor a constituent (End-Focus,seep. 47).
Korean
(1) Tony Blair nun SUSANGipnida.
(2) TONY BLAIR ga susang ipnida.
(3) TONY BLAIR ga SUSANGyi doeut-ssumnida.
Korean, like Japanese, uses particles for distinction.

Itali an
Lambrecht comments that Italian uses word order for focus (1994,223). The
sentencesbelow are translatedas "my car broke down." (1) is the answer to the question
"what happenedto your car?" (commenting);(2) is the response to the statement"I heard
your motorcycle broke down" (identification); (3) is the answer to the question "what
happened"(out of the blue). The difference of word order is evident: (1) is sV and high
pitch; (2) is vS or cleft sentenceand high pitch; (3) is vS and high pitch.
(1) (La mia macchina) Si 6 ROTTA.
(2) Si 6 rotta ]a mia MACCHINA./E la inia MACCHINA che si & rotta.
(3) Mi si 6 rotta (ROTTA) la MACCHINA.

In the examplesbelow, (2) is the preferredstructure,but (T) may also be used. (1) and (3)
have the same pitch prominence as other languages.
(1) Tony Blair 6 il primo MINISTRO.

(2) TONYBLAIR& il primo ministro.
Or (2') Il primo ministro 6 TONYBLAIR.
(3) TONY BLAIR 6 DIVENTATO priMo MINISTRO.

Othermodem lanRuaaes
M. Mithun studiesthe word order of Cayuga,Ngandi, and Coos (1987) and questions
the notion of the universal basic word order. She observesthe difference in structuring word
order betweenthese"pragmaticallybasedlanguages"and the "syntactically basedlanguages"
such as English and other Indo-European languages.Syntactically based languageshave
more or less fixed and rigid word order, and they express pragmatic functions by other
means (such as high pitch). Therefore "Deviation from the basic [such as right and left
dislocation]
indicates an unusual situation." On the other hand Cayuga, Ngandi and
...
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Coos expresspragmaticfunctions by word order and "Constituents appearin descending
(325).
Namely
informationally
be
tend
to
of
newsworthiness"
prominent
elements
order
fronted. We may assume,therefore, that there are other languageswhich expresspragmatic
functions by word order. She implies further that we should not take the same analytical
methodfor thesetwo different groups of languages.For pragmaticallybasedlanguageswe
need to pay more attention to the variation of word order in order to detect pragmatic
functions.
Akkadian of Byblos
Getting much closer to Biblical Hebrew, we can observe this distinction in the
Akkadian of Byblos which reflects a Canaanite language in Byblos in the 14th century
B. C. 5' Agustinus Gianto (1990) argues that Akkadian of Byblos found in Amama letters
"mere
have
Amarna
languages
faulty
but
with
other
are
not
examples
of
grammar"
along
their own grammatical features (7-11).
Gianto introduces two different kinds of word order in the nominal clause of the

Akkadian of Byblos: Subject-Predicateand Predicate-Subject.He presentsallo-clausesfor "I
am your loyal servant."
SP
'False words are now being spoken in the presence of the king, the Sun.'
1R ki-ti-ka'I am your loyal servant' (108: 22).
a-na-ku
PS

'You know my conduct when you were in ýurnur:'
II [R] [kfi-fi-ka a-na-ku 'I am your I oyal servant' (73:42).

Gianto introducesAndersen'sbinary model and commentsthat:
It is conceivablethat the explanationof the variation of word order lies not in the
meaningof the sentence,namely,identificationor classification,but elsewhere.(23-24)
He proposesto
"take into considerationthe syntacticenvironmentsof the equationalsentence[nominal
clause]. The choice of one or the other order seemsto be conditioned by such
environmentsratherthanby the elementswithin the sentenceitself
Gianto introducesa new inter-clausalsyntacticconceptof "dependece"asthe key conceptfor
the SP/PSdiversion. Namely, SP sentencesare independentof the precedingtext, while the
PS is dependent.He concludes:
Earlier it was shown that most PS examples have emphasis on the first position. This,
together with what is said about emphasisin SP above, argues for the first position as the
usual position of emphasis.But since all the SP examples are independent sentencesand

The languageof Byb1os Sylabic Inscriptions is dated"no later than ca. 1800 B. C." which is before the
"enormouslinguistic changesthat resultedin the Ugaritic and other Canaanitedialects" between2000 ind
1700B.C. (G. Mendenhall 1992).The languagein Akkadian of Byblos at Tel-Amarna reflects that of the
14th century, one of the Canaanitedialects.
Byb1os,an ancient Phoenicianseaportcity, is known as Gebal in the Bible, and is mentioned in Josh. 13:5,
lKings 5: 18 and Ezek. 27:9. (R. Roth 1992)
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all the PS examples are dependent sentences, the status of the sentence remains the'better
explanation of the distribution of SP and PS. Emphasis in the first position is therefore a
coincidence. At best it can be said that there is a tendency to assign the first position to
the information which is meant to be important. (33-34) (underline added)
Gianto
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Other Semitic languages
To my knowledge, the information-structure

analysis with a perspective of these focus

structures has not been used for the study of word order of other Semitic languages. They
include:

Akkadian

(1974)

Ugaritic

by J. Huelmergard
by G. Wilson

'54
(1991), 56 and J. Huchnergard

(1982)

(1997),

A.

Akkadian

'55
(1989), 5' Akkadian

Tamar Zewi (1995) and J. P. van der Westhuizen

Ungnad
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of Ugarit by Wilfred

of Amama by Shlomo
(1992), Akkadian

(1950), Aramaic of Daniel by P. Coxon (1977), Biblical

Hugo van Soldt
lzre'el (1991), 58

of Byblos by W. Moran

Aramaic by I

A. Naud6 (1994),

52Gianto's treatment of verbal clause captures less of this notion of focus than his section on nominal clause.
However, he observes topicalisation, topic-shift and our clause focus parallel construction in verbal
clauses. See pp. 93-158.
53 Huehnergard, recognises; two functions, dependent and independent, in verbal conjugations of Ethiopic,
Akkadian of Byblos, Hebrew, and Aramaic (1995,98-107).
54 Ungnad comments that SOV is the normal word order and V "can stand first for emphasis" (107).
Riernschneider observes that SOV is the normal word order and 0 can be fronted for emphasis (24). In
Neo- and Late-Babylonian has VO under the influence of Aramaic (183).
55Wilson's analysis is limited to intra-clausal syntax.
51 Soldt observes that the inversion from the normal SVO pattern is caused either by chiasmus or by
emphasis. See pp. 477,484-85.
5' Huehnergard states that S-P is the norm for nominal clauses and S-O-A-V for verbal clauses. (A stands for
adverb or prepositional phrase.) He observes a tendency that the deviation from this norm signifies
emphasis on the fronted element or chiasmus. See pp. 211-14,215-224.
58 Izre'el proposes SP for nominal clauses and SVO for verbal clauses are the unmarked word order. The
deviation is for "special stress or emphasis on any of the individual components (348).
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Targumic Aramaic by D. Golomb (1983), Syriac by T. Muraoka (1975 and 1987), and
Ethiopic by A. Gai (1981).'9
Summary
As we have seen,somelanguageshave ways to distinguish thesethree types of focus
structure, prosodically, morpho-syntactically or both. Examples of this phenomenon in
Semitic languagesis restricted,becausescholarsof such languagesare not familiar with the
concept. The observation of Akkadian of Byblos by Gianto is significant, since it
demonstratesthat the languageseemsto expressour focus and to have at least two clause
types: predicate-focusandclause-focusstructures.

3.4.

BMLICAL HEBREW

If we admit that somelanguages,of eastand west; ancient and modern, have some meansto
expressfocus and have these three focus structures, it is more reasonableto assumethat
Biblical Hebrew had them than not to assumeit. This section proposes that Biblical Hebrew
expressedfocus primarily by two means:the clause-initial position and pitch prominenceand
that Biblical Hebrew had the threefocus structures.
3.4.1. Focusby word order (the clause-initial position) in Hebrew
First we may assumethat Biblical Hebrew expressedfocus by word order as Italian and
Akkadian of Byblos do, and that the clause-initial position is marked for focus as it is in
Akkadian of Byblos.
The notion of our focus in the clause-initialposition is not actually new to Hebraists.
For example, some clausesof "replies"'Oin Muraoka and J-Muraoka and their explanation
demonstrateMuraoka's grasp of our focus. J-Muraoka notes that "In replies the essential
part comesfirst" (§155nh). Muraoka expressesthat "It may be thought rathernaturalthat the
substantialpart of a reply to a question should be given at the beginning" (18). This is
exactly what we call focus.Let us comparewith English. In English "the substantialpart of a
reply" is not given at the beginning, becauseEnglish does not expressfocus by word order
The sameapplies to New TestamentGreek by S. Porter (1993), Old Persianby M. Hale (1988), and AfroAsiatic languages by S. Lieberman (1986). Lieberman takes an approach of so called "linguistic
universals." He is in the line of Roman Jakobson and JosephH. Greenbergwho expressa positive view
of applying linguistic universals.SeeR. Jacobson1966,and J. Greenberg 1966.
Out of thesescholars,von Soldt, lzre!el and Hale have a perspectiveof "topicalisation." Porter explores the
relationship betweentopic-commentand word order. Van der Westhuizen follows Gianto and takes an
approach of PS-depcndentH SP-independentmodel. Gai approachesthe functional difference between
attribute-noun vs noun-attributesequencefrom a perspectiveof focus, "informative value," in his term.
He concludesthat noun-attributeis unmarked,while attribute-noun is marked for focus on the attribute.
Shlonsky follows Chornsky.Seep. 19 for Muraoka.
' SeeAppendix for the versereference.
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but by pitch prominence. For example, a reply to a question "Which COLOURdo you
focus
but
high"I
fronted
for
"
be
GREEN.
"
In
English,
Green
is
may
choose
not
choose?
focus
for
focus.
Hebrew
Muraoka,
by
his
is
that
expresses
virtually
saying
remark,
pitched
by word order and the clause-initial position is marked for focus. His examples below may
be classified into two groups according to which constituent is fronted: predicate or
argument. Compare here the difference of the methods of focus between Hebrew and
English. Hebrew expresses focus by fronting,

while English expresses it by pitch

prominence.
(1) Predicate is fronted.
Gen. 29: 4

OnN I'm
wm T

2Sarn. 1: 8

_:

'm

"My brothers, where are you from? "

J,ýLnn

11VIN-In
TT

"We are from HARAN."

"Who are you?"
I am an AMALEKITE. "

"The substantial part of a reply" in these clauses are fronted in Hebrew, while it is simply
high-pitched in English.
(2) Argument is fronted.
Judg.

0-n*

1: 1

iýlr
Judg.

6: 29
'11"n nnri
TT

In
m-11m,

?
"Who will be the first to go up
...
"JUDAH is to go. "

In
lin"1111
UP!;
11
1-1;1-1 ITTT-

"Who did this? "

ritn)

"GIDEON, son of JOASH, did it. "

liv-1-A

The "the substantial part of a reply" in these clauses are fronted in Hebrew. They are fronted
in English as well, because English is a SV language, however they are high-pitched.
Compare with "Judah is to cn" in which a predicate is focused.
In an example below, a prepositional phrase is fronted for focus in Hebrew, while in
English uses high-pitch.
Judg. 15: 10

VýD

ý!;
nn,

rqýTT

"Why have you come up against us?"
"We have come up to BIND SAMSON.. "

Muraoka and J-Muraoka conclude that "In replies the essential part comes first" (J-Muraoka
§ 155 nh). Their comments on these examples shows that they understand the notion of our
focus, though not fully. The underlying principle we observe here is that Hebrew expresses
focus by word order and the clause-initial position is marked for focus.
In the past other scholars attempted to grasp some notion of "prominence" in the
fronted position of Biblical Hebrew. They are "important" (Hurwitz, 1832), "emphasis"
(Albrecht 1887, GKC 1910, Joijon 1923, Muraoka 1985), "contrastiveness" and "special
importance" (Hoftijzer 1973), "significant" or "focus" (Revell 1989,1999) and "focus"
(Gross 1996; van der Menve 1999). However, these scholars do not always find those
notions in every clause. Namely they find it inconsistent except for Hurwitz and Revell. I
suspect that the reason they find it inconsistent may be due to the terms and the definitions
they choose. If we follow our definition of "focus, " we can observe focus in every clauseinitial position.
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3.4.2. Focusby pitch prominencein Hebrew
Secondly we may assumethat Biblical Hebrew expressedfocus by pitch prominence as
well. This is a deduction from language universals. In the modem languageswe have
observed above, all the focused elementshave pitch prominence even though they are
already marked morpho-syntactically (e.g., Japanese or Italian). Namely the fronted
elementsmight have pitch prominencein Biblical Hebrew. R. Buth also proposes to read
preverbalelementswith high pitch in Hebrew:
Thus, a sensitivereader would read this constituentwith a high-tone (or in whatever
manner ancient focal intonation patterned)Focal intonation pattern, which probably
involved some kind of high tone, to judge from modem languagesusing intonation
patterns.(1999,83, n. 10)
After presenting that Hebrew in First-Temple Period and Second-TemplePeriod is not a
tonal language(such as Chinese),Buth further comments:
we can assumethat special contours for focal intonation existed [in Biblical Hebrew]. ...
Since the existence of Focal contours in a nontonal language is the default situation
whose nonexistence would be quite surprising and need justification, we certainly cannot
work from an artificial or false framework that ignores the existence of this category,
even if we do not know precisely how such contours would have sounded. This is not
know
from
if
do
different
to
text
not
exactly
even
we
vowels
an
ancient
very
assigning
what their phonetic quality was. (1999,83, n. 10)
Here, we may wonder about the relationship between the Massoretic accentual system and
these focal contours. Buth examined this relationship between the Massoretic accents and
potential intonation pattern and concludes:
Unfortunately for the concerns of this paper, the [Massoretic] accents are more sensitive
to the length of an utterance than its pragmatic, informational structure and thus do not
Further study will need to
directly reflect syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic relations.
...
be made on the extent to which the Masoretic "chant" tradition may interact with
pragmatic structure in general. (1999,84-85, n. 12)
I need to agree with Buth on this issue at present, since I could not find direct relationship
between the Massoretic accents and our focus patterns in our study. Nevertheless, we notice
that the studies of the relationship between them have been emerging recently. For example,
HaYk-Vantoura argues that the Massoretic accentual system was originally a method of
recording hand signal for musical performance at the temple (1991). L. Lode approaches the
Massoretic accentual system through discourse analysis, and concludes that the rarer
disjunctive accents represent intonations that indicate semantic overtones of focus and
emphasis (1994). Further study of this kind may reveal more of this relationship between the
Massoretic accents and the pitch contours. This welcoming tendency among Hebraists seems
to reflect the development of the study of pitch contours in general. Although this field of
study does not have long history, it is advancing by absorbing achievements of other fields
from
linguistics.
J.
Pierrehumbert
her
For
theory
the
of
pitch
contour
started
of
example,
field of phonetics and phonology (1980) and now she observes that various pitch contours
express different pragmatic functions (1990).
It should also be noted that the pitch prominence we shall concentrate in our study is
only one of many other prosodic features. In addition to pitch, the study of prosody involves
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duration, intensity, pausing, and changes in voice quality and contours, including
accelerationand deceleration(Chafe 1994,58-60). It is beyond the scope of our study to
deal with thesewider prosodic features.Neverthelesspitch plays a decisive role in focus,
and thereforethe axis of pitch in our study will suffice to meet our presentpurposes.
In our study, we will not directly argue for the notion that Biblical Hebrew expressed
,
focus also by pitch prominence,but we assumeit as a working hypothesisdeducedfrom the
languageuniversals. However, if we can verify the two major hypotheses, one is that the
clause-initial position is focused,anotheris that Hebrew also has the three focus structures,
this assumptionwill have considerablevalidity. Seealso "Middle pitch" in pp. 90ff.
3.4.3. Three focus structures in Hebrew

The third assumption, and the second of the two major hypothesesof our study, is that
Hebrew had the three focus structures.This hypothesisis supportedby Niccacci's modified
triadic model and by the languageuniversalsaswe have seenabove.I shall attemptto further
verify this hypothesisin the following chapters(5-7) by analysing the information structure
of all the clausesin our data. The three structures in Hebrew may be briefly sketchedas
follows:
1. Predicate-FocusStructure
Exod. 33:3

Mr-INn"117-1
1w,
ý?-Dv

Lev. 13:17

N171lif-ID

YOU are an OBSTINATE PEOPLE

he is CLEAN

Here, only the predicatesare focused by fronting and probably by high pitch, while the
following argument is mostly presupposed and thus not focused. The functions is
commenting:addingnew infon-nationpreferablyto an active or accessiblereferent.
2. Argument-FocusStructure
Imag.
Judg.

I'lDri-In

vp-mv

onx

TV

M"111-i"

You are the obstinate people.
)
Who will be the first to go up.
.?
JUDAH is to go.

Here, only the argumentis focusedby fronting andprobably by pitch prominence,while the
predicate is presupposedand thus not focused (Xp). The function of this structure is
identification, that is, to relate the argument (Judah) with X (the missing argument) of a
presupposedproposition "X should go.
3. Clause-FocusStructure
Exod. 6:6
Exod. 33:5

IINX
1-111-il

pm%

I am the LORD

Youarean

OBSTINATE PEOPLE

Here both the argumentand the predicateare focused by fronting and/or high-pitch (XP). It
indicates functions other than commenting or identification, such as event-reporting,
presentation,exclamation,and surprise.
The three structuresaboveare schernatisedas follows:
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Function

Predicate Focus

Word order
Px

Argument Focus

Xp

identification

Clause Focus

XP

commenting

other pragmaticfunctions
Predicate-FocusStructure will be discussed in chapter 5, Argument-Focus Structure in
chapter6 and Clause-FocusStructurein chapter7.

3.5.

PRAGMATIC PREDICATE AND PRAGMATIC SUBJECT

Before we close this chapter, I will introduce another set of terms. They are "pragmatic
subject"and "pragmaticpredicate.""
As might have been noticed, the presentation of the three focus structures above does
not use the terms, "topic" and "comment" for classification, even though the relationship
between the argument-predicate in Predicate-Focus Structure is that of topic-comment. On
the other hand, the relationship between the argument-predicate in Argument-Focus Structure
is not that of topic-comment, but identification. Namely the clause of Argument-Focus
Structure simply relates two presupposed pieces of information: the active referent and the
presupposed proposition whose argument is missing. In this structure the argument is NOT
the topic and the predicate is NOTcommenting ABOUTthe argument.

predicate-focusstructure

argument
topic

predicate
comment

argument-focusstructure
referentidentified
proposition missing an argument
We could have used the terms 'topic' and 'comment' for Predicate-FocusStructure.
However, for the presentationalpurposewe haveunified the terminology.
Although this unifori-nity of terminology is beneficial for simplicity of presentation,it
has one disadvantage.Though rarely, we encounter a situation where the grammatical
predicateof a clauseis the topic of the clause.For example,2Chr. 20:6:

ii'

wiri ntýnln
MPril-6

nrr
';:

ýjin rin'xi

w-ý7

Lambrecht uses these two terms in a different situation in which he describes a construction of an
identificational sentence.His example is in p. 223. "1 heard your motorcycle broke down?" "My CAR
broke down." The semanticsubject "my car" is actually a comment in a pragmatically structured sentence,
"What broke down is my car." Thereforehe calls it predicate.In order to distinguish it from an ordinary
predicate,Lambrechtcalls the semanticsubjecta pragmaticpredicate.Seep. 23 1.
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and he said,
1 "0 Lord, the God of our fathers,
2 art Thou not God in the heavens?
3 And art Thou not ruler over all the kingdoms of the nations?
4 Power and might are in Thy hand so that no one can stand againstThee.

In the passageabove,the topic and subjectof Line 2 and 3 is the Lord. Line 4 is not actually
about the subject
prepositional phrase

power and might, but about the Lord that is expressedin the
Namely in Line 4, the topic is the Lord 62Its topic-comment
.

relationshipis:
Topic:
the Lord
Comment: He has power and might in his hand.

Or
Topic:
the Lord's hand
Comment: there is power and might in it.
This phenomenon is readily expressed in Japanesein which "in your hand" is marked by the

topic-markerparticle iva:
2 Anata-wa
You + topic-marker iva
....
3 Anata-wa
You + topic-maker iva
...
4. Anata-no-miteni-wa
Your + hand + in + topic-marker iva
...
It is noteworthy that in all the Line 2 to 4, all the topics are fronted. This juxtaposition of
three clauses with the same topic-comment sequence is one of the frequently used device of
Clause-Focus Structure (Clause-Focus parallel construction in chapter 8). In order not to fail
to capture the structure, we employ the terms, pragmatic subject and pragmatic predicate, for
this phenomenon:

topic-commentrelationship
presentation
2 topic+ comment
subject
3 topic+ comment
subject
4 topic+ comment
pragmaticsubject

+ predicate
+ predicate

+ pragmaticpredicate
When the grammatical subject is the comment of the clauses, we call it the pragmatic
predicate. When the grammaticalpredicateis the topic, we call it the pragmatic subject.
Thereforein the clauseabove
PragmaticSubjectis

I-! In
T

PragmaticPredicateis

T

rib

Another exampleis
Judg. 3: 16 ni"n IXI Mýl : 1-IM a swordwhichhadtwo edges.

The clausewhich startswith Mýj addsnew infon-nationto the active referent M10.
T:

Topic:
the sword
Comment: it has two edges

62T. Giv6n discussesthe topicality of non-subjectelements.SeeT. Giv6n 1977,192 and 202.
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Thereforewe call jr-lýthe pragmaticsubjectand ni'! P '14 the pragmaticpredicate."

63Seealso ISarn 1:2 and Job 12:13 for pragmatic subject and predicate.
The allo-clause:jlý rii'P '; ý is not attestedin Scripture. However we have someother examples:
Jer. 6:25b
lSam. 25: 7

=, Ný nn
T.:

CYT
r l. D

For the enerny has a sword.
that you have shearers.

Here the pragmaticpredicatesare fronted becausetheseclausesare commenting.
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4.

CONTRAST, EMPHASIS AND FOCUS

4.1.

INTRODUCUON

Since we have illustrated the method of information-structure analysis and presentedour
theory of three focus structuresin the precedingchapters,we are ready to test the theory by
examining our data. However, before doing this we should make a few remarks about the
distinction betweencontrast," emphasisand focus.
The relation betweencontrastand focus is one of the themesfor information-structure
analysts(Chafe 1994,76-78; Lambrecht 1994,286-295), becausethesetwo terms, contrast
and focus, are closely related,while they are distinct notions.
For Biblical Hebrew, this problem is greater,since emphasis,contrastand focus are all
intricately intertwined with word order. For example, as we have seen in Introduction,
Hebraists have detectedemphasis and contrast in the clause-initial position of Biblical
Hebrew.
In the nominal clause, Albrecht, JoUon, Hoftijzer and Muraoka attemptedto observe
contrastor emphasisin the clause-initialposition.
In the verbal clause, JoUon, GKC, Muraoka, J-Muraoka, Niccacci (1990) and DGibson detectedemphasisin the clause-initial position. Muraoka, J-Muraoka, Lambdin,
Andersen(SBH) and D-Gibson detectedcontrastin the clause-initial position.
More recently, Bandstra challengesthe traditional notion of emphasisin the clauseinitial position by applying the information-structureanalysis.He concludesthat "Emphasis.
can better be termed topicalization" (1992,123).
The relation among the three notions, contrast, emphasis and focus, has been a
controversialissue awaiting solution. The analysis of information structure with the theory
"
focus
the
to
this
of
structuremay contribute
problem.

4.2.

CONTRAST

Let us first consider the relation between contrast and focus. As I mentioned above it is
generally agreedamong linguists that contrast and focus are closely related, while they are
distinct notions. This closenessis exhibited in the fact that all the contrastive membersare
focused

Contrast in this work includes antithesis.
I will not list all the clauseswhich are traditionally labelled as "emphatic" or "contrastive" in this chapter.
Most of those "emphatic" or "contrastive" clausesin our data will be scatteredin the following chapters5
to 7 and will be discussedunder the functions which thoseclausesseemto have.
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A. LEAH is SHORT.
B. No, She (Leah) is TALL.
A. JOHNis TALL.

B. No. LEAH is (tall).
but
(3) A. JOHNis SHORT,
B. LEAHis TALL.
In (1-13) the predicate, tall, is contrasted and focused. In (2-13) the argument, Leah, is
contrasted and focused. In (3) the whole proposition, "Leah is tall, " is contrastedand

focused.
The samephenomenonis observedin Hebrew.
(4) #92 Gen. 12: 19

n-Di-i-N6 Mlh A

NIM 41ýýN

T

:--TT

NIMThN Mt'ýX Mný B
ýT

:-TTT

A Why did you not tell me that she was YOUR WIFE?
B Why did you say, "She is MY SISTER."

(5) lKings

18: 21

A
i'lli-P-ON
ý17=,
1"IMN IDý
-FCNW B

1"IMN 1.:)ý 07fý'K-l
T-

-:

-.:

A If the LORD is GOD, follow Him;
B but if BAAL, follow him

(6) #41 Deut. 29:28

nlimi-i

A

PýJ!7-1171313nýl13ý hýj-ll

B

in-bi\*mrrý

A The SECRET THINGS

BELONG to the LORD our GOD,

B but the THINGS REVEALED BELONG to US and to our SONS FOREVER.

In (4-B) the predicate,ThN (my sister),is contrastedand focused by fronting and probably
by high pitch. In (5-13),the argument'.ýDnri (Baal), is contrastedand focusedby fronting
and probably by pitch. In (6-13)the whole proposition, MýiV-IV V'=ýl
T-..

I:

13ý riýj-il
T

(the

things revealedbelong to us and to our sons forever), is contrastedand focused by fronting
and probably by high pitch.
The instinctive conclusionwould be that either focus makes contrast or contrastmakes
focus. For Hebrew, the clause-initialposition appearsto make the elementcontrastive, or
conversely,contrastappearsto bring the elementin front. This is widely held by Hebraists
(seeabove). However, closer examinationwill reveal a more complex reality. Three points
seemto be helpful in attemptingto sketchout thesephenomena.
4.2.1. Contrastis createdonly by the context
The first point is that contrastis the product of the context, not of focus (word order or high
pitch). Let us extract B sentenceshere:
(7)
(8)
(9)

She is TALL.
LEAH is (tall).
LEAH is TALL.

xl;,ý nhNt

She iS MY SISTER

if BAAL (is God),
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(12)

MýJ!J-117 V=ýl

1ýý rjýZ-11

the THINGS
REVEALED
BELONG
to us and to OURSONS
FOREVER.
These six clauses do NOTconvey contrast to the hearer. They are ordinary clauses classified
according to their focus structures. (7) and (10) simply comment on the activated topic
referent (Predicate-Focus Structure). (8) and (11) identify their arguments, Leah and Baal,
with the missing arguments of the presupposed propositions: "someone is tall" and
"someone is God" (Argument-Focus Structure). (9) and (12) can be uttered out of the blue,
can be proclaimed, or can start a new episode (Clause-Focus Structure). Contrastive
connotation that all these clauses have in (1) to (6) above was created by the context, that is,
by the presence of the contrastive members. Without the presence of those contrastive
members, contrast cannot be conveyed to the hearer as we can see in (7) to (12). We may
say that contrast is the product of the context, not of focus, syntax or prosody. Hoftijzer
rightly comments on (4):
A clear example is Gen. xii 19 ("ýiot hil; from the context it is clear that Abram does
everything to convince people that Sarah is not his wife but his sister). (488, underline
added)

4.2.2. Focus indicateswhich constituentis contrasted.
The secondpoint is the role of focus (word order and high pitch). If word order or high
in
Focus
do?
do
have
do
do
They
they
contrast.
not
express
contrast,
what
a
role
pitch
indicateswhich constituentis contrasted.When we look at (1) to (6), we can judge which
constituent is contrastedby knowing where the focus falls on. In (1) and (4), it is the
predicatethat is contrasted.In (2) and (5), it is the argumentthat is contrasted.In (3) and
(6), it is the whole proposition that is contrasted.Focus does not make contrast, but it
indicateswhich constituentis intendedto be contrastive.
4.2.3. Contrastresultsin focus through information structuring
A questionmay arise here. If we can judge which elementis contrastedby determiningthe
position of focus, cannotwe still state that contrastmakes focus? For example, when Elijah
intendedto contrastGod with Baal, he focusedGod and Baal by fronting:
(5) lKings 18:21

11-IrIN 1-:)ý t3li-hNi-i illi'll-OXA
T-

-

1.

ý.

6
11-iriN 1:
T-.

-:

.

-.:

-r-.

B

A If the LORD is GOD, follow Him;

B but if BAAL, follow him

It appearsthat Elijah's intention of contrastbrought God and Baal in front (focus), and it has
been the understandingin the past. This, however, is not an accuratedescription of this
phenomenon.
There are two examples to demonstratethe inadequacy of this notion. The first
exampleis
(6) #41 Deut. 29: 28

1317jýINMI7V5 njr-IC)ZiiA
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QýJ! 7-117 1313nýl 13ý rjýj'll
A The SECRET
THINGSBELONGto the LORDour GOD,
B but the THINGS REVEALED 13ELONGto US and to our SONS FOREVER.

Here, it is not only the subjects ("the secret things" and "the things revealed") which are
contrasted,but also the predicates("belong to the Lord" and "belong to us") are contrasted.
The notion "contrastbrings constituentsin front" cannot explain why the predicatesare not
fronted while the predicatesare also contrasted.
The secondexampleis an imaginary clause(I V) below.
(1 r)

rn-h%-i
-T.

-'n

ýDMM

Who is God?
BAAL

The traditional notion cannotexplain why Baal is fronted without contrastiveconnotationin
(1 V) above. This is similar to the question-answer:"who is the prime minister?" "TaNy
BLAIR." Tony Blair is focused by high pitch not becauseof contrast. Similarly Baal here is
focusednot becauseof contrast.The statement,"contrast brings constituentsin front, " does
not apply here.It describea part of reality, but it lacks precision.
The information-structureanalysis with the theory of focus structure will describethe
relation betweencontrastand fronting (focus) more accurately.In the caseof (5) above, Baal
is fronted (focused),not directly becauseof contrast,but through identification.
We may put it in another way. Contrast results in focusing constituents through
information structuring.Let us start with English examples.
(1)

A. LEAH is SHORT.

B. No, She(Leah)is TALL.
In (1), the speakerB doesnot challengethe topic Leah, therefore the topic is the sameas in
sentenceA: Leah. The topic expressionis the pronoun "she" and it is not focused (not high
pitched). What sentenceB challengesis the comment of the sentenceA, and sentenceB
intendsto contrastit with a new information "she is tall. " This new information is addedto
the topic Leah. This is the function of commenting.Thus it is focusedby high pitch. In other
words, focus on "tall" is not directly due to contrast but to commenting. Contrast of the
predicates (short <> tall) results in focusing the predicates "tall, " through information
structuring (commentingof the predicate-focusstructure). Contrast becomesevident to the
receiveronly by the presenceof the contrastivemembers.
(2)

A. JOHNis TALL.
iS
LEAH
B. No.

(tall).
In (2) the proposition "someoneis tall" is activatedby the utteranceof A. The speakerB
does not challengethis proposition "X is tall, " but he intends to contrast the sub ect Leah
with John.Thereforethe speakerB identifies the argumentLeah with X of the presupposed
proposition "X is tall" (sentenceB, identification). The argument,Leah, is focused not due
to contrast, but to identification. Contrast of the arguments (John <> Leah) results in
focusing the argument "Leah," through inforination-structuring (identification of the
argument-focusstructure).Contrastbecomesevident to the receiver only by the presenceof
the contrastivemembers.
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A. JOHN is SHORT, but
B. LEAH is TALL.

In (3), the speaker B intends to challenge the whole proposition of A and to contrast it with a
whole new proposition. The speaker B presents an "out-of-the-blue" whole new proposition
B, which is, as a whole, new information. Since the whole proposition is new and asserted,
both the subject and the predicate are focused. The foci are not due to contrast, but to
presenting a whole sentence anew. Contrast of the whole sentences results in focusing the
whole sentence B through information structuring. Contrast becomes evident to the receiver
only by the presence of the contrastive members.

(4) #92 Gen. 12:19

'-'D 1ý

KIM jLn

TT7

MMý A

mnx Mný B
IT

A Why did you not tell me that she was YOUR WIFE?
B Why did you say, "She is MY SISTER.
"

In the two propositions of (4) above, the referent Sarai is referred to by the pronoun N171,
becausethe referent is activatedin v. 17. Pharaohintends to contrast two commentsabout
Sarai: "she is your wife" and "she is your sister." Thus he presents two new comments
about the same topic Sarai. Since these two clausesare commenting, their comments are
focusedby fronting, while the sametopic referent remains unfocused. The focus (fronting)
on

is not due to contrast, but to commenting. Contrast of the
(she is MY SISTER)

predicates (be your wife <> be your sister) results in focusing the predicates through
information structuring (commenting of the predicate-focusstructure). Contrast becomes
evident to the receiveronly by the presenceof the contrastivemembers.
(5) lKings 18:21

T"IrIN lný 0176NM i'lls-il-MINA
T-

-.

-

B

11-IrINlný
T-

A If the LORD is GOD, follow Him;

B but if BAAL, follow him

In (5), the proposition, "X is God," in Line 2 is presupposedand not challenged.Therefore
it is not focused (ellipsis). On the other hand, the subject is contrasted and a different
(contrasting)subject, Baal, is presented.In this conditional clause, Line 2 identifies Baal
with X of the presupposedproposition "X is God" (identification). Baal is focused (fronted)
not due to contrast,but to identification. Contrastof the arguments(God <> Baal) results in
focusing the arguments through information structuring: (5-B) is an identifying clause.
Contrastbecomesevident to the receiveronly by the presenceof the contrastivemembers.
(6) #41 Deut. 29:28

V, -6N -Q,-Pý nýInWii A
UýJ! 7-1! 7 Ul=ýl

A The SECRET THINGS

13ELONG to

13ý hýnml

B

GOD,
LORD
our
the

B but the THINGS REVEALED BELONG to us and to our SONS FOREVER.

In (6), the whole clausesare contrasted.Each clausehas a subject and predicatewhich are
different from their opposite members.Hence Clause-FocusStructure. Foci are not due to
contrast,but to the presentationof a whole new clause. Contrast of the whole clauseresults
in focusing the whole clausesthrough infon-nationstructuring: theseconstrastiveclausesare
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clausesof presentationor out-of-the-blue. Contrast becomesevident to the receiveronly by
the presenceof the contrastivemembers.
We have observed that those contrastive constituentsare focused (fronted and high
pitched in Hebrew), not directly becauseof contrast. They are focused becausethey have
their own focus structures and functions. Contrast results in focusing contrastive
constituentsthrough information structuring.
4.2.4. Implicit Contrast
The exampleswe have seenabove have explicit contrastivemembersand thereforecontrast
is obvious. However, we needto note here that the contrastive memberscan be implicit. Let
us take an English examplefirst:
A. Mother:
Jane is going to sleep in your sleeping bag.
B. Daughter:
JANEiSTALL.
In this conversation, the structure of the sentence B is puzzling, because the topic Jane is an
active referent and it does not need to be focused. From the point of view of activation state,
it should be a sentence of Predicate-Focus Structure, and even the proform "she is TALL!'
should be able to replace it. However, this Predicate-Focus Structure, "she is TALL," does
not make sensein this context. This is not a failure of the information structure. The sentence
B is actually a sentence with Clause-Focus Structure with contrastive implication in which
the contrasting counterpart is not verbalised. It would be "OTHERfriends would fit into My
SLEEPING
BAG.But JANEis TOOTALL for that. " Jane is focused as well as the comment "is tall"
here because the entire proposition which is presented is different from the implied
presupposed proposition, "OTHERfriends would fit into My SLEEPING
BAG." The intended
contrast is expressed information structuring, and becomes evident to Mother by the context.
It is noteworthy

that contrastiveness can be expressed without

explicit

contrasting

member(s).

J-Muraokamentionsthis implied contrast(§146-a),and gives an exampleJudg. 14:3:

, rv:: rnw, 'wri-,:-) , -rl-ýV

for
HER
11iN
"Get
ir-ir.

ME, for SHE

looks GOOD

to me"

J-Muraokaexplains

The pronoun [N4,7i]is added to bring out antithetical contrast;.
In some cases the
..
contrast is only implicit, only one of the two contrasting members being explicitly
mentioned. (§146 a 1)
The constrastive member is implied by Samson's parents in v. 3:
"Is there no woman among the daughtersof your relatives, or among all our people, that
you go to take a wife from the uncircumcised Philistines?"
If Samson simply intended to add a new information to the woman in Timnah (commenting),

the clausewould havebeena PredicateFocus:
',rgn

MIVI. (Verb-Subject-Prepositional-phrase)
T:

T

However, Samsonintendedto contrast"the woman in Timnah looks good" with the implied
proposition "Israelite women do not look good."
A: ISRAELITEWOMENdo NOT look GOOD.
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B: but SHElooks GOOD."3117:
1 MIU9 N"ji-i

Here Samson presents a whole new proposition with a different topic and a different
comment. Therefore both the constituents are focused. This is a clause of Clause-Focus

Structurewith contrastiveconnotation.
This implicit contrasthas been equatedwith emphasisin past studies; however, it is
necessaryto distinguish these two terms. Implicit contrast is only one means to convey
emphasisalong with many other means.Seebelow for further discussion.
What we have observedhere is that contrast may be detectedby the presenceof an
implicit contrastivememberwithout an explicit one and that implicit contrast may be used to
expressemphasis.
4.2.5. Application to examplesof GKC, Muraoka and Hoftijzer
We shall now apply our three points of contrastto examplesgiven by GKC, Muraoka and
Hoftijzer. GKC detectsemphasisin the clause-initialposition. Hoftijzer detectscontrast in
the clause-initial position, but he finds it inconsistent.Our three points will show that many
finds
it
Hoftijzer
GKC's
clauses
are
contrastive,
and
will
explain
why
emphatic
of
inconsistent.
GKC's emphatic clauses
Contrast has often been confused with emphasisin past studies. Let us take some
"the
in
f.
For
GKC,
§142
from
GKC's
natural order of words. .
clauses
emphatic
examples
is: Verb-Subject" and the inversion occurs when the fronted element is "specially
.
emphasized." However, someof GKC's emphaticexamplesbelow are actually in our terms
contrastthrough information structuring.For example,Gen. 21:7:

ýýIn
mm-=ý 'n -lingm
T;

-:..

..

Ern

rity

I.,

ri

ply'-1

TTT

And she said, "Who would have said to Abraham that
Sarahwould nursechildren?
Yet I have BORNEHIMA SONin his old age."

GKC detectsemphasisin `n-iý', However, this is contrast. First this contrast becomes
.:

-T

evidentby the presenceof contrastivemembers:
Sarah would (not) nurse CHILDREN.
(but) Sarahhas BORNEa SON.

Then we see that the predicatesare fronted for focus and the topic is the samefor the two
clausesand not focused.
Finally we understandthat thesetwo predicatesare fronted not directly due to contrast.
They are fronted becausethese two clauses are commenting on the active topic. Contrast
becomes
Contrast
information
in
focusing
through
those
structuring.
predicates
resulted
evident to the receiveronly by the presenceof the contrastivemembers.
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Another GKC's emphaticexampleis 2Kings 5: 13:

twmam

nN

I My father, had the prophet told you to do SoMe GREATTHING,

2 would you not have done it?

Line I has OSVA. GKC detectsemphasisin the object ýiU

T7T

I.: 11. This is actually contrast.

First, contrast becomesevident from the context. Naaman was told to do a trifling thing,
which is bathing in a small river. The presenceof this contrastivemembercreatescontrast.
Then we can detect which element is contrastedby the placement of focus. Since the
ýta -M-7,is fronted for focus,
argument,
and the proposition "the prophet told you do X"
TIT

is presupposedfrom the preceding context, we find that only the argument is contrasted
here. Finally we can observe that this fronting is not directly due to contrast, but to
ýi'U
identification.
-IMI is identified with X of the presupposedproposition "the prophet
7TT
told you to do X. " Thus the protasis has Argument-Focus Structure. Contrast results in
ýtafocusing
"IM-1through information structuring.
TTT

Other examples of GKC's "emphatic" clauses which have Argument-Focus Structure
(identification) with contrastive connotation: Gen. 37:4 (nobody else but him), Judg.
14:3 (not other women, but she), I Sam. 18:17 (not other women, but her), I Sam. 2 1: 10
(not others but that sword), Exod. 18:23 (not other things but this thing).

Hoftijzer's non-contrastiveclauses
Hoftijzer, who attemptsto detectcontrast or "special importance" in the clause-initial
element, finds it inconsistent. This inconsistency is inevitable becausethe clause-initial
position is marked for focus, not for contrast. Contrast is createdonly by the presenceof
explicit or implicit contrastivemembers.For example,Hoftijzer commentson one of the S-P
clauses:
The words ze siper tiledit laddin (Gen. v 1) do not imply that this (and nothing else) is
the book of the generations of Adam. (491)
Hoftijzer is right not to detect contrast in ze here, because there is no explicit or implicit
contrastive member in this context. This clause has Clause-Focus Structure which introduces
66
description.
The subject ze is not fronted for contrast, but for
text
a new
unit with a general
focus.

Another exampleof Hoftijzer's non-contrastiveS in S-P clauses is Gen. 19:37. He
comments"In Gen. xix 37 there is said of Moab hil -lab-m5Wb;that does not meanthat he
and no one elseis the ancestorof the Moabites" (491). Hoftijzer is right not to detect contrast
here.This is not contrastive,becausethere is no contrastivememberin the context. This has
17Fronting doesnot createcontrast,
Clause-FocusStructureof circumstantialclauseOf glOSS.
only the presenceof explicit or implicit contrastivememberdoes(the first point).
' Introductory Formula or titling, which will be discussedin chapter 7
67seechapter 7 for this term
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4.2.6. Summary of "Contrast"
It is generally agreedthat contrast brings items in front in Biblical Hebrew. However, the
phenomenaare more complex and needfiner analysis.We have observedthreeprinciples. 1)
The first principle is that contrast is creatednot by fronting but only by the context. For
example,
Gen. 12:19

X171ZM N 'I.:) 1ý Ma, 11-6 717hA
T

:--TT

ZNIM
ThN MiMN MtnýB
I-T7T

A Why did you not tell me that she was YOUR WIFE?
B Why did you say, "She is MY SISTER."

Only by the presenceof contrastivemembers(A and B), either explicit or implicit (4.2.4),
we perceivecontrastiveconnotation(4.2.1). 2) However, focus plays an important role. The
secondprinciple is that focus, expressedby word order and high pitch, can indicate which
constituent is contrasted in an already contrastive clause. For example, since only the
predicateis focusedabove(sheis my sister), it is the predicatewhich is contrasted.Fronted
elementsin Hebrew only indicate that they are contrastedmembers in already contrastive
clauses(4.2.2). 3) Finally contrastresults in focusing through information structuring. For
example, the predicate (she is my sister) is contrastedand fronted (focused). This focus
(fronting) is not directly due to contrast, but to the focus structure it has: Predicate-Focus
Structure:the predicate(sheis my sister) is fronted becauseit is the new information added
to the topic referent.Contrastresultsin focusing the contrastive elementthrough information
structuring. (4.2.3).
Thesethree principles haverevealedthat many of GKC's emphatic clausesare actually
contrastiveand explainedwhy Hoftijzer found it inconsistentto detectcontrastin the clauseinitial position.
The study of contrastin this sectionmay leadus to an assumptionthat contrastmay not
be in the sphereof grammar.Lambrechtsuggeststhat contrastis "not a categoryof grammar
but the result of the generalcognitive processesreferred to as 'conversationalimplicatures...
(1994,291). His view appearsto be validatedin Hebrew at least in terms of the relation of
contrastand focus.

4.3.

ENWHASIS

In the precedingsectionwe havedistinguishedtwo concepts,contrastand focus which were
often mistakenly understoodas emphasis. We shall now discuss the relationship between
emphasis,contrastand focus in further detail.
When studying word order of Biblical Hebrew, one cannot escapethis issue of
emphasis,since emphasiswas often associatedwith word order in past studies. Emphasis
was probably one of the most frequently used words among Hebraists in the past, but now
on the contrary, the term is rarely used in modem linguistics works. There seemsto be a
conspiracyfor it to disappear!Recentworks prefer to usenew terms, such as "prominence,"
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"focus," "enforcement," and even "topicalization." It seems the term emphasis needs to
regainits appropriateand significant statusby reconsideringall the relatedterms.
4.3.1. End and meansof emphasis
T. Muraoka's Eniplzatic Words and Stnictitres in Biblical Hebrew (1985) is a prominent
work which analysesemphasisin Biblical Hebrew comprehensively. It studies emphasis
expressedby word order, personalpronouns,copula, infinitive absolute,casuspendensand
even by 16 particles.According to T. Muraoka, emphasisis "psychological" (xiii) and it has
two aspects:"the force and stresslaid upon the fact," and "an outflow and dischargeof inner
intensified emotion" (xiv). We shall follow this definition in our study.
This "emphasis"appearsto be too broad a term for minute linguistic researches.This
is probably one of the main reasonswhy this terrn is less often used in modem Hebrew
linguistics. However, the broadnessof this term should not discourageits use in linguistics
works, since emphasisis a legitimate linguistic phenomenon. What we need to do is to
understandthat emphasisis the end and a languagehas many meansto achievethat effect.
Then we can concentrateon analysing those meansand may recover the statusof the term
emphasis.
Emphasis(force, stressor emotional outflow) may be expressedby various means.To
give only a few examples,emphasiscan be expressed
1. by intensification (loud voice);
I want to go niFRE. (loud voice or stress)
2. morpho-lexically;

a. emphaticuse of plural (ex. heavens)
b. emphatic adverb(ex. very, every) or adverbialphrase
This is verYimportant.(an intensiveadverb)
Whatin the world is this!? (an emphaticadverbialphrase)
Even my motherallowedme to watchit. (an emphaticadverb)
c. emphatic use of pronouns(ex. myself)
I didn't know mysel
3. stylistic-syntactically;
Go, go!! (repetition)
4. combination;
Truly, truly say unto you. (an emphaticadverb,repetition)
5. by contrast;
(not other women,but) "get her for me,68
6. by rhetorical negation:
it? v169
"then would I not tell you about

68Judg. 14:3: 1ý71P 71ýs*, seep. 79.
6' ISam. 20:9 Jý 7INK 7-IrINN61 This is taken from GKCs emphatic clauses. The clause has ArgumentFocus Structure which is relating Saul's decision with X of the presupposedproposition: I will tell you
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It appearsthat thesedevicesof emphasisare proneto be confusedwith emphasisitself in the
past studies.
The term "intensification" is introduced in our study as one of various means of
"
It
be
is
that
ten-n
this
emphasis. should noted
strictly suprasegmentalor prosodic, that is, it
is expressedby loud voice."
We have also mentionedabove that contrastwith an implicit contrastivemembermay
be usedto expressemphasis,such as, "(not other women, but) 1ý711ýMr1it's"
get her for
T

me"

(Judg. 14:3).
It is important to distinguish the three terms here: emphasis, intensification and
contrast. Emphasis is a broad term which encompassesvarious means such as above,
including intensification and contrast. In other words intensification and contrastare means
to expressemphasis,and these two terms must not be equatedwith emphasisitself. The
point made here is the necessity to distinguish emphasis from the means to express
emphasis,such as intensification, contrast and so on. By reorganising this difference, we
may use the term emphasis, which refers to a duly recognised and establishedlinguistic
phenomenon.

4.3.2. Focusand intensification
We have laid down a principle for the study of emphasisabove.It is to distinguishthe means
of emphasisfrom emphasisitself and then to analysethosemeans.
We shall now turn our attention to the relation between intensification and focus,
becausefocus is often equatedwith intensification. I suspectthat this equationis one of the
causesthat past studies often detectedemphasis in the clause-initial position of Biblical
Hebrew. In other words, it appearsthat some of the past studies did not distinguish focus
from intensification, and thus interpreted some fronted elements as emphatic. I will
demonstratethe distinction between them below. Let us first see the six sentenceswe
examinedin the previous section. Small capitalsare high pitched. In Hebrew, underline is
focusedby word order and high pitch.
(1)
(2)

Leahis TALL.
LEAHis tall.

(asan answerto "Is Leah small?")
(asan answerto "Who is tall?")

(3)

LEAHis TALL.

(an out-of-the-blue exclamatory sentence)
She is MY SISTER
(as an answer to "who is she?")

(4)

X" (identification).

Nri nlhzý

This clause has contrastive connotation: "I may not tell you other news, but I will tell

you about THAT. "

70SeeChafe 1994,58 for prosodic intensification
7' This definition of intensification is different from Muraoka's definition of intensification which is
morphological (e.g., nzljcý. Muraoka distinguishes his intensification from emphasis and excludesthis
"intensification" from the processof his study (xiv, xv). However, it is not clear how his "force and
stress" are different from intensification. It appearsthat both our prosodic intensification and Muraoka's
morphological intensification are aspectsof the broad notion of emphasis.
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(5)
(6)

w7iýxrl
.

7:

ýYnri

BAAL

T-

mýiv-iv
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is God. (as an answer to "who is God?")

13ý

the THINGS
to USandto OURSONSFOREVER.
REVEALED
BELONG
(an out-of-the-blue exclamatory sentence)
In (1) and (4), only the predicate is focused for commenting (Predicate-Focus Structure). In
(2) and (5), only the argument is focused for identification (Argument-Focus Structure). In
(3) and (6), the whole proposition is focused for other pragmatic functions. In order to make
these sentence emphatic, we can intensify (say loudly) constituents. What has to be noticed
in intensifying constituents in these sentencesis that we only intensify the focused elements.
Underlined elements are said loudly:
(F) Leah is TALL. (as an answer to "Is Leah small?")
(T) LEAHis tall. (as an answerto "Who is tall?")
(T) LEAHis TALL. (an out-of-the-blue exclamatory sentence)
(4')

X11-i r1hX

(Y)

076NM

(6')

Oýt--uj

.

V:

(as an answer to "who is she?")
She is MYSISTER
BAAL is God. (as an answer to "who is God?")

T

lnnýl

uý riýnrn

the THINGS
REVEALED
to USand to OURSONS
BELONG
FOREVER.
(an out-of-the-blue exclamatory sentence)
There is no doubt that intensification can be added only to the focused elements. Focus is
different from intensification and the prerequisite for intensification.

4.3.3. Detectionof intensificationin written texts
Although Emphaticby Muraoka is a thoroughand valuable work for the study of emphasis,
it doesnot always seemto distinguish intensification, a means, from emphasis,the end. In
order to detect emphasis, Muraoka looked for "sure external and objectively identifiable
signs of emotion in the context" (xiv, underline added). This probably means that he
attemptedto detectintensification from the context. This method is, however, as Muraoka
himself admits, "not an easy task to attain objectivity" (xiv). For example, let us compare
Muraoka's two examples,Exod. 21:3 and Gen. 42: 19.
(1) Exod. 21: 3
(2) Gen. 42: 19

ý17z-mtý
NIM MUM

"if he is the HUSBAND
of a wiFF."

DMIN,0,131-ON, "if you are HONEST
MEN"

Both of them have the samegrammaticalstructure:the indefinite predicatefollowed by the
personal pronoun, and they would be the non-nal and unmarked sentence structure
"description" according to Muraoka (182). In addition, those clauses have no emphatic
particlesor adjectives.Namely, there is no difference between them morpho-syntactically.
However, from the context Muraoka detectsno emphasisin the fronted element of (1),
ý!
5X
iVý, )Z, while he detectsemphasisin that of (2), 0'1ý2)(p. 15). The immediatecontext of
the latter is
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Do this and you will live, for I fear God: If you are honest men, let one of your brothers
stay here in prison. (vv. 18,19)
which does not necessarily show "sure external and objectively identifiable signs of emotion
in the context. " This set of clauses and Muraoka's interpretation demonstrate that it is "not an
easy task to attain objectivity" (xiv) in detecting stress or emotional outflow only from the

context.
We need to consider how "stress" or "emotional outflow" was expressedwithout
morpho-syntactic means. If the original author or narTatormeant WIN Mlý:-)-ON to be
"
emphatic above, it would have been marked prosodically, such as stress, because
emotional outflow and intensity are often expressedprosodically (pause, stress, intonation
"
and quality of voice). This understandingis significant in reading written texts in which we
"
hear
stress on words. It meansthat detectionof intensification in written texts can
cannot
be very subjective.
Comparedto the detectionof intensification,it is not difficult to deten-flinethe place of
focus in a written sentencefrom the context.For example,
(7) A
Whenthe lady asked,"Is Leahsmall?"
Johnanswered,"No, Leahis tall."
B
Here, from the context of (7), it is certain that "tall" is high-pitched,becausethe topic, Leah,
is activated,and "she is tall" is new information addedto the topic referent (Predicate-Focus
Structure). However whether "tall" is intensified or not is uncertain from this particular
context. It appearsthis "tall" is not intensified becausethere is no sign for intensification,
while, however, some may detectintensification from a wider context, such as, this lady
detection
friend
7-A.
Nonetheless
despising
John's
Leah
to
the
of
utterance
of
girl
prior
was
intensificationstill dependson the interpretationof a reader. To put it anotherway, even if
the wider context suggestedthat John was very emotional at the time of response,he could
still say the sentencein a controlled tone.This appliesto Hebrew.
(T) lKings 18:21
tTTT.

T

T

ink

nn-i

min

1ý!

rt6l

TTTTT

And Elijah came nearto all the people and said,
"How long will you hesitatebetweentwo opinions?
If the LORDis God, follow Him;
but if BAAL, follow him. "
But the peopledid not answerhim a word.

72It may be emphatic if we interpret that it is a responseto the brother's statement "Your servantsare honest
men, not spies" in v. II as Muraoka suggests.It is however speculative.
73and by non-linguistic means(facial expressionand gesture).
7' For prosodic featuresin Massoreticaccentualsystem,see3.4.2 "Focus by pitch prominencein Hebrew"
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The focus on "ýDMM"iscertain, becauseit is fronted and also the predicate "X is God" is
presupposedand omitted. However detectionof intensification on Baal may dependon the
interpretationof the reader.The point here is that detectionof intensification on the focused
elementscan be very subjectivein written texts.
If the author intends to have "tall" said loudly, he can specify intensification on "tall"
by:
(8)

A
Whenthe lady asked"Is Leahsmall?"
B
Johnshouted,"No, Leahis tall."
Here intensification on "tall" is explicitly suggestedby the word "shout." Similarly in
Biblical Hebrew,
(8)' Gen. 45:1

1-1ý!
)
TTT

nPi,

Then Josephcould not control himself before all those who stood by him,
and he cried, "Have everyonego out from me."

Here "could not control himselr' and "cried" explicitly suggest intensification at least on
To sum up, Muraoka's emphasis detected only by the context seems to mean
intensification (loud voice) and detection of intensification in written texts is highly
subjective,unlessit is explicitly specified.

4.3.4. Emphasisby contrast
We haveseenthe differencebetweenfocus and intensification above. Now we need to take
contrastinto our considerationof intensification and focus.
It is important to recognisethat a contrastivecounterpartcan be implicit as J-Muraoka
mention (seeaboveunder "Contrast"). This contrasthas been simply labelled as "emphatic"
in the past.For example,Judg. 14:3
TT;

T

twi'l--n

ý-rlp

HER
for
for
"Get
me,
IMMsR

SHE

Iooks good to me"

GKC detectsemphasisherein the object "her."
This label of "emphasis" needs elaboration. If this is emphatic, this is emphasis
through contrast." The clause is contrastive, and the contrastive member is implicit. The
context indicatesthat the connotationis "not other women or Israelite women,but that young
Philistine woman in Timnah." This contrastof the two resulted in focusing (fronting) the
woman through information structuring (identification).
Through this contrastwe may say "the Philistine woman" is "emphasised." Contrast
with an implicit contrastivemembercan be perceivedasone meansof emphasis.We have to
note, however,that this contrastshould not be equatedwith emphasisitself. It goes without
saying that this contrastdoes not justify intensification (loud voice or stress) on "her" or

75See4.3.1 for various meansof emphasis.
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"she." We shall not classify this clauseas emphasis, but as contrast, though the outcome
may be emphatic.
Another exampleis Judg. 13:22:

inijN-ý%ix
ýMl
ritin nfn,,
T

nitz;nin
Irx-I

.Tý

0,7iýx

So Manoah said to his wife,
"We shall surelYdie,
for we have seen GOD."

Muraoka detectsemphasisin the fronted object "God" (39). However, this "emphasis"also
needsmore accuratedescription.This fronting of

is not a peculiarity of a theophany

story. This is contrast. Manoah intended to contrast God with an implicit contrastive
member, "something else" or "man." This contrast resulted in focusing (fronting) God
throughinformation structuring, that is, identification. The clauseidentifies God with X of
*;
"
"we
have
X,
the presupposedproposition
seen
and therefore 011, S is fronted. Now, this
contrastwith the implicit contrastivememberseemsto have an emphatic effect: "nothing else
but God.06 Contrastwith this implicit contrastivememberis one meansfor emphasishere.
However, this contrast should not be equatedwith emphasis itself, and contrast does not
assureintensification: it is not certain if Wi-his*was intensified (said loudly).
. 7:
J-Muraoka give Judg. 7:4 as an example of contrast without an explicit contrasting
member: 1ý1 NIM. They comment "he (and not someoneelse) shall go" (§146 a 1) and do
not label it asemphasis.Here they correctly distinguishimplicit contrastfrom emphasis.
In summary, contrast with an implicit contrastivemember has been often labelled as
simply "emphatic." However, this labelling lacks accuracy.It may be emphaticby meansof
implicit contrast. However, contrast should not be equatedwith emphasisitself and this
contrastdoesnot assureintensification.
4.3.4.1. Application to other clauses

These examplesabove demonstratefour points in terms of the relationship between focus
and intensification. 1) Focus and intensification are different notions. 2) Focus is
prerequisitefor intensification. 3) Detectionof intensification is highly subjectivein written
texts, unlessit is explicitly specified.4) Contrastmay be usedas a meansof emphasis,but it
should not be equatedwith emphasisand it doesnot assureintensification.
With thesefour points in our mind, we shall analysesome examplesof emphasisin
GKC and Muraoka. Muraoka attemptsto detectemphasisin the clause-initialposition (P in
P-S and S in S-P), but he finds it inconsistent. The four points above may reveal the
backgroundof this inconsistency.

Emphasis on the whole complex clause can also be detectedbecauseof the strong word "die" with the
addition of the infinitive absolute.
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Muraoka'snon-emphaticclauses
Muraoka is right not to detect emphasis in the predicate 1ýý WJ%ý-Mý
in Deut. 24: 12:

"And if he is a POOR
MAN,you shallNOTSLEEP
with his PLEDGE.
In this example, the topic referent "he" is activated in the immediately preceding verse.
Therefore the topic is expressed by the proform and the predicate, "is a poor man," is fronted
to add new information (commenting). The predicate is fronted certainly for focus.
However, intensification on this focused element is doubtful from the context.
Another example of Muraoka's non-emphatic P in P-S clause
ýDn-MN.
Exod. 21:3: NIM MUN
--

T.

Oneof Muraoka'sexamplesof non-emphatic
S in S-Pclauses(p. 9) is Gen.47:9:
n10, v
n\,%

'3w"
nnnun

'In'm

vltN

"! -'ri

%J*

"Ilan

I'm 0%1-11
Covin
TT

'Iw-m

9ý1

vt
I-T

So Jacob said to Pharaoh,
"THE YEARS OF MY SOJOURNING are ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY;
few and unpleasant

have been the years of my life,

"
nor havetheyattainedtheyearsthatmy fathersfivedduringthedaysof their sojourning.
Muraoka is right not to detect emphasis in the subject "!"M*
IM1.It is not emphasised or

intensified, but is focusedas well as the predicate"are 130." The subject is the topic of this
text unit and it is announcedat the beginningof the unit. This is topicalisation,an implication
(or a discoursefunction) of Clause-FocusStructure.77
Another of. Muraoka'sexamplesof the non-emphaticSubject:
Exod. 22:13,14 (Eng. 14,15): two

TT.

This is another case of Clause-Focus

Structure [Parallel Construction, contrasting the whole proposition].

GKC's emphatic clauses
GKC seesemphasisin "the serpent"in Gen. 3: 13:
TT

"What is this you have done?" And the woman said,
"THE SERPENT DECEIVED ME, and I ATE. "

The serpent is fronted not for emphasisbut for focus. There are three ways to say "the
serpentdeceived me." Below are imaginary clauses.
(1) Px Predicate-Focus Structure
9ý-Q%D'7i

VIM

VIM
TT-

The SERPENT was not KIND to me.
M

The serpent DECEIVED me.

77See7.4.1.1 "Topicalisation
and Initiation" in pp. 163ff.
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(2) Xp Argument-FocusStructure
INXI Vj-i 16 t3INM The MANdid not deceiveme.
M"I The SERPENT
deceivedme.
(3) XP Clause-Focus Structure
WHAT iS My SIN?

'3X" MM WMBM The SERPENTDECEIVEDme.

In (1), the topic, the serpent,is activatedand thereforeit is not focused, while the predicate
is focused (by fronting) becauseit is a new comment. In (2), the proposition "X deceived
me" is presupposedand thus not focused, while the serpentis focused becausethe clause
relatesthe serpentwith X. In (3) both the topic and the comment are not presupposedand
focused. (3) is an unexpectedout-of-the-blue utterance.The actualinfon-nationstructureof
Gen. 3: 13 is similar to (3) abovewhereEve was not expecting God to know that the serpent
deceived Eve." Hebrew does not express emphasis by the clause-initial position. It
expressesfocus by it.
It appearsthat some of the past studies did not distinguish focus from intensification, and
thus they interpretedsomefronted elementsasemphatic.
4.3.5. Summary of "Emphasis"
What we havediscussedaboveon emphasismay be summarisedasfollows:
Emphasis,which is stressor emotional outflow, can be expressedby various means,
such as intensification and contrast (4.3.1). Intensification is stress by loud voice and it is
different from focus which is to mark an elementas informationally prominent. Focus is
prerequisitefor intensification and only the focused element(s) in each of the three focus
structurescan be intensified (4.3.2). In written texts, detection of intensification is highly
subjective, unless it is explicitly specified. (4.3.3) Contrast, implicit contrast in particular,
may expressemphasis,but it should not be equatedwith emphasisitself (4.3.4).

4.4.

SUMMARY OF "CONTRAST, EMPHASIS AND FOCUS"

We haveattemptedto shed light on the long disputed problems of emphasis.The problems
seem to have been causedby the lack of appropriateterms which can be used for more
precisedescriptionof the phenomenarelatedto emphasis.The distinction among four terms,
emphasis,intensification, contrastand focus, is particularly important for finer analysis, and
in turn, this distinction may enableus to use the term emphasiswith more confidence. We
have given emphasis the position of "end" and intensification (loud voice) and contrast
(implicit contrastin particular) that of "means" amongothers (4.3.1).

" This Clause-FocusStructure may have another implication of initiation.
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In closing this chapter, I will present another set of examples, which may further
clarify the relationship between these terms. This presentationis considerably simplified,
however,it hopesto convey the essenceof this chapter.
1. "You are a righteouspeople" may be contrastedwith
Exod. 33:3 Mntý

you are an OBSTINATE PEOPLE

Here only the predicate is contrasted and may be intensified (Predicate Focus
Structure)
2. "Edom is not the obstinatepeopleof the land" may be contrastedwith
Image.
Here only

I'lDi'l-MVP-017
TT

the argument

Ont's"

---T-

is contrasted

You arethe obstinatepeople.
and may be intensified

(Argument

Focus

Structure).

3. "Edom is a righteouspeople" may be contrastedwith
Exod. 33: 5 ý-1!77Wý?-MJ MN

You are an OBSTINATE
PEOPLE

Here, the whole proposition is contrasted and may be intensified (Clause Focus
Structure).
Only the focused elementmay be contrasted(4.2.2) or intensified (loud voice) (4.3.2).
Focusis prerequisitefor both contrastand intensification.
Contrast is made possible not by fronting but only by the presenceof contrastive
members. Contrast does not belong to syntax but to contextual implicatures (4.2.1).
Intensification does not belongs to syntax but to prosody (4.3.2). Therefore in the written
form, detectionof intensification is highly subjective,unlessit is explicitly specified (4.3.3).

5.

PREDICATE-FOCUS STRUCTURE

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapters, we have laid out the method of information-structure analysis
(chapter2) and presentedour main thesis, the theory of three focus structures (chapter 3).
Basedon thesetwo chapters,we have attemptedto shed light on the controversialissue of
emphasisby clarifying the relations among emphasis, contrast, focus and intensification
(chapter4). These preceding three chaptershave offered a framework of our study. The
0
following three chapters,starting with this chapter, will examineall the clauseswithin our
data to test our two major hypotheses:the notion of focus in Hebrew and the three focus
structures.
This chapterwill examineclausesin our datawhich have fronted predicates,suchas:
Exod. 33:3 i-MIN

you are an OBSTINATE PEOPLE

T--.

Lev. 13:17

"It'lto
INIM

heiscLEAN

The purposeof this chapteris to verify that theseclauseshave the function of commenting,
that is, to add new information to a referent. We have posited that other functions belong to
the other two clause types, Argument-Focus Structure and Clause-Focus Structure.
Thereforeif we can observethat the clauseshave the topic-commentrelationship and at the
sametime they do not have other functions, it will support our thesis.
Apart from this main purpose, this chapterwill deal with two issues most relevantto
this topic-commentrelationship,which have beenthe subjectsof discussion among linguists
in the past.One is the relationshipbetweenidentifiability (or referentiality) and topichood (or
topicality), that is, how easily one referentin a particular activation state can be activatedand
becomethe topic of a clause. Another is the use of pronouns and nouns, that is, when and
why pronounsand lexical forms are used.We shall also consider thesetwo issuesbelow.

5.2.

ACTIVATION

STATES AND TOPIC ACCEPFABELrFY

The first issueis the relation betweenidentiflability (referentiality) and topichood.
Giv6n introduces the "widely attestedscale," "topic predictability scale." We can
predict most easily that a referent with "zero anaphora"becomesthe topic. Then follow
"unstressed/cliticpronouns," "stressed/independent
pronouns," "definite nouns," and the
leastpredictabletopic is "modified definite nouns" (1987,177-78).
Chafe approachesthe samephenomenonfrom a different angle.He introducesthe idea
of "cognitive cost." It is mental effort for the receiver to make in order to activatea referent.
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If a referent is active, the cognitive cost to activate it is "least." If it is semi-active,
"somewhatmore costly." If it is inactive, it is most costly to activateit (1994,73).
Lambrecht (1994,109,165-66) relatesthis idea to the topichood of the referent. He
statesthat an active referent is the most acceptableand preferred as the topic, becauseit
requires least cognitive effort to identify the referent. An accessiblereferent is "less easily
interpretablebut still acceptableand indeed frequently occurring" as the topic. An unused
(inactive) referent is on the borderline. A brand-new (unidentifiable) referent is least
acceptableasthe topic, becausethe cognitive effort requiredfor identification is most costly.
In other words, the more identifiable it becomes,the easier it becomesfor the receiver to
understandthe clauseand the more preferable. This acceptabilityis describedin the scale
("topic acceptability scale"): active > accessible > inactive (unused) > brand-new
(unidentifiable).
For Biblical Hebrew, van Wolde proposesto adopt Giv6n's topic predictability scale
to Biblical Hebrew (1999). It is also briefly explored by E. J. Revell as "referentiality" and
"topic status" (1999). However, to my knowledge, a full application of the topic
acceptabilityscaleto Biblical Hebrew has not beenconducted.In our study we shall follow
the approachof Chafe andLambrecht.
The following sectionsin this chapterwill be divided according to the topic-accessible
scale. The first section analysesclauseswith the active or accessibletopic referents. The
following sectionwill analyseclauseswith inactive or brand-newtopic referents.All of these
clauseshave fronted predicates.

5.3.

ACTIVE OR ACCESSIBLE REFERENTS FOR TOPIC

The clauseswe will analysein this sectionhave fronted predicatesand following arguments.
These argumentsare primarily the topic of the clauses. These topic referents are active or
lexical
forms.
(pronouns
take
they
or
either
proforms
and
affixation)
accessiblereferentsand
Px (x=active referent)

5.3.1. Profon-nfor topic
The most natural and well-formed clausehas an active referent as the topic, particularly the
topic codedwith a proform. An English example,
I JOHN is my FRIEND.
2 He iS TALL.

In Line 1 John is introducedby Clause-FocusStructure which will be discussedin chapter
5. Line 2 has the structure with the low pitched proform followed by the high pitched
information
It
indicates
to the already active referent.
that
the
adds
new
sender
predicate.
Notice the high pitched predicate"TALL." This is markedas prominent (focused)becauseit is
the new information the senderwishesto add (the comment).
Here the profon-nis preferredas the topic,
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becausethe mental effort necessaryto processsentencescontaining them is not increased
by the additional task of assessingthe topic REFERENT,
by retrieving it from long-term
memory or by drawing inferences leading to its assessment.Chafe (1987) calls the
cognitive effort necessary to interpret a discourse-active referent a "low cost" effort.
(Lambrecht 1994,165)

A Hebrew exampleis "NIM

he is clean" in Lev. 13:17:
3J'

1W?

-n 13
rin
and the priest shall look at him, and behold, if the infection has turned to white,
then the priest shall pronounceclean him who hasthe infection;
he is clean.

" the senderexpectsthe receiverto understandthat
In the last clause"INIM-1ji-Mhe is CLEAN,
the senderis providing new information about the referent, "the infected man," which is
alreadyactive. In English "he" has low pitch and is not focused, becauseit is presupposed,
and "clean" is focusedby high pitch. In Hebrew, -It-iý is focused by fronting and probably
by high pitch, while NIM is not focused. This focus structure, Predicate-FocusStructure, is
commenting preferably on the already active or accessiblereferent both in English and
Hebrew. Within our nominal clausedata,we have 69 more clauseswith pronominal subjects
and indefinite predicatessuch as this example(seethe Appendix). All of these clausesare
addingnew information to the alreadyactive referent.
We can observethe samecommentingfunction in clauseswith definite predicatesand
pronominal subjects(Pd-Sd),such as
#92 Gen. 12: 19

joirix
z\%rl

sheis your sister

According to Andersen's binary model, only Pind-Sd is supposed to be classification.
Therefore he needsto treat thesePd-Sd clausesof classification under exceptions.He also
do
"my
"
indefinite
We
definite
these
predicates.
not
such
as
sister,
as
categorises
predicates,
needto categorisetheseclausesunder exceptionsnor to assume"my sister" as an indefinite
predicateasAndersendoes. The perspectivewe need to employ is identifiability (activation
states)not the grammaticaldefiniteness.For exampleanotherPd-Sdis
#90 Gen. 24: 34:
Abraham's

': )5'N M-M: M InD -)IMK"I So he said, "I am ABRAHAM'S SERVANT..
,T**,,,
servant is active in the mind of the receiver and the clause is simply

adding

infonnation to the referent." Thus it is Predicate-Focus Structure.

In verbal clauses,active topic referentsare proforms in verb affixation, such as

Vand he said" (Gen. 3: 11). It is obvious and seemsmere common sensethat the proform is
usedto refer to somethingprecedingeither in English or in Hebrew. However, the usageof

79Other "I am
Predicate-FocusStructureout of our data are: Judg. 17:9, I.Sam. 9:21, ISam.
clauses
with
. ."
30: 13,2 Sam. 1:8,13, Jonah 1:9.
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proforms supportsthe validity of the information structure. The senderexpectsthe receiver
to identify the referent by a proform. It meansthe senderassumesthat the referent is still in
the centre of the receiver'sconsciousness(being active).
In Deuteronomy,asexpected,the majority of clausesin our corpus have Px PredicateFocusStructurewith affixed proforms which simply comment on the active referents,such
asin Deut. 4:47:
And they TOOKPOSSESSION
Of hiS LAND.

In English not the whole commentdomain is focused but focus tends to fall on the latter
element(seeEnd-Focus,in p. 47)
A commandhasPredicate-FocusStructure,such as in Deut. 5: 19:
: 2ýýn X61

You shall NOT STEAL.

Here the referent "you" (affixed to the verb) is the active topic referent. tý6 here may be
(1994),
(1989)
Dawson
For
Longacre
the rank of
the
and
as
a
part
of
predicate.
understood
negatedverbs is low, namely, gives off-line infon-nation. From a topic-commentpoint of
imperative
is
information
"you"
is
topic
this
the
of
a
new
piece
activated
and
negated
view,
(or assertion),and thus fronted.
Redundantpronounsin verbal clauses
In verbal clauses,pronounsare redundant.This pronominal redundancyseemsto have
somepurposesand a few are attestedwithin our data.
One is to specify accompaniment:
So he

NIM M'1: Pj

Gen. 31:21

FLED

with

ALL

that he

HAD.

Another is emphasis.For example,Deut. 5:27:

ý:
mul
Mn
ng,
nx
-11
-IJ
'Inx
1-nn,
T:

-I.,

-.

ýN
1, iniýN mri, nm-r
.

'*

V:

T:..

-:

-.-

-T

TT

mzvýx nz-in nxi

I Go nearand hear all that the Lord our God says;
2 then speakto us all that the Lord our God will speakto you,

Line 1: as Muraoka argues,this redundantpersonalpronoun MnX in this verbal clauseseems
Notice
here
by
(1985,58).
This
is
the word order
means
of
redundancy.
emphasis
emphatic
is that of Predicate-FocusStructure, Px, suggestingthat the speakeris simply commenting
has
inverted
2
"you"
is
Line
"you,
"
the
word
the
emphasised.
while
on
activatedsubject
(not
God
but
by
different
implicit
is
This
contrast
speakingto
a
means:
order.
emphaticalso
us directly, but you speak to us). This clause probably has Argument-Focus Structure
(identifying "you" with the missing argumentof the presupposedproposition"). By these
two meansof emphasis,"you" is considerablyemphasisedin thesetwo clauses.
Below are other examples of Predicate-FocusStructure with proforms.
From nominal clauses
Relations in predicates,such as K171IniMN
sheis your sister
Wife: #92 Gen. 12: 12, #92 Gen. 26: 9; Sister: #92 Gen. 12:13, #92 Gen. 12:19, #92
Gen. 20:2, #92 Gen. 20:5, #92 Gen. 26:7, #92 Lev. 18:11; Brother: #92 Gen. 20:5, #92
Gen. 20: 13; Mother: #92 Lev. 18:7; Aunt: #92 Lev. 18:14; Son's wife: #93 Lev. 18:15.
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Others in predicates:
#90 Gen. 32:
m., cr; iýx

rlml*

"This is GOD'S CAMP."

#90 Exod. 8: 15

x 11.1wrhx

17=t\%

"Tbis is the FINGERof GOD."

#91 Lev. 4: 21
#91 Lev. 13:23

rIý,
-l
mgm
I
4-),
zN
N1,-.1 J.'rimm n: 2-1s

#91 Lev. 13:28

1m minim,
"i rixti

it is the SIN OFFERINGfor the ASSEMBLY.
it is only the SCAR of the BOIL;

it is the SWELLINGfrom the BURN.

fl9l Lev. 13:30 NIM Jýji-i J'N%
w"K-I'm

it is LEPROSYof the HEAD or of the BEARD.

#92 Lev. 15:3

it is his UNCLEANNESS_

IMMU

#93 Lev. 18:8

'w,-.1 ý,nx ning

she is your FATHEWS BLOOD RELATIVE.

#93 Lev. 18:12

xim

#93 Lev. 18:16

NIJI =1N, MID

#90 Num. 1:16

nil

it is your FATHER'S NAKEDNESS.

n-ýx %jwl

it is YOUR BROTHEWS NAKEDNESS.

they were the HEADSOf DIVISIONSof ISRAEL.

Summary
In the above clauses we have examined fronted predicates. They are nominal
predicates,either definite or indefinite grammatically, and also finite verbs with affixed
follow
Then
to
as active topic
verbs
and
pronominal
affixation
subjects.
pronominal subjects
referents. These clauses are adding new information to the active referents, namely
commenting.Therefore we may suggestthat predicatesare fronted for focus and that these
clauseshave the predicate-focusstructurePx with the function of commenting. .
Pronouns in verbal clauses are redundant. Specification of accompanimentand
emphasisare someof the purposesof this redundancy.

5.3.2. Lexical form for topic
Active lexical topic expressionsoccur frequently in place of proforms. For example, in #111
Lev. 13:51, DN73is an active referent:
VTT
-1tin

*

nn=-*

' mu"n-iN

mnn

!;

nri

I He shall then look at the mark on the seventhday;
2 if the mark has SPREAD
IN THEGARMENT,
whether in the warp or in the woof, or in the leather,
'

In Line 2, the lexical form, Myij the mark, is chosen for the active referent in place of a
Vproform. A questionin this usageis why the author chose to use the lexical form where the
proform may be sufficient or evenpreferable.
Here we deal with the secondissueinvolved in the topic-commentclauses.
It is the use of pronounsand nouns.
According to R. Tomlin (1987), linguists have observedcertain phenomenain the use
of pronouns and nouns.
On the use of pronouns(or proforms), Tomlin lists that 1) proforms are used to refer
to the active referentwithin a paragraphor an episode(episode/paragraphapproach),and 2)
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proforms are used when the referents are active. T. Giv6n suggests approaching this issue
from a point of view of "anaphoric vs. cataphoric grounding. " Anaphoric grounding is
"what the speaker assume about shared knowledge with the hearer" and cataphoric process
involves "clues the speaker gives the hearer
to how to ground it vis-a-vis the
as
...
folloiving discourse. " Pronouns and zero anaphora are "primarily anaphoric devices" (1987,
180). We have observed these two in the preceding section.
On the use of nouns (or lexical forms), Ton-din lists that 1) an active referent loses its
state by not been mentioned for a period of time and it requires more material (lexical form)
to maintain reference (recency/distance approach); 2) lexical forms are used to "reinstate
reference" or reactivate the referent at the beginning of a new paragraph or an episode
(episode/paragraph approach); and 3) lexical forms are used to solve ambiguity ("ambiguity
resolution"). We shall observe below that these phenomena are also present in Biblical
Hebrew. It seems there are at least five categories of the use of lexical form (i. e. nouns)
observed in Biblical Hebrew. They are: 1) ambiguity resolution (Tomlin's no. 3), 2) to
narrow down the topic, 3) literary rephrasing, 4) theme announcement (Tomlin's no. 2), and
5) participant reference resources (Tomlin's no. 1).
It should be noted that all of the clauses below, though classified into five, have
fronted predicates and following active topic referents.

5.3.2.1. Ambiguity resolution
5.3.2.1.1. The presence of multiple active referents

One reasonto choosea lexical form in place of a proform is to resolve ambiguity. It seems
there are two situations of ambiguity. First, ambiguity may arise when there are multiple
active referentsin the immediatelyprecedingtext.
In English
(1) JOHN is my FRIEND.

(2) He has TWOSONScalled TOMand BOB.
(3) Tom is a tall MANand he is in COLLEGE.
Since the referent "Tom" is introduced in Line 2, the proform coding is expected in Line 3.
In Line 3, however, the lexical form Tom is chosen as the referent expression. This is to
resolve ambiguity. In other words due to the introduction of new referents Tom and Bob in
Line 2, the sender presupposes that the receiver has two or three active referents in the
receiver's consciousness. Thus the proform coding "He is a tall man" would be too
ambiguous. In order to clarify the topic for the following clause Line 3, the sender
reactivates the referent Tom by the lexical form. This is a use of lexical form in PredicateFocus Structure due to ambiguity raised by multiplicity of active referents.
We can see the same feature, reactivation, by the lexical form when the active referent
is peripherised.
(4) JOHNis My FRIEND.
(5) He has a SONcalled Tom. Tom is a tall MANand he is in COLLEGE.He wants to become
a MEDICALDOCTOR.
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(6) JOHN owns a SHOP in town.

In Line 5 the referent John is peripherised by making Tom the centre of the current concern
(topic) and John is pushed aside to the receiver's peripheral consciousness. Thus the sender
assumesthe need of reactivation by using the lexical form John in Line 6. Notice here also
that John in Line 6 has pitch prominence. We may notice that the pitch of Tom in Line 3 and
that of John in Line 6 can possibly be slightly lower than the pitch of John in Line I and Line
4. This may suggest that English distinguishes by pitch between
a. commenting on a brand-new referent (John in Line 4)
b. reactivation of peripherised (or ambiguous) referents (John in Line 6).
Further, the active referent "he" receives the lowest pitch and the predicate domain seems to
receive relatively high pitch, though lower than the focused element within the predicate
domain. Therefore we may assume that English has at least three to four pitch levels:

Highest:

focus

I-Eghermiddle:
Lower middle:

the rest of the predicatedomain
for reactivationof an activereferent

Low:

for an activatedprofonn

Multiple active referents and deactivation necessitatereactivation. This reactivation is
achievedby both the lexical form and relative high pitch in English.
IvEddlepitch
The actualpitch level of English is much more complex. For example, Chafe (1994)
gives a sentenceas an examplewhich contrasts"hall" with other parts of a building.
and so the hall is real long.
Chafe analysedthis sentenceby a soundspectrographand observesthree levels of high pitch
(299 hertz for "hall, " 211 hertz for "real" and 192 hertz for "long") in addition to the baseline
(59). He also pays attentionto length and loudness attachedto those three levels of high
pitch and then classifies prosodic prominenceinto three: 1) high-pitched and loud (hall); 2)
high-pitched and long (long); and 3) high pitch only (real) (61). He also suggeststhat more
prominenceis recognisedin lexical form than proforin (71). L. Kumpf (1987), and J.
Pierrehumbertand J. Hirschberg (1990,280-283) similarly recognises"mid tone."
This phenomenonmay also be found in biblical Hebrew. Though we cannot verify,
we may infer that active lexical forms have "mid tone." This pitch is lower than the focused
predicateof Px Predicate-FocusStructure, but higher than the active proforms. However,
we shall limit our prosodicconsiderationsonly to the two levels of frequency, high and low
"
it
though
pitch,
may seemover-simplifying.
As I mentionedbefore," this pitch is only an elementof prosody of a languagewhich
involves
changes in duration (perceived as the shortening or lengthening of syllables or words),
changes in intensity (perceived as loudness), alternations of vocalization with silence
80Two level pitch approachis justified by J. Pierrehumbert(1980).
81See3.4.2 "Focus by pitch prominencein Hebrew" pp. 61ff.
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(perceived as pausing), changesin voice quality of various kinds, and sometimes changes
of turn. (Chafe 1994,58)
Again this pitch levels and contours and other aspects of the Hebrew prosody await further
enquiry.
Now returning to ambiguity resolution, when there are multiple active referents, the
sender uses the lexical form to resolve ambiguity in Biblical Hebrew also. In the following
examples, Hebrew focus is indicated by underline. English focus is indicated by small
capitals. Dotted line indicates the active topic referents with lexical forms, which might have
had the middle pitch. Not all clauses are marked with these symbols, but only relevant ones.

The first exampleis #111 Lev. 13:5 1:
ýt6

-1t:

itý nn-itx

-,nu-

-im

!Jnrl
nimm

nm-ýýný

ritni'-w-N

!Mill n-INnn
1 He shall then LOOKat kýqýMqýon the SEVENTH
DAY;
2 if k4ýýMKýhas SPREAD
in the GARMENT,
whether in the WARPor in the WOOF,or in the LEATHER,
3 whatever the PURPOSE
for which the leather is USED,
4 kýý MqEý is a LEPROUS MALIGNANCY_
,
5 it is UNCLEAN.

In Lines 2-3 "the mark" is the primary active referent (and the topic). In Line 4 the lexical
form, "the mark," is usedto resolveambiguity raisedby multiple active referents,the leather
in particular, which appearstwice in the immediately preceding text. Now "the mark" is
reactivatedin Line 4, Line 5 usesthe proform, becausethere is no ambiguity. We may put it
anotherway. By the insertion of the clausesstartedwith "whether" and "whatever" in Line 2
and 3, the sendersupposesthat the primary active referentmight have beendeactivatedto the
secondaryactive state12in the mind of the receiver.Thereforethe senderassumesthe need of
reactivationby the lexical form.
Other examples:
#120 Lev. 19:2 1,83#114 Num. 3:47 (half a shekel and the shekel),
#114 Exod. 30:13 (the sameasNum. 3:47 above), #120 Deut. 29:22 (Eng. 23) ("your
sons," "the foreigner," "a distant land," "the plagues of the land," "the diseases"and
"Lord" are active in v. 21.)

82that is one of active referents,not any more receiving the central attention among active referents.
83LjWpNý41Xa guilt offering is a ram. Andersenunderstandsit "his guilt offering is a ram" though BHS does
not offer the alternative reading. Its grammatical structure is also ambiguous. It may be a phrasenot a
clause: "a ram for a guilt offering. "
If it is a clause, this referent may be translatedin "the guilt offering is a ram" with the definite article, since
it is introduced in the immediately precedingtext (inCNs)within the sameverse.Thus P-S. The repetition
T-

of the lexical form may due to multiple active referents:the Lord, the entrance,the tent and the meeting.
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5.3.2.1.2. Unpredictability at the beginningof an utterance
The second instance of ambiguity may be felt in the first utterance of a speech. The proforin
coding is ambiguous at the beginning of a speech, because it is difficult to predict accurately
what the sender is going to utter in response to a particular situation. For example, #112

Deut. 1:14

ri'm7mNx Iml
ntlvý
nnm-min
..............
.....

"And yoU ANSWERED
me and SAID,
'Thq.!hing.lyhiýh. v.ou.h.av.e.S.A.I.D.to.DO iS GOOD.'
The referent "the thing which you have said to do" is Moses' proposal that is introduced in
the preceding verse 13 and thus this referent is active now.

Verse 14 comments on this

referent,thereforethe sequenceis P-S here.However the clausewith the proform, 1XIMnIV,
as the first utteranceof the people's responseto Moses, would be ambiguous, since there
are other activatedentitieswithin the proposalof Moses in verse 13, such as "men" "tribes"
"heads." Here, however, it is not only the multiplicity of the referentswhich is promoting
the choice of the lexical form. It is also unpredictabilityas to how the people would respond
to Moses' proposal.In other words the people did not assumethat Moses could predict how
they would respond. Therefore the people thought that the proform, M-i n%O,might be
ambiguousfor Moses.
When a senderis going to make an utterancein responseto the precedingutteranceof
the receiver or in response to a particular situation, the sender cannot presupposewith
confidencethat the receivercan predict exactly what the sender is going to utter. There is
alwaysa certain degreeof unpredictability at the beginning of an utterance.Therefore, even
if the senderDlansto continuethe sametoi)ic of the Drecedineconversation.he tends to use
the lexical form to resolve ambieuitv at the beeinnine of his utterance.The lexical form is
particularly necessary when there are multiple active referents. Notice, however, the
sequenceis the sameP-S sequencebecausethe senderis simply commenting.This has the
predicate-focusstructure.
Let us examinethreemore examples.
#112 Deut. 1:25

rrini

TTTT
-1:

1-1

nsin trrn Iriptj
unk

Inum

lrýx
T-

TTT
myl
....

........

....

--ILU
I

N1,

.........

wI

rinig

T.. T

I Then they took someof the fruit of the land in their handsand brought it down to us; and they
brought us back a report and said,
2 "It is a good land which the Lord our God is about to give us."
(more literally, IhýýýRýý.ýyhich.th.e.Lo.rd. ou.r. God is about to. gýy5ýyý is GOOD).
.... ...... ..... . ... ........ *... **-

"The land" is contextually active since both the interlocutors recognise that these men are
going to give a report aboutthe land and the land is pragmaticallyinferable becausethe fruit
in front of them was from the land. Thus the sequenceis P-S. However the proforrn coding,
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Wil MnItOfor example, at the beginning of the spies' utteranceis ambiguousdue to the
multiple active referents:the fruit (mas. sing. this is situationally-present),the people(mas.
sing.) and the cities (fem. pl.) (v. 28). The people and the cities are inferable becauseof the
frame (or background)of spying. These referentsare not feminine singular, and it may still
be possible for the receiver to recognise that IWIMMMO indicates the land becauseof its
genderand number.However, we may assumethat the proform in this situation requires the
receiver to make an extra cognitive effort for processing. For better and smoother
communication, the lexical form is preferred. The content of the spies' report is also
unpredictableat the time of the utterance.The proform coding is ambiguousin this respect
also. Hence P-S (lexical).
Deut. 5:28

In 5:27 the words of the people are finished and the response of the Lord starts in
5:28.

I "And the Lord HEARDthe VOICEof your WORDSwhen you SPOKEto me,
2 and the Lord SAID to ME, 'I have HEARD the VOICE of the WORDSof this PEOPLE."

Though the Lord is an active referent, the lexical form is used to resolve ambiguity

and to

shift the theme (Line 1). In Line 2 the same forrn is used. This is probably more related to
maintaining

the status of the major participant (Participant Reference Resources, see below).

Deut. 6: 10
Then it shall come about when

BRINGSyou into the LAND

7711indicatesa boundaryof a text unit." Though the referent "the Lord" is active in the
77

.

mind of the receiver,the lexical form is usedto avoid ambiguity (after a seriesof commands
vv.4-9), for theme-shiftingand maintaining the major participant status.
Below are other examples.
From nominal clauses
#111 Gen. 28: 1785 MTM
...

is this p!4sýq!
"HOW AWESOME

X..

i
...........
#116 Gen. 26:2087

1ýý

"Thewateris OURS!
.............

See 10.1 WAYA Division Marker and Existential Clauses"pp. 223ff.
85"This place" is activated in v. 16. Thus P-S here. The active referentsare multiple (the Lord and the place
in v. 16), and there is unpredictability of the Jacob'sutterancein responseto the situation describedin v.
16. Thus the lexical form. We may assumethat Jacob utters this clause as if he talks to another person.
This is a peculiarity of monologuewhere the senderand the receiver are identical.
86This is a dynamic equivalent. More literally, "this place is how awesome."
8' The themeof the immediately precedingtext is "the herdsmenof Isaac found a well of flowing water." "The
water" is, therefore,contextually active for the herdsmenof Isaac (mentionedin the immediately preceding
text or text-unit). It is probably situationally-presentas well (the both parties are near the well). HencePS.
The proform coding Nlui-i1ýý or CM 13ý is possible, becausecontextually active and situationaIly-present
referentsare limited (probably the active referentsare the well, the water and the two parties of herdsmen).
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#107 Num. 24: 2088

"Aa*ý

#120 Deut. 26: 589

*z.-itNb

#124 Num. 12:790

Niri ýr-,ý gn,z-5ýý
..............

T

...

; ...........

T.

"
was the FIRSTof the NATIONS.

'Myjýt4qf was a WANDERING
ARAMEAN,
My. §!;rvant Moses is NOTSO,
. ................
He is FAITHFULin ALL MY HOUSEHOLD.

............

Deut. 5:25 rliýiil
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135-Z)Nýcn
'Z)

for jhjý. gjSý4!.
fýN will CONSUME
US.

In summary,lexical forms are usedin place of proforms to resolve ambiguity. Theseclauses
abovehavefronted predicateand arecommentingon the active referents.They also seemto
havethe predicate-focusstructurePx.
5.3.2.2. Narrowing down the topic
The secondcategoryof using lexical forms in placeof profonns is when one describesparts
of a building or an artifact.
In instructions of constructing artifacts or buildings, the parts of an artifact or of a
building are expressed by lexical forms. These clauses also have the predicate-focus
structure: fronted predicatesfollowed by active topic referents. This focus structure is
understandablesincethe topic is not shifted from the artifact or the building, and the sender
is commentingon theseaccessiblereferents(inferable from the artifact or the building). The
lexical form is usedto specify the partsof it.
For example,#117(#122) Gen. 6: 15 Noah's ark:

mpm -ýNminxni.\,-o wI

However the lexical form is chosento avoid possible ambiguity becausethe senderunderstandsthat there
is always certain degreeof unpredictability at the beginning of an utterance.
Amalek is both contextually active (Amalek is introducedin the preceding setting) and situationally-present
(the senderin his oracle, Balaam, is looking at them now). Thus P-S. The lexical form is used at the
beginning of his oracle in order to avoid possible ambiguity becausethere is an unpredictableelement
there. An oracle is not a pure monologue where the senderand the receiverare identical. In an oracle the
senderanticipatesanotheraudienceconsciouslyor subconsciously.
89 "My father" is contextually active since in verse 3 "our fathers" is activated. Thus P-S. Since it is
deactivatedby the ritual in verse4 and it becameperipherised,it needsto be reactivatedby the lexical
form. In other words the proform coding N17i-MN ýn-)X is too ambiguous. In addition to it, Pind, a
wandering Aramean,seemsto be focusedin contrastto the fact that he becamea greatnation.
'0 This is an utteranceby the Lord to Aaron and Miriam. Moses is active in the minds of the receivers(Aaron
and Miriam), becauseAaron and Miriam were called by the Lord together with Moses to the tent. Hence
P-S. The lexical form is usedto avoid ambiguity due to multiple active entities (Moses, Miriam and
Aaron), and is usedto reactivateit since the referent (Moses)is deactivatedby the utteranceof the Lord in
the precedingverse 6. This may be theme announcing as well (see below). Notice here that the predicate
seemsto be fronted for focus due to the contrast with verse 6 as well. In the secondline P-S
(pronoun) is usedbecausethere is no ambiguity.
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I And THIS is how YOUSHALL MAKE it: 91
is THREEHUNDREDCUBITS,
3 its breadth is F1FrY CUBITS,
...............
4 anqj! ý.ýqjgkt is THIRTY CUBITS.

The referent "the ark" is presentedin the preceding verse 14 and it is active. The lexical
forms are usedto specify its partsin Lines 2-4. Becauseall of thesereferentsare accessible,
the focus structureof Lines 2-4 is the predicate-focusstructure.
examples: #122 Gen. 6: 15 NoaWs ark; #122 Gen. 24: 22 a gold ring and two
bracelets; #122 Exod. 25: 10 the ark; #122 Exod. 25: 17 the lid of the ark; #122 Exod.
25: 23 the table; #117 Exod. 26: 16 the boards for the tabernacle; #122 Exod. 27: 1 the
altar; #122 Exod. 28: 16 the breastpiece; #113 Exod. 28: 17 breastpiece; # 123 Exod.
Other

30: 2 the hom of the altar; #122 Exod. 30: 2 the altar of incense; #117 Exod. 36: 21 the
boards for the tabemacle; #122 Exod. 37: 1 the ark; #122 Exod. 37: 6 the ark; #122
Exod. 37: 10 the table; #122 Exod. 37: 25 the altar of incense; #122 Exod. 38: 1 the altar
breastpiece;
#113
39:
9
breastpiece;
Exod.
39:
10
#122
burnt
#122
Exod.
of
offering;
Deut. 3: 11 the length of Og's bed.

All of these clauseshave fronted predicatesand active topic referents. Their function is
commentingon thoseactive topic referents.
5.3.2.3. Literary Rephrasing
The third categoryof useof lexical forms is to rephrasethe sameentity as a literary device.
For example,in #121 Gen. 49:5 "their swords" is used in place of "they" (or "Simeon and
Levi"):
MIMN
I "SIMEON and LEVI are BROTHERS,

2 Their swords are IMPLEMENTSof VIOLENCE.

Sd-Pindin Line I is a typical Topic Announcementor topicalisation." Sincethe referentsare
introduced, Simeon and Levi are now active. Line 2 is commenting on them, thus Px
Predicate-FocusStructure. Although the proform coding is expectedin Line 2, the lexical
form is used. The senderhopes to expressthis new information in a more literary refined
way than "they are violent." We may call this deviceliterary rephrasing.
Other examples of this literary rephrasing: #104 Exod. 15:1 and 2 MI (Yah) for MIMI,
#111 Deut. 29:2393 "this great outburst of anger" for God's destructive anger in vv. 23
and 24a, #120 Deut. 33:25 "Your locks shall be iron and bronze" for "you are strong,"
#105 Deut. 33:27 "the eternal God" for "God," #120 Num. 24:21 "Your dwelling place"
for "you. "
Literary rephrasing may be found to express modesty.

91This clause has the clause-focus structure (Introductory Formula. See 7.4.1.2 in pp. 16817f)
92See 7.4.1.1 "Topical isation and Initiation" in pp. 163ff.
93
English v. 24. TM-1
Why this great outburst of angerT Andersen notes that M?z is
J: S7111M Mn
II-T:
.
exclamatory (63) in this clause, while it seems interrogative, therefore it seems to have Argument-Focus
Structure rather than Predicate-Focus Structure. Whatever -73 is, the subject is a literary rephrasing for

God'sdestructiveangerin vv. 23 and 24a.
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#121 Gen. 47:3 "your servants"for "we" (rephrasingfor modesty)
mDnn-nnsýn
ý1-1=7
1; min rarln--ý; ý rlps\ýml
.
Then Pharaohsaid to his brothers, "What is your occupation?"
So they said to Pharaoh, "Your servants are SHEPHERDS
..
..................

"we
The brothers could have said IMIN JK'13
jý
are shepherds"" without any ambiguity.
jl!
T

However, as it was the norm for an ancient near eastern subject to address himself as "your
"
his
to
master, they rephrased "we" with this lexical form "your servants" for
servant"
modesty. Notice that the word order here is PS.
Another example of rephrasing for modesty: #122 Gen. 42: 13 "your servants" for "we."
The lexical forms are used in these examples for literary rephrasing in place of
proform. All of these clauses have fronted predicates and following active topic referents.
The function is commenting.

5.3.2.4. To announcetheme(thernatising)
The fourth categoryis the use of lexical forms at the beginning of a subdivision within a
large text unit (discourse)in order to announcethe theme" of the subdivision. For example,
#107 Gen. 49:9:
-illIM.
T -fill; 11111-INI,
F
....
....

ilI INC:

T

-T

ý,
n, v := In V.TT.

ý:

IMI

P: -1

.

'n

)l

.T-

"Judahis a LION'SWHELP;
From the prey, my son, you have gone up. He couches,he lies down as a lion, And as a lion, who
daresrousehim up?

The referent Judah is activatedin the immediatelypreceding verse 8 and it is the topic of
verse 8. The same topic is continued without any intervention in v. 9. The clause is
commentingon Judah.Thus Px Predicate-FocusStructure.Since Judah is an active referent
which is activated in v. 8, the proform coding is expected without ambiguity:
here.
This
However,
lexical
Judah
is
MI-RN
-1-U.
the
referent
repeated
expression
111M
T-..
:_
repetition seemsto announcethe theme" of the whole verse 9: "Judah is a lion's whelp."
Here the themeof the whole text unit (v. 9) is presentedat its beginning. This function may
be called "theme announcing," or "thematising." This is a text-unit (discourse) level
phenomenon.
This useof the lexical form is not to narrow down the topic, or becauseof ambiguity,
literary rephrasing,or unpredictabilityat the beginning of an utterance.It is a text-unit level
function to start a new sub-text-unit with a different theme within a larger text unit that is
94 %r%%
;T-.

N 01= in Gen 42:31. SeeGen 42: 11 and 13.
. ..

9' indicated by Wilfred G. E. Watson at an interview in Edinburgh, UK in June 1999.
96See2.5.4 "Theme" in pp. 51ff.
9' Theme is different from topic. A theme is the abstractor summarisednotion or proposition of Topic and
Comment. See 2.5.4 in p. 51.
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united underthe sametopic. The readerwill notice that after the first Pind-Sd (lexical), most
of the topics are expressedby proforms within its text unit. This further supportsthis special
usageof the lexical form.
The following verse,verse 10 hasa similar usageof the lexical form.
Gen. 49: 10

Con
V"nlv-ýý
"i-Irl"'In
r
... Y.... ý
J. 7...

I The scqplqyshall not DEPARTfrom JUDAH, V-S- Prepositionalphrase
from betweenhis FEET, O-S-Prepositionalphrase
2 Nor

In this following verse 10, the grammaticalsubjects, the scepter and the ruler's staff, are
kingship
implied
in
These
(inferable
from
Judah
9).
the
clausesare
v.
of
accessiblereferents
commentingon theseaccessiblereferentsand thus Px Predicate-FocusStructure.
At the text-unit level, we may notice that the topic of this text unit is the same"Judah."
However, the themeis shifted from "Judah is a lion's whelp" of v. 9 to "Judah shall retain
his kingship" of the text unit vv. 10-12. At the theme-shift of Line 1 in v. 10 above, the
lexical form, Judah, is used (Line 1) but the following line (2), the proform is used "his
feet." This supportsfurther that the lexical form is used for theme-shiftingfor this new text
unit.
Thus we can view the structureof Judah's blessing in terrns of Information Structure
asfollows:
49:8 S (Judah)-Pstartsa new text unit aboutJudah(topicalisation).
Theme is "Judahis praisedby his brothers."
49:9 P-S (lexical subject)startsa sub-text-unit(themeshifting).
Theme is "Judah is a lion's whelp."
49:10-12P-S (lexical form in comment)startsanothersub-text-unit (themeshifting).
Theme is "Judahshall retain his kingship."
Another exampleof themeannouncing(thematising)is #104 Exod. 4:22

rtnn--ýx n-Inxi
-Inx
T

MD
-T

ntn

3n

Then you shall say to Pharaoh,
Thus saysthe Lord,
"Isragýlis my SON, my FIRST-BORN.

The situation in which this speechof Moses is delivered is after the miracles performed
before Pharaohin order to let the Israelitesgo (4:21). Since Israel is active in the minds of
Pharaoh,Pind-Sd. It seemsthe lexical form, Israel, is chosennot only to resolve ambiguity
asthe first utterancein responseto the situation (Pharaohdoes not let them go), but also in
in
Notice
key
beginning
the
the
the
theme
the
to
the
word
order present whole
at
of
speech.
following part of the speech is "In son" in Exod. 4: 23:
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1?

'fl1

iP
"So I said to you, 'Let My son go,
that he may serve Me'; but you have refused to let him go.
Behold, I will kill your son, your first-born."'

ý,
Namely, the lexical form Xt, )" is usedto announcethe theme at the beginning of a speech.
..

T;

-

The last exampleis Deut. 5: 1.
Then Moses SUMMONED ALL ISRAEL, and SAID to THEM,

"HEAR, 0 ISRAEL

.....

The referent Moses is the major participant from the beginning

of our corpus (4: 44) and it

reoccurs to maintain its status as the major participant (4: 45,46)

(see below for Participant

Reference Resources). In 5: 1 Moses is reactivated for the same reason, however,

there seem

to be other reasons for this reactivation.

One is that the referent might have been peripherisedby the account of the occupation of
Sihon and Bashan(vv. 47-49). Another is to shift the theme to Moses'speech.
Other examples of theme announcing are
ý,
"God is
X W"N t'6
#106 Num. 23: 19" niDll
99

#114 Num. 11:21

tyn

NOT

a MAN, that He should lie, ..

ýn
:)ns-,w,
- pyri ,
600,000
are

nt\,un-ju,

on FOOT;

To sum up, what we have observedaboveis a discoursefunction to announcea new theme
at the beginningof a subsectionwhich is still united with other subsectionsunder the same
topic. Sincethe clauseis still commentingon active or accessiblereferents,the clausehas the
predicate-focusstructure. To announcethe theme of a subsection is a pragmatic function,
however,this function is assignedto the predicate-focusstructure, probably becauseit may
be distinguishedfrom topicalisationindicatedby the clause-focusstructure.
5.3.2.5. ParticipantReferenceResources
The last category of the use of lexical forms in place of proforms is participant reference
(protagonist,
lists
Longacre
antagonist,
of
major
participants
resources.
ranks participants:
bystanders);minor participants (appearin certain episodes only); and props (1989,142).
These participants are introduced, assigned as major, minor participants or props,

9' Balaam's utterance is the response to the question of Balak, "i-iji-il

What has the Lord spoken?"

Therefore God is active and thus P-S. Since this Balaam's utterance is at the beginning (except vocatives)
of his oracle in response to the question, the lexical form is used (Unpredictability at the beginning of an
utterance). We may notice also that the theme of verse 19 is "God is not a man" and this theme is
presented at the beginning of the oracle. This is thernatising, a text-unit level function of Pind-Sd
(lexical).
The theme of the preceding text-unit is "the Lord will give meat to the people" and the people is active.
Thus P-S. The lexical form is used because it is at the beginning of Moses' utterance in response to the
preceding Lord's statement. We may notice also that the large number is the theme of Moses' response in
verses 21 and 22 and it seems the thematic proposition is fronted here.
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reintroducedto the story, or mentionedto keep track, etc. This is called operations (143).,
The narratorusesa propername liberally to keep the protagonist central and focused (147).
This is called Participantreferenceresources(141). For example,Deut. 5: 15
ITV7
rnlm

Dýlnl

mptri

-rn

ovin

TT
-6,

X
V

-11m,
T

.....

Tix:;;

l

..

I 'And you shall rememberthat you were a slave in the land of Egypt,
2 and the. LRýývc. ur. Gocl BROUGHT YOU OUT of THERE by a MIGHTY HAND and by AN
... .......
.... ....
OUTSTRETCHED ARM;
3 therefore the Lord Vour God COMMANDED YOU to OBSERVE the SABBATH DAY.
........................

The long lexical form

MIMI above does not have to be used for communication

becauseit is active in the mind of the receiver.However, this lexical forrn is used frequently
in Deuteronomy chapter five to keep the protagonist central and focused in the world of
discourse.This use of lexical form does not override the information structure. The clauses
havePx Predicate-FocusStructure,becausethe function is commenting.
Other examples: Deut. 5: 15, Deut. 5:28, Deut. 6:3.

5.3.2.6. Summaryof lexical form
We have observed five categoriesin which lexical forms are used where proforms are
expected.All of these clauseshave fronted predicatesand following active or accessible
referents.The function of theseclausesis commentingon those active or accessiblelexical
referents. Therefore we may suggest that those predicatesare fronted for focus and the
clauseshave the predicate-focusstructure.
5.3.3. Other typesof topic
In the preceding two sections, we have observed that active topic referents can have
proforms or lexical forms in the clauses. We can see below that the topic can be a
"pragmatic"subject... and an infinitive phraseas well.
5.3.3.1. Pragmaticsubjectfor topic
#57 Lev. 21: 21

jrýt)riJýmN
:rm Din in-ly"Njwý: -)

7:

I 'No man among the descendantsof Aaron the priest, Akq has a DEFECT,
2 is to come near to offer the Lord's offerings by fire;
3 he has a DEFECT,

4 he shall not come nearto offer the breadof his God.

See3.5 "Pragmatic Predicateand PragmaticSubject" in pp. 63ff for this term.
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This versepresentsa good examplewhere its information structureexplainsthe two different
word orders: Olin in in Line I has Clause-FocusStructure (the pragmaticsubject fronted)
ta
and 017ýin Line 3 is Predicate-FocusStructure(the pragmaticpredicatefronted).
In both the clausest-1 is the pragmatic subject, namely the topic of the existential
clause:
Topic:
the descendantof Aaron
Comment: he hasa defect
This is exemplified by English:
I whohasa DEFECT,
3 hehasa DEFECT,
In Line I the pragmaticsubject(topic) iM is fronted, becauseit functions as a circumstantial
'O'
j"N
[gloss
for
(Clause-Focus
Structure).
On the
the
clause
or parenthetical]
preceding
in
hand
(topic)
in Line 3 is precededby the pragmaticpredicate
the
other
pragmatic subject
M0 (comment), since it simply commentsabout the man. Line 3 is commenting on the
activatedtopic referent "the descendantof Aaron."
Line 1 PragmaticS-pragmaticP:
Clause-FocusStructure:circumstantiality
Line 2 PragmaticP-pragmaticS:
Predicate-FocusStructure:commenting
Below are other examples.
#57 Lev. 22: 25
#57 Gen.

OM 017ý they have a DEFECT.
T

02 jyMN
43: 281

-T

QiýV, Your servant our father is WELL.

========

5.3.3.2. Infinitive phrasefor topic
The topic may be an infinitive phrase.For example,#129 Gen. 2: 18.

..............

T. T.

Then the Lord God said,
"It is NOT GOODfor the man to be alone. (to be alone is NOT GOOD)

The proposition "Adam is alone" is activatedprior to this verse. Thus P-S. Since Andersen
regards an infinitive phrase as indefinite, this clause is categorised under Pind-Sind.
However, the infinitive phraseis an active referent.
Other examplesof activeor accessibleinfinitive phrases:
103 *qC), -1 M16
it is NOT TIME for the livestock to be
#129 Gen. 29:7
gathered.
....................................

"' See7.3.3 "Circumstantial clause" in pp. 153ff for detail.
....This is a responseto the questionby JosephconcerningJacob. Thus the pragmatic subject "your servant
our father" is precededby the pragmaticpredicate.
103
The livestock is already gatheredin front of them (v. 2). The topic referent is active, and thus P-S.
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is NOT TIME)
#129 Deut.

1: 6 MM

'171M rl=*

You have stayed long enough at this mountain

(ý49ýt4y in this mountain is LONGfor YOU)
........................
6-.:
Another example of 0;
1-1in Predicate Focus clause: #129 Deut. 2: 3
.T-

5.3.4. Other examplesfrom GKC, Muraoka andDeuteronomy
We haveobservedin the precedingsectionsthat all the clauseshave fronted predicateswhich
arefollowed by active or accessibletopic referents.Although those topics may have various
forms, such as proforms, lexical forms, pragmatic subjects and infinitive phrases, all the
clausesare commentingon those active or accessiblereferents. Therefore we may suggest
that the predicatesare fronted for focus and the clauseshave the predicate-focusstructure:
Px.
In this section, we shall analyse other clauses with fronted predicatestaken from
GKC, Muraoka and Deuteronomywhich also commenton active or accessiblereferents.
GKC's emphasis
GKC sees emphasis in some of the clauses with fronted verbs. However they are
simply commenting and no emphasis may be detected for certainty. For example, GKC sees

emphasisin

(speak)of Hos. 12:11:

ionso
-ivin
(v. 10) 1 But I have been the LORD your GOD since the LAND of EGYPT;

21 will make YOULIVE in tents again,
As in the DAYSof the APPOINTED
FESTIVAL.
(v. 11 )31 have also SPOKENto the PROPHETS,
[and I will SPEAKto the PROPHETS.Shimasakil

Line I(XP) is topicalisation(and probably exclamatoryas well). 104Line 2 and 3 are simply
105
Lord.
Hence
Predicate-Focus
Structure.
the
commentingon
Other examples with Predicate-FocusStructure of commenting in GKC's "emphasis": Job
11:19, Num. 5:23 and Job 29:25, Is. 19:13 (commenting on the same leadership of
Egypt which is activated in v. 11).

Muraoka's examples
J-Muraokastatesthat "At the beginning of a statement,we usually find the order SW (§155 nd). However, J-Muraoka give some exampleswhere VS initiates a statement.
This is not a peculiar phenomenon.Many of them are simply commenting on active or

'04See 7.4.1.1 "Topical isation and Initiation" in pp. 163ff and 7.3.1 "Exclamation/Proclamation" in pp.
147ff.
105The following two clauses seem to consist a list which is in apposition to Line 3
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accessiblereferents.If the speakeror the narrator can presumethat the listener has the topic
referentactivatedin his mind, they use Predicate-FocusStructure even at the beginning of a
speech.For exampleGen. 27:35 initiates a speech:
I TO-M, TMN
.-TV-

Nn IMK21

And he said, "Your brother [Jacob] CAME

DECEITFULLY.

Isaacis awarethat the referentJacob(your brother) is active in the mind of Esauin v. 33 and
not yet peripherised. In other words, Jacob was commenting on the referent which was
active in the mind of Esau at the time of utterance.Hence Predicate-FocusStructure. The
lexical form is usedto resolveambiguity.
Other examples of Predicate-FocusStructure which comment on the active or accessible
referents: in Fronted subjects; Jer. 47:5 (Predicate Focus Parallel Construction on the
Philistines which is activated in v. 1), Ezek. 7:7 (Predicate Focus Parallel Construction on
the last day which is activated in v. 6), Judg. 5: 19 (Predicate Focus Parallel
Construction), Hos. 9:7 (punishment is activated in theme in previous verses 1-6), Is.
19:13 and Psa. 34: 22.106 See 9.3 "Pseudo-direct Speech" (p. 219) for 2Sam. 3:23, and
Gen. 39: 17; in Fronted Adverb: ISam. 4:4. '0'
For the term Predicate-Focus Parallel Construction, See 8.2.1 "Predicate-Focus
Parallel Construction" in pp. 184ff.

From Deuteronomy
Some referents are not active in the mind of the receiver. However, since they are
easily accessiblefor the receiverto identify, those referentsoften becometopics of clauses
and thoseclausesare not consideredto be ill-formed. For example,Deut. 7:22:

ri

n

..................
you will not be able to put an end to them quickly,
lest

grow TOO NUMEROUSfor You.

MLYMný!Tl may be an inferable referent from the context or the frame of the Israelites
.'T---

occupying the land.
5.3.4.1. Summary
We have analysed some clauses taken from GKC, Muraoka and Deuteronomy. These
classeshave fronted predicatesand following active or accessiblereferents.The function is
commentingon those referents. Therefore we may suggest that predicatesare fronted for
focus and the clauseshavethe predicate-focusstructurePx.

10'The last two examples, Is. 19:13 and Ps. 34:22, are not at the beginning of a statement. They are
commentingon the alreadyactive or accessiblereferent(Vx Predicate-FocusStructure).The two clausesin
Is. 19:13 are actually commenting on an alreadyactivatedtopic ("the Princes of Zoan" is activated in
v. 11: PredicateFocus Parallel Construction). The first clause in Ps 34:22 comments on the active
referent, Lord, and the secondclause has an implication of closure. With both 22a and 22b it forms
chiastic construction (VX//XV).
The adverb is a predicateof a nominal clause.
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5.3.5. Divided PredicateDomain
Before closing the section of active and accessibletopic referents, I will make a cursory
comment on a phenomenonof divided predicate domain. We may notice in the above
Hebrew examplethat the predicatedomain is divided into two. For exampleGen. 27:35:
J-, ýIx tNn-1-11n,
\,ý!11
T-I.,
-

I

And he said, "Your brother [Jacob] CAME DECEITFULLY,

The predicate, NZ, and the argument which belongs to the predicate domain,
T7:

divided and the active referent Jacob (activated in the preceding

-Qý-17= are
-.

episode) is inserted in-

between.

Verbal clauseswith Predicate-FocusStructurehave various types of predicate.
(1) Someclauseshaveonly the predicateproper:
Gen. 15:5

and he SAID,

Here the topic is affixed, namely the active referent is often imbedded in the conjugation
(affixation).
(2) The pronounappearsafter the verb to specify accompaniment:
Jý-'I

Gen. 31: 21

NIM MIM21 So he FLEDwith ALL that he HAD
(3) The lexical topic referent is used for theme-shift.
Gen. 15: 2

MInK

ITNW1
,7 And Abram SAID,

T.

-

In all of thesecases,we understandthey have Px Predicate-FocusStructure.
However, probably in more clauses,the predicatedomain is divided on both sides of
the topic expression,such as Gen. 27:35 above and also in Gen. 14:22:
(4) Gen. 14: 22

tQ_ýX
0`10

CM: IN -17IN"I And Abram SAIDto the KINGOf SODOM.
T.

-

---

In English, the commentis not divided: "said to the kine of Sodom." However, in
Hebrew this commentis divided into two with the topic in the middle. Giv6n describesthis
phenomenon:
One must first note that a VSO language is 'pragmatically schizophrenic', since the new
information portion of the sentence is scattered on both sides of the topic/subject. (Giv6n
1977,241)
On the other hand, E. J. Revell notes on the post-verbal elements:
The standard order represents the common gradation of the significance of the
constituents in relation to the action: subject-object-adverbials. (Revell 1989,3)
Namely Revell understands that the clause-initial element (the verb here) has the most
"significance" (p. 3) and the further it departs from the clause-initial position, the less
significant

one element becomes. It may be difficult

since we often find

new information

to establish Revell's

gradation theory,

in the latter part of the comment,

introduction of a brand-newreferent.For example,
(5) Gen. 38: 1-2:
m-I'm inji

W-x-nv

TTI.

T

I he stayedwith a man of Adullarn namedHirah (NIV modified).
2 And Judah saw there a DAUGHTER
of a CERTAINCANAANITE.

toml

such as the
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Here the brand-newreferentis introducedin the latter part of the commentof Line 2. Notice
here that

T

precedesthe grammatical subject Judah. The preceding clause Gen. 38:1

activatesthe location by introducing an Adullamite. Namely the active (old) referents"there"
and "Judah" are placedbetweenthe new information, the verb N-Pl and its object
VN-nz. This further supportsGiv6n's notion that the predicatedomain is often divided on
the both sidesof the topic (active or old) referents.
Predicate- Topicalelement(s)- Otherargumentsin PredicateDomain
In our study we understandthat the predicateproper, a verb in verbal clauses,representsthe
whole comment. Therefore when a finite verb is fronted and an argument follows it
(including affixation in #1 Gen. 15:5 above), we understandthat it has Px Predicate-Focus
Structure.
We may apply this principle to nominal clauses.Since we are only dealing with twomembernominal clauses,our data are limited for this inquiry. However, Andersenstates
Table 5 showsthat there are 185 clauseswith a predicateof the kind [longer predicate
domains] in which discontinuity [divided predicatedomain] might occur; and of these,
153 havea predicatedivided asunderby the subject.(1970,37)
Namely most long complex predicatesare divided into two with the subject in-between.
Typical exampleshe gives are:
# 141 Gen. 23:6

I=Jnnrim ny6N'zls-tn
are a MIGHTY PRINCE AMONG US.
TT

"
13!
Jw,

Hearus,mylord,you
#141 Gen. 24:24

And she said to him, "I am the DAUGHTERof BETHUEL, the son of MILCAH

Andersen'sobservationand his examples(##141-159) seem to support our principle for
nominal clauses. Namely also in nominal clausesthe long predicatedomains are tend to
break up into two: the predicateproper in front and the arguments which belong to the
predicatedomain.The active structureis insertedin-between.
The word order of the first two elementsis the decisive factor for the choice of focus
structures(Px or XP). However, it does not meanthat the argumentswhich belong to the
secondor latter predicatedomain is lesssignificant than the fronted core predicate,since the
latter is a vital part the predicatedomain.For examplein (5), without the object, "a daughter
of a certain Canaanite," the verb alone does not make any sense.Therefore we may assume
focus (high pitch) on the secondpart of the commentin verbal clausesin our analysis, since
it is still a part of comment(new information, assertion).This may be describedas PxX. The
first x representsargumentswhich are often active and the latter X representsnew arguments
which belong to the predicate domain or the comment. Our study verifies Giv6n's
observationof VSO languagesagainstRevell that the predicatedomain (comment)is divided
on both sidesof the post-verbalargument(topic here).
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In our study, the high-pitch marking by underline for Hebrew and small capitals for
English in the latter predicatedomain is not consistent. Only certain elementsare marked in
the latter predicatedomains.
5.3.6. Summaryof "Active or accessiblereferentsfor topic"
In the precedingsectionswe have analysedthe information structureof some clauseswhich
have fronted predicates.These clauses have active or accessiblereferents following the
predicates.These referentsmay appearas proforms, lexical forms, pragmatic subjects and
infinitive phrases.The function is commentingon thosereferents,namely, theseclausehave
the topics-commentrelationship. Therefore we may conclude that it is probable that the
clause-initialposition is markedfor focus and the clauseshave the predicate-focusstructure.
We may also infer that the fronted predicatesare focused by high pitch also. This focus
structuremay be representedas Px, the fronted focused predicateand the following nonfocusedargument.
In some clauses, lexical forms may be chosenin place of proforms. The reasonsfor
this seemto be: 1. to resolve ambiguity, 2. to narrow down the topic, 3. literary rephrasing,
4. to announce theme (thematising) or 5. to keep the protagonist central and focused
(participantreferentresources).
In verbal clauses, pronouns are redundant. Specification of accompanimentand
emphasisare someof the purposesof this redundancy.
Long predicate domains (comments) tend to be divided into two and the default
sequenceis: the predicateproper + the active topic referent + the rest of argumentswhich
belong to the predicatedomain (comment):PxX.

5.4.

INACTIVE OR BRAND-NEW REFERENT FOR TOPIC

Active or accessiblereferentsare preferred as the topic and the majority of P-X clausesdo
have active or accessibletopic referents as we have seen above. However, inactive and
brand-new referentsmay be activatedand may becomethe topic of a clause. Clauses we
shall examinealso havefronted predicatesbut haveinactive or brand-newreferents.
5.4.1. Inactive referent for topic

For inactive referentsLambrechtnotes:
The cognitive effort required in this case is of relative "high cost" because,in addition to
processing propositional information about some topic, the interpreter must determine
the referent of the topic itself, which was not previously made available in the discourse.
(1994,166)
Identification of an inactive (unused) referent requires a high-cost cognitive effort. 108
108
However, we need to admit that "Some unusedreferentsmay be easierto accessfor an interlocutor than
others and the acceptabilityof the sentencevaries accordingly" (Lambrecht 1994,166).
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For example, Deut. 10:6:
Then ELEAZAR his son MINISTERED as PRIEST in his PLACE. [Shimasaki]

The priest Eleazar does not appear in Deuteronomy

prior to this verse. This may be either an

inactive (unused) referent or an accessible referent. The anchoring (see below) to "Aaron's

son" and the verb "IM:)" may indicate that this is an inactive referent.

5.4.2. Brand-new referent for topic

Brand-new(unidentifiable)referentsare leastacceptableas topics. A sentencewith a brandnew referenceas the topic is usually an ill-forined sentencewhich doesnot makesenseto the
receiver, such as
"A boy is tall. " (Lambrecht 1994,167)
It occurs in Hebrew, though probably not ill-formed. For example,Num. 11:27:
-U'l

-MM

Z,71 So a young man RAN and TOLD

MOSES.

'IMM is peculiar. It is a brand-new referent, but it has the definite article and has the topic
9:
%0'ýD-M
in
Gen.
14:
13
Keil-Delitzsch
121Then a
this
this
compares
with
status
clause.
I. .1fugitive came" (1981,7 1). GKC commentson this phenomenon:
Peculiar to Hebrew is the employment of the article to denote a single person or thing
(primarily one which is as yet unknown, and therefore not capable of being defined) as
being present to the mind under given circumstances. In such cases in English the
indefinite article is mostly used. (§126 q-r)

5.4.3. Anchored and unanchoredreferents
Inactive and brand-new referents occur as the topic in Biblical Hebrew, but not so
frequently. When it occurs, it is often anchoredfor identification. To anchor is to link a
referentto anotherreferentfor identification.
"A boy in my classis really tall." (Lambrecht 1994,167)
"A guy I work with. " (Lambrecht 1994,86)
Theseanchoredexpressionsare more acceptableas the topic than unanchoredones, such as
above"A boy is tall" (Lambrecht86).
A Hebrew exampleof this anchoredbrand-newreferent is Judg. 10:1:
iJ"'tiifl?

iitrp

-1

After the TIME of ABIMELECH
a MAN of ISSACHAR, TOLA son of PUAH, the son of DODO, ROSE to SAVE ISRAEL.

" it may still be understandablefor the
If the clauseis simply "and Tola AROSE
to saveISRAEL,
readerthat Tola is the next judge to save the Israelites. However, this brand-new referent,
Tola, is anchoredto two other referents:"after Abimelech" and "the son of Puah, the son of
Dodo, a man of Issachar." By this anchoring, it becomeseasierfor the receiverto identify
this brand-newreferent.
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We may notice that thesetwo referentshavedifferent information statusand locations..
The first one, Jý; ýInN "IMN, is placedimmediately after the verbal predicateMP2:
1, and is an
active referent:the precedingtext unit is aboutAbimelech.The secondreferent is brand-new:
"the son of Puah, the son of Dodo, a man of Issachar." The location of the first active
referent, which is immediatelyafter the verbal predicate,seemsto help the receiver further
for smoother communication. This location is in accordance with the default verbal
Predicate-FocusStructure:verbal predicate+ active topical referent+ the rest of argumentsin
the predicatedomain (PxX, see above). In the example above, Judg. 10:1, although the
active referent JýVnK

1-IMNis not the grammatical subject of the clause, it functions

anaphoricallyto link this clause to the preceding active structure (here the text unit about
Abimelech). This is one meansof anaphoricgrounding.'09
There are other similar examples.
Gen. 39:1:

IZ

I

Now

cnx nmmtoritp; rt-IE-)cr-lo -agnin Ilip-LI
-i:-,In
imu'.
Im-l-lim

JOSEPH had beenTAKEN DOWN

to EGYPT.

2 Potiphar, an EGYPTIAN who was one of PHARAOH'SOFFICIALS,the CAPTAIN of the GUARD,
BOUGHTHIM from the ISHMAELITESwho had TAKEN HIM THERE.

Line 1 is initialising. 110In Line 2 (Px Predicate-FocusStructure), the grammaticalsubject,
Potiphar, is a brand-new referent, which is least acceptableas the topic. Here the difficulty
of identification is easedby anchoring to an active referent: the suffixed object of
Pharaoh's
"an
Egyptian
Joseph;
to
who
one
of
referent:
was
which refers
and an accessible
(in
Joseph
"
Notice
the
that
the
the
suffixed
also
active
referent
of
guard.
officials,
captain
proform) appearswith the verbal predicate. This clause also shows that the post-verbal
position in Predicate-FocusStructureis usedfor anaphoricgrounding.
This observation suggeststhe close relationship between this post-verbal anaphoric
grounding and the default sequenceof the verbal Predicate-Focus.
brand-newtopic
Brand-newtopic:
Verb + activereferent
+
Divided PredicateDomain: Verb + activetopic referent +
new information
Concerning pitch prominence on brand-new referents, I do not have sufficient
infon-nationto judge it. Through analogy we may infer that these inactive or brand-new
referentsmay havecertain high pitch. Let us considersomeEnglish sentences.
(1) And then he had a CARaccident.
(1) has a preferredPredicate-FocusStructurewith the active topic referent "he."
(2) And then a BOY had a CAR accident.

Seep. 89 for Giv6n's anaphoricgrounding (1987,180) and van Wolde's explanation and proposal to adopt
this grounding for Hebrew (1999,326-27).
"0 This has the clause-focusstructure.See7.4.1.1 "Topicalisation and Initiation" in pp. 163ff.
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(2) has a brand-new referent "a boy" which is not anchored. It may not be ill-formed in
certain contexts, however, it is generally unacceptable.This "boy" seems to have pitch
prominencewhich is probably lower than "traffic. "
(3) And then a BOY in my CLAss had a CAR accident.

(3) is more acceptableas a sentencebecauseof the anchoring.Notice that the referent "class"
in "in my class" also haspitch prominencelower than "car."
(4) And then a guy I WORKwith had a CAR accident.

In (4), the brand new topic referent "guy" seemsslightly high-pitched. "Work" has relatively
higher pitch, and "car" hasthe highest.
It may be schematised:
(1)
he

Low:
Middle:

(boy)
boy

Mddle (anchor):
High:

boy

guy
(guy)

class

work

car

car
car
car
What we can observehereis 1) the predicateis high-pitched;2) the active topic referent

is low-pitched; 2) either the brand-new referent or its anchoredreferent has a relative pitch
prominence.
This suggeststhat either brand-new referentsor referents anchoredto the brand-new
referents may have relatively high pitch in Hebrew also, such as appositional phrases,
prepositionalphrasesand -IV'INrelative clauses.The study of Biblical Hebrew pitch contours
will be a field to be explored.At presentpitch prominenceon brand-newreferentsin Hebrew
are not certain, and thereforethis is not dealt with in our study. Some of Hebrew brand-new
referentsor anchoredreferentsare marked as high-pitched by underline, however, they are
"'
it
is
the
not
mere suggestionsand
object of our study.
Another example of an anchored brand-new topic referent: Deut. 10:6 (an unused
referentEleazaranchoredto "Aaron'sson" and the verb "Ji-TY)
5.4.4. Indefinite unanchoredtopic 79
We needto pay attentionto a peculiar phenomenonof W"N. It often appearsas the topic of
clauseswithout anchoring.For example,Deut. 34:6:

ýIfn
nivn-mm
nNin mzs* nn inR -tP:!I
TV

He buried him in Moab, in the valley opposite Beth Peor,
but to this day NOone KNOWSwhere his grave is.

This clause is not considered as an ill-formed clause, because its indefinite nature
("someone," "anyone," "nobody") or its generic nature (a man in general)does not require
the receiverto identify it.

See3.4.2 "Focus by pitch prominencein Hebrew" in p. 61 and also "Middle pitch" in pp. 90ff.
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This is clearly distinguishedfrom the fronted W''INclausesin Clause-FocusStructure
which introduce new referentsasthe topic of a new text unit (see below in the "Introduction
of brand-newreferents").
Other examples are:
Deut. 8: 5

t=-nK

WIN '10"

Q'ID'n

176N M71" the LOPDyour GOD wasDISCIPLINING

V

Deut. 7:24
Deut. 11:25

'WN-1 just as a man DISCIPLINES
his son.

NO man
6

cnom.,.,
\
a w-N :n;1n1-,

will

you. )

be ABLE to STAND before you.

NO man wiII be ABLE to STAND before you.

5.4.5. Summary of "Inactive or brand-newreferentfor topic"
We have seensome clauseswith fronted predicates.Although the following argumentsare
inactive or brand-newreferents,the function is still commenting. We may thereforesuggesi
further that thesepredicatesare fronted for focus and the clauses have the predicate-focus
structure. We may infer that these predicatesare focused by high pitch as well. Pitch
prominenceon theseinactive or brand-new topic referentsmight have relatively high pitch
but it is not certain. Px or PX.
Since these referents are less acceptableas the topic than active and accessible
referents, they are frequently anchoredfor identification. In these cases, the clause-second
position is often used for anaphoricgrounding: to link the clause to the preceding active
structure.We have observedthat the clauseswith active or accessibletopic referentsare also
placedin the clause-secondposition. It may not be coincident to observe that the clausesecondposition is usedfor active structure (both topic and non-topic referent) for anaphoric
grounding in both categories(i. e., active or accessibleand inactive or brand-new topic
referents).
An indefinite VIN is unanchoredbut is not consideredto be ill-fonued. This is because
its indefinite nature ("someone," "anyone," "nobody") or its generic nature (a man in
general)doesnot require the receiverto identify it.

5.5.

INTRODUCTION

OF BRAND-NEW

REFERENTS

It is verified that the most of clauses with fronted predicates have active or accessible
referents. This is becauseit is easier for the receiver to identify the active or accessible
referents.Though it is possibleto make inactive or brand-newreferentsasthe topic, it is not
preferred. It follows that Hebrew (as well as other languages)prefers to introduce brandnew referentsto the world of discourseprior to its topic status in commentingclauses.This
deviceis a typical meansof "cataphoricgrounding" which groundsthe referent "so that it can
now be attachedat a relevantlocation in the mental representationof the incoming text" (van
Wolde 1999,326). In other words, becauseof this introduction of a brand-newreferent,this
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referentbecomeseither active or accessibleso that it can become not only the topic of an
immediately succeedingclause,but it has a potential to be aýtivatedin a later episode.
The questionin this sectionis where and how those active referentsare first introduced
into the world of discourseand activatedin the mind of receiver. Within our data Hebrew
appears to have three ways: 1) brand-new referents are introduced in existential clauses; 2)
brand-new referents are often introduced in the comments of clauses; 3) brand-new referents

are also introducedas the topic of a clauseof Clause-FocusStructure.
5.5.1. Introduction of brand-newreferentsin the existential clause
Brand-newreferentsare introducedby existentialclauses.
5.5.1.1. By hayahexistentialclause
The MIMclause is often used as a boundary marker and initiates a new text unit. ' 12 It
sometimesintroducesa brand-newreferent.For example,Judg. 13:2:

rvi rrin-jinin
run-M-In W-*'N

Mtn

I---...

T.

T:.

-

TTV

There was a man of Zorah, from the clan of the Danites, whose name was Manoah,

5.5.1.2. By yff§existentialclause
W' functions as a predicateto introduce a brand-newreferent."'

Gen. 42: 1 01-)"'ýIOM
-MLY-VI
therewas rainin Egypt
The topic comesimmediatelyafter the first predicate.
9

T:

Gen. 43:7

-.

7T1.,

MX mzý W,
11-i
IVT

'Do you have another brotherT

5.5.2. Introduction of brand-newreferentsin the comments
Brand-new referents are often introduced in the comments of clauses. Those brand-new
referentsare probably high-pitched.
5.5.2.1. In a commentof Predicate-FocusStructure
Brand-new referentsare often introduced in the commentsof clauseswith Predicate-Focus
Structure.For example, Gen. 38:6:

-Innrinji intz -vý mdh%
1-i-nn"
her
Tamar.
for ER, his firstborn,
TTT....

Jýdaýgot a WIFE
The clause comments

T....

;=

and
namewas
on the active referent Judah, and therefore

Structure. The topic referent Judah has the lexical form probably
(Shua, Onan and Shelah are also activated) and for thernatising

Px Predicate-Focus

for ambiguity

or theme-shifting

112
See 10.1 "HAYA Division Marker and Existential Clauses"pp. 223ff.
113
We may understandeither that the topic is omitted or that "in Egypt" is the topic.

resolution
(the theme
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of vv. 6-7 is Judahgot a wife for Er). A brand-new referent, "a wife for Er, " is introduced
in the latter comment,and activatedin the mind of the receiverwith a minimum effort.' 14
5.5.2.2.1n a commentof Clause-FocusStructure
Brand-new referents are also introduced in the comments of clauses with Clause-Focus
Structure. For example, #32 Gen. 11: 10:
V rl"6in

Mý)X THESE are the RECORDSof the GENERATIONSof SHEM.

The new referent "Shem" is introduced

to the world

of discourse

in the comment

"the

recordsof the generationsof Shern."

5.5.3. Introduction of brand-newreferents as the topic of Clause-FocusStructure.
Brand-newreferentsare introducedasthe topic of XP Clause-FocusStructure. This will be
discussedin 7.2 "Information-Level Implications" in pp. 146ff.
5.5.4. Summaryof "Introduction of brand-newreferents"
The question of this sectionwas how a brand-new referent is introduced to the world of
discourse for the first time prior to its topic status in a clause of Px Predicate-Focus
Structure.This questionarosebecauseclauseswith Predicate-FocusStructure prefer to have
alreadyactive or at least accessiblereferents, and therefore we sought to know where those
active or accessiblereferentscome from. We haveobservedthat thosereferentsare originally
introduced to the world of discourseby three means.They are introduced 1) in existential
clauses;2) in the commentsof clauses;3) and as the topic of a clause with Clause-Focus
Structure.This introduction of brand-newreferentsis one of the major devicesof cataphoric
grounding.

5.6.

PRAGMATICS AND MARKEDNESS OF PREDICATE-FOCUS
STRUCTURE

This chapterhas analysedthe information structureof the clauseswith fronted predicatesand
arguedthat the clause-initialposition is marked for focus and that those clauseshave the Px
predicate-focusstructure. This structure, often grammaticallyrepresentedas VSO in verbal
clauses,is consideredby recent scholars(Buth 1999,Gross 1996 and van der Merwe 1999)
as the basic word order and is unmarked for pragmatic function. On the other hand, PS,
which is the samepredicate-focusstructurein nominal clausesin our theory, is consideredas
marked for pragmatic function. This section will argue against these two commonly held
ideasin recentyears.

114
The secondclause,Mtn inVI, hasClause-FocusStructure(circumstantial clause [gloss or parenthetical]).
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5.6.1. PragmaticFunctions
First of all we should define the term 'pragmatic.' The general consensus of the term
'pragmatic' is that it is an aspect of languageswhich goes beyond sentencegrammar. C.
Fillmore puts pragmaticsabovesyntax and semantics.He describespragmaticsas an aspect
which incorporatessyntax and semanticsbut takes setting into consideration.This setting
includes not only the preceding context but the culture shared between the interlocutors
(1981). Similarly G. Green and J. Morgan suggestthat there are layers of meaningsin one
sentence:propositionalcontent,linguistic meaning,speechact, implicatures and more which
will involve large areasof knowledge of communication(1981). R. Buth defines it more
narrowly for his purpose:
Pragmatics refers to the communication situation. I am specifically interested in
constituentsthat havebeensignaledin the languagesystem,in the grammar,so that they
carry additional information beyond the syntactic or semantic information just
mentioned.For example,the commonlyusedterms Topic and Focus fit there(1999,81).
Since we are mainly dealing with written texts with a particular interest in word order, we
shall usethe term "pragmatic"for thosefunctions or implications ascribedto our three focus
structures.This definition is broaderthan Buth's, becauseButh has limited pragmaticsto the
functions of his "Focus" and "Contextualizing Constituent" (or "Topic").
Let us take the examplewe haveused.
(1) Tony Blair is the PRIME MINISTER.
(2) TONY BLAIR is the prime minister.
(3) TONY BLAIRis the PRIME MINISTER.
All theseclauseshavethe samepropositional value. However eachone expressesadditional
information which is not conveyedmerely from its propositional content. (1) conveys that
the clauseis commentingpreferablyon an active or an accessiblereferent."' (2) implies that
the clauseis identifying the fronted elementwith the missing argumentof the presupposed
proposition betweenthe interlocutors.(3) expectsa readerto look for pragmaticimplications
from the context which are other than the two above.' 16Theseimplications and functions are
not expressedby the mere propositional semantic content, and we call them pragmatic
implications or functions.
5.6.2. Markednessof Predicate-FocusStructure
I have to emphasisehere that (1) above, the predicate-focusstructure, has its pragmatic
function. Clauses with predicate-focus structure do not merely convey propositional
information found in exercisesof grammar books, for example. They convey additional
information that the clauseis commentingpreferablyon an active or an accessiblereferent. It

The terms 'pragmatic subjects' and 'pragmatic predicates'introduced in 3.5 "Pragmatic Predicate and
Pragmatic Subject" in pp. Off expressa pragmatic function of commenting.
This is equivalent to Niccacci's presentativeclause.Seechapter7 for detail.
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even implies that the narrator is commenting on the continued topic referent in a coherent
discourse.
As we have seen in this chapter, the clause with the Px Predicate-Focus Structure,
VSO or PS, is the easiest structure to understand for the receiver, because it mostly has an
active or accessible referent as the topic: the receiver makes a "low cost" cognitive effort for
processing the proposition. Therefore when we read a sentence such as "Tony Blair is the
prime minister, " or "John is my friend" in isolation, the natural reading would be "Tony
" "John is My FRIEND.
" These sentences have the unaccented
Blair is the PRIMEMINISTER,
subjects and the accented predicates. It is because

It is more common for speakersto convey information about given discourseentities
than to identify argumentsin open propositions,to introduce new entities into the
discourse,or to report eventsout of the blue. (Lambrecht1994,132)
Thus Lambrecht calls Predicate-Focus Structure "unmarked pragmatic sentence
articulation,""' and he commentsthat "sentencesare primarily used as units of information
in coherentdiscourse." In other words, when we hear a sentencein isolation such as above,
we naturally assume"topic continuity" in "coherentdiscourse"; the subject is the topic of a
new sentence("unmarked topic" Lambrecht 1994,132); and the sentenceis adding new
infort-nation to it (commenting). This pragmatic implication is expressed in our terms
"commenting." Andersen uses "classification," Muraoka uses "description" and Niccacci
uses"predicative" for this clausetype, however, theseten'nsdo not necessarilyexpressthis
pragmaticimplication, but are more associatedwith logical or propositional understandingof
infori-nation.
This pragmaticfunction hasnot beenwell recognisedin the past. Instead, past studies
vaguely understoodthis pragmaticfunction as the "normal" word order for long time or in
more recent yearsas "unmarked" word order. In the "normal-exception" approach,one first
determinesthe normal patternfrom statisticsand then seeksspecial functions for exceptional
cases.GKC notes that "the natural order of words within the verbal sentenceis: VerbSubject,or Verb-Subject-01ject" (§142 f). On the contrary JoUonnotesthat "L'ordre des
mots dans la proposition verbale (comme dans la proposition nominale, §154 f) est
normalement:Sujet-Verbe, " and observesemphasison verbs in the verb-subject sequence
(§155k). J-Muraokaexplicitly states:
The statisticallydominant and unmarked word-order in the verbal clause is: VerbSubject.But, as in the caseof the nominal clause,there is no lack of exceptions.Here
again an attemptmust be madeto accountfor, or describethoseexceptions.(§155 k).
(underline added)
D-Gibson also prefersthe term "unmarked"to "normal":
Properly, therefore, the so-called normal order should rather be regarded as the
uninarkedorder.... 0 133)
Someother recentscholarsalso take this normal-exceptionstatistical approachand conclude
that VSO or the verb initial clauseis normal."'
117
Lambrecht usesthis term markednessin the senseof # 3. Seebelow for this number.
118
For example, K. Jongeling (in the book of Ruth): 1991.
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This approach, though it appearspractical, may overlook the pragmatic function of
commenting by implying that the predicate-focusstructure is merely giving propositional
information. This tendencyto overlook the pragmatics of "the normal" word order still
continuesamongmodem Hebraists. However we need to note that "In pragmaticallybased
languages
[different word] ordering reflects pragmatic considerations" (M. Mithun
all
...
1987,325). "9
This insufficient understandingof the predicate-focusstructuremay be demonstratedin
two examples.
The first exampleis when the text is not narrative or command. Let us look at Lev.
7: 1-7 asan example:

12w,
Nri min m4alI
M-i C2,1w,
IR J, -iý

2
10MV,-ONQJýMn

MUMM-nN
%0M,

nNI3
7:

T

ýDM
mi msl4
jkj"ýD-IjN :2ýrlil-rlNln;
-1w"N
LL

,

in ý0,

mnarl-nxi

N:-)
mllý Mix 1,11jr-1
Qw?
N
wm, iý In-IE-o' -1w.
Ia (SP)'NoW THIS is the LAW of the GUILT OFFERING;
b (Ps) it iS MOST HOLY.
2a (AV)

'In the PLACE where they SLAY the BURNT OFFERING they are to SLAY the GUILT OFFERING,

b (OV) and he shall SPRINKLE its BLOOD around on the altar.
3

(OV) Then he shall OFFER from it ALL ITS FAT:

the fat tail and the fat that covers the entrails,
4

(OV) and the TWO KIDNEYSwith the fat that is on them, which is on the loins, and the lobe on the
liver he shall REMOVEwith the KIDNEYS.
5a (Vs) 'And the priest shall OFFERTHEM UP in smoke on the altar as an

offering by fire to the Lord;
b (Ps) it is a GUILT OFFERING.
6a (SV) 'EVERY MALE among the priests may EAT OF IT.
b (AV)

It shall be EATEN in a HOLY PLACE;
C (PS) it iS MOST HOLY.

is like the SINOFFERING,
7a (SP) The GUILTOFFERING
there is ONELAW for them;120

"' Seealso p. 56 for Mithun's "pragmatically basedlanguages."
12'A Hebrew idiomatic usage.
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b (SV) the PRIESTwho makes ATONEMENTwith it shall HAVE it.

All Px Predicate-FocusStructureclauses(Ps or Vs) are indented. The structureof this text
12
'
is
is
I
Introductory
Formula
(Clause-Focus
Structure),
that
verse
unit
and the rest of the
XP clauses(SP, SV, AV, OV) presentnew topics and new comments(presentational):
v. 2a
v. 2b

Place to slay

v. 3
v. 4

As to its fat

v. 6a
v. 6b

Who can eat it
Place to eat it.

v. 7a
v. 7b

The natureof the guilt offering
Who shall have it.

As to its blood
As to the two kidneys

All the indentedPx clauses(v. 1b, 5a, 5b, 6c: Ps or Vs) are adding new information to the
alreadyactive or accessiblereferents(commenting).What we can observehere is Px is used
for commenting, while XP is used for other pragmatic functions, which is in accordance
with our theory of focus structure.
In this text unit the dominant word order of verbal clausesis X-V (AV, OV or SV: 7
out of 8). If we use statistical frequency as the only measureto detennine normalcy, we
would need to conclude that X-V is the normal or unmarked word order. However, many
readersof the Hebrew Scripture would not supposethat X-V is the normal word order of
Biblical Hebrew. This is becausewhen we hear the word "normal" and "unmarked," we
unconsciouslythink of the most frequently used word order in high topic-continuity text or
discourse,such as narrative, a seriesof commands,and daily conversation.In other words,
in practicewe are not dependentonly on the statisticalfrequencyin determining the "non-nal"
word order. We unconsciously take the nature of text-unit (discourse) types into
consideration.Or more precisely, the "normal" word order is the most frequently used in
high topic-continuity texts (e.g., narrative and commands). It is the sequenceof VSO in
verbal clauses. Here our theory reveals this unconscious presumption of normalcy or
unmarkedness.When one statesthat VSO is unmarked,it meansthat it is the most frequently
usedstructurein high topic-continuity texts.
The second instance is more misleading than this first example of the legal texts. It is
concerned with the normal word order of nominal clauses. As we have seen in Introduction,
SP was recognised as "normal" by Hebraists in earlier days, such as Albrecht, GKC and
Joijon. This notion of normalcy in nominal clauses was not considered by Andersen,
Hoftijzer and Muraoka, however, it revived in recent years (V. DeCaen 1999; R. Buth
1999). Namely, SP is considered as the "normal, " "underlying" and "unmarked" word order
probably based on the statistics. For example according to the figures taken from Andersen's
Hebrew Verbless Clause, 386 two-member nominal clauses in the Pentateuch have the SP
sequence compared to PS's 2 19.122

We will discussthis formula in 7.4.1.2 "Introductory Formula" in pp. 168ff.
Seep. 12 in Introduction.
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This fact, however, does not justify the "unmarked" status of SP. As we have
observedin this chapter,the function of PS is commentingand it is used in texts with high
topic continuity. See above for example. Lines lb, 5b, 6c in Lev. 7: 1-7 have the PS
sequenceand they are commenting on the preceding active topic referents. On the other
hand,SP in Line 1 startsthe new text-unit and Line 7-a shifts the topic to a new referent. As
we will observein detail in chapter7, SP hasdifferent pragmaticfunctions from commenting
and is often usedin low topic-continuity texts. Though SP is usedeven in the narrative, it is
only usedin low topic-continuity parts such as setting, background information or episodeinitial. If one determinesthat SP is the "non-nalword order" simply accordingto the overall
statisticalmajority rule, he will seekfor "special" or "exceptional" function in PS wherethere
is no such special pragmatic functions except commenting. In detennining "normalcy" or
"statistical unmarkedness,
" one must consider the nature of the text in terms of topic
continuity.
To sum up, our theory reveals the unconscious presumption of normalcy or
unmarkedness. When we say that one clause type is "normal" or "unmarked," we
unconsciouslythink of the clausetype that is used most frequently in high topic-continuity
text, such as narrative or a series of commands.If we apply the sameprinciple, PS is the
"normal" or "unmarked" sequencein nominal clauses,not SP.
Our predicate-focusstructure is the normal or unmarked focus structure in this
particular senseboth in nominal (PS) and verbal (VSO) clauses.
5.6.3. Markedness
Apart from this popular notion of markedness,that is associatedmainly with statistical
frequency,markednesshasdifferent connotationswhich may be worth noting."'
C. Miller distinguishestwo types of markedness:privative and equipollent. Privative
markednessindicatesthat "the presenceof a feature at one pole signals the absenceof the
featureat the oppositepole." Equipollent markednessindicatesthat the presenceof a feature
at one pole signals the logical opposite of that feature at the other pole (1996,309). For E.
van Wolde "'marked'meansthe necessarypresenceof an element, while 'unmarked' means
the elementmay or may not be present;it is simply not specified (1999,322). In addition to
thesethreetechnicaldefinitions, we have seena popular usageof markedness;"unmarked"
is the normal or frequentpattern,while "marked" is not. We have usedthe ten-nin this sense
in the sectionabove.We must be awareof the differencein using the terms.

123C. Miller uses three criteria to determine the markednessof the quotation formulae. They are "(1)
frequency,(2) complexity, and (3) prototypicality" (1996,310). Namely a form may be unmarked if it
occurs more frequently, it has a simpler structure and it is prototypical. This set of criteria appearsto have
an unverifiable presuppositionof hierarchical development:from a simple, frequentand prototypical form
to a more developed,complex; infrequentform.
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Marked

Unmarked

# 1. Miller's

privative

present

absent

# 2. Miller's

equipollent

present

logical opposite

# 3. Van Woldes privative

present

present or absent

# 4. Frequency

infrequent

frequent

According to the definition of #1, the predicate-focusstructure is marked for the featureof
commenting.Similarly the argument-focusstructureis marked for the pragmaticfunction of
identification (see the following chapter) and the clause-focus structure is marked for
pragmaticfunctions other thancommentingand identification (seechapter7).
5.6.4. Summary
We may summarisethis section on the pragmaticfunction and markednessof the predicatefocus structure. The predicate-focusstructure (i. e., PS or VSO grammatically) is not a
neutral structure, but it is markedfor the pragmatic function of commenting. It implies or
expects that the clause is commenting on an active or accessiblereferent in a coherent
discourse.We may label it as "unmarked" as long as we understandthat it means it is the
most frequently usedstructurein high topic-continuity texts, such as narrativeor a seriesof
commands.Paststudiesappearsto have overlookedthis pragmaticfunction of the predicatefocus structureand then dependedon overall statistical frequency in determining "normalcy"
or "unmarkedness"without taking the nature of texts into consideration.Thesetwo factors
seemto have led someof the pastand recent studiesto the questionablestatementthat SP is
the "normal" word order.

5.7.

BUTH'S S-P SEQUENCE

Before we close this chapterwe shall pay attentionto some large differences between our
theory and that of R. Buth.
Buth shareswith us many terms and methodsof analysis, such as, considerationof
pragmaticfunctions and focus. He correctly observespragmatic functions of XV verbal
clauses based on the "basic VSOX order" (95). Namely preverbal fronting signifies
"pragmaticmarking" (95), and fronted elementsindicate "Contextualizing Constituent""' or
"Focus.""5 Buth applies the same framework to nominal clauses. His observations will
contribute significantly to the study of Biblical Hebrew word order in that he analyses
pragmaticfunctional difference in allo-clauses(80) and he observes that Biblical Hebrew
expressesfocus by fronting. For Buth elementsin "Focus" are fronted, and deictic phrases
are also fronted to provide a framework for texts and text-unit (discourse).

124
This meanstopicalisation (p. 82), extraposed.
topic (p. 86, n. 16) or framework of an episodeby deictic
temporal or spatial phrases.
"' This meanscontrast, identification and emphasis(p. 81).
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Though we sharesomemethodsand conclusions,the differences are not insignificant.
One of the differences is manifestedin the understandingof the "normal" word order of
nominal clauses.
For Buth, the "normal" (1999,96) or "underlying order in nominal clausesis SubjectPredicate" (107), just as he understandsVSO as normal. Anything fronted before the
subject-predicatestructureis "for pragmaticmarking" (96) which signifies either "Focus" or
"Contextualization"(107). He schematisesit asfollows:
(CC) (Focus)SubjectPredicate
(107)
Namely, when an elementis placed before the subject-predicatestructure, it functions as
either Focus (making it informationally prominent) or as Contextualizing Constituent
(providing a framework of a discourse).
This understanding does not agree with our interpretation of the "normal" or
"unmarked"nominal clauseword order (see the precedingsection). We have observedthat
P-S, more precisely, Px Predicate-FocusStructurein nominal clausesis unmarkedin terms
of the most frequently usedstructurein a high text-continuity text.
I have to raise somequestionsconcerningthis default S-P sequenceproposedby Buth
in this last sectionof the chapter.
5.7.1. Andersen'sstatistics
The first questionis concernedwith his understandingof Andersen's statistics. Buth quotes
Andersenthat
Table 5 shows that there are 185 clauses with a predicate of the kind in which
discontinuity might occur; and of these, 153 have a predicate divided asunder by the
subject. (1970,37, underline added)
Then Buth comments on it:
This is a remarkable tendency that needs more of an explanation than saying that these
are basic Predicate-Subject clauses. I submit that we are looking at pragmatic marking
on only a part of the Predicate in 83% of the casesand on the whole predicate in 17%. A
logical entailment follows. As soon as one recognizes a partial pragmatic marking on a
fronted part of a predicate, what remains is a Subject-Predicate order at the core of the
clause. (96)
Ms argument for the default S-P order is based on Andersen's statistics. Namely he argues
that the fronted predicates in the divided predicate domain (i. e., the fronted P of the P-S-P
structure) are marked and the rest is the default S-P clauses.
First of all we need to understand the context of Andersen's note and Table 5. They
clearly indicate that "the kind" signifies long predicate phrases, which include "coordination, apposition, apposition of nominalised, modified participle, modification by
adverb, modification by prepositional phrase" (Andersen 1970,37 and I 11). That is to say,
Table 5 only deals with complex predicate phrases and what Table 5 indicates is that long
complex predicate phrases tend to break up into two with the subject in-between: namely
83% of long predicates are divided into two. For the proportion of single predicate and
divided predicate, one must look at Table 2 in p. 109. According to this table, Core PLS has
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417 clausesand P...-S

P (divided predicatedomain) has 133. Namely the number of two-,
...
memberP-S clausesare 3.14 times more than the clauseswith the divided predicatedomain
(P-S-P). Buth commentsthat "Andersen also cannot explain why discontinuities [divided
predicatedomain] predominatein Predicate-Subjectorders" (95). Andersendoesnot state its
domination, insteadAndersenstatesdomination of P-S over P-S-P in Table 2. Therefore
Andersendoes not need to explain it. Buth might possibly have started his theory with a
misreading of Andersen'stables.

5.7.2. Divided predicatedomain
The secondquestionis the nature of divided predicatedomain. As I have briefly mentioned
126
above, long predicatesin both the verbal clauseand the nominal clausetend to break up
into two. The clauses below are taken from Andersen's P...-S
P clauses which are
...
supposedto supportButh's default SP theory (seethe quotation above):
(1) # 141 Gen. 23:6
rinx crrfýx
T

Hear us, my lord, you are a MIGHTY

PRINCE AMONG

US.

(2) #141 Gen. 24:24

ýwmrnn
ýN
,:)!Jx
1, ni*mnl

And she said to him, "I am the DAUGHTER
of BETHUEL,the son of MILCAH.

If we apply his theory to (2),

is fronted for pragmatic marking (either "Focus" or

"CC") and the rest makesthe default S-P sequence.Namely "the daughter of Bethuel" is
fronted for either contrast, identification, enforcement, or contextualisation and the
underlying clauseis "I am the son of Milcah" althoughsheis not at all the son of Milcah.
His theory doesnot seemto explain this clausewell. As Andersenlightly indicates,the
predicatedomain staystogetherif this subject,

is not necessary.He gives Gen. 24:47

for comparison:
(3) Gen. 24:47
M
T:

TV

'n-rIM

I Whosedaughterare you?
2 The daughterof Bethuel, Nahor's son,
whom Milcah bore to him.

Here the whole Line 2 is the predicatedomain which stays togetherwhen the subject "I" is
omitted.
What is happeningin (2) is simply that the long comment or predicate domain is
divided into two. The predicatecore is fronted and the active structure ("I") follows for
anaphoricgrounding and finally argumentswhich belong to the predicatedomain are placed
after the active structure(PxX).

"' Seeabove5.3.5 "Divided PredicateDomain" in pp. 103ff.
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This phenomenondoes not support Buth's default S-P sequence,but it presupposes
that the fronted elementsare the predicate,namelyP-S and it also verifies our observationof
the divided predicatedomain with the active structurein the clause-secondposition.
5.7.3. P-S two-memberclauses
The third question is the explanation of 417 P-S clauses in the Pentateuch. For this
significant number of clauses,Buth gives only a few examples and simply notes that this
clausetype "leadsto meaningful questionsand possibleinterpretations" (98). Most of Buth's
exampleshavethe divided predicatedomain (PxX). In order to verify his thesis, he needsto
demonstrateclear pragmaticfunctions, "Focus" or "CC, " in a substantialnumber of these
two-memberP-S clauses.
We haveanalysedmany two-memberP-S clausesin this chapter and observedthat the
P-S sequence, more precisely the Px predicate-focus structure in nominal clauses, is
127
in
frequently
in
high
terms
the
topic-continuity
texts
unmarked
of
most
usedstructure
and
that the samestructureis marked for commenting,but not for his "Focus" or "CC."

5.7.4. Pragmaticfunctions of S-P
The fourth questionis concernedwith the functions of S-P. Buth repeatedlymentionsthat SP is the unmarked word order and by that he implies that it does not have pragmatic
functions. However, contrary to Buth's theory, we will observe wide variety of pragmatic
functions (other than commenting and identification) in the S-P sequencein chapter 7
"Clause-FocusStructure."

5.7.5. Methodology
The fifth questionis concernedwith his methodologyin comparing allo-clauses.
Let us first examine the examplesButh gives (99). They are Judg. 7:2 and 4. The
numbersin parenthesison the left are addedhere.
(4) Judg. 7:2
(5) Judg. 7: 4

IMN -WiN MI-i
T-I.,

-.

TT-

nI

Mý 0ý17 "It

The people who are with you are (too) many.
Still the people are (too) many.

Buth arguesherethat the underlYingword order is S-P and that
Both clauses have a Predicate that describes or classifies the Subject. In Judg 7: 2 the main
point of the clause was the size of the people, and the appropriate part of the Predicate,
:M 'many,' was fronted. Judg 7:4, by contrast has markedthe salient adverb 'still' as Focus. In so
doing, the speaker/authorno longer had any need to mark 'many' as Focus, and we find the order
Subject-Predicatedespiteidentical semanticswith 7:2. (99)

127
Seeabove5.6 "Pragmaticsand Markednessof Predicate-FocusStructure" in pp. III ff.
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I agree with Buth that the elements are fronted for focus. However his notion that the normal
word order is S-P is questionable in this particular case. I will argue below that Judg. 7:4
does not have S-P, but p_S.128

In studying pragmaticfunctions, one needsto examineand compareallo-clauses,and
their contexts and functions should be analysedas Buth himself proposes (80). However,
the two clauses Buth presentsabove are not actually allo-clauses. MVji-in-) in Judg. 7:2
TT

shouldbe comparedwith its allo-clauseM-1MIM:
TTT

(6) Line I in Ezra 10:13-14
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I SP "But thereare many people,
2 SP it is the rainy season,
3 Existential clauseand we are not able to standin the open.
4 SP Nor can the task be done in one or two days,
5

Vs for we have transgressedgreatly in this matter.
Ezra 10:14
6 VSA "Let our leadersrepresentthe whole assembly
7 SVA and let all thosein our cities who have married foreign wives come at appointedtimes,
8
togetherwith the eldersandjudges of eachcity,
9

until the fierce angerof our God on accountof this matter is turned away from us."

Lines 1,2 and 4 have the SP sequence.Line 3 is an existential clause. Line 5 is a causal
clause subordinateto Line 4. Lines 1-5 as a whole function as a piece of background
infon-nation for the two yiqtol optative clauses (Lines 6-9) 129In other words the S-P
.
130
in
demonstrate
function
information.
background
this
sequence
case
a pragmatic
of
On the other hand, the context of (4) above does not show a particular pragmatic
function other than commentingon the active referent,the people. By comparing proper two
allo-clauses,we may further affirm our theory: the P-S is marked for commenting and
128
1 do not exclude a possibility that '11D may be intensified (loud voice) for emphasis, but this is not the
issuehere.
The inversion of word order of the clause(Line 7-9) may possibly be for closure, for this clause closes the
speechof the assembly.See7.4.4 "Closure" in pp. 179ff.
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unmarked for the frequency in a high topic-continuity texts; S-P is marked for other
pragmaticfunctions.
Let us now turn out attention to (5), Judg. 7:4.1 will repeatit for convenience.
(5) Judg. 7:4

nl ODIl -It
TIT

Still the people are (too) many.

According to Buth's theory, S-P is the normal word order and elementsare fronted before SP for "Focus" or as "Contextualizing Constituent." Judg. 7:4 appearsto be the ideal example
for Buth to demonstratethat -it is fronted for "Focus" and the underlying sequenceis S-P:
n"I 017,1.However again, he needsto compareallo-clauses.In order to verify that -11Dis
TIT

fronted for specialkind of "Focus," Buth needsto presentan allo-clausein which 1117is not
"Focused" and thus not fronted, such as M-) lt

CM-L This clause, according to Buth's
TT
theory, would be the normal S-P clause and 11D is not fronted for "Focus." If he could
presentthis type of clauseand also demonstratethat there is no pragmaticfunctions which
Buth considersin this S-P clause,his theory would be supported.
Unfortunately, there are no suchclausesattestedin Scripture. However, we may study
of the usageof -11Din other combinations.
Let us first examineclauseswith fronted TV with an adjective ',ý.
First, -IID is usedasfronted predicateswith affixed subjects:
(6) Gen. 43:27,28

'm Intri
T

"m
T

13-TiD

Is he still alive?
he is still alive.

(7) lKings 20:32
'Nin

"m Inivi-i

-17Nýl

-T-7-

And he said, "Is he still alive? He is my brother."

Other examples of 11D with affixed subjects: Gen. 25: 6, Gen. 46: 30, Ex. 4: 18, Deut.
31:27, ISam. 20: 14,2Sam. 18:14

It seemsmore natural to supposethat these'11Dwith suffixed subjectsare functioning as the
core predicatesthan to supposethat they are fronted for special kind of "Focus" in these9
clauses.In other words, Irl seemsto be an argumentwhich belongsto the predicatedomain,
not the core predicate.
When the subjectshave lexical forms, the subjectsfollow this predicative-11D:
(8) Gen. 45:28
I Then Israel SAID,
Iri

(9) Gen. 45:3

1ý3 nQ11-111V
..: A

2 My

"It is ENOUGH;

is STILL ALIVE.

"0 Together with Lines 2-4, they form a clause-focusparallel construction. This is itemizing. See 8.3.1
"Itemizing" in pp. 185ff.
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MNý21

npil

! 40T1 93N

m\% -livri

All the clauses with 'It

I Then Jo

p.ý SAID to his BROTHERS,

2" 1 am JOSEPH!

3 Is my. fq! ýq STILLALIVET'

and ýrl in Scripture have the fixed sequence of [7t

+ subject +

-!rl]131 and the context of these clauses does not seem to present other pragmatic functions
T
than commenting. This phenomenon is according to our Divided Predicate Domain: the long
predicate is divided into two with an active structure in the clause-second position.
it seems that (5) above is also a clause with the predicate-focus

Therefore

structure with the divided

predicate domain and the active topic referent Ml),-i in-between (PxX). In other words, 'It

is

the predicate proper and 1ý is an argument which belongs to the predicate domain.

This understandingis further supportedby the following clauses.
(10) Gen. 29:7

-iiyj 1171
-41NMI

And he said, "Behold, it

is STILL HIGH

day....

(11) Josh. 14: 11 -lW'*bIniN r6V Miln -ILYN-2)
a:sri t3t7i '15-liv
"I am STILL as STRONG today as I was in the day Moses sent me

In theseclauses, "high" in (10) and "strong" in (11) have not appearedin the preceding
contexts.It is not that only "still" is focused and "high" and "strong" are not focused. "Still
high" appearsas a set of new infortnation added to the active referent "the day." "Still
strong" is one new piece of information added to the active referent 'T" -11Dis the core
predicateof the clauses,not

nor Pirl.

The exampleswe haveanalysedaboveseemto suggestthat -11Dis the core predicateof
clauseand the accompanyingadjectivesare argumentswhich belong to the predicatedomain.
In other words these clause have the predicate-focusstructure and their context show no
particularpragmaticimplicationsother than commenting.
Finally let us examinesomeclausesof the inverted word order: S-P
(12) Gen. 18:22
Eluln I: EM
MI'v2\11-T
1: )ý!:

'into
-InD

I Then the men TURNED AWAY from there
...........
......
2 and went TOWARDSODOM,
3 while

ABRAHAM

was STILL STANDING before the LORD.

13' Gen. 43:7, Gen. 45:26,2Sam. 12:22.

Irit

on-I.:

nw

l
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Let us pay attention to Line 3 132It has the structure [the subject + -1117+ adjectival
.

participle]. This inverted word order indicates a pragmatic implication of circumstantiality
which stops the flow of the narrative and provides a simultaneous circumstantial
information.
(13) ISam. 13:7
rl;

ý pn;

vj

I Also some of the HEBREWS CROSSED the JORDAN into the LAND of GAD and GILEAD.
2 But as for SAUL, he was STILL in GILGAL.

Both Lines 1 and 2 have XP structure (SVO #S+

'1V + A). These two clauses are
"'
by
juxtaposing
XP
the
two
clauses. This is a pragmatic
contrasting
whole proposition
implication which XP clausescan have.
(14) Num. 11:33
n-): ), to-Ito onnu,

I'm Int

nbnri

Mvn

.
.M
-IM rin ri :).n0! 7 rn-19

I While

xl
the meat was STILL BETWEENtheir TEETH, before it was CHEWED,

2 the ANGERof the Lord was KINDLED against the PEOPLE,
3 and the Lord STRUCK the PEOPLE with a VERY SEVERE PLAGUE.

Lines I (SP) has TV and provides a simultaneouscircumstantial infon-nationfor Line 2
(SVA). Lines I and 2 as a whole (XP structures) forms a setting for Line 3 (yiqtol:
sequentialverbal form"').
We have seen in the three SP examples above that the inverted word order of -1117

demonstrates some pragmatic functions (circumstantiality and contrast of the whole
in
Biblical
further
is
This
11D
the
that
main
predicate
considered
as
supports
proposition).
Hebrew, not an argument.
Finally in Biblical Hebrew there is no clauseattestedwith the word order of fronted
adjectivefollowed by 1111.
We may summariseour rather lengthy discussions in this section of methodology.
Although Buth starts his essay by introducing allo-clauses and states the importance of
analysingthe differencein pragmaticfunctions (80), he doesnot seemto pursueit in his later
discussion.Judg. 7:2-4 aboveis an exampleof it. Buth comparestwo clauseswhich are not
actually allo-clauses.A more thorough analysis of allo-clausesof both Judg. 7:2 and 7:4
have further supportedour hypothesisas follows.
Line I has the active referents "the men" and "there." "The men" has the lexical form for ambiguity
resolution (See 5.3.2.1 "Ambiguity resolution" in pp. 89ff). Line 2 has the predicate-focusstructure
commentingon the affixed active referent "they."
133
See 8.2.3 "Clause-FocusParallel Construction" in pp. 184ff.
134
See 1.2.4 "Sequential/non-sequentialVerbal System" in pp. 32ff.
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For Judg. 7: 2
(4) Judg. 7: 2

JIM, -WN EDDI-T
=1
I...
-:

TT-

Thepeoplewho arewith you are(too) many.

1) The sequenceP-S 0ý,7 : 1-1is marked for commenting or unmarked for the most
TT-

frequently usedstructurein a high topic-continuity text. P-S is the "underlying" word order,
not S-P
2) The inverted word order S-P M-1017Mshows a different pragmaticfunction: provision of
TT

backgroundinformation. This clause-focusstructurewill be discussed in full detail in the
following chapter7.
For Judg. 7:4
(5) Judg. 7:4

:21 =1711'It
TTT

Still the people are (too) many.

1) The word '11Dis the predicateof a clause,not an argument,in nominal clauses.135
2) 1117is fronted for commenting(the predicate-focusstructure).
3) When the subject precedesthe predicate, namely, in the clause-focusstructure, clauses
demonstratepragmatic functions other than commenting. They are circumstantiality, and
contrastof the whole proposition.
In short, contrary to Buth's thesis, the analysis of allo-clausesdemonstratethat P-S is
the "underlying" structureand S-P showsother pragmaticfunctions than commenting.

5.7.6. Conclusion
I sharesome of Buth's methodsand value his contributions to the study of Biblical Hebrew
word order, however, his presuppositionthat S-P is the unmarked order is questionable.
The significance of P-S clauses indicated by Andersen's classification, Muraoka's
description and Niccacci's predicative, should be fully considered. In order to capture the
difference of pragmaticfunctions appropriately, we must say that the thorough analysis of
allo-clausesis essential.

5.8.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION OF "PREDICATE-FOCUS
STRUCTURE"

We have analysedthe information structureof clauseswith fronted predicates,such as:
(1) Exod. 33:3
(2) Lev. 13:51

MMK*

you are an OBSTINATE PEOPLE
the mark is a leprous MALIGNANCY,

a
b

it is UNCLEAN.

(3) Gen. 15:5

and he SAID,

(4) Gen. 31: 21

So he FLED with ALL that he HAD

(5) Gen. 15:2
13'The usageis different in verbal clauses.

linxml

And Abram SAID,
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(6) Gen. 14: 22 OtO

(7) Gen. 39: 1 MDM 0"10
(8) Judg. 10: 1

C31nX -ION"I
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And Abram SAIDto the KINGOf SODOM.

him
Potiphar,oneof Pharaoh'sofficials,BOUGHT
1-mx- 17v*t-6 Jý=N
"IMN t3r,
'"I

..

I..,

-

''. -

TT

After the time of Abimelech
a man of Issachar, Tola son of Puah, the son of Dodo, ROSEto SAVE ISRAEL.
(9) Gen. 43: 7

(10) Nurn. 11:27

Tlts* C=b
TT

Vbý
I-Yl
'Mi-i
1-1

C)'Ti

'Do you have another brotherT

So a young man RAN and TOLD

MOSES.

We have startedour analysisin this chapterwith a modestpurposeto verify that the function
of theseclauseswith fronted predicatesis commenting,which will in turn supportour theses
that these clauseshave the predicate-focusstructure and that the clause-initial position is
markedfor focus. We have successfullyverified this function within our data and therefore
we have supportedour thesesthough partially.
At the sametime, however,we have faced more complex linguistic phenomenain this
topic-commentrelationship,such as,topic acceptabilityscale,the useof lexical form in place
of proform, divided predicatedomain, anchoringand the three ways to introduce brand-new
referents.
In this conclusion, we shall attempt to view these issues and functions from a few
specific perspectives, instead of simply summarising them in a list form. Although these
phenomena appear complex, most of them seem to have developed from a few principles.
They are activation cost (Chafe), anaphoric grounding (Giv6n), and the clause-second
position for active structures (Giv6n).

Principle 1: the preferenceof low cognitive effort
We have observedthat the cognitive cost paid to activatea referent may differ accordingto
the activation stateof the referent.The higher the activation stateof the referent becomes,the
lower the cognitive cost for activationbecomes.This principle results in the preferencefor
active or accessiblereferentsas the topic (seeabove examples,#1-6: § 5.3.1). The writer is
aware that clausesare more acceptablewhen the topic is higher in activation scale in the
consciousnessof the reader(active > accessible> inactive > brand-new: § 5.2). It follows
that brand-new referentsare best introducedprior to his utterance 1) in existential clauses
(#9); 2) in commentsof clauses;or 3) as the topics of Clause-FocusStructure (5.5). This
prior introduction of a brand-new referent will make the utterance low cost in terms of
cognitive effort for processing. However, probably for the sake of narrative flow, if the
writer needsto make a brand-newreferentasthe topic of Predicate-FocusStructure which is
not preferable due to its high cognitive cost, he links the referent to another for easier
identification (anchoring#7-8: § 5.4.3). All of thesestructuringsare resultsof the preference
for low cognitive effort or more simply, for easiercommunicationprocesses.
Principle 2: the clause-secondposition for active structures
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The second principle is concerned with the clause-secondposition. The clause-second
position, including the verbal affixation (#3) and suffixed objects (#7), is often used to link
to an activatedstructurein the precedingcontext,either it is a personor an episode.
In most of the cases,this clause-secondposition is occupiedby active topic referents
(# 1-6). This is the preferredpattern.
This secondprinciple is also demonstratedwhen a brand-new referent is introducedas
the topic of a clause,which is not a preferableway (#7-8). In such a case,the writer not only
uses anchoring (#7: 'one of Pharaoh's official'; #8 'the son of Dodo'), but often places
active referents in the clause-secondposition in order to link the clause to the preceding
referentsand events(anaphoricgrounding. 3ms direct object in #7,

in #8:

5.4.3).
Another manifestationis "divided predicatedomain." If the clausebecomeslong, the
writer breaksthe clauseinto two and placesactive referentsin the clause-secondposition for
betternarrativeflow (PxX dividedpredicate doinain #6: § 5.3.5).
These three points confirm a strong tendencyfor Biblical Hebrew to have an active
structurein the clause-secondposition for anaphoricgrounding in the topic-commentclauses
(i.e., the predicate-focusstructure).
Principle 3: anaphoricgrounding
The third principle is anaphoricgrounding. We may view some of the phenomenain this
chapteras devicesof anaphoricgrounding. For example, the preferencefor active referents
(#1-6) meansthat the writer prefersto link his utteranceto the precedingactive referentsand
events.If he needsto introduce a brand-new referent (0-8), the writer attemptsto link the
clauseto the precedingcontextby placing the active structuresin the clause-secondposition.
Thesethree factors,the preferencefor low cognitive effort, the clause-secondposition
for active structuresand anaphoricgrounding, seemto be the underlying principles which
affect infori-nationstructuringof topic-commentclauses:the predicate-focusstructure.
Below are other issues discussedin this chapterwhich are not directly related to the three
principles above.
1) Lexical andproform
When the lexical forrn is chosenas the topic expressionin place of the proform, there seem
to be reasons.They are 1) to resolve ambiguity (ambiguity resolution), 2) to narrow down
the topic, 3) literary rephrasing,4) to announcetheme(thematising)and 5) to keep the major
protagonist central and focused (participantreferenceresources)(5.3.2). In verbal clauses,
pronouns are redundant. Specification of accompanimentand emphasis are some of the
purposesof this redundancy(p. 87).
2) Indefinite WiN
An indefinite W'IN as the topic is not anchored, because it does not need to be identified

(5.4.4).
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3) The predicate-focus structure is marked for commenting. We may say it is
unmarked as far as we understandthat it indicates the most frequently used structure in a
high topic-continuity texts.
Finally, this whole chapteron the predicate-focusstructuremay be expressedmost briefly:
The predicate-focusstructure has the fronted predicate for focus and its function is
commenting. The clause-secondposition is in most cases occupied by an active or
accessiblestructure(primarily the topic) for anaphoricgrounding: Px.

ARGUMENT-FOCUS STRUCTURE

6.1.

RITFRODUCTION

We have analysedthe first of the three types of clauses which has P-X sequencein the
Xhave
in
inverted
Clauses
this
the
of
chapter
sequence
we shall analyse
precedingchapter.
P.
Since this type of clausehas the samesequenceas XP Clause-FocusStructure, and
large
is
the
these
of
clauses
not
comparedto that of the clause-focusstructure,
also
number
this identificational clausehasin the pastnot receivedthe attentionit deserves.Even scholars
who recognisethis function do not treat it asan independentclausetype. As we have seenin
the Introduction, Andersen'sdefinition of his identification is far from its functional reality.
Muraoka has correctly defined this function of identification. However, he does not
distinguish this clause type from the rest of S-P clauses. As a result, he observes two
functions within this XP sequence.Niccacci recognisesthis clause type, but classifies the
type under his "predicative" naming it "markedpredicative"clauses.Even the latest linguistic
do
(1999)
in
Verbless
Clause
in
Biblical
Hebrew
in
The
Hebrew
not pay
works
contained
K.
few
for
For
to
this
example,
remarks.
a
cursory
much attention
phenomenon,except
Lowery follows Andersen's logical definition: "When both subject and predicate are
E.
Wolde
(1999,254).
identity"
the
rightly criticises
van
expresses
clause
substantives,
Andersen'slogical definition of identification and proposesto bring a functional approachto
this field following GivOn.However, since she only utilises "given-new " and "the scaleof
definiteness" as the two main axes of his analysis, he does not recognise this particular
does
but
function,
identification
(1999,329ff).
R.
Buth
this
not
type
recognises
clause
of
"Focus"
(1999,81).
his
distinct
it
it
type
treats
of
as
a
subcategory
clause
and
classify as a
W. Gross (1996) and C. van der Merwe (1999) sharethe notion with Buth.
Another feature in the past study of identificational clausesis that scholars tend to
define this clause type by grammaticalterms, such as, the statementof Lowery above.
Muraoka similarly commentsthat "when the subject is a pron. dem., S-P can only signify
identification" (10). It is an advancethat van Wolde introduces"new-given" and "the scaleof
definiteness" to this field, ' 36 and that Buth pays attention to an aspect of focus for
is
for
What
type
identification.
this
the
a
clause
particular
study
of
recognising
we need
functional approachaccompaniedwith an integratedinformation-structureperspectivewhich
considers"given-new," "the scaleof definiteness"and "focus."

136
However, if the scaleof definitenessdependson grammatical categories,it will again face the defficulties
as Andersen'sscaleof definitenessdid.
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1.1. Focus structure
From our perspective,this type of clause has a distinct focus structure which is clearly
different from other two types. Namely, only the argument is focused by fronting and
probably also by pitch prominence, while the predicate is not focused because it is
presupposed(given) betweenthe interlocutors:Xp. The fronted argument is also "old" or
"given," yet it is focusedbecauseit representsnew infon-nationor assertionwhich connects
two piecesof given information (i. e., the argumentand the proposition). Comparethis X: P
with P_X of the predicate-focusstructure and X-P of the clause-focusstructure. Capitals
137
focus
by
fronting
mark
and pitch prominence.
6.1.2. Function
The function of this focus structure is also distinct. It is identification. Identification relates
or identifies a referent with a missing argumentof the proposition (see Introduction under
"Muraoka"). A typical one is "MIKEbroke the window" as the answer to a question "who
broke the window?" In this sentence,Nfike is relatedor identified with the missing argument
X in the presupposedproposition "X broke the window. " This proposition is not focused
(low pitch). However, Nhke is focusedby high pitch.
We haveseenexamplesin the previouschapters:
Judg. 1: 1

TV_.

-.

In

11,11,11

I "Who will be the first to go up
...
2 "JUDAH is to go. "

Here Line 2 identifies "Judah"with X in the presupposedproposition of which the argument
is missing: "X will be the first to go up."
Judg. 6: 29

M371"1:1171 7ILT In
TT-TT.

Mj'l
IMIM
"* -7T-TT

MiOD VNil-IM

It'l-a

"Who did this?"
"GIDEON son of JOASH did it. "

Similarly Judge. 6:29 relates Gideon with the missing argument of the presupposed
proposition: "X did it. " In these examples, the argumentsare focused (fronted and highpitched) and the presupposedelementsare not. Thus Xp Argument-FocusStructure.
We must be remindedagainthat prepositionalphrasesand adverbs are also considered
as argumentsin our theory. We have seenan example,

ýii
irýq nn,, riný

Judg. 15:10

TV.

IYý11

jjjQj-r1X

TT

IJOXý

I

"Why have you come up against us?"

2 "We have come up to BIND SAMSON.. "

In Line 2, "come up" is presupposedand therefore not focused, while the prepositional
phraseis fronted for focus. Line 2 identifies it with the missing argumentof the presupposed
proposition: "you come up to do X. " Contrast is intended and becomes evident by the
"'
context. Probably R. Buth, W. Gross and C. van der Merwe would not interpret this
clause as identificational but simply as "Focus." However, if we do not take into

137
See 3.4.2 "Focus by pitch prominence in Hebrew" in p. 61.
138
See 4 "Contrast, Emphasisand Focus" in pp. 66ff.
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considerationthe fact that "come up" is presupposedand not focused, we would not fully
understandthe information structureof this clause.
Let us look at someother exampleswithin our data.The first one is #12 Exod. 16:15:
Nui In

.T

vinn

INTI
Nul

I Whenthe sonsof Israelsawit, theysaidto oneanother,"What is it?"
2 For they did not know what it was. And Moses said to them,
3 "THAT is the bread which the Lord has GIVEN YOU to eat. " [Shimasaki]

Here in Line 3,1 proposethat NIM is focused while Crlý,-Tis not, becausethe bread which
the Lord was going to give is repeatedlymentionedand thus activatedin 16:4,8 and 12. See
v. 8 in particular whereMosesspecifically told the Israelitesthat

-Ifun
TTI.,

cný rilm,
T

when the Lord gives you meat to eat in the evening,
and bread to the full in the morning,

MosesrelatesNIM,the thin flakes, with the breadwhich Moses mentionedto the Israelitesin
v. 8. NIMis fronted for focus to be identified with X of "X is the bread which the Lord has
given you to cat." The presupposedelement00ý71 is not focused. Thus Argument-Focus
Structure. Notice here that

141
is anchored"' to the nynx%
for
clause"'
reactivation

(ren-dnder)which has the predicate-focusstructure. Within this subordinate clause, the
fronted predicate jrlý is focused by fronting and pitch prominence, and the latter predicate
T

'.

TVT

M_")ý
may also be focusedby middle or high pitch. The active referentin lexical form

142
(reactivation)711717
has
probably
middle pitch.
We have observedsome distinct features of this clause type: its focus structure and
function. In the following sections,we shall seeexamplesin which the clausesof this type
areusedin inter-clausalandtext-unit levels.
Below are other examples.
From nominal clauses 143

139
See5.4.3 in p. 106 for anchoring.
"0 H. Parunak analyses-IVK clausesfrom a text-linguistic perspective.Since his study does not deal with
our question directly, he comments "that the relative construction put the modifier in focus" (107). By
focus he means "a mechanism for drawing the reader'sattention to a subject and insisting, "This is
important. Pay attention" (1996,107, n. 10).
Seep. 44 for reactivation.
Seep. 90 for "Middle pitch." Again this inference is from the principles of the clause-secondposition for
the active structures. See the previous chapter for this principle, 3.4.2 "Focus by pitch prominence in
Hebrew" in pp. 61ff and 5.3.5 "Divided PredicateDomain" in pp. 103ff.
143
#21 Gen. 27:24 and #21 Gen. 27:21 may have Clause-FocusStructure.
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N171and Nlj7i: #19 Gen. 24:65 (my master, as an answer to "who" question), #3
Gen. 36:24 (Anah), 144#12 Gen. 41:28 (the interpretation of the dream),,45 #18 Gen.
42: 14 (being spies, cf. v. 12), #3 Exod. 6:26 (Aaron and Moses), #11 Exod. 12:42 (the
vigil night), #3 Num. 26:9 (Dathan and Abiram), #12 Deut. 18:22 (N-Ij-i in v. 22 is X of
"X is the word which the Lord has not spoken in v. 21)
'INN: #20 Num. 18:20
Výrl
12N I amyour portion.
146

DIM #17 Exod. 6:27

147

#8 Num. 20: 13
UP-i-i:

N 01 -NO71Qi-i THEYweretheoneswho spoketo Pharaoh
T
M:P-Iin "in ili'Di-i THOSE were the waters ofMeribah,

From verbal clauses
Fronted adverb: Gen. 39:9 (J"NI interrogative), Gen. 43: 16
(Mjjý

TT-

Gen. 32: 20

Fronted object (response):Gen. 37: 16.

From Deuteronomy Deut. 5:3 (W-IN)
T-

6.2.

WITH CONTRASTIVE MEMBERS

Argument-FocusStructureis often usedto contrastarguments.For example,
IS am. 8:7:

myl!npgnj

ýipý
owl
vnw-,

J'ýx rin"o-vix

't

it)

T

IN n
TT

And the Lord said to Samuel,
I "Listen to the voice of the people in regard to all that they say to you,
2 for they have NOTrejectedYou,
3 but they have rejectedMe from being king over them.

Muraoka sees that Jni-i N6 is fronted for contrast in this clause. To describe it more
accurately,this phraseis fronted not for contrastbut for identification. The proposition "they
rejectedX" is presupposed.Line 2 identifies "not you" with the X of the presupposed

144
The '1;7N clausereminds the readerwho Anah was (reactivation).This may have Clause-FocusStructure.
Josephidentifies his interpretation (vv. 25-27) with the God's revelation he mentioned in v. 16.
In Ex. 6: 13 the Lord commandedMoses and Aaron to bring the Israelites out of Egypt. Then follows the
family tree. This is the closing verse of the text-unit concerning the family backgroundof Moses and
Aaron.
Mns-iis anaphoric referring to the water which Moses brought out at Kadesh (vv. 1-13). The term,
'173
the watersof Meribah, does not appearin the text-unit. However the senderseemsto sharewith

I ....
the receiverthe common knowledge of the waters of Meribah, that the sendersimply reidentifies the
incident with the term.
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148
from
becomes
"
Contrast
"you"
"me.
Lines 2
the
context:
proposition.
evident only
against
"'
Parallel
Construction.
form
Fopus
3
Argument
and

An adverbialphrasemay function asan argumentin Argument-FocusStructure.Gen. 29:25
17V

ýrl-):

in-=

l

Was it NOT for RACHEL that I served

T

T"*:

with you?

Gen. 31:6 (not half-heartedly)

p'n"N-noz mnv
"And you know that I have servedyour father with ALL

'n jov-1, n3m
MY STRENGTH.

These identificational examples show contrast by explicit (Leah in 29: 25) or implicit (not
half-heartedly) contrastive members."' The latter, the implicit contrast, seems to be used to
151
express emphasis.
Below are other examples
From nominal clauses
#29 Ptc Gen. 31: 50

"X is with us to be witness" is presupposed.

Contrasted with "man")
From verbal clauses
Judg. 13:22 (131WI 07fý; j we have seen God)*Fronted subject: Judg. 7: 2 ([not the
*T
Lord but] my own power), Judg. 8: 23 (with contrastive members), Judg. 9: 54 (not a

him"
is
killed
focused.
"Someone
),
Gen.
but
thus
presupposed
a
and
not
woman.
man,
41: 16, lSam. 14:45. Fronted object: Deut. 24:6 (nothing but life, emphasis may be
nIjN*."you are seeing" is
detected), Judg. 9:36 (not men, but the shadow W-1,171
but
(nobody
her);
3
for Judg. 13:22 see p. 133. Fronted
Judg.
14:
else
presupposed),
(,
Gen.
Gen.
34:
31
MiM7I<>usual
(rl*-)ýýto
Gen.
42:
9
woman),
pasture),
adverb:
.TV

3ý<>not to
43:9 (IDjI,$<>nobody else), Gen. 45:5 (MIM?
TT

destroy), Deut. 24: 15

(11ý'Xl<>nothing else), Judg. 4:9 (jIVN--i`: X>Barak), Judg. 9: 15 (nnh': <>falsely),
V

TTV1.1;

Judg. 14:15 (UV'11ý71<>forjoy), Judg. 20:28 cim<>v.
"
not on different days).
:1:

-ITTV

23), ISam. 2:34 (-IrIN Milz <>

From Deuteronomy
Deut. 5:4 (not from distance, but face to face), Deut. 5: 15 (not a free man but a
slave), Deut. 5:27 (not God but you), Deut. 7:6 (you <> out of all the peoples), Deut.
7:21 (not a weak god, but awesome Lord your God), Deut. 8:7 (nobody else but the
Lord), ' 52 Deut. 8: 18 (<> my power in v. 17), Deut. 9:6 (not because of your
(you
19
Deut.
10:
are not alien now but you were before), Deut. 11:2
righteousness),
(not with your sons but to you. see v. 7), Deut. 11:7 ([)nI3ID"X has seen all the great
work" is presupposed.Contrastive with v. 2, "not your sonS").

See also 4.2 "Contrast" in p. 66.
See 8.2.2 "Argument-FocusParallel Construction" pp. 184ff.
See 4.2.4 "Implicit Contrast" in p. 71.
See 4.2.4 "Implicit Contrast" p. 71.
152
This can be the clause-focusstructure(exclarnatory/proclamatory).
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CLOSING FORMULA

Let us now turn to a formula which is frequently used in Biblical Hebrew. This formula
consists of a demonstrativepronoun followed by a noun phrase. This pronoun is used
"
anaphorically, and this formula hasthe Argument-FocusStructure.For example,#9 Gen.
36:17:

rn, JIýN nm

r0xýl
tnrp
T

I And THESEare the SONSof REUEL,

2 Esau'sson: chief Nahath, chief Zerah, chief Shammah,chief Mizzah.
3 THESEare the chiefs descendedfrom Reuel in the land of Edom;

Line 1: A text unit of a list starts with an introductory clause which consists of a
demonstrativepronoun followed by a generalcategory.This pronoun is cataphoric,namely,
it refersto items following. This function and its infon-nationstructure will be discussedin
"Introductory Fonnula" in the following chapter.
Line 2: items of the list follow.
Line 3: the clausehas the anaphoric

which refers to the items precedingand therefore

ýNIV-l
is
MýX is the sameactive referent
the subject 71ýN an active referent.The predicate
usedin Line 1. Namely both the subject and the predicateare active and presupposed.The
function of the closing fon-nulais to identify

with X of the presupposedproposition "X

ýNIDl
`MýN is not. This is
are the chiefs descendedfrom Reuel." MýN is focused, while
Argument-Focus Structure.
Numerous lists in the Pentateuch have the structure represented in the clause above.
Let us call the structure and function of the first clause "introductory formula" and the latter
"closing formula. "
I posit here that the introductory formula with a cataphoric demonstrative pronoun has
Clause-Focus Structure, and the closing formula with an anaphoric demonstrative pronoun
has Argument-Focus Structure.
understanding may be exemplified in Shinkaiyaku, a modem
translation. After the list of names of the descendants of Ham, Gen. 10:20 reads:
This

Japanese

%m
Dnjuýý nntinxunýOn-n -IýN
crrt. n onýn\,
TTTT

by their lands,
THESE
arethesonsof Ham,accordingto their families,accordingto their languages,
by their nations.
Shinkaiyaku translates:
DO ga

...

Hamuno shison de aru.

(ABOVE, focus-marker ga....

the descendants of Ham)

This translation represents identificational Argument-Focus Structure.

"' See "Anaphoric grounding" in p. 89.
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Muraoka commentson S-P clauses with a demonstrative pronoun that "when the
subjectis a pron. dem., S-P can only signify identification" (10). His rule may be applied to
clausesin this section.I agreewith Muraoka that S-P clauseswith a demonstrativepronoun
in this section (Line 3 of Gen. 36: 17 above, for example) are identificational. However, I
will argue in the following chapter that the introductory formula with a cataphoric
demonstrative pronoun (Line 1 of Gen. 36:17 above, for example) may not be
identificational, becausethey are not relating two active referents, but rather, introducing
new referents. Introductory Formula has a different focus structure from Closing Formula,
although the grammaticalconstructionsare identical. This distinction can be observed only
through the information-structureanalysis.
Let us examinetwo more examples.
Deut. 5: 22:
TT

"THESE WORDSthe Lord spoke to all your assembly.

"The Lord spokeX to all your assembly"is presupposed.The anaphoric
it-

j,1111154is identified with X. This verseclosesthe Decaloguein Deut. chapter5.

Num. 7: 12

At the dedicationof the tabernacle,eachleaderof the 12 tribes brought his offering.
The list startswith the day and the nameof the leaderasin Num. 7: 12:
in-p-rix
n

jiJwl"i

T

T

Tr

Now the one who presentedhis offering on the first day
was Nahshonthe son of Arnminadab, of the tribe of Judah;

Then comes a list of items presented, such as silver utensils and animals. This section of
Nahshon ends with a clause, Num. 7: 17:
pip

T

rit

THIS

was the offering of Nahshonthe son of Arnminadab.
711 refers to the items offered which are described in the immediately

preceding

(anaphoric

with

use). This clause relates 7Q, that refers to the items offered,

activated proposition:
Argument-Focus

"X

was the offering

text

X of the

of Nahshon. " Thus this is identification

of

Structure. The same structure is repeated for the twelve tribe leaders in #8

154
The referent refers to the immediately precedingDecalogue.M. Weinfeld (1991,323), E. Merrill (1994,
158) and J. Tigay (1996,72) put this v. 22 as the beginning of the text-unit (vv. 22-33). However,
Christensenplace at the end of the Decalogueas the closure:
This verse functions as a summary conclusion to the "ten words" and as a bridge to what follows.
(1991,125)
Our observation of this formula seems to support Christensen. P. Craigie (1976,165) has a similar
understandingwith Christensen.
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Num. 7: 17, Num. 7: 23, Num. 7:29, Num. 7:35, Num. 7:41, Num. 7:47, Num. 7: 53,
Num. 7:59, Num. 7:65, Num. 7:71, Num. 7:77, Num. 7: 83.
What we haveobservedis not insignificant, since numerous lists are summarisedand
closedwith this particular formula (see below). The information-structureanalysis with the
aspectof focus structurehasenabledus to recognisethe distinct function of this clausetype.
Other examples of Closing Formula:
rl'sýi (the number in the parenthesis indicates the verse number of its
corresponding introductory formula): #16 Gen. 9: 17 (12), #8 Lev. 7: 35, #12 Lev. 7: 37,
#15 Lev. 11:46 (2), #15 Lev. 12:7, #15 Lev. 13: 59, #18 Lev. 14:32 (2), #11 Lev.
14:54, #13 Lev. 14:57, #16 Lev. 15:32, #9 Num. 4: 28 (24), #9 Num. 4: 33 (31), #16
Num. 5: 29, #16 Num. 6: 21, #15 Num. 7: 88, #12 Num. 34: 13 (2), #12 Deut. 34: 4, #26
Num. 28: 14 (Sd-Pind).155
With

(unless specified, these clauses have their corresponding introductory
*ý
formula): #6 Gen. 9: 19, #9 Gen. 10:20, #6 Gen. 10:29, #9 Gen. 10:31, #9 Gen. 10:32,
#6 Gen. 25:4, #5 Gen. 25: 16, #8 Gen. 35:26, #8 Gen. 36: 5, #8 Gen. 36: 12, #9 Gen.
With 7*t

36: 16, #8 Gen. 36: 17, #15 Gen. 36:21, #15 Gen. 36:30, #9 Gen. 36:43, #4 Gen. 36: 16,
#4 Gen. 36: 19, #8 Gen. 46: 15 (without introductory formula), #8 Gen. 46: 18 (without
introductory formula), #8 Gen. 46: 22 (without introductory formula), #8 Gen. 46: 25
(without introductory formula), #4 Exod. 6: 15, #15 Exod. 6: 19, #13 Exod. 6:24, #15
Exod. 6:25, #12 Exod. 19:6, #11 Lev. 11:31, #8 Lev. 23:37, #12 Lev. 26:46, #12 Lev.
27:34, #13 Num. 1:16, #12 Num. 1:44, #8 Num. 3: 3, #14 Num. 3:21, #14 Num. 3: 27,
#5 Num. 3:33, #9 Num. 4: 15, #16 Num. 4: 37, #8 Num. 4:41, #8 Num. 4:45, #9 Num.
10:28, #16 Num. 13:16, #13 Num. 26:7, #9 Num. 26:37, #8 Num. 26:63, #12 Num.
30: 17, #18 Num. 34:29, #12 Num. 36: 13, #12 Deut. 4: 45 (dubious, it can be the
introductory formula with Clause-Focus Structure).

6.4.

SUMMARY

OF "ARGUMENT-FOCUS

STRUCTURE"

The clauseswe haveanalysedare smallerin numberthan other typesof clausesand have not
beenrecognisedas an independentclausetype. Nevertheless,we have discoveredits distinct
featuresin focus structureand in function.
In thoseclausesthe non-predicateelementsare fronted, and the predicatesfollow: XP. The predicateherepresentsa presupposedor active proposition betweenthe interlocutors.
I havepositedthat the fronted argumentis focusedby fronting and by pitch prominenceand
the predicateis not focused:X-p.
The function of these clauses is identification, which relates the fronted argument with

the missing argumentof the presupposedproposition. Such as
Judg. 1:1

13ý-Mý171 'in
T

71ý! P

M-117

Who will be the first to go up
.
JUDAH is to go.

155
Shinkaiyaku, a Japanesemodem translation, marks the subjectsof some of theseclausesas focused by the
focus marker ga. They are Lev. 11:46, #15 Lev. 12:7, #15 Lev. 13:59, #16 Lev. 15:32, #9 Num. 4: 33,
#16 Num. 5:29, #16 Num. 6:21, #15 Num. 7: 88, #12 Num. 34: 13, #12 Deut. 34:4. It appearsthat there
is room for further study of this Focus Structure for more systematicemployment of ga.
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Here, the clause relates the argument (Judah) with X (the missing argument) of a proposition
"X should go" which is presupposed between the interlocutors.
This Argument-Focus Structure is not only used in an answer which responds to the
question which asks to identify the argument such as above, but also
1) to contrast arguments (6.2):

Gen. 29:25

ýrrl;
linD 'n-Iny
Was it NOT for RACHEL that I served with you?
56

Gen. 31:6 (not half-heartedly)'

wing yib-ý= :) It-.
I
"And you know that I have served your father with ALL MY STRENGTH.
2) and to close a list (Closing Formula 6.3):

Num. 7: 17:

M-inn-D-1; Itim
Tr

pip

rit

THISwas the offering of Nahshonthe son of Arnminadab.

Closing formula is of particular importance,since it appearsto be an establisheddevice to
close numerous lists in Biblical Hebrew.

"' This implicit contrast may be used to expressemphasis.See4.3.4 "Emphasisby contrast" in p. 79.

7.

CLAUSE-FOCUS STRUCTURE

7.1.

INTRODUCTION

We have looked at the first and secondfocus structuresin the precedingtwo chapters.This
presentchapterwill considerthe third and the last type, XP Clause-FocusStructure.
In verbal clauses,word-order inversion has been the object of extensivestudy among
Hebraistsin recentyearsand its pragmaticfunctions are well recognised."' Therefore the
contentsof this chapterare not unique in the treatmentof verbal clausesexcept that we will
classify those pragmatic functions according to three linguistic levels: information-level,
inter-clausal level and text-unit (discourse) level. Although these distinctions are not
absolute,they may resolvesometen-ninologicalconfusion.
This chapter,however, still hopesto contribute to the study of word order in two other
respects.One is that it proposesthe sameframework for both nominal and verbal clauses
and anotheris to offer a ground for multiple functions with a single focus structure.
First feature.
We have seen in Introduction that only a few have related these pragmatic functions to
nominal clauses. Niccacci is one of those few. He observes similar functions between SP

and XV. This chapterhopes to show that XV and SP share the samepragmatic functions.
Namely, this whole chapterwill demonstratethat XV in verbal clausesand SP in nominal
clausessharethe samepragmaticfunctions and constitutethe single clause-focusstructureof
Biblical Hebrew.
Secondfeature.
The second possible contribution of this chapter is related to the reason for functional
multiplicity of this focus structure.We have seenin Introduction that scholarshave observed
many pragmaticfunctions in a single type of verbal clause:the X-V sequence.Its diversity of
implications and the number of technicalterms attachedto those implications strike us. Just
to name a few, they include GKC's state, J-Muraoka's circumstantial clause, "at the very
beginning of a statement," Muraoka's circumstantialclause, Lambdin's circumstantialuse,
explanatoryor parentheticaluse and initial use, circumstantial clause of SBH (Andersen),
episode-initial, topic-shifting, Khan's marking of span boundaries, Niccacci's anteriolity,
simultaneity and circumstantial clause, and D-Gibson's marking off-line remarks and
circumstantialclause.Though their observationsand descriptionof thesepragmaticfunctions
may be valid, no one has offered a possible reasonfor this phenomenonof great functional
multiplicity for a single clausetype. This chapterhopesto offer a possiblereasonfor it.

"' See 1.2 "Past Studiesof Verbal clauseword order" in pp. 27ff for detail.
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7.1.1. Focus structure
First, we shall considerthe focus structureof the clauseswe are going to deal with.
The XP clause-focus structure may be easily distinguished from other two focus
structuresby the receiver. The fronted argumentof Clause-FocusStructure announcesits
difference from Px of the predicate-focusstructure (XP is different from Px). The focused
predicateof Clause-FocusStructureannouncesits difference from the non-focusedpredicate
of Argument-FocusStructure (XP is different from Xp). For native speakersthere would
havebeenminimum ambiguity, if any, betweenthesethree structures,just as thereis nonein
English or other languages.
In English, only the argument is focused and high-pitched in Argument-Focus
Structure. In Clause-FocusStructure, both the predicateand the argumentare focused and
high-pitched.English usesonly pitch prominenceto indicate focus:
Predicate-Focus Structure
Argument-Focus Structure

John is My FRIEND.
JOHNis my friend.

Clause-Focus Structure

JOHNis My FRIEND.

Even Japanese,which expressesfocus by particles, uses pitch to distinguish Clause-Focus
Structure from Argument-FocusStructure.158We may therefore infer that Biblical Hebrew
"'
had
high
focused
also
pitch on
elements. If this were the case, it would not have been
difficult for native speakersof Biblical Hebrew to distinguish the two different focus
structuresin the clausesbelow when they heardthem, becauseof the pitch prominenceor its
lack on the secondelements:
(1)

r

(2)

1t2

TflIT1

(1) has pitch prominenceon 711MI,but not on
T.

V-.

-

(Xv) while (2) has pitch prominence

(XV). However, we cannot verify it due to the lack of the native

both on 7111711
and on -ftl
T

speakerof the ancientHebrew, and therefore,we need to recover the prominenceor its lack
from the textual context.
The context of (1) is:
Judg. 1:1

`/ý
1ý!V, m-ilm, rill-i" -Inx7ml
.:

-

--r-.

T:

*-

I "Who will be the first to go up
?
...
2 The Lord answered,"JUDAH is to go. "

Here, the proposition "X goes up" is presupposed,and therefore "MýD` is to go" is not
focused, while M-11711
is focused becauseit is the argument identified with X. Thus Xv
T.

Argument-Focus Structure.
In (2), Josh. 18:5:

"' See 3.3 "In other languages"in pp. 55ff.
159
See 3.4.2 "Focus by pitch prominence in Hebrew" in pp. 61ff for detail.
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C)Ipým
'minwhrink lpýrinml
T

mnn

jim'm
I

And they shall divide it into sevenportions;

-It='

1-mr,not, mml

2 JUDAH shall stay in its TERRITORYon the SOUTH,
3 and the house Of JOSEPH shall stay in their TERRITORY on the NORTH. 160

In Line 2 and 3, the subjectsare M11717
and J; ýil rll;,

and the predicatesare "stay on the

south" and "stay on the north." Line 2 and 3 form a clause-focusparallel constructionwhere
eachclausehas a fresh new start (independentor non-sequentialto one another).This will be
discussedin detail in the following chapter. I propose here that the subjectsare focused by
fronting and by high pitch and the predicatesare focusedby high pitch.
We need to admit that recovering high pitch or low pitch from the context cannot be
freed from subjectivity completely. Nevertheless, the information-structure analysis
(particularly active or non-active, here) incorporatedwith analysis of literary features(such
asparallel construction),pragmatics(such asquestion-answer)and discourseanalysis (such
as onset functions) will enable us to distinguish Argument-Focus Structure from ClauseFocusStructurewith considerableaccuracy.161
To sum up, I proposethat the clause-focusstructurehas the fronted argumentwhich is
focusedby fronting and high pitch and the following predicateis also focused by high pitch.
Both the argumentand the predicateare focused:XP.
7.1.2. Function of Clause-Focus Structure

Let us now turn to the functions of this focus structure.
7.1.2.1. Marked for a high-costcognitive effort
I propose to apply Chafe's "activation cost" to understandthis structure and posit that in
Biblical Hebrew the clause-focusstructureis marked"' for the need of a high-cost cognitive
effort, while the other two signal its absence(unmarked). This understandingmay offer a
possiblereasonfor multiplicity of functions indicatedby this clausetype.
Clause-Focus Structure indicates that the receiver needs to make a hieh-cost cognitive

effort to verceivesomewap-maticimnlicationsor functions from the context other than
commentinRand identification.
Let us consider this point using an English example. A native English speakercan
clearly distinguish the threefocus structuresbelow:

'60See p. 47 for English End-Focus.
161See 3.4.2 "Focus by pitch prominence in Hebrew" in pp. 61ff for our understandingof the Massoretic
accentualsystem.
in the senseof #1 of markedness.See5.6.3 "Markedness"in pp. 116ff.
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"John is My FRIEND,"
or "He is My FRIEND."

(2) Argument-Focus

Structure

(3) Clause-Focus Structure

"JOHN is my friend, " or "JOHN is. "
"JOHN is My FRIEND."

(capitals are high-pitched)

If uttered out of the blue, (1) and (2) do not make sense,because(1) and (2) presupposethat
they are informationally dependenton the preceding information. However in (3), the
receiverwill attemptto understandthe sentence,seekingsome clues from the verbal or nonverbal context.The receivermay ask himself instantly, "Is the speakergolng to give a talk on
his friend called John?" "Is the speakerproclaiming it?" "Has the speakerbeen thinking of
John and is it an out-burst T' In short, (3) expectsthe receiver to make a high-cost cognitive
effort in order to identify the pragmaticimplicationsor functions from the contextthat are not
commentingor identification. If the receiver,then,hears the speakercontinue that "he had a
car accidentyesterday," the receiverimmediatelyunderstandsthat (3) was topicalising and
initiating a new episode.The sentence(3) indicated a need of a high-cost cognitive effort
which resultedin perceivingsomepragmaticfunctions.
The processabovemay be schernatisedas follows:
I FrontedArgumentand Dual-foci (XP)
2 -> Expectshigh-costcognitiveeffort (deviationfrom commenting)
3
Results
in
its
implications
functions
perceiving
contextual
or
pragmatic
->
Figure 3: High-cost cognitive effort and Implications

7.1.2.2. Marked for other pragmaticfunctions
To put it more plainly, the clause-focusstructure is marked for pragmatic implications or
functions other than commenting and identification. This understanding is particularly
important, becauseit gives a reasonwhy scholarsobserveda wide range of functions under
one category.
Statusof the clause-initialposition
This interpretationof the clause-focusstructureneedsfurther elaborationin reference
to the prominenceof the clause-initialposition. One may ask if the fronted elementof the
clause-focusstructure signifies more prominencethan the rest of the clause. The answer is
no, while that of other two focus structuresdoesmeanthat it is more prominent.
Muraoka and Niccacci point out that not all the fronted elementsare emphaticin XP
163
Muraoka
(1985)
in
S
SV
clauses.
observes non-emphatic
some of
clauses. He also

They are "avoidanceof the waw consecutive" (which includes circumstantial clauses),IS being subject,
God being subject,and chiasmus(34-36).
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observes non-emphatic objects in some of OV clauses. 164Niccacci similarly comments on
his S-P (or X-P) presentative clauses:
No emphasis falls on the first element of the presentative sentence simply because the
sentenceis not predicative, i. e., there is no predicative nexus in it between (grammatical)
subject and (grammatical) predicate. (220)
According to Niccacci, in predicative clauses (P-S and V-X), a certain importance falls on
the first element, however, it does not happen to the first element of presentative clauses.
The function of the third type of clause is not predicating the subject, but it has a pragmatic
function in addition to predicating the subject.
I agree with them that our clause-focus structure does not imply more emphasis or
even more of informational prominence on the fronted element than the others. Unlike other
two focus structures where the fronted elements have more informational prominence, the
dual foci of the clause-focus structure are so marked to indicate deviation from other focus

structures.Lambrechtalso arguesagainstthe notion that the focus on the subject indicates
that the subject is more informationally prominent. He claims that this "inversion" (320) is
necessarybecauseotherwise "it would necessarilyresult in predicate-focusconstrualof the
proposition" (321). In order to indicate other pragmaticimplications or functions, the dual
foci are needed.
In circumstantialclauses
One may further questionthe statusthe clause-initialposition in circumstantialclauses.
The fronted argumentof a circumstantialclausedoesnot seemto be focused.For example,
#1 Gen. 14:7:
Then they turned BACK and came to EN-MISHPAT(that is KADESH), and CONQUERED.

In English the pitch of "that" in (that is Kadesh) may not be as high as Kadesh, however, it
is not as low as "It" in a sentence "It is Kadesh. " Besides, in order to indicate that it is
parenthetical, English translations sometimes put it in parenthesis or to put commas.
Namely, English has some means to indicate the pragmatic implication of parenthetical "that
is Kadesh. " Hebrew, I propose, indicates this parenthetical pragmatic implication by the
clause-focus structure: the whole clause is focused. The pitch on the argument may not be as
high as the predicate, however, I infer that it is still higher than non-focused xljý in the
165
"
in
"XIM
it
is
XIM
Nn=
UNCLEAN. Above all, N171is
predicate-focus structure, such as
focused by word order here.

The question raised is also relatedthe definition of focus. Our focus does not mean
intensification, emphasisor contrast.

They are chiasmus, avoidanceof waw consecutive,responseto question, cognate object and peculiarity
with the legal texts (39,40).
See3.4.2 "Focus by pitch prominencein Hebrew" in pp. 61ff and "Middle pitch" in pp. 90ff.
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In summary, even in circumstantialclauses,both the argument and the predicateare
focused in order to indicate the need of a high-cost cognitive effort to look for some
pragmaticimplications from the context (other thancommentingandidentification).
7.1.2.3. Various implications of "independence"
The pragmaticfunctions or implications that scholarshave observedin X-V verbal clauses
may vary, however, they seem to have a characterof "independence." This is probably
becausethe clause-focusstructurecan be independentof the preceding information, while
the other two structuresare dependenton it.
Informational Indepgridence,
In the predicate-focus structure and the argument-focus structure, clauses are depgrident on
the old or presupposed information in the preceding context. They are the preferred active
topic in Predicate-Focus Structure (P-2j) and both the argument and the predicate in
Argument-Focus Structure (X-V). However, in the clause-focus structure, a clause CAN have
a brand-new referent or an inactive referent as the topic and at the same time it is not viewed
166
ill-formed
(see
English
JOHN
is
This possible
the
above
example:
My MEND).
as
informational independence is indicated by Clause-Focus Structure which requires a highcost cognitive effort.

Logical or TemporalIndependence:Non-sequentiality
We will observe below in this chapter that clauseswith Clause-FocusStructure are often
logically or temporally independentof the preceding texts (non-sequential).For example,
circumstantialclause and clauseswith discourse functions (onset, background, peak and
closure)stop the flow of a narrative and convey pragmaticimplications which is beyond the
propositional content of one clause. This non-sequentiality or logical and temporal
independenceis probably related to its possible informational independence. These
implications are made possible by Clause-Focus Structure which requires a high-cost
cognitive effort.

7.1.3. "Focus" of Functional Grammar
Before we start our examinationof SP and XV clauses, it may be useful to compare our
theory with Functional Grammarwith specialreferenceto "focus."
S. Dik, W. Gross and R. Buth distinguish the fronted "Focus" from the fronted
"Topic" (or "Topic placement," "Contextualizing Constituent" or CC). They say only
"Focus" is focusedwhile "Topic" is not. I posit that both are focusedin our theory.
Dik categorises languages into two types: prefield languages (SOV) postfield
languages(VSO, including Hebrew). He gives the verb the central position and observes
particular functions in the deviation from this normal pattern.One function of the fronting of
non-verbalelementsis highlighting:
J. Pierrehumbert and J. Hirschberg relate high pitch with new information in English (1990). See
specially 288-89.
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The Principle of Pragmatic Highlighting
Constituents with special pragmatic functionality (New Topic, Given Topic, Completive
Focus, Contrastive Focus) are preferably placed in "special positions", including, at least,
the clause-initial position. (1989,343)
He comments further on the difference between "Focus" and "Topic placement":
The most common "extra-position"
is the position immediately before the Verb.
Languages which have this position typically use it for Focus constituents, while using PI
[clause-initial-position]
for Topic placement. Such languages have two special positions
in the Prefield; constituents without special pragmatic function end up in the Postrield.
(1989,365)
Gross adopts Dik's

framework,

quotes this latter comment in his essay (1999) and argues

that Hebrew can have "nonfocused"
reporting,

episode-initial,

authorial

commentaries,

Namely

some non-verbal

[non-emphatic]

explanatory
narrative

(40) preverbal elements, such as, event-

circumstantial

recourse

clause,

and supplement

elements are fronted

background

information

not for "Focus"

infon-flation,

(1999,40-45).

but for these pragmatic

functions and thesefronted topical elementsare "nonfocused."
It needsto be pointed out herethat their definition of "Focus" is considerablydifferent
from ours. For R. Buth, focus is equivalent to "be contrastive" "to fill in
missing
...
information" [identification], or for "special enforcement, through repetition" [emphasis]
(1999,81). W. Gross uses focus and emphasis interchangeablythroughout his article
(1999,39-40). C. van der Merwe seemsto follow Gross in its usage(1999,345-47). Their
"Focus" is associatedwith contrast,identification and emphasis.
However, asI have illustrated in chapter4, "Contrast, Emphasis and Focus," contrast
is not expressed by syntax or fronting but by the presence of contrastive members.
Repetition may be one meansof emphasisbut it belongs to literary device not to syntax.
Gross' use of "Focus" appearsto have fallen back to the past when fronting was equated
with emphasis.If W. Gross's emphasismeans intensification (loud voice), intensification
doesnot belong to syntax or word order but to prosody.If they suggestthat "Focus" is used
for identification, they needto show what is the missing argumentof which proposition. To
put it the other way around, they do not distinguish two distinct focus structures: the Xp
argument-focusstructureand the XP clause-focusstructure.
In addition, their "Focus" does not capturethe focus on the predicatein an ordinary
commentclause,such as
Lev. 13:51

a
b

vnri mxminrum,;
Nn=
IN11-i

the mark is a leprous MALIGNANCY,
it is UNCLEAN.

-InKil
Gen. 15:5
and he SAID,
According to our theory of focus structure,thesefronted predicatesare focused,even though
they do not carry special "Focus" of identity, contrastor emphasis. Similarly they do not

seeour focus presentin the "Topic" of event-reportingor episode-initial clauses,such as
#31 Gen. 6:9

145
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nj n.;-6in rlýtý
UPIN

lln-1173 1"111-i
MInn P1,11-:;
TT

ýI

M

1. THESE are the RECORDS of the GENERATIONS of NOAH.
2. NOAH was a RIGHTEOUS MAN, BLAMELESS in his TIME;
3. Noah walked

with GOD.

Buth, Gross and van der Menve may not see "Focus" in the fronted rlý in Line 2. It is not
for "Focus" but for pragmatic functions, such as, "Topic Placement," "Contextualizing
Constituent," "episode-initial" and others. However, it is focused in our definition in orde
to indicate those pragmatic functions. Even in English, Noah in Line 2 "NOAH was a
RIGHTEOUS
MAN"is high-pitched,namely focused,to indicate topicalisationor initiation of an
episode. L. Kumpf, who analysedpitch phenomenain the structure of stories of English,
it
functions
high
first
She
in
English.
this
the
calls
recognisespragmatic
of
pitch on
word
"high onset" and its functions are initiation, surprise and evaluations on the event (1987,
210,214). Noah in Line 2 may not be "Focused"by their definition, but it is focused in our
terms for a pragmatic function of initiation or topicalisation both in English and in
Hebrew.167We may infer that Hebrew also has this "high onset," that is, even the fronted
"Topic" elementis focused not only by fronting and also by pitch prominencein order to
indicateits pragmaticfunction: topicalisationandinitiation.
We have shown the different understandingof focus in those three scholarsfrom our
thesis. This difference is not insignificant, since it will affect the overall presentation of
theory. It appears that "Focus" of Functional Grammarians probably needs further
refinementsso that "Focus" may be distinguishedfrom the notions of contrast,emphasisand
intensificationand that it may capturefocus on the predicatesof commentingclausesand also
on the topics of circumstantialclausesand episode-initialclauses. Our definition of focus,
when used with the three focus structures, seems able to present complex word-order
phenomenawith manageableconcision.

7.1.4. Summaryof focus structureand function
In this introduction to the chapter,I have proposedthat someclauseswith -fronted arguments
may have the clause-focusstructure. The argumentof this structure is focused by fronting
and high pitch and the predicateis focused by high pitch: XP. This distinct focus structure
indicatesto the readerthe needof a high-cost cognitive effort in order to perceivepragmatic
functions other than commenting and identification. To put it another way, the clause-focus
structure is marked for other pragmatic functions or implications than commenting and
identification. Many of thesepragmatic implications seemto have a feature of independence

Line I has the clause-focusstructure (Introductory Formula). See below in this chapter. Line 3 probably
has the argument-focusstructure with implicit contrast "not others but with God." This in turn rnay be
usedfor emphasis.
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or non-sequentialityin termsof inforination, logic or time. This understandingof the clauseý
focus structureseemsto offer a ground for functional multiplicity of this clausetype.
Contrary to "Focus" in some of the latest linguistic works, our focus on the fronted
elementdoes not meanemphasis,contrast, intensification or identification, and the fronted
topical elementsin circumstantialclausesand others are also focused. Contrast belongs to
contextualimplicatures, intensificationbelongs to prosody and identification belongs to the
argument-focusstructure.
In the following sectionswe shall examineclauseswith fronted argumentsto verify the
focus structure and functions of the clause-focus structure which is proposed in this
introduction. The clauseswill be classified into three: information level, inter-clausallevel,
and text-unit level .

7.2.

INFORMATION-LEVEL IMPLICATIONS

Some clauses with fronted arguments seem to have a pragmatic implication on the
infon-nationlevel: activationof inactive referentand introduction of a brand-newreferent."'
In commenting (predicate-focusstructure), the clause prefers to have an active or
accessiblereferent as its topic to comment on. Though the clause can have an inactive
(unused) or a brand-new referent, it may be perceivedas an ill-formed clause, particularly
"'
without anchoring. This is why an inactive or a brand-new referent is often anchoredto
other referentsfor easieridentification.
However, a clausewith Clause-FocusStructurecan have an inactive or a brand-new
referent as the topic without being ill-formed. The reason is that Clause-FocusStructure
expectsthe receiverto make a high-costcognitive effort for processing.For example, #59
Exod. 32: 17:
ýJrr',
Mmirz.: 710Mý10
)

"There is a SOUND

of WAR

in the CAMP.

"

Here a brand-newunanchoredreferent "soundof war" is introduced.
Judg. 11:1:
ý'n

"liz-a 71,77

rinnll

Now JEPHTHAH
the GILEADITEwas a VALIANTWARRIOR.

Here a brand-newreferentJephthahis introducedand topicalised.This clausealso initiates a
new episode.Notice here the topic referent is anchoredto the tribe name, the Gileadite, for
easieridentification.
XP Clause-Focus Structure with fronted tý'N and 71MN often introduce brand-new
referents and also topicalise them. For example,
Judg. 14:2 MIM6n. nt. an i-MMM2 WWI 71dN
in Timnah,oneof the daughtersof the Philistines;
"I sawa WOMAN
Here Samson introduces a brand-new referent "a woman, " initiates an episode and

topicalisesit.
"' Lambrecht gives an exampleof "JOHNcalled" to presenta new or an inactive referent to a discourseworld.
He calls this function, presentation(18 1).
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is fronted probably for this purpose:

Jý

U"'NI

I Will NOT CUT off ONE PERSON[Shimasakil.

This is often the case in casuistic laws in Leviticus to introduce a legal case, such as Lev.
20: 11:

M N-M QIVI -IVi'sV'XI

'If

aMAN

sleeps

with his FATHER'S

WIFE...

Theseclauseswith brand-newtopic referentsare not consideredto be ill-formed or difficult
to processbecausethey have Clause-FocusStructure which signals the need of a high-cost
cognitive effort.
Similarly an inactivereferentoften appearsas the topic of a clausewith Clause-Focus
Structureand is activated(seefollowing examplesin this chapter). This is not consideredto
be ill-formed or difficult to processbecauseit has Clause-FocusStructurewhich signals the
needof a high-costcognitive effort.
We need to note two matters here. First, the activation of an inactive referent or
introduction of a brand-new referent is itself a pragmatic implication of Clause-Focus
Structure.However at the sametime, we recognisethat activation of an inactive referent or
introduction of a brand-new referent is most often connectedwith other functions, such as
initiation or topicalisation(Judg. 11:1 above), or. exclamation and initiation (Exod. 32:17
above). Since this is often the case, we do not mention this implication (activation of an
inactive referent or introduction of a brand-new referent) in each clause, unless it requires
specialattention.

7.3.

INTER-CLAUSAL

LEVEL RVIPLICATIONS

Someclauseswith fronted argumentsseemto have other various pragmaticimplications on
the inter-clausallevel (otherthan commentingandidentification). The exampleswe shall see
below havecloserelationshipswith adjacentclausesrather than with the discoursestructure.
Their pragmatic functions are 1) exclamation/proclamation;2) contrast of the whole
proposition;3) circumstantialclause;4) inter-clausalclimax; and 5) inter-clausalclosure.
First, we shall examineclauseswith an implication of exclamation/proclamation.
7.3.1. Exclamation/Proclamation
We haveseenan English example
TONY BLAIR

becamethe prime MINISTER.
This type of clause may be uttered out-of-the-blue, used in event-reporting or have
independentcharacter.It may also be used to express surprise, emotional outburst or to
presenta statementout of the context or to proclaim it solemnly. All of these features are
treatedunderthis exclamation/proclamationin our study.

See5.4.3 "Anchored and unanchoredreferents"in pp. 106ff.
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Clauses with this structure have been often understood as emphatic in the past and our
focus theory gives its ground because this explanatory/proclamatory implication of our
clause-focus structure may be used as one means of emphasis in certain contexts. However,
at the same time, we should not equate this implication with emphasis itself and it does not
justify intensification. 170

"711711
I am the Lord" in Hebrew seemsto fall in this cate ory. Though both the
'121s'
T9

subject and the predicate are often active in the receiver's mind in a text unit, it appears
seemingly "out of the blue" anywherein text units: at the beginning (#I Exod. 6:6),
mn,,.ý*n r6zo nmn7: onnix
"SAY, therefore, to the SONSOf ISRAEL,

nxtsoil-il 1,11,111
'1ýlx

'I am the LORD,and I will BRINGYOUout from under the BURDENS
of the EGYPTIANS.
in the middle (#I Lev. 18: 5) and at the end of a speech (#I Exod. 6: 8), and it seems to be
uttered as exclamation

or proclamation.

It needs to be noted again that this focus
intensification,
Clause-Focus

though

it may convey

emphasis.

structure

does not necessarily

For example,

the two

justify

sentences with

Structure above, "ToNY BLAIR became the prime. MINISTER," and "MII il '12&"
T:

-_.

can be utteredquietly.
#29 Ptc Num. 11:27 171seems to have an exclamatory implication:
bý -7-rl 'Im"I
nfn"ý!!l riw"*;
So a YOUNG MAN RAN and TOLD MOSES and SAID,
"ELDAD and MEDAD are PROPHESYING in the CAMP. "

There are other similar examples:

#1 Gen. 41:44
#1 Gen. 45:3 and #3 Gen. 45:4:
#3 Gen. 27:

19172

"I am PHARAOH,...

jjDjE)

JOSEPH!...

"

1ý'K* "I am

ý-lbn ILP717
"MX,

"I am ESAU

"

FIRST-BORN

your

See 4.3 "Emphasis" in pp. 74ff.
See p. 106 for the topic statusof -)VOM.
This structure needssomecomments.This is an answerto Isaac'squestion 1ý:-! Mr-N In Who are you, my
.;

T-.

son?" in Gen. 27: 18. This question and answerare repeatedbetweenIsaac and Esau in #20 Gen. 27: 32:
", VK"n Who are you?" "It7p I-j= J; M '13NIam your son, your first-born, Esau."
IT
There are two kinds of who-questions-one is asking to identify a missing argument in the presupposed
proposition (identification: who is the prime minister?), another is asking to add new information to the
already active or accessiblereferent (commenting:who are you?). The question, "who are you, " is asking
to comment on "you," and therefore the answer has Predicate-FocusStructure, such as in 2Sam. 1:8
tl=
is
'DtNk'
I am an Amalekite. However, we encounterthe reversedword order for the
whose answer
I am
samequestion in Gen. 27: 19,32 above and in Ruth 19 where the answer is S-Pj r1n.X r,111"D51N.
Ruth, your servant.
Since Muraoka has the same definition of identification as ours, the word order in these two casesraises a
problem for him as well. Arguing against Andersen'sdefinition of identification in this "who" issue, he
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IR"I
Mr-IN

#1 Gen. 16: 13
#19 Exod. 15: 2 173
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"THOUart a GODwho SEES"

Mt

Tnis is my GOD,

Below are other examples of this implication: exclamation or proclamation.
From nominal clauses
#53 Pte Gen. 4: 10 (the voice of your brother's blood)
Other examples of MIM" 13N:#1 Exod. 6:2, #1 Exod. 6: 29,174#1 Exod. 12:12, #3
T:..:

Exod. 29:46, #1 Lev. 18:6, #1 Lev. 18:21, #1 Lev. 19:12, #1 Lev. 19:14, #1 Lev.
19:16, #1 Lev. 19:18, #1 Lev. 19:28, #1 Lev. 19:30, #1 Lev. 19:32, #1 Lev. 19:37, #1
Lev. 21: 12, #1 Lev. 22:2, #1 Lev. 22:3, #1 Lev. 22: 8, #1 Lev. 22:30, #1 Lev. 22:31, #1
Lev. 22:33, #1 Lev. 26:2, #1 Lev. 26:45, #1 Num. 3: 13, #1 Num. 3:41, #1 Num. 3:45.
ýX
Other phraseswith divine subjects are: MD"M
M171"13NInitial: #3 Lev. 18:2, #3
Lev. 25:38, #3 Lev. 26: 13; Interim: #3 Lev. 18:4; Terminal: #3 Lev. 18:30, #3 Lev.
19:3, #3 Lev. 19:4, #3 Lev. 19:10, #3 Lev. 19:25, #3 Lev. 19:31, #3 Lev. 19:34, #3
Lev. 19:36, #3 Lev. 20:8, #3 Lev. 20:24, #3 Lev. 22: 9, #3 Lev. 22:32, #3 Lev. 22: 33,
#3 Lev. 23:22, #3 Lev. 23:43, #3 Lev. 25:55, #3 Num. 10:10, #3 Num. 15:41.
V

..

V:

T:..

notesthat the normal word order for "I am Esau" as the answer to the question "who are you" should be
'aix I-1b: 2 t7D (19-20). He calls this structure description. This is in our terms Px Predicate-Focus
Structure. This is becausethe question is asking to add new information to the already active or accessible
referent.Muraoka reasonsthat the actual reversedorder (XP) of Jacob'sanswer is due to his "eagerly selfassertiveform of the reply he chose" (19). In our terms it has exclamatory/proclamatoryconnotation. For
Ruth 3:9, Muraoka interprets it as "I am Ruth, of whom you must have heard" (19, n. 48). Namely, Ruth
identifies herself with the missing argumentof a proposition "someoneis Ruth" (there is someonecalled
Ruth working in Boaz's field). This proposition is presupposed,active or highly accessible.This is
identificatory Xp Argument-FocusStructure. Muraoka's solution is very likely valid.
Agreeing with Muraoka, I tentatively proposethat 'tYD
in Gen. 27: 19, and 32 may have exclamatory
I
connotation (XV Clause-FocusStructure). It may read: "Who are you?" (Of course) I (FOCUSED)
am
ESAU!!" Ruth 3:9 may also have exclamatory connotation due to the circumstance, or as Muraoka
...

T

suggests, it may be identificatory: Xp Argument-FocusStructure: "I (focused)am Ruth who you must
have heardabout."
173

1
1.11
TIt

r1ilinil "V

I "The LORD is my strength and song,
2 And He has becomemy salvation;

rw&ý
T

rit

3 This is my God,
4 and I will praiseHim;

The whole verseseemsto have a peculiar construction.The topic of this verse (and the whole song of Moses)
is apparently the Lord. The referentLord is activatedin v. 1. Thus Line 1,2 and 4 have Px PredicateFocus Structure. However Line 3 is problematic, because it is the only S-P clause. For plain
NVemay assume,therefore,that this
communication, P-S such as Line I would be appropriate: -it
clause has some other purpose than plain commenting. There are two possibilities. First, it has
identificational Argument-FocusStructure with contrastive implication, namely "THIS (nothing else) is
my God" as the answerto the question, "who is your God?" Second, it is proclarnational Clause Focus:
"THISis my GOD," which can appear "out of the blue" as proclamation or exclamation. It is difficult to
choose,and both possibilities seemto fit well in the context.
This clause is followed by imperative. It may have an implication of circumstantial clause.
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All the following clauses are episode-initial. -IW*
X MIMI '14N#3 Gen. 15:7, #3
ýN
Exod. 20:2, #3 Deut. 5:6; MMI.:IX Ii-61K 711711
"ýX #3 Gen. 28: 13; ""-IW*
INN #1 Gen.
TT:

17:1, #1 Gen. 35: 11; jlnX
ýN-rz
ýNri
26:24;
..

TT-T

TT-TV:

T

-..

V:

T:.

---..

.-

"MýN i=4N, #22 Exo d. 3: 6; MM'MN
ýZNM
#11 Gen. 31: 13; JIMN 17*N
7;

.,

TT.

-..

TI

..:

.1

#8 Gen.

#11 Gen. 46: 3;

'DjN (I am a shield to you) #25 Gen. 15:1.

From Deuteronomy
Deut. 5:6 and Deut. 5:9
7: 14

j-ili'ln TIZ

T

7: 20 ("the hornet"),

': )5N 'I am the LORD your GOD, .
Deut.
"'175 Deut.
"You shall be blessed above all peoples

Deut. 8: 17 ("My

power has produced

this wealth").

Summary
The clauses we have seen in this section have a proclamatory or exclamatory
connotation which can appear out of the blue. In other words they show possible
informational, logical or temporal independence.This pragmatic implication seems to be
indicatedby XP Clause-FocusStructure. This understandinggives the ground that those
clauses above have been often understood as emphatic. However, it does not justify
intensification (loud voice).

7.3.2. Contrastof the whole proposition
The secondinter-clausalimplication of Clause-FocusStructure we shall examineis contrast
of the whole proposition.
A clausewith Clause-FocusStructurecan havea contrastiveconnotation,if the context
suggestsit. While clauseswith Predicateor Argument-FocusStructurecontrastonly focused
elements,clauseswith Clause-FocusStructurecontrastthe whole proposition" 76becauseits
dual-focus indicates that there is no presupposition shared with its preceding text.' 77 An
examplefrom verbal clausesis Gen. 6:8:
il,11, IYvM Irl NIM ri5i

NOAH found FAVOR in

the EYES of the LORD.

The immediately precedingtext Gen. 6:7 is:
And the Lord said, I will blot out man whom I have created from the face of the land, from man to
animals to creeping things and to birds of the sky; for I am sorry that I have madethem."
"' This is a XV clause.The word order in the predicate-focusstructure is haya + ptc.
For example, Jer. 20: 14:ýI-I:!
IINX IM-61--IjN oil
Let the day not be blessedwhen my mother bore me!
Ruth 2: 19 111:1 I'I'V)
Prov. 5: 18 ý1'1:!

'711May he who took notice of you be blessed.
Let your fountain be blessed.

See also 2Sam. 20:3, Ezk. 44:2 and Ps. 73: 14.
The word order in Deut. 7: 14 is reversed:ptc + hayah.Namely the argument is fronted. The clause seemsto
have an exclamatory implication.
See4.2 "Contrast" in pp. 66ff.
... Seeabove for the function of this focus structure.
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The themeof this verse7 is I will blot out man
I am sorry that I have madethem."
...
v. 71 will blot out man.
v. 8 Noah found favour in the eyesof the Lord
The lexical form Noah is usedfor reactivation.The referent Noah is introduced and activated
in the previouschapter(5:29), but a new episodehasstartedin 6: 1 without mentioning Noah
till this verse. Thus Noah may be peripherised. However, reactivation does not require
fronting (focusing) the referent. The peripherised(accessible)referent may be reactivated
simply by using the lexical form. The reason for fronting is not for reactivation or for
topicalisation (as in v. 9), but for contrastingthe whole proposition:
I
will blot out man ...
Noah
found favor in the eyesof the Lord.
Since the whole proposition,including both the subject and the predicate,is presentedanew
(namely there is no sharedinformation betweenthe two verses), both the constituentsare
focused.Thus Clause-FocusStructure.The contrastbecomesevident to the receiveronly by
its semanticcontext.
An examplefrom the verbalclauseis
lSam. 1: 22

ý17nl
*,
W."gi
r Jr.;.7 ..........X
rlnýD

ý6

mril

I Then the man Elkanah went up
---------------------2 but HANNAH did NOT GO UP

Line 1 (VS) has Px predicate-focusstructure. The topic Elkanah (v. 19) is probably
deactivatedby the birth of Samuel(vv. 20) and here in v. 22 it is reactivatedby the lexical
form. Or this may be announcinga new theme."' Elkanah is anchoredto "the man" or "the
husband"probably not for identification, but for someliterary effect. The word order of Line
2 (SV) is inverted and probably the whole clause is high-pitched (XP clause-focus
structure). This structurestops the flow and presentsthis Line 2 as an independentclause.
Contrast becomesevident from the context. Here, these two clauses are contrasting the
"'
whole propositions.
Another exampleis Deut. 8:5:
as a man DISCIPLINES his SON,
2 so the LORD your GOD disciplines

You.

Here Line 2 contrasts the whole proposition. This is contrastive and may be used for
emphasis.Comparewith two clauseswith Predicate-FocusStructurein Deut. 1:31:
nw,

I the Lord your Clod CARRIED YOU,
......
......
2 just as a man CARRIES his SON

In Line 1, the topic of the text unit is the Lord and the clauseis simply commentingon the
Lord and thereforePredicate-FocusStructure.180
See5.3.2 "Lexical form for topic" in pp. 88ff.
The negatedverb is in contrastto the non-negatedone.
'80For the unanchoredJIN, see5.4.4 "Indefinite unanchoredtopic 71" in pp. 108ff.
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Below are other examples.
From verbal clauses
Gen. 4: 2

181

ýM,

jVý

1 And Abel was a KEEPER
of FLOCKS,

11

ýIN -7=i7 MIM jlfýj
71?
2 but CAIN was a TILLER of the GROUND.
I
GKC sees "state" in Line 2 and rightly observes "circumstantial appendage" which
involves "antithesis" (§ 142 d). Line 2 is contrasting the whole proposition. The same
structure repeats two more times following this pair. The predicate-focus structure
followed by the contrastive clause-focus structure (v. 2a Abel <> v. 2b Cain; v. 3 Cain
<> v. 4a Abel: v. 4b Abel <> v. 5 Cain). As a whole we may observe a chiastic chain
here.
T-

T,

-.

Judg. 6:39
Sý: Mh

let it now be DRYONLYon the FLEECE,

"
andlet therebe DEWon ALLthe GROUND.
Judg. 1:25 (W*
IN717NNI),Judg. 7:7
Judg. 20: 42, 182Judg. 10: 13
T

I.*

:TTI:

(contrasting with- God's saving acts in vv. 11-12), ISam. 18:12 (0I7tM<>t*DD).
From Deuteronomy
in
71MNI
by
for
But
ME"
YOU,
STAND
HERE
contrast to
as
it
should go back to the tents" in Deut. 5:30), Deut. 6: 23
INIiZNl XP and He broughtUSOUTFROM
THERE"probably in contrast to the

Deut. 5:31
"the people
Q

proposition "the Lord punished Egypt" v. 22), Deut. 9:29 (ýnýrin ý,rpv oril XP "Yet
" in contrast with v. 28 "the Lord is going
they are THY PEOPLE,
evenTHINEINHERITANCE,
to destroy them"), Deut. 10:15 (j1rtsK: -1 Pl <> all the heavens and the earth belong to
the Lord in v. 14)

To sum up, the XP clause-focusstructuremay imply contrastof the whole proposition. This
pragmatic implication is related to the feature of infon-national, logical or temporal
Unlike the following chiastic chain, 4:2a seemsto indicate a text-unit boundary. We may note also that
'Mll introducesbackgroundinformation which is not sequentialto the precedingverbal clausessuch as in
2Sam. 8: 15
ýN'

ftll
11-i
I-

jnl? -ýDý

Conin t717 -il"I

I David reignedover ALL

ISRAEL,

"Mil 2 doing what was JUSTand RIGHT for ALL HIS PEOPLE.

7V:l seems to introduce a circumstantial clause. The word order S+

Ptc may indicate the clause-focus

structure to enforce the connotation of circumstantiality, however, as we will see in the chapter of
Exception, we cannotconcludethe significanceof the word order of the participle clause.
Also in lKings 5:24:
tmm-ý: ) vvinn
:; m vrix
mbL/vý mý mi-im
In THISway Hiram kept SOLOMONsupplied with ALL the CEDARand PINELOGShe WANTED.
182

Mrip

The clauseseemsto have XV Clause-FocusStructurewith contrastive connotation (1,

;,.;.

and XV Clause-FocusStructureof circumstantial clause(simultaneity [31-wi-in -1mm).

-i

'Z'7,

MW
TT:

Ln

i7jr
-

M)
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independence.A whole proposition is presentedanew by this structure, and thereforeit has
the clause-focus structure. Contrast becomes evident by the presence of contrastive
members.

7.3.3. Circumstantialclause
The third pragmaticimplication is circumstantialclause.
Hebrew does not seem to have ample ways to express subordination (such as,
simultaneity, anteriority, cause, gloss), parenthetical and explanatory information, or
paraphrase.English expressessuch subordinative,parentheticalor explanatory information
by using subordinating conjunctions and relative pronouns, such as, "since," "while, "
"because," "though," "which. "' 83 Such English sentenceshave a distinct function in that
they are suspendingthe flow of a narrativeand provide circumstantialinformation.
In Hebrew, this circumstantiality is implied by Clause-Focus Structure. The term
circumstantialclausein our study coversa wide rangeof connotations, including anteriority,
simultaneity, cause,gloss, parentheticalor explanatory clauses, condition and concession.
Thesesemanticconnotationsare derived from their contexts(contentsand grammar).
Since English can expressthis circumstantialitythrough morphological means,such as
"when" and "while, " prosodic focus in English in examplesbelow (small capital) does not
84
'
focus
Hebrew
(underline)
it
does
in
to
types
correspond
as
other
of clauses.
We follow Andersen that we understand participles as nominal predicates. This
understanding does not affect our theory, because we understand participles, nominal
185
finite
(p).
Hebrew examplesare:
predicatesand
verbs as predicates
Ut: #23 Ptc Deut. 5:5
Simu]tLngi
w-ni

jinn

-rin

TT'.

xii-in

m7;

=)=7
'

T-T.

myr

on', 3'v

TTVT7

-in

trnz

I:

cvn

-T

nn! 7,

cýNri-,nn nnwr -1D

The Lord spoke to you face to face at the mountain from the midst of the fire,
5: 5 while I was standing between the LORD and You at THAT TIME,

to declareto you the word of the Lord; for you were afraid becauseof the fire and did not go up the
183
English can expresscauseor simultaneity without conjunctives and relative pronouns.Below is a sentence
found in a letter to customersfrom a book company. This circumstantiality is not simple commenting.
p.s. Now we're operating from our new Distribution Centre near London we can deliver books to you
faster ever before. (dated 15th October, 1998,from amazon.co.uk.)
Here without specific conjunctions or particles, the first sentenceis providing causefor the latter sentence.
Notice the protasis ends with a rising pitch. See J. Pierrehumbert 1990 for pitch contours and their
pragmatic functions.
See the introduction of this chapter for the discussion of focus on the clause-initial position of
circumstantial clause.
"' See 10.3 for "Peculiarities of Participle" in pp. 227ff.
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mountain.

Circumstantiality, is indicatedby the structure '7P!7

(SP), and simultaneityis implied

by the context and the participle. Thus the translationis "while. "
Gloss or parenthesis:
XIM and INIMare often used circumstantially. #1 Gen. 14:7:
12.
)M1 -1

-1 0 B.L.;

(THATis KADESH),
ThentheyTURNED
BACKandCAMEto EN-MISHPAT
andCONQUERED.
Its function is often similar to an English embedded clause with a relative pronoun, "that, "
"who, " or "which. " The high pitch on "that" in English may not be certain, but its
parenthetical nature is conveyed by the actual parenthesis. In Hebrew Nij,7 is probably higher
than the active pronoun in the predicate-focus structure.

V can function as a relative pronoun "whem" #115. Gen. 2: 12

pi

riiri

1. And the gold of that land is good;
2. where the BDELLIUMand the ONYXSTONEare. [Shimasaki]

Andersenunderstandsthis clauseas Pind-Sd. However MV is not indefinite but definite in
T
nature,sinceit specifiesthe placewhich hasbecomeactive in the precedingtext, Havilah (v.
11).The fronting of this adverbseemsto indicate circumstantiality, stoppingthe flow. There
are at least seven verbal clauses in the Pentateuchwith MV which we can translate as
"where." An exampleis
ýXt')'
Num. 9: 17:

VVI MU"wheretheSONS
of ISRAEL
wouldCAMP[Shimasaki]

One may understandthis implication as background information, however, it seemsto be
happeningin the inter-clausallevel: subordinationor circumstantialclause.
Other verbal clauses with fronted MV: Gen. 25: 10,50: 5, Exod. 15:25, Deut. 10:6,31: 13
(with infinitive), 32:47 (with infinitive).
ExplanatoQL/paraphra"in : Gen. 39: 8' 86

*X-ýxnlmý!!
nw,,
l pkýnn
,-i,= Im

ýDll
w-I unx

I But he refused.
2 "With me in charge," he told her, "my masterdoes not concern himself with anything in the
house;
3 EVERYTHINGhe OWNShe has ENTRUSTEDto MY CARE. (NIV)

"' An example of "waw cons. avoided" in Muraoka (40). Seealso SBH, 37.
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Line 3 has OVA. The direct object is fronted to indicate circumstantiality. Line 3 has XP
clause-focusstructureand is paraphrasingor explaining Line 2.
Concession: #25 Num. 9:7
TTTT-.
tr

rilm-l-i'm
cru"n-u-I
T

ix
.

-T'

TT

I And those men said to him,
2 "Though we are UNCLEANbecause of the DEAD PERSON,

3 why are we restrainedfrom presentingthe offering of the Lord

"We" in Line 2 in English is not high-pitched,becauseconcessionis expressedby the word
"though." In Hebrew this concessionis implied by the XP clause-focusstructure. Line 2 is
also initiation (see onset functions at the text-unit level implications below). Compare with
ordinary commentingclausein
we are HONEST MEN. ..
Gen. 42: 11 1YINKDIM
wherethe referent "we" is contextually activatedin the immediately precedingclauses(vv. 9-

10), and the sametopic continuedhere in verse 11.The focus structureis Px.
Cause
Some of Muraoka's emphaticclausesare not emphaticbut circumstantialclauses.An
example is Gen. 31:42:
TTTTT7:

ýIý
nN'rHN

pri:;-,
TTT

I "If the God of my father, the God of Abraham, and the fear of Isaac,had not beenfor me,
2 surely now you would have sent me away empty-handed.
3 GOD has seen My AFFLICTION and the TOIL Of My HANDS,

4 so He renderedjudgment last night."

Line 3 has OVS. This is the XP clause-focusstructure.Muraoka seesemphasisin the object,
'B-:-) DIXI-MR1 IW71N. However, it seems that this object phrase is fronted for
.: 1.
* : .: TV
it). 187
circumstantiality (cause"because...
Chiastic Construction with circumstantial clause

Some chiastic clauseshave circumstantialclausesas the secondclause. For example,
Lev. 19:4:

,6
Line I (XV) shows topicalisation or topic-shift. Line 2 (XV) shows exclamation/proclamation with
emphasisby MnD I.'D.Line 4 (Vx) sequentialto Line 3.
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I (VA) Do NOT TURN to IDOLS
2 (OVA)

or MAKE for YOURSELVES MOLTEN GODS;

A command is understood as a comment on "you. " The active topic referent "you" is affixed
in the verb in both Lines I and 2. Therefore Line 1 has Predicate-Focus Structure (Px). In
Line 2 the object is fronted (OVA), thus it is XP clause-focus structure. Lines 1 and 2 have a
chiastic construction (Px//XP). Line 2 may be viewed as a clause of Clause-Focus Structure
which stops the flow of commands and expounds Line 1. See the similar text-unit structure
in v. 2.
Other examples of the chiastic construction which has Predicate-Focus Structure
followed by Clause-FocusStructure of circumstantial clause [explanation, paraphrasing
or amplifying]: Fronted subject: Judg. 6:28; Fronted object: Judg. 6:25 J-Mv
Judg. 9:45 MI)M-MM, Judg. 13:6 i=*-M,
7TV:
Deut. 5:24 (M;M Mtli-i jN71 Jinn UDW'
TT

I.,

T--

Deut. 7: 15 (DIDIM 01'1=
.TT.

-:...

.

T

:-T:

Deut. 11:17

týý 7MINMI
TT-T

')

.

Below are other examples of circumstantial clauses.
From nominal clauses
#23 Gen. 38: 25 (simultaneity)
#46 Num. 2: 171"

N171It was while she was being BROUGHT
OUT
ýirln

pnlýn

rinn

with the CAMPof the LEVITESin the MIDSTof the CAMPS;
#17 (and #13) Num. 7: 2"9 nbiD71 'X'tý [1-i they were the LEADERS
of the TRIBES.

Andersenunderstandsthat Line 2 to be an independentclause: "the camp of the Levites;is in the middle of
the camps." This clause may well be an adverbial accusativeas translatedabove. However, there is a
possibility that this clause is functioning as a circumstantial clause, "the camp of the Levites being in the
midst of the camps." If we put this into a more idiomatic English translation, it may be translated into an
adverbial phrasesuchas above.
Num. 7:2 is one of those clauseswhere the distinction betweenArgument-Focus Structure and ClauseFocus Structure is difficult.
The border line betweencircumstantial (gloss) Clause-FocusStructure and identificational Argument-Focus
Structure is fine here. In S-P clauses,if the comment referent is activated in the mind of the receiver, only
the topic is focused(Argument Focus), but if the comment referent is inactive, the senderfocusesit to
remind the receiver (ClauseFocus). When the comment is grammatically indefinite, such as adjectivein
the previous section, it is easierto distinguish them. However, here, where the comment is grammatically
definite and the context doesnot clearly suggestthe activation state of the comment in the consciousness
of the receiver, the only way we could be certain of the difference would probably by the pitch prominence
on the comment by a native speakerwhich we cannot know.
Here it is more likely ClauseFocus,becausethe term "the leadersof the tribe" and the proposition "the ones
who were over the numberedmen" do not appearin the immediately precedingtext unit, and these
commentsare more of reminder than identification.
The ambiguity is presentin the exampleof the water of Meribah and the referenceto Moses and Aaron above
(#8 Num. 20: 13, #17 Exod. 6:27) and in the referenceto the water of Meribah in #9 Num. 27: 14.
Similarly in #12 Gen. 6:4 (the Nephilim).
Note here that in either casethe subjectsare fronted for focus to indicate deviation from commenting.
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#29 Ptc Num. 24: 8190Jý QN-1 nb! 7in: ) V-): Vnl3 jN":; jln ý)N
"GOD who BRINGSHIM OUT of EGYPT is for him like the HORNSof the WILD OX.

(gloss
KIj7
and
or parenthetical)
ZýIj-i
Places: #17 Gen. 2: 13 (Gihon which flows around), #17 Gen. 2: 11 (Pishon which
flows around), #17 Gen. 2: 14 (Tigris which flows around), #10 Gen. 10:12 (Nineveh
and Calah; that is the great city), #13 Gen. 14:3 (the Valley of Siddim, that is the Salt
Sea), #13 Gen. 14:17 (En Mishpat, that is, Kadesh), #3 Gen. 23: 2 (Kiriath-arba, that is,
Hebron), #3 Gen. 23: 19 (Mamre, that is, Hebron), #1 Gen. 35:6 (Luz, that is, Bethel),
#1 Gen. 35: 19 (Ephrath. that is, Bethlehem), #3 Gen. 35: 27 (Mamre of Kiriath-arba,
), #1 Num. 33:36 (Zin,
that is, Hebron), #12 Num. 21: 16 (Beer, that is the well where
...
that is, Kadesh), #1 Deut. 4:48 (Mount Sion, that is, Hermon).
Persons:#1 Gen. 14:2 (the king of Bela, that is, Zoar), #1 Gen. 14:8 (the king of
Bela, ihat is, Zoar), #1 Gen. 36: 1 (Esau, that is, Edom), #1 Gen. 36: 19 (Esau, that is,
Edom), #3 Gen. 36:43 (Edom, that is, Esau
), #2 Exod. 6:27 (who was (the same)
...
Moses and Aaron).
Others: #20 Exod. 22: 26 (the only covering which is his cloak), '9' #13 Lev. 6: 2
(Eng. V.9). 192

From verbal clauses
Verbal clausesof GKC's "state" "approximate closely in character to noun-clauses"
(§142 a). GKC understandsthat XV is not carrying the main narrative line but stops the
flow and expressesanterior or simultaneous fact. Examples of circumstantial clause
taken from GKC are: Gen. 3: 18 (cause), Gen. 20:4 (cause and anteriority), Gen. 24: 56
(cause and anterior), Gen. 26:27 (cause), Gen. 30:40
anterior), Gen. 39: 1
'T.

-:

(anterior and topicalisation or initialisation), Gen. 41: 10 (initiation and background
information), Judg. 18:3 (two clauses, 18:3a & b), Judg. 19:11,1 Sam. 14:27 (cause and
anterior and topicalisation), ISam. 9: 15 (anterior and initiation), Job 21:22b (gloSS);193
Psa. 50: 17 (cause and anterior to v. 16).
Fronted subject; ISam. 3:2 ftloss]: "whose eyes had begun"), ISam. 14: 15
(expounding), ISam. 18:25 (closure or circumstantial clause: "since "), Judg. 16:20
. .

This clause is functioning as a circumstantial clausefor the following triumphal statement(the latter part
of the verse).Note Deut. 33: 17 where Joseph is pictured to be destroying the nations with the horns of
the wild ox.
'9' Andersenseemsto have the secondNIM in his mind. Thesetwo Wn clausesmay be circumstantial or list.
The category is dubious.
192

-*iM rMir, I-19t This is the law for the burnt offering:
ýD
rlzp, -j-ýv rilpio
NVI the burnt offering itself shall remain on the hearthon the altar
TT

Some translationsindicate that INIMis reflexive: "the burnt offering itself. " However, a reflexive use of NIM
which precedeswhat is referredto is not attestedelsewherein our data. Our observation thus far indicated
that NIM here is more probably of the relative function:

-1ý!
ni rminn9t
riýDm

T:

--

T

"This is the law for the burnt offering,
that is the burnt offering which shall remain
19322a has Argument-Focus Structure.
teachsomeoneknowledge."

... ."
is the missing argument of the inferable proposition "he will
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194
"because").
(N*1
Judg.
3:
24
N1,11)
or
seems to be a
circumstantial clause rather than "attraction or chiasmus."
Fronted "emphatic" objects; Gen. 39: 8 (ýý)l [paraphrasing or explanation for
([simultaneity]: "while

clause]), Gen. 42: 18 (Line 1: Introductory Formula; Line 2: M1i-6N71-nN
7:

TV

[cause] "because

Gen. 48: 11 (,M;ýJ initiation and [anterior-ity] and contrast?:
95
'
"though I had not expect to see your face"), Judg. 2: 2 (Mk71Oir1.:
[explanatory]),
-M0
96
Judg. 12:1 (Ný
[simultaneity] "while"; 101n: exclamation/proclamation), ' Judg.
T

21: 11

clause is amplifying the command of verse 10. [explanatory]), lSam.

TTT

1:15 (1111:[explanatory]. The first and the last clause are commenting on Hannah. The
fronting of the object I" may be due to contrast with Eli's statement in v. 14). Fronted
adverb; Lev. 25:41
6: 12-13

result, purpose), Judg. 14:4 (Mnl

%T

simultaneity), lSam.

n,:;simultaneity).
From Deuteronomy
Deut. 5:5 ([simultaneity]
([simultaneity] v N; ngt

'171711
,

Deut. 9:7 ([paraphrasing] illill-=
TV

Deut.

9: 10 ([gloss]

while I was standing), Deut. 5: 23

InD

0-: 0D
TT

MIMI

W11171C21,17M
,
-In-7

'IW'X

([simultaneity with parallel construction]
([paraphrasing,

or

summarising]

TT

0111ý171), Deut.

clause and

Mrl"M

T.

-II.

I clause), Deut. 9: 24
10:22

([anteriority]

'711nti's*1711 W"M DID= M), Deut. 11:12 ([gloss] 1171ýN MTV IY17), Deut.

IIIWIM
11:25 ([explanatory/paraphrasing] M1711It-.11 MDN-Iinl
T:

Deut.

9: 15

*

-.

[cause] WX I-:)

Deut. 11:31 (probably

.

Summary
We have observedcircumstantialityin the examplesabove.Theseclausesstop the flow
narrative and function as circumstantial clauses. This pragmatic function,
circumstantiality, seems to be indicated by XP Clause-Focus Structure. We have also
observed that some clauseswith Chiastic Construction have circumstantialclausesas the

of

secondclause.

194 1-,ý=

isation.
is
1-1=71
topical
probably
.

TIT

19'This clause may be theme-shifting with the sametopic of "you. " SeeEx. 34: 12,13. OMN clause (XV) is
in contrast to the immediately preceding clause, I will never break My covenant with you" in v. 1.
196"Your house" is fronted instead of "we," probably becauseit has a contrastive connotation between
"without us" and "YOURhouse."
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7.3.4. Inter-clausalClimax
The fourth pragmatic implication indicated by XP clause-focus structure is inter-clausal
climax.
In certain cases,clauseswith Clause-FocusStructure are used to stop the flow of a
narrativeand statea situation in such a way as to give the readersa senseof climax. One may
read theseclauseswith slow and solemntone.
Judg. 20:34

!I ;1!)=ý -mn 1,9:
rl

U-*,,,
ý
-11nn
7T

rrinn

B
T

TT

I then ten thousandchoice men from all Israel CAMEAGAINSTGIBEAH,
2 the BATMEbecameFIERCE;
3 but THEY did NOT KNOW that disaster was CLOSEto THEM. [Shimasaki]

The subject of Line 1 is not a brand-new
33. The lexical form
"'
structure).

referent. "The Israelites"

is chosen here for narrowing

down

is an active referent in v.

the topic (Px predicate-focus

Muraoka suggests that Lines 2 and 3 are circumstantial

clauses (1985,34),

however they seem to indicate slow movement by the independent nature of the clause-focus
structure. This may be for the climactic effect.
The distinction

between inter-clausal

level climax is often

level climax and text-unit

level
See
text-unit
climax below.
opaque.

7.3.5. Inter-clausalClosure
Finally, a pragmaticimplication indicatedby XP clause-focus structure in the inter-clausal
level is closure.
Khan and SBH refer to a discoursefunction of SV which they name "span closure"
(Khan, 87-88) or "episode-final circumstantial clause" (SBH, 80-82). For Endo this
function is not due to the word order, but it is a function of the non-sequentialverbal
it
Endo
function
(147-48).
discourse
be
names
as
a
used
conjugation which may
"goal/explicativeclause"and "the term "goal" usedhere simply means"full stop." It does
"
is
than
"consequence.
It
"purpose"
rather
syntactically
used
strictly
or
connote
not
semantically.(148, n. 50)
While I do not disagree with Endo that the non-sequential verbal conjugation has an
implication of "stop" or non-sequentiality,it appearsthat the clause-focusstructure has a
function of the "full stop" or "closure."
SBH (8 1) gives an example of Gen. 9:23:

ormJ, Env-ýv In't"n
T-

ril"ID

nmn12iripil
T..

T..

6-n

rlN*

IOD,

91

mr1h"s,

1:

crmm
nn-tts%,
N6 onnN MIDI
19'See5.3.2.2 "Narrowing down the topic" in pp. 94ff.
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But Shernand Japhethtook a garment and laid it upon both their shoulders
and walked backwardandcoveredthe nakednessof their father;
1 (SP) and their FACESwere TURNEDAWAY,198
2 (OVS affixed) and they did NOTSEEtheir FATHER'S
NAKEDNESS.

Note here that both Lines I and 2 have XP Clause-FocusStructure and seem to form a
'99
(cumulative).
The two clauses seem to indicate a closure as SBH
parallel construction
comments. The lexical topic expression Noah in the immediately following verse 24
indicates theme-shift and this further supportsSBffs claim.
Another exampleis Gen. 41: 11
XI1,11
TT

And we had a dreamon the samenight, he and I;
(SAOV) EACH of us dreamed according to the INTERPRETATIONof his OWN DREAM.

Endo understandsthis as closure. The deictic phrase MVI at the beginning of v. 12
T:

(contextualisation,seebelow) further supportsEndo's observation.Seealso Judg. 4:3 (from
Khan).
Our exampleis Sd-Pd#126 Deut. 32:9

im-Dmin,
T:

I For the LORD'S PORTIONis His PEOPLE;
2 JACOB is the ALLOTMENT of His INHERITANCE.

Andersen understandsLine 2 as classification (P-S) and translates it "his patrimonial
allotment is Jacob." This is contrary to his understandingthat the more definite word is the
subject.He doesnot give any reasonfor this understandinghere. Andersen's interpretation
is in our terms PredicateFocusand it reads:
His patrimonial

allotment

is JACOB.

Andersenis correct in that Jacob is in focus, however, the clause has more likely either
Argument-FocusStructureor Clause-FocusStructure.
The clause may be a clause with Argument-Focus Structure. Jacob is probably
activatedboth by "il=

his people" in v. 9 and by the broader context (Moses' song about

ýM
*
inýQ;
Israelites,
1-43).
inheritance
is
The
in
8
the
vv.
activated v. and thus

(the

allotment of his inheritance)is presupposed.Therefore this clausecan be identificationalXp
Argument-FocusStructurewhich identifies Jacobas the Lord's inheritance,and it may have
contrastiveimplication. In English it reads:
JACOB is the allotment of his inheritance.

However, the context does not necessarilyindicate the need of identification. It seemsthat
the clauseabovesimply proclaim a proposition with focus on the predicateas well (ClauseFocus Structure). The clause demonstrates the character of chiastic construction.

... Line I may be an adverbial phrasefor the precedingverbal clause.
199See 8.2.3 "Clause-FocusParallel Construction" in pp. 184ff.
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Nonetheless,the presenceof 'in suggeststhat there may be other reasonfor this inversion. I
propose that this inversion is primarily due to its function to indicate the end of a text unit
(ten-ninationor closure). The changeof themefrom sonship (vv. 8-9) to loving care (vv.
lOff) appearsto supportthis interpretation.
Chiastic constructionwith the secondclausesof closure.
In addition to the above verse (Deut. 32:9), there are other clauses with chiastic
constructionwhich have secondclausesof closure.
Is. 3: 17

]r:; mn

nx MnwI

o ri-117, Irinn

mrin

(VSO) Therefore the Lord will afflict the scalp of the daughtersof Zion with scabs,
(SOV) And the Lord will maketheir foreheadsbare."
Other examples of chiastic construction: Is. 5: 17, Is. 11: 8, Is. 18: 5, Is. 28: 17, Psa. 6: 10,
Psa. 34: 22. All of these have the sequence of Ps//XP with an indication of closure
detected in the second clause.

Summary
We have seenthe XP clausesof closure.This pragmaticfunction is implied by ClauseFocusStructure.Someclauseswith chiastic constructionhave the secondclausesof closure.
This is observedon both inter-clausaland text-unit levels.

7.4.

TEXT-UNIT LEVEL IMPLICATIONS

(DISCOURSE FUNCTIONS)

The clauses we have examinedin the preceding section have relationship primarily with
adjacent clauses, such as contrast of the whole proposition, exclamation/proclamation
(independent of the adjacent clauses) and circumstantiality (including subordination).
However, the clause-focusstructureseemsto be able to flag some discourselevel functions
"O
background
information
also, such as onset,
and closure.
7.4.1. OnsetFunctions
Topicalisation
The function to announcethe topic of a new text unit is long recognisedby the name of
"topicalization" (Creider 1979,4). Lambrecht(1994,184) quotes Eng's variant of the text
originally from Giv6n (1976). Below is its modified version:
Oncetherewasa WIZARD.
He wasvery wise,rich, andwasmarriedto a beautifulwitch. He
lived in a magnificent mansion by the lake, had forty-nine servants,and owned an
impressivecollectionof rare books.
Now the WIZARD
wasvery ambitious.He had been planning for yearsto conquer
the world and finally he was ready.
" Following the classification by Khan (86).
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Both the first and the secondWizard are focused. The first one is focused in an existentialsentencewhich introducesa brand-new referent. At the beginning of the second paragraph
the referentWizard is active and thereforeit would havebeencontinued by PredicatedFocus
Structure, "He was very ambitious." However, the form is lexical and it is focused by pitch
prominence.This sentenceat the beginning of the secondparagraphindicatesa start of a new
episodeand presentsthe referentas the topic of the episodeat its beginning.In our study the
term topic announcementor topicalisationis usedto indicate this particular usageof the textunit (discourse)level phenomenon.This is anotherpragmatic function.
Theme-shiftin and topic-shifting
We may look at this phenomenonfrom a slightly different perspectiveof "shifting. "
We may say that Wizard is focusedbecauseof shifting a themeunder the larger text unit with
the sametopic Wizard. The secondparagraphcan start:
Now the WITCHhad 7 dogs.Shetook careof themby herself.
The word witch is focused for topicalisation (announcementof the topic of a text unit).
However, we may also say this is "topic-shifting" which indicatesthat the episodechanged
to a different topic (usually it is not a brand-new referent). The term topic-shifting is used
here to indicate the shifting of a topic of any level. It may be the topic-shift on the interclausallevel or on the text-unit level.
Initiation
Another way of looking at this phenomenonis that Clause-FocusStructure indicates
the start of a new text unit which does not necessarilyannouncethe topic of a text unit.
Lambdin usesthe term "initial" (164), and J-Muraoka"at the very beginning of a statement"
(§155 nd). I shall use the term initialisation following Lambdin to indicate the discourse
function which indicatessimply the start of a new text unit.
It is not the purposeof our thesis to arguefor one particular set of discourseterms or for a
specific perspectivein analysingdiscoursephenomena.These terms are used freely in our
thesis depending on a particularly strong feature found in a particular text, though
topicalisationand initiation are usedmore frequently.
Onset
G. Khan uses the term "Span onset" to include various discourse functions used at the
beginning of a text unit. They are (1) beginning of a speech; (ii) shift to new topic
constituent; (iii) continuity of topic referent but shift to new theme or episode; (iv) shift to
background information (86). Following Khan, we shall include some discourse functions
under one term "onset. " It includes topicalisation, initiation, topic-shifting, theme-shifting,
contextualisation and introductory formula (see below in this chapter).
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It may be worth noticing that all of theseonset functions are not advancing the flow of a
narrativeor an episode. Namely they are non-sequentialor independentin character.These
arepragmaticimplicationsdifferent from commentingand identification. Hence they employ
Clause-FocusStructure.
7.4.1. I. TopicalisationandInitiation
First we shall analyse4 nominal clausesand 2 verbal clausesof topicalisationor initiation.
#26 Exod. 33:5

VV.

I 'YOU are an OBSTINATE PEOPLE;

2 should I go up in your midst for one moment, I would destroy you.

Line I is one of the allo-clauseswe used in the Introduction. This 33:5 initiates a text unit
and topicalisesit. Compareit with Exod. 33:3, Line 3:

tun-11
nýrl n:27
TT

"Go up to a land flowing with milk and honey;
for I will not go up in your midst,
because you are an OBSTINATEPEOPLE,

lest I destroy you on the way."

Line 3 adds new information to the already active referent "you. "Line 3:1n this predicatefocus structure, only the predicateis focused by fronting and high pitch, while the topic is
not focused.
The secondexampleof the nominal clauseof topicalisationis #31 Gen. 6:9:

mbntýin r6x
rnt-l. n
1. THESE

are the RECORDS of the GENERATIONS

of

vinn

NOAH.

2. NOAH was a RIGHTEOUS MAN,
3 BLAMELESS in his time;

4 Noah walked with GOD.

For AndersenLine 2 (Sd-Pind)is an exception to his rule, becausea definite subject cannot
appearprior to an indefinite predicatein a normal sentence.Therefore Andersen proposes
that this clausemay be a phrase"Noah, a righteous man" or a circumstantialclause"Noah
being a righteous man" (43). Andersen'stwo suggestionsobscurethe pragmaticstructureof
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the text. Line I introduces a new referent in a comment.20' Noah is now activatedat the
beginning of Line 2. Therefore we may expect 1XIj-1

Predicate-Focus Structure.

Yet it has the lexical form and it is focused by fronting. In Line 2 Noah is pronounced as the
topic of the following large text unit. This is topicalisation. 202
For the same reason, Andersen understands #32 Gen. 11: 10 as a circumstantial clause:

T

Theseare the recordsof the generationsof Shem.
SHEM was ONEHUNDREDYEARSOLD, and became the father of Arpachshad

This again hasClause-FocusStructurewith an implication of topicalising Shem.
1203

Jpt

131Qý

Our

#50 Gen. 19:3
This clausestartsa new episode:initiation.
FATHER

iS OLD.

Andersen this clause is an
exceptionto his rule, becausea definite subjectcannot appearprior to an indefinite predicate
in a normal sentence.Therefore he understandsthis clause to be circumstantial (43). It
For

cannotbe deniedthat the implication hereis a circumstantialclause. However, this is not an
exception, but shows typical implications (initiation or circumstantial clause) of ClauseFocus Structure.
Gen. 16: 1

1-inzuj1r151
I (SV) Now SARAT, ABRAM'S WIFE, had BORNE him NO CHILDREN.
2 (SP) But she had an EGYPTIAN MAIDSERVANT

3 (SP) named HAGAR;

GKC gives Line 1 as an exampleof a "state." However, its implications seemto be multiple.
All these three clauses have Clause-Focus Structure (XP//XP//XP) with different
implications. Line I activatesthe inactive referent Sarai, which last appearedin Gen. 13:1,
initiates a new episode, and topicalisesit. Line 2 has a pragmatic subject and a pragmatic
"'
predicate, and it functions as a gloss for Sarai

Line 3 is a gloss for Line 2. The

threeclausesas a whole function as backgroundinformation for the episode(vv. 3ff). Hence
all the clauseshave Clause-FocusStructure(XP).

This is the Introductory formula, a function of the clause-focusstructure which we will discussbelow.
Lines 3-4 also have XP clause-focusstructure which give backgroundinformation. As a whole, Lines 1-4
are functioning a setting for the episodewhich starts with the wayyiqtol in v. 10. Line 3: Adjective +
Verb (haya) + Prepositionalphrase;Line 4: OVS
'0' AndersenunderstandsJPT is adjectival nominative as in "IPT MN 13ý-Vl We have an old father" (Gen.
TTV

44:20). Though it may be a Qal verb, it is certainly an indefinite predicate.
204 n
Off.
Subject"
in
Predicate
Pragmatic
See
3.5
"Pragmatic
is
pp.
and
subject.
a pragmatic
,ý
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Someof Muraoka'sclauseswith emphaticobjectsare not emphaticbut haveonset functions.
For example, Gen. 43: 11-13:
Ninx

1

pp-mx

tni

I

ntýý OV 2
n-I?Nn Imp Vs 3
rr-iii-ii Vs 4

imin
.,.,

-T

OV 5
6

ýonl

OD'I"n imp rign

OV 7
ýIN
Ps 8
NIM MaUM

T

OV 9

TT
Inij

limp!

Vs

10

IT

Then their father Israel said to them,
I "If it must be so, then
2 (OV) do this:
3 (Vs) take someof the best products of the land in your bags,
4 (Vs) and carry down to the man as a present,
5,6 (OV) take in your hand a little balm and a little honey. aromatic gum and myrrh,
pistachio nuts and almonds and double the money [Shimasakil

7 (OV) as to the money that was returned in the mouth of your sacks,take it back in your hand;
8 (Ps) perhapsit was a mistake.
9 (OV) as to your brother take also,
10 (Vs) and arise,return to the man; [Shimasaki]

in Gen. 43: 13 Line 9 is not necessarily emphasisedas Muraoka
The object =m-m
V
comments. It is probably topicalising as the clause starting with =SM-i'l J;?_'D7Fr1N1
T-.

V-V.

topicalises it. Let us analyse the whole text-unit. Line 2 is Introductory Formula, Line 3 and
4 have Predicate-Focus Structure (commands). Line 5 is probably not an appositional noun
6
but
5
in
the
instead
Line
Line3,
"the
best
for
with
clause
and
are
one
products"
phrase
fronted object which starts from

Win and ends with M=77ýJ;?D1.The clause (Line 5-6)

Clause-Focus Structure which expounds Lines 3-4 (circumstantial clause
[explanatory]) and is chiastic to Lines 3-4: "take A, A' take. " Line 7 is topicalisation: "as to

has XV

the money, take back. " Line 8 comments on the money (thus Predicate-Focus Structure).
Line 9 is topicalising: "as to your brother, take. " Line 10 is Predicate Focus, since it is
in
Therefore
Benjamin.
DDIMN-NN
the
take
to
to
the
money
and
gifts,
command
sequential
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Line 9 seemsto be more topicalising (topic-shift or List Structure'05)than emphasis.Notice
here the fronted argumentis a direct object. An argumentis not necessarilya subject. See
examplesof Fronted objectsbelow.
Below are other examples onset functions.
From nominal clauses
#36 Gen. 18:20 (the out cry of Sodom and Gomorrah) (initiation and topic-shift)
206
rjj
# 55 Gen. 27:27
"See, the SMELL of my SON iS like the SMELL of a FIELD which the Lord haS BLESSED;
ýý-M
#39 Ptc Gen. 31: 48 '1V i-Ri-i
"ThiS HEAP is a WITNESS207

#47 Gen. 35: 10 (your name is Jacob) (topicalisation),208
#54 Gen. 47: 8-9 M=7 nNnI Cleýj I-11M 'ýV In'
"The

YEARS

0frny

SOJOURNING

are ONE HUNDRED

and THIRTY;

# 118 Num. 3:2 1209Pd-Sd (Pragmatic Sd- Pragmatic Pd)

nrin-in
#33 Num. 14:17-18

Of GERSHON

was

the FAMILY of the LIBNITES

MIS-Ný'IX Mli-l"

The LORDiS SLOWto ANGERand ABUNDANTin LOVINGKINDNESS.

" See "List Structure" in pp. 195ff.
206"My son," who Jacob thought was Esau, is the topic of Jacob's blessing (vv. 27-29). It is fronted for
topicalisation. j"IX'l is placed to intensify the proposition.
207Probably both initiation and exclamation/proclamation.Compare with
(This heap is a witness)
Gen. 31:52 71;
19
j-i
where Laban is simply commenting.Thus Predicate-FocusStructure.
208Andersenclassifies these clausesunder Sd-Pind, except this "Sd-Pd" =Ppl JPV "Your name is Jacob.
"You name" is inferable but not activated in Jacob'sconsciousnessat the time of this utterance.Thus it is
activation of an inactive referent. It appearsto have a circumstantial effect as well, and we may render
"although your name is Jacob." Since "your name" is the topic of this whole utterance(vv.9-15), we may
say it is topicalising. Notice here the implications are multiple.
2wAndersenassumesthat prepositionalphrasesare the lowest in definiteness (109). However some of those,
such as Nurn 3:21 above,aredefinite. Pd-Sd here introducesa new topic of the new text unit (v. 21-26).
Topicalization can be done by definite predicateswhich are actually the topics (pragmatic subjects). It is
noteworthy that ivayhi in v. 17 marks a larger text unit. We may assume here that ivayhi is a topic
marker that marks larger text-unit division than fronted topics. See other examples in the same text unit:
Num. 3:27,33.
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# 127 Deut. 32:35210(Pragmatic Sind and Pragmatic Pind)
0ýul
#125 Deut. 33: 8

'6 'VENGEANCE
iS MINE, and RETRIBUTION,

-gpýý
l'IM
[initiation]), 211

From verbal clauses
GKC: Gen. 3: 10 (initiation and background information. Contrast may be implied:
"not someone else's voice but your voice"), Gen. 9: 13 (topicalisation), Gen. 8: 17
(topicalisation or topic-shift by fronting the object), Gen. 18:18 (topicalisation), Judg.
1:16 (initiation and background information), lSam. 15:1 (initiation and background
information), ' 12 lKings 1:1 (initiation and/or topicalisation), 2Kings 23: 19 (initiation
and topicalisation) '2132Kings 22:8 (activation of inactive referent, out-of-the-blue or
exclamatory utterance, and topicalisation)
Fronted subject: J-Muraoka statesthat "At the beginning of a statement, we usually
find the order S-W (§155 nd). Many of their examples certainly have the onset
functions (initiation or topicalisation): Job 1:1, Job 1:14, Job 1:16, Job 1:17, Psa. 93: 1,
lKings 8: 12, Hag. 1:2, Gen. 36:2 (including activation of an inactive referent), Ezek.
29: 18 (including activation of an inactive referent), and Prob. 18:16. Others: Gen. 39: 1
2'0 The verses32 to 33 tell about destructive powers. The topic continues in v. 34:
'Is it not laid up in store with Me,
'! p
mt; izc! mr-'ri
T;:

Sealedup in My treasuries?

-.. .

The new information here is that the destructive powers in v. 32,33 are stored in the Lord. The two subjects
are fronted for cumulation (List Structure).
In v. 34, the topic switches to the Lord by fronting the pragmatic subject (topicali sation), which is followed
by inactive referents(a new comment= the pragmaticpredicate): vengeanceand retribution. Here the new
theme of this new text unit is "the Lord has vengeanceand retribution. " This clause, 0M

LIPZ

may

have contrastive implication: not others, but mine.
211 Andersenunderstandsthat it is a clause with a prepositional phrase followed by a suffixed noun: "your
between
it
better
TWI,
tummiin are for Levi. " However, since there is -IMN'
11ýýl
to translate
and
seems
,
as below.
'InN
T

212

V 'Ný J-111NIJ1ZM
ýTxj-ýýX ý)N=Y
lrijný

m1n,

rlk

And of Levi he said,
"Let Thy Thummim and Thy Urim belong to Thy godly man."
ThenSamuelsaidto Saul,
I "The LORD sentme to anointyou asking

over His people,over Israel
DP_JMI'M 2 now therefore,listento the wordsof the LORD.
The inverted word order, XV, of Line I initiates a new text unit (vv. 1-3) and gives backgroundinformation
for the following commandsof the Lord. This implication of Clause-FocusStructure can be conveyedby
SVO: TiN rlýj i-Iii-11which is the normal word order for background information, initiation and
topicalisation. The reasonfor this variation (OVS) may be due to specific elevation of the object ("me")
for some reason.Contrast (not others but me) may be detected.If this is the case, we may say that
contraston the fronted element is the secondaryindication of this particular structure. This needsfurther
study.
213Verses 12,13 and 15 have the word order of OV which presentnew topics:
v. 12 the altars in the JerusalemTemple.
v. 13 the high places in Jerusalem.
v. 15 the alter and the high place in Bethel
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initiation), Gen. 37:3 (ýKtTll
T.

':
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topic-shift), Gen. 50: 24 (WNýNl contrast of the

whole proposition, or topic-shift), Judg. 13:5b

topic-shift).

Fronted objects: Gen. 29:9 (ýTIM topicalising), Judg. l: 2l(1Wn`, M-nK1 topicshift. Possibly contrast with 1:1-18, not only with v. 20. See also the similar structure in
Josh. 15:20-63), Judg. 6:20 (P'! 7DM-nK topic-shift or termination). In 'Waiv cons.
T.:

--.

-

:

T-V

DV911 topicalisation, termination and background
avoided":
,I,
information), Judg. 14:2 (MV K topicalisation), ISam. 2:33 (W'IkKtopicalisation). Fronted
Judg. 7: 25

T*

il
Gen.
(1;?
45:
9
I=
adverb:

...

'ItMN 71b 'Thus says your son Joseph).
-T

J-Muraoka's additional clause: Deut. 18:15 (NIM topicalisation, introduction of a
brand-new referent).
T

From Deuteronomy
Deut. 5:2 [Vi-6N
..

. ':

MIMI initiation, topicalisation], Deut. 6:21 [13"M 01'inv
TT-T_.

initiation. The predicate-focus structure would be Vx1, Deut. 7:25 [topicalisation], Deut.
8: 1 [initiation, topicalisation], Deut. 9: 1 [circumstantial clause initiation, background
information], Deut. 10:6 [topic-shift], Deut. 10:10 [topic-shift].

We have analysedsix clauses, both nominal and verbal, which indicate topicalisation or
initiation in the body and there are other numerousexamplesasI list above. These pragmatic
functions are implied by the clause-focusstructure.
7.4.1.2. Introductory Fonnula
The secondcategoryof the onsetfunctions we shall observeis "Introductory Formula." This
is a distinct featurein Biblical Hebrew which announcesa title of a text unit. This "titling"
function is made possible because of the clause-focus structure. We may call this
"Introductory Formula" which consists of a demonstrative pronominal subject and a
following noun phrase.
An exampleis #9 Gen. 36:17:

m 91ýNrinvi

ri-ir jiýN-nm jiýN ifov-p

Tr

I And THESEare the SONSof REUEL,

2 Esau'sson: chief Nahath,chief Zerah, chief Shammah,chief Mizzah.
3 Theseare the chiefs descendedfrom Reuel in the land of Edom;
Line I is a clause with
demonstrative pronominal

introductory

Clause-Focus

Structure

subject is cataphoric (referring

with

cataphoric

to the upcoming).

pronoun is not active. Though its noun phrase (predicate) is often formally
definite,

it is not active either.

independently

This

means the formula

v. 19 the housesof the high places in cities of Samaria.

This means the
and semantically

appears out of the blue

(not being sequential to the preceding text). Its function

text unit and announce its general character.

MýN. This

or

is to introduce a new
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Line 2: Items of the list follow.

Line 3: The text unit of the list ends with a closing clausewhich consists of the same
demonstrativepronoun followed by the samegeneralcategory. This Line 3 was dealt with
under Closing Formula in the function of Argument-FocusStructure.214
Introductory Formula (Line 1) is similar to our modem idea of a title. This special
featureis indicated by Clause-FocusStructure. Since this formula is used to introduce new
commandmentsor a set of new namesat the beginning of a new text unit, we may include
this formula under "onset" discoursefunction.
Muraoka does not distinguish thesetwo formulae, Introductory Formula and Closing
Formula, and understandsboth of them as identificatory. Let us look at an example:#12
Exod. 16:16
ill'i" I M; -1VN -M-ill 71?
"Tý
iý: )'N
Jnx In=
T

I

"THIS is what the LORD

has COMMANDED,

2 'Gather of it every man as much as he should eat

According to

Muraoka Line

1

would

be

identificational. This

is

because

215

MIS '1JN lnls-i is determinate. However, this is not identificational, becausethe
M1711
T:
,4
proposition "X is what the Lord hascommanded"is not an active referent in the mind of the
receiver.Unlike the breaditself, the commandmentsabout the breadhavenot been discussed
or mentioned, namely this proposition, though it may be inferable, is not activatedin the
T7TT

mind of the receiver.If this clauseis utteredwith Argument-FocusStructure,it would sound
as ill-formed as "MIKE broke the window" if uttered out of the blue. It appearsthat this
referent, the -1WMclause, is more likely of general nature which is equivalent to a phrase
such as "the Lord's commandments."
The interpretationof M*1
is anothermatter.We may say that at the time of utterancethis
cataphoricMt is not activatedin the consciousnessof the receiver, either pragmatically or
contextually. Mýis actually a brand-new referent, becauseit is introduced here for the first
time. To put it more precisely, 711can be used to introduce a brand-new referent, becauseit
hasspecialindexical (or deictic) naturewhich points to the referent as if it is presentin front
of the interlocutors.
This clauseis not identificational.but hasClause-FocusStructure.It is similar to "JoHN
is My FRIEND"
which introducesa brand-new referent John, recognisesit as the topic of the
clause,and makesa commentaboutit. Similarly the Hebrew clauseabove introduces a new
referent Nt, recognisesit as the topic of the clauseand makesa commentaboutit. -it refersto

See 6.3 "Closing Formula" in pp. 134ff.
Seep. 41 for the definition.
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the following commandments.Thereforethis clausewith Clause-FocusStructureintroduces
,, 2 16
LORD
hasCOMMANDED .
a new set of commandments.The clausereads:"THis is what the
This interpretationis further supportedby the fact that this particular type of clauseis
placed at the beginning of a new text unit to introduce new episodes. This demonstrates
further that it is not identifying or commenting.An exampleis #7 Gen. 5: 1:
MIX nýlýjn '1B0 Mt THISis thebookof theGENERATIONSof

ADAM.

In this clause both the constituents are not activated in the reader's consciousness. The clause
is "out-of-the-blue" or non-sequential to the preceding texts and introduces a large text unit.
The cataphoric -Q seems to refer to the entire text unit which covers from here till the next
occurrence of nliýin

(Gen. 6: 9). 217We may recognise that this function resembles our

chapter title at the head of a chapter: "The Book of the Generation of Adam. " Our title
informs us of the beginning of a new text unit (chapter, section, episode, book, etc.) and at
the same time announces its general character. This type of clause in Biblical Hebrew seems
to have the similar features to our title.

The prime exampleof this "titling" function of Introductory Formula (Clause-Focus
Structure)is Deut. 1:1:
ýtwl
THESE

are the WORDS

which

riv*b 'In

-I PUN
nnnri

riýK

MOSES SPOKE to ALL ISRAEL

It is apparent that neither of the referents, NýN or Mlln-N-i, is active at the time of the
focused.
brand-new
both
These
the
are
utterance.
are
unidentifiable referents, and
referents
The clause has Clause-Focus Structure. English would read "THESEare the WORDSwhich
..
This clause informs

us of the beginning

general character. Since the function

of a book and at the same time announces its

of this clause is introduction

new comment, let us continue to use the term "introductory

of a new referent with a

formula"

for this function.

This

particular pragmatic function is indicated by the clause-focus structure.
What I have tried to demonstrate here in "Introductory
1. Muraoka
identificatory.
introductory

remarks

that all S-P clauses with

Formula"

a demonstrative

is as follows.

pronominal

subject

are

However, our theory of focus structure can classify them into two groups: the
formula and the closing formula.

2. The closing formula has an anaphoric demonstrative pronoun and closes a text unit. It has
the function

of identification

argument followed

and has Xp Argument-Focus

Structure,

namely, the focused

by the non-focused comment;

For example, Gen. 10: 20

T

..:.

i*N

11

These(above) are the sonsof Ham.

The pitch prominencedoes not necessarilyfall on the entire constituent. Here probably both "Lord" and
"commanded"havepitch prominenceand the latter has higher pitch. This is accordingto the rule "EndFocus" of English. For End-Focus, see'p. 47.
G. Wenham 1987,121.
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3. The introductory formula has a cataphoricdemonstrativepronoun and introduces a text
unit with "titling" function. It has XP Clause-Focus Structure (dual-foci) with noncommentingor non-sequentialcharacter.
For example,Deut. 1:1

..

T.

b -IM-1-ILONO"IM-171
'-ýn-ýN MC;
-T..

.....

-.

I.

-..

..

These (below) are the words which Mosesspoketo all Israel.

Below are other examples
From nominal clauses
Introducing new commandments: #12 Exod. 16:32, #12 Exod. 35:4, #12 Lev.
17:2, #12 Lev. 8:5, #12 Lev. 9:6, #12 Num. 30:2, #12 Num. 36:6.
Introducing other items: the offering by fire: #12 Num. 28:3; interpretation of
dreams ..: #19 Gen. 40: 12, #19 Gen. 40: 18; temple tax: #18 Exod. 30: 132'9; kindness:
#20 Gen. 20: 13.

ntýt
#16 Gen. 9: 12, #20 Gen. 17:10, #13 Exod. 12:43, #17 Lev. 6:2 (Eng. v. 9), #13 Lev.
6: 18 (Eng. v. 25), #12 Lev. 11:2, #9 Num. 4:24, #9 Num. 4:4, #18 Num. 8:24, #16
Num. 19:2, #16 Num. 31:21, #12 Num. 34:2, #12 Deut. 14:4.

ri*

See p. 134 for #9 Gen. 36: 17 and p. 170 for #12 Deut. 1:1.
Other examples are: #4 Exod. 6: 14, #7 Gen. 36: 15, #8 Gen. 36: 18, #16 Exod.
38: 21, #8 Lev. 23: 4, #9 Num. 26: 42, #8 Num. 33: 1, #12 Deut. 12: 1, #16 Deut. 28: 69
(dubious, it can be identificational

Argument Focus). Clauses which introduce

M:

# 15 Gen. 2: 4 (the heavens and the earth), #4 Gen. 6: 9 (Noah), #4 Gen. 11: 10 (Shem),
#4 Gen. 37: 2 (Jacob). 220

NIM and Nlj7
#18 Exod. 16:23,221#18 Lev. 10:3.
From Deuteronomy
Deut. 4:44

x -ninn ntýn
zý riv'b ot)-nu",
Tim is the LAW Moses set BEFORE the ISRAELITES.

Other examples: Deut. 4:45 (r1tVj-T
ItDn

Deut. 6: 1

7:
5
(071ý
Deut.
(misinnnzýq),
T:

--'.

'

T

introduce
interrogative
Notice
Deut.
10:
12
-Pý
the
to
seems
a text
also
with
j-1t).

unit:

"' "To interpret" is activated in v. 8. Thesemay be a clausewith identificational Argument-FocusStructure.
2'9 Andersenunderstandsthis as0 ashernominal clause.It can be a verbal clause.
211Other clauses with rjý'iýirli are not included here becausethey are with waw which are categorisedas coordinatedclauses.They are not within our data.
221 -il-p
-Itý
-InIN17i"This is what the Lord meant." The instruction about the mana on sabbathis not
This
is
This
"IjN
that
the
activated.
to
this
contextually
clause
not
means
utterance.
mentioned prior
shows N17ican be used as the topic of an introductory ClauseFocus clausejust as Mt is used.This is rare.
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ý"qu.
min
-, rinvi
TT

And now, Israel, WHAT does the LORD your GOD REQUIREfrOM YOU

To summarise,Introductory Formula informs us of the beginning of a text unit (a book, an
episode, a paragraph, etc.) and at the same time announcesits general character.This is
similar to our title.
This introductory formula is one pragmatic function that clause-focus structure can
indicate.This introductory formula hasgrammaticallythe identical structure with the closing
formula, and thereforethe differencebetweenthem has not been well recognised.However,
our information-structure analysis reveals the difference of their focus structures and
functions.
7.4.1.3. Contextualisation(deictic phrases)
The third onsetfunction which is indicatedbY the clause-focusstructureis contextualisation.
Some deictic phrasesfollow the verb in the predicate-focusstructure. For example,
Gen. 2:2:
M &'M

and He restedon the seventhday

However, when it is fronted, it seems to have a discourse function which provides
information of a context, temporal or spatial framework, in which a new text unit occurs.
For example,#118 Lev. 23:34
mi v"'Murl

W,nhý

mi, nfov rid"Innz

C3,73,nv="

ritzri

ri

On the FIFTEENTH
MONTH
of this SEVENTH
(it) is the FEAST of BOOTHSfor seven DAYS to the Lord. [Shimasaki]

By this XP focus structure, a different pragmaticfunction is indicated. Namely the flow is
stoppedand the clauseprovides the framework or the context for the following text unit.
This may be a sub-categoryof Background Information below. However, it is included
under "onset," becauseit often indicatesthe onsetof a new text unit.
Andersenunderstandsthat Lev. 23:34 hasthe sequenceof P-S. We may interpret these
clausesas pragmaticsubjects(topics) followed by pragmaticpredicates(comments)in List
Structure (seebelow).
Pragmaticsubject(topic) + pragmaticpredicate(comment)
On the fifteenth
is the Feastof Booths.
This interpretationmay be supportedby other clauseswith fronted prepositionalphrases(see
2.6 p. 5 1).
However, there is another option. The clause consists of a fronted time phrase
followed by an existentialclause:
Deictic phrase
On the fifteenth

+

Existential clause
there is the Feast of Booths.
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In Leviticus chapter23, there are instructions about the Day of Atonementand the Feastof
Tabernacles.Each major sectionstartswith the datesof the seventhmonth. Theseclausesare
either verbal or nominal clauses:
v. 24 verbal clause:
on the first day of the seventhmonth
v. 27 nominal clause:
on the tenth day of the seventhmonth
v. 34 nominal clause:
v. 39 verbal clause:

on the fifteenth day of the seventhmonth
on the fifteenth day of the seventhmonth
The fact that either a verbal or a nominal clause is following this deictic phrase seemsto
suggestthat unlike the examplesin List Structure,222thesephrasesmay not be predicates(or
pragmatic subjects),but phraseswhich are fronted for focus for the discoursefunction. Let
us seethe verbal clausein Lev. 23:24:

In the SEVENTH
month on the FIRSTof the month,
you shall have a rest, a reminder by blowing of trumpets, a holy convocation.

Here a non-verbalelementprecedesthe verb to signify the deviation from commenting.The
implication of this deviation in this contextis that it stopsthe flow of the text and the fronted
deictic phraseis providing a time frame (context) for the following text unit (discourse) of
how you celebratethe first day.
This understandingseemsto suit better the nominal clause with which we are now
dealing. It follows that this clausedoes not belong to our data, since we have limited our
study to nominal clauseswithout margins (the two-member clauses).Nonetheless,we shall
keep this clause,since this usageis significant for our study. It appearsthat in both nominal
and verbal clauses,a deictic phraseis fronted for focus which signifies a pragmaticfunction
Otherthan commenting.The implication hereis to stop the flow of the texts and provide the
time frame for the following text unit (discourseor episode).
Let us look at two more examples.

Gen.1:1

nXI vndri nx nniýN win mu,,
N-ln
In the BEGINNING
GODCREATED
the HEAVENSand the EARTH.

Here the fronting of the deictic clause has a discourse function. It provides a temporal
framework for the following text unit. This "contextual isation" is implied by XP ClauseFocus Structure.
The last example is Judg. 20: 4:

nrl:ý*O-ori
I-Id"xnJinx
TTT-T....

J? P'ný

nxm
T

--T

JV:11

-IW-*N

T:

So the Levite, the husbandof the woman who was murdered,answeredand said,
"To Gibeah I came with my concubine to spendthe night, which belongs to Benjamin. [Shimasaki]

Seethe following chapter.
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Muraoka commentson Mn=71 that it semsto be emphaticwith a connotationof "the guilty
village!" (43). However, it seemsto be contextualisationwhich provides the temporal and
TT.

--

locational framework of a text unit (an episodeor an utterance).
Below are other examples.
From verbal clauses
Fronted adverb: Gen. 31:38 (ii-OW"01"IUD MD, Gen. 31:41
TT.:

and Gen. 40: 19

(WIT
.T..

IIVýj

:.

VI.

IiD. I),

Gen. 40: 13

*

Gen. 41: 17-18

--

(Mn'731 C31731p),
Judg. 18:1 (071M MInT= initiation, too), Judg. 18:10
TTI

Judg. 11:40
ISam.

21:8 (CIVI).
From Deuteronomy
Deut. 9:8 (M"IhMI at Horeb), Deut. 9:9 (7617Z when I went up) Deut. 9: 22
(j-l'lDnllnl at Taberah), Deut. 9:23 (Mlil" hýjnl
when the Lord sent), Deut. 10: 1
(Nljýi3 ng; at that time), Deut. 10:8
n;?; at that time).
T"

.-..

:-:

T:

'I

.-..

-,.

T

To sum up, many of deictic phrasesseemto be fronted for a discoursefunction. They initiate
a new text unit (discourse)and at the sametime provide a temporal or spatial framework for
the following text unit. This discoursefunction is indicated by the clause-focusstructure.
We have observedthree typesof onset functions: topicalisation/initiation,Introductory
Formula and contextualisation.They all indicate a start of a new text unit. In addition to this
indication, topicalisation announcesthe topic of the new text unit, Introductory Formula
functions as our modem title and contextualisationprovide temporalor spatialframework for
the following text unit by deictic phrases. These onset functions are some of pragmatic
functions indicatedby the clause-focusstructure.
7.4.2. BackgroundInfonnation
We shall now pay attentionto backgroundinformation. This is our secondcategoryof the
discoursefunctions.
Some clausesprovide circumstantialinformation not only for the main clausebut for
the following or preceding text unit (discourse). In other words, we can observe
circumstantiality at two levels of Hebrew. at the inter-clausal level and at the text-unit
(discourse)level. We havenamedthe former "circumstantialclause." We may call this textunit level circumstantiality"background" or "off-line information." A clauseof background
information may have connotationsof anteriority, simultaneity, causeand so on depending
on its context (contentsand grammar)just as a circumstantial clause may. The distinction
between inter-clausal level circumstantiality (circumstantial clause) and text-unit-level
circumstantiality (background information) often becomes obscure. In either level, XP
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Clause-Focus Structure indicates circumstantiality, a pragmatic implication of the clausefocus structure.

For example,#23 Ptc Deut. 20:3, Line 2:

I

'Hear, 0 Israel,

2 YOU are APPROACHING the BATTLE against your ENEMIES TODAY.
3 Do not be fainthearted.

4 Do not be afraid, or panic, or tremble before them,

This is a new speech(vv. 3 and 4) and the topic (you) is announced(topicalisation). The
clause is circumstantial to the following commandments,that is, providing background
information for the whole text unit (vv. 3 and 4).
It is not difficult to assumethat somebackgroundinformation also signals the onset of
a text unit. There are caseswhere circumstantialclause and background information are
difficult to distinguish. Here again, thesediscourse terms are not rigidly exclusive of one
another.
Background information with ý: -) subjectphrases
Andersen arguesthat ý-:-) draws the subjectsin front. However, our examples show
backgroundinformation.
T

T

#45 Num. 35:7
ALL the CITIES which you shall GIVE to the LEVITES shall be FORTY-EIGHTCITIES.

This clause stops the flow of the commands(starting from v. 2) and gives background
information which is the total number of the cities. Here, the ýý subject phraseis fronted,
ý.
not because -Ddraws items in front, but because of the non-sequential character of
T

backgroundinformation. This deviation from commentingis indicated by XP Clause-Focus
Structure.
Another example of the fronted

phrase is

#25 Deut. 3: 5: 223

ALL THESEwere CITIES.

Verses 1-7 are a text unit which narrates how the Israelites conqueredthe kingdom of Og in Bashan. The
story developsby waw-consecutivesand when it comesto the description of the towns that they destroyed
(vv. 4b and 5), it diverts from the waw-consecutives:a qal clause (v. 4b) and the nominal clause with the
ýý
Clause-FocusStructure above (v. 5). This description is a piece of background information. The
ý?,
but of the claus&s non-sequentialcharacterof background
subject phraseis fronted, not becauseof
information.
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2Sam.20:8 Line 2
GKC sees"state" in Line 2 of 2Sam.20:8 below:

Nn NtInIll (GKC §142 e).
... ..; .TTT
--

Willi

1 (SP) When THEYwere at the LARGESTONEwhich is in GIBEON,
2 (SVA) AMASAcameto MEETTHEM.
3 (SVA) Now JOABwas DRESSED
in his MILITARYATrIRE,
4 (SP) and OVER IT was a BELT with a SWORD in its SHEATH FASTENED at his WAIST;
(Pragmatic

subject and pragmatic

predicate)

5 (SV) and as he WENT FORWARD,
6 (VS) it FELL OUT.

We may noticethat it is not only Line 2 that has the inverted word order but all the clauses
but one in this verse. Line I to 5 have XP Clause-FocusStructure. Line I suspendsthe
narrativeand gives a settingfor the text unit (v. 8). Line 2 shifts the topic to Amasa who is
inactivatedby the mission of David given to Joab and other warriors (vv. 6-7). Line 3
topicalisesJoab. Line 4 (pragmaticsubject and pragmaticpredicate:"on which there was a
belt") is subordinateto Line 3. Line 5 is subordinate(circumstantialclause)to Line 6 (as he
went forward). Line 6 hasPredicate-FocusStructure,commenting on the active referent, the
sword, sequentialto Line 5, logically and temporally.The whole text unit, Line I to Line 6,
namely the whole verse 8 is a piece of background information which connects Joab's
departurefrom Jerusalemin v. 7 and Joab'skilling Amasa in vv. 9 and 10 which starts with
a waý-vv
consecutiveclause. All of these pragmatic functions, circumstantialclause, topicshift, topicalisation,backgroundinformation are indicatedby the clause-focusstructure.
Let us look at the last exampleof backgroundinformation.
224
Judg. 11:23

ýN-lUP,
inyj 'm n

d-lin ýNnu,
, 'rHN rilm,rini
uui-rn rinxi
T--

I 'Now the LORD, the GOD of ISRAEL, DROVEOUT the AMORITES from before His PEOPLEISRAEL,
2 and You are going to POSSESS
it. [Shimasaki]

Muraoka comments that 711711
in Line 1 is fronted because it is "contr. [asted] to Kemosh"

(33). It appears, however, MIM" and MMNare fronted becausethe provide background
T:

T-y

information for the statementin v. 24 which hasa paralleledextraposition(casuspendens)in
Judg. 11:24:

224See9.2 "Conjunctional words and phrases"in pp. 215ff for the fronted element MýV.
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J, rfýx Jim. ) ji-li,

-1wfixnx, 9ý,-i
w"I'M IMIN

iiri

17

'z n1
in

'Do you not possesswhat Chemoshyour god gives you to possess?
So whatever the Lord our God has driven out before us, we will possessit.

By this paralleledextraposition(casuspendens),"we will possessthe land" is emphasised.
The two clausesof XV Clause-FocusStructurein v. 23 are background infonnation for this
is not for the contrast with Chemosh of v. 24
emphatic statement.The fronting of M171"
T
(which is in contrastto M11-11
of v. 24), but it is for backgroundinformation.
T.

Below are other examples of background information
From nominal clauses
#23 Ptc Deut. 9: 1 [topicalisation, background information]
* Hear,0 Israel!
yjtnw,
T

Mt-Ti 'I=D

MýX

YOU are CROSSINGover the JORDANTODAY

#23 Ptc Deut. 20: 3 [topicalisation,

background

ý]NtTl
nnr6ih

*-'.
Ws-i

#49 Ptc Gen. 33: 13

D IMW,
*-.
W: 31R CM

information]

'Hear, 0 Israel,
YOU are APPROACHING the BATTLE.

[topicalisation and background information]
vt

"My LORDKNOWSthat the CHILDREN
are FRAIL

#23 Ptc Gen. 49: 29
1111ZV-ýXýVNU *11N

I am ABOUT to be GATHEREDto my PEOPLE.

#23 Ptc Deut. 2:4
Uninx

ý1=

0,11-:117 WN

#23 PtC Deut. 2: 18 [topicalisation

YOU Will PASSthrough the TERRITORYof your BROTHERS
and background

information]

ýInrmý
-IV-nNnt\on
mimm
-InDrimt
You shall CROSS over

AR,

the BORDER

of MOAB, TODAY.

#48 Deut. 4:3 (and #48 Deut. 3:21)
m1m, mbyj--1Jx

nx%

#23 Ptc Deut. 29: 9 [topicalisation

=TT

Your EYEShave SEENwhat the LORD has DONE.

and background

information]225

"YOU are STANDING TODAY, ALL of You, before the LORD your GOD:

From verbal clauses
GKC's "state":ISam. 28:3:226

**

T

iý-nno!

n nin

Now SAMUEL was DEAD, and all Israel had LAMENTED him

22'Focus on "you" is intensified by

This "you" clause is functioning semantically as a circumstantial

ý+
for
following
inf. const (v. 12) and JD?
3ý (v. 13) purpose clauses.It is not advancingthe
the
clause
flow of the speech,but gives backgroundinformation.
226The clauseprovides backgroundinformation (both causal,anterior) for the text unit which starts at v. 6.
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Gen. 18:17 (background information, inserted monologue), Gen. 24: 1 (background
information), Gen. 38:25 (background information MM
Gen. 44: 3-4
'227
(background information), 228ISam. 25:21 (background information and circumstantial
clause [anterior]).
Fronted subject: Judg. 9: 44229 (Abimelech), Judg. 20:34 (MV*M-711 and the
TT:

following verse).
Fronted object: Judg. 14:4
From Deuteronomy
Deut. 11:26

Iýn).

--:

230

T -.

[setting and background for the blessing and curse in

vv. 27-29])

All of theseclausesabove are flagged as background information by the XP clause-focus
structure. We may note again that background infon-nation has non-sequential and
independentcharacter.
7.4.3. Climax
We have seenonset functions and backgroundinformation as discoursefunctions indicated
by the clause-focusstructure. This section deals with Climax. Climax is observed more
frequently on the text-unit level than the inter-clausallevel. Climax or "Dramatic Pause" is
describedby R. Buth:
The story marksa slow-downof eventsin the grammarin the sameway that a moviemay
freezethe actionor slow it down at a critical point. (1990,13)
Esth. 3: 15 is an exampleButh gives:

ýýIlrl-in-ino'DIM-1
1"c;,
3 mm n"11-11
I-l"zi-iju,IW"'
*,

nimvýInW.

B

-I

I

Inn

I

7VIV -)ITI-il

227V. 25 as a whole functions as backgroundinformation which connectsJudah'sorder to kill her (v. 24) and
his admission of his fault (v. 26). Namely it provides the reason for Judah's change. Line I may be
understoodas subordinative,too.
228Four clausesin thesetwo versesconnect Joseph'sorder to put silver in the sack of Benjamin in vv. 1,2
and his accusationin vv. 4-6.
... This is our backgroundinformation. The two verses,44 and its following verse 45 which also starts with
expound how Abimelech "rose againstthem and slew them" in v. 43. Then thesetwo verses4445 bridge v. 43 to v. 46.
230

ID introduces the reason or backgroundof this happening. The three clauses have XV Clause-Focus
Structure. Line I shifts the topic. Line 2 and 3 give backgroundinformation. The fronting of Mlsftl (not
T -.

NIM) may be due to its contrastiveconnotation (nothing but an occasion).
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The COURIERS WENT OUT IMPELLED by the king's COMMAND
and the DECREE was ISSUED in SUSA the CAPITAL;
and the KING and HAMAN sat DOWN to DRINK,

[Shimasaki]
and the CITYof SUSAwas in CONFUSION.

Here all the clauseshave XP Clause-FocusStructure. Climax is indicated by this focus
structure, probably because this structure conveys non-sequential or independent
connotation.By giving a break in eachclause,it gives a senseof slow but vivid description.
Other examples from verbal clauses
Climactic or topic-shift: Judg. 20:39, Judg. 20:40 and Judg. 20:4 1.231

7.4.4. Closure
The last discourse function we shall see is "closure." When an episode ends, English
expressesthe end of the episodeby a declining pitch contour and lengtheningof some last
words, such as "and they lived happily ever after.""' Languagesseem to have means to
indicate the end of an episode and Hebrew appears to indicate it by the clause-focus
structure.It might have been accompaniedby a declining pitch contour. See also "Closure"
in inter-clausallevel above(p. 159).
The first exampleis Deut. 5:33:

"YOU Shall WALK in ALL the WAY WhiCh the LORD your GOD has COMMANDED you,

that you may LIVE, and that it may be WELLwith You,
This clause closes the text unit (vv. 23-33). 233This interpretation is supported by the fact that
ýollowing
the
verse 6: 1 starts a new text unit by the introductory fonnula:

Now THISis the COMMANDMENT,
the STATUTES
and the JUDGMENTS
which the LORDyour GOD
has COMMANDED

The clause-focusstructurecan indicate the end of a

234
text unit.

The secondexampleis Deut. 6:25:
"And it will be RIGHTEOUSNESS
for us, if we are careful to observeall this commandment

231the fronted non-verbal elements: =-I'Ri11in v. 37, -iVin, -11in v. 38, lp';: 11in v. 39, rR".tY?
D,11in v. 40,
ýXlbl jliNlin
v. 41.
.. 1. -.:
232j. Pierrehumbertand Julia Hirschberg recognisethat the longer the duration of sentence-finalbecomes,the
more of finality it indicates.Lowering of pitch also accompaniesthis finality (1990,279).
233"The Narrative Relating the Sinai Revelation and Israel'sResponse"(E. Merrill, 1994: 157).
T

T.

234This clause, v. 33 may be contrasting the whole proposition with v. 32 (not turning aside to the right or
to the left).
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This XV claUS6235
closes the text unit (6: 1-25 or 4-25). This interpretation is also supported
by the fact that the following 7: 1 starts a new text unit by Clause-Focus Structure
(y"IXM-ýX 176N
.TT*.

'

T

I.".

[contextualisation] ).236

MIMI jt; ln"
T:..:

Below are other examples.
From verbal clause
Gen. 46:32

termination or circumstantial clause; the first clause D'U"MMI:
T-

T.

theme-shift to "their occupation").

In summary,the clause-focusstructurecan indicate the end of an episodeor a text unit. This
function of closurealso hasnon-sequentialor independentnature.
7.4.5. Summaryof "Text-unit level implications"
We have analysedsome clausesof the XP clause-focusstructure which have demonstrated
discoursefunctions, such as onset functions, background information, climax and closure.
Within the onset functions we have observed Introductory Formula (titling),
contextualisationaswell astopicalisation/initiation.
We may need to note that these discourse terrns are not rigidly exclusive of one
another.They may be overlappingconceptually.A good example is Judg. 6:33.
ýxv Ir ptý!;; lr. m rl; vll
I Then ALL the MIDIANITEs

and the AMALEKITES and the SONS of the EAST assembled themselves;

2 and they CROSSED over and CAMPED in the VALLEY of JEZREEL.

This verse 33 starts a new episode (initiation) at the same time it provides background
information for this new episode(vv. 33ff). This verse may also be translatedas a temporal
subordinateclause(when ... ) (circumstantialclause).

7.5.

SUNEYLARYOF "CLAUSE-FOCUS STRUCTURE"

We have analysedthe information structureof someclauseswith fronted argumentssuch as,
Exod. 6:6
Exod. 33:5

rili-i" INN I am the LoRD
MIN You are an OBSTINATE PEOPLE.

We haveobservedthat theseclauseshave pragmaticfunctions which may be classified into
three levels.They are:...
235In the predicate-focusstructure,the verb MIMis fronted before an adjective. Here the nominal adjectiveis
fronted for focus to indicate the clause-focusstructure.Seethe structure in Deut. 24: 13 where "for you" is
fronted for focus. 24: 13 may have the argument-focusstructure in which "for you" is emphasisedthrough
implicit contrast.
2" For this text division, seeM. Weinfeld (357), D. Christensen(152ff) and E. Merrill (176).
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Information level: activation of inactive referents, introduction of brand-new referents
(7.2);
Inter-clausal level: exclamation/proclamation, contrast of the whole proposition,
circumstantial clause, inter-clausal climax, inter-clausal closure (7.3);
Text-unit

level: onset functions (topicalisation, initiation, Introductory Formula,
contextualisation), background information, climax and closure (7.4).

All of these pragmatic functions indicate deviation from commenting and identification. We
may say also that most of them have a character of non-sequentiality or independence.
This observation leads us to conclude that there is much justice in our understanding of
the clause-focus structure as proposed at the beginning of this chapter. Namely, these
clauses have an argument focused by fronting and by high pitch and a following predicate
focused by high pitch (7.1.1). The function is to expect the receiver to make a high-cost
cognitive effort to perceive implications from the context which are other than commenting or
identification (7.1.2.1). In other words, this structure indicates and is marked for pragmatic
functions other than commenting or identification (7.1.2.2).
In the preceding chapters 5,6 and this chapter 7 we have examined the information
structure and functions of most of the clauses from our data. Each chapter has demonstrated

23'This list of pragmatic functions is not meant to be exhaustiveand there may be other implications which
may be derived from other contexts.Theseimplications may be overlapping conceptually or a clause may
have multiple implications. This phenomenonmay be comparedwith the semantic polysemy (one word
having multiple meanings,in contrast to "homonymy," See M. Silva 1983,113-14) or with "deliberate
ambiguity" (it intentionally constructs a sentencein order that it leaves multiple meanings to be
interpreted. SeeSilva 1983,149-150). Although it is not the purpose of our study to present and to argue
for a new set of discourseterms and conceptions,and our categoriesmay be imperfect, it seemsto have
servedour purposeto show pragmatic functions which are different from commentingand identification.
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that the clause-initial position of Biblical Hebrew is marked for focus and that Biblical
Hebrew has the three focus structuresjust asother languageshave.
We need, however, to look at some more clauses we have not yet examinedin our
data.In the following chapter8 we shall examineclauseswith*parallelism. In chapter9 we
shall discuss some problems of our theory and finally chapter 10 will present apparent
exceptionsto our theory.

8.

PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION AND LIST STRUCTURE

8.1.

INTRODUCTION

This chapteris going to deal with parallelism.This phenomenoncuts acrossthe difference of
the three focus structuresand thereforean independentchapter is needed. The aim of this
chapteris not a full-scale study of parallelismwhich may involve a wide range of literary
"'
including
Instead we shall
analysis
metre, syllable number, word-pair and pivot word.
look at a group of clausesfrom the perspectiveof focus structure in the hope of solving
some problems raised in past studies of word order. A parallel construction in this thesis
consists of two or more juxtaposed clauseswhose constituents are placed with the same
sequence,such asXP//XP//XP. We shall employ the term "parallel construction" in place of
parallelism to imply the perspectiveof this focus structure.
Before we go into discussion, I shall presenthere a typical exampleof the problems
that the past studieshavenot solved in relation to parallel construction.
#30 Deut. 6:4:
ýN-ILYI 17W
T

I:

ýx
1M

ri In,
M1111

"Hear, 0 Israel!
I The LORD is our GOD,
2 the LORD is ONE!

This verseis highly controversial. IBHS commentsthat "The problem posed by the Shema
(Deut. 6:4) are numerous," (135) and lists five possibilities of interpretation:
1. YfnvH is our God (identifying clause S-P), YHwH is one (classifying S-P); 2. Our one
God is YHWH,YHwH; 3. YHWH our God is one YHwH; 4. YHWH, our God, YHWHis one; 5.
YjiwH is our God, YtBvH alone. IBHS comments further that "it is agreed that no closely
comparable passage occurs" (135) and it quotes from Gerald Janzen "the Shema does not
conform exactly to any standard nominal sentence pattern. " C. NEller similarly comments
that this verse "resists any simple resolution" (1999,4).

This chapteron parallelism with a perspectiveof focus structuremay shed light on this
issueand other relatedproblems.

8.2.

PARALLEL

CONSTRUCTION IN THREE FOCUS STRUCTURES

First of all, parallel construction seemsto be found in each of the three different focus
structures.

For such wider treatmentsseefor exampleW. Watson'sworks (1984 and 1994).
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8.2.1. Predicate-Focus Parallel Construction

A group of juxtaposed clausesmay have the samePredicate-FocusStructure (Px//Px//Px),
such as Is. 19:13 (GKC §142 f, an exampleof his emphasis).
...........I
...........

The

of ZqM

have AcTED FOOLISHLY,

The princes of Meaipýis are DELUDED;
........
.....
Those who are the cornerstone of her tribes have LED EGYPT ASTRAY.
........
...............
.......

Thesethreeclausescommenton the sametopic which is activatedin v. 11. Hence PredicateFocusStructure.We may detectthe middle pitch on the subjectshere (dotted line).239
8.2.2. Argument-FocusParallel Construction
A group of juxtaposedclausesmay havethe sameArgument-FocusStructure.For example,
I.Sam. 8:7

mri,

ýt6
TT
10MIZ
T7

And the Lord said to Samuel,
I "Listen to the voice of the people in regard to all that they say to you,
2 for they have NOT rejected You,

3 but they have rejectedME from being king over them.

The proposition "they rejectedX" is presupposedin the precedingcontext. Line 2 identifies
"not you" with the X. Line 3 identifies "me" with the X. Juxtaposition of thesetwo clauses
of Argument-Focus Structure contrasts "You" with "me." Line 2 and 3 form Argumentfocus parallel construction.
Another exampleis Deut. 8:3:

M-w-i
TTT

MIMI

criwl
TTT

that man does not live on BREADALONEý
but on EVERY WORD that comes from the MOUTH of the LORD.

"The man lives on X"

is presupposed'"

fronted. This parallel construction

and thus not focused

while

the arguments

are

has contrastive connotation.

8.2.3. Clause-FocusParallel Construction
It appears, however, that we find more cases of a parallel construction with juxtaposed
clauses of Clause-FocusStructure. In this construction, though these clauses are not
"' See "Middle pitch" in pp. 90ff.
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semanticallyunrelated,the latter clauseis not sequentialto the former logically, temporally or
informationally. Each clausehas a fresh new start.Hence Clause-FocusStructure.
Clause-focusparallel constructionmay be classifiedinto three sub-categoriesaccording
to its semanticconnotation:Itemizing, Contrastand Cumulation. Again, theseclassifications
are only provisional. The thrust of this sectionis to demonstratethat a clausewith ClauseFocusStructureindicatesdeviation from commenting.
Chiasmus is also related to parallel construction. Chiasmus, in our terms "chiastic
construction," is in the sameliterary category, but in opposition to parallel construction. It
can have the sequence, XP//PX or PX//XP. Both parallel construction and chiastic
construction belong to the inter-clausal syntactic relations, but they have opposing word
order. Chiastic constructionwill be discussedas an exception to our thesis in 10.2" Chiastic
Construction" in pp. 225ff.

8.3.

THREE TYPES OF CLAUSE-FOCUS PARALLEL

CONSTRUCTION

We shall look at threetypesof the clause-focusparallel construction.
8.3.1. Itemizing
In a list, every item has a fresh new start (non-sequentialto its predecessor).Although the
referentsin a list arealreadyactivatedin general, they are focused. For example, an answer
to a question,"what did your children do yesterday?" would be:
JOHNwentto playFOOTBALL,
MIKE wentshoppingin TOWNand
LEAHhelpedmeGARDENING.
Though the children may be active referentsin the minds of the interlocutorswho might have
been talking about thesethree children, their names are focused becauseeach proposition
needs to be non-sequentialto each other. Each proposition has a different topic and its
comment.This is anotherinstanceof deviation from commenting.
A Hebrew exampleis #29 Num. 13:29. This is a list of surroundingpeoples.
j,
nnm
nrin Mvi, "-IbNfil
"AMALEK

wril

iS LIVING in the land of the NEGEV

and the HITTITES and the JEBUSITES and the AmORITES are LIVING in the HILL country,

and the CANAANITES
are LIVINGby the SEAand by the SIDEof the Jordan."
Another example of itemizing is #38 Gen. 31: 43 :241

We may say this proposition is accessible.
Wilfred G. E. Watson suggestedat an interview in Edinburgh, UK in June 1999 that the sequence
[daughters> children > flocks] is not arbitrary, but follows an expectedpattern. However, since each
clause has a different topic, we may still say it is itemizing.
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"The DAUGHTERS are My DAUGHTERS,

113=

and the CHILDREN
are My CHILDREN,

T.

, ný:;
andtheFLOCKS
aremy FLOCKS,
#44 Exod. 38: 17 (from hanging instruction)...

ELýý
And the SOCKETSfor the PILLARSwere of BRONZE,

and the HOOKS
of the PILLARSand their BANDSwere of SILVER;
and the OVERLAYING
of their Tops were of SILVER,

In theseverses, eachitem has a fresh new start and they are not commenting on the same
referent.Thus Clause-FocusStructure (XP//XP//XP).
It appearsthat this feature of itemizing has not been well recognisedin the past. For
example,#35 Gen. 46:8
JýIXI

Qýý171"Ib= JACOB'SFIRST-BORN
is REUBEN

Andersen would classify this clause as identification, becauseboth the subject and the
predicateare definite. Moreover, the predicateis more definite than the subject here which is
another exception. Hoftijzer does not discuss clauseswith a definite predicate. Muraoka
would classify the verse above as identification, because both the constituents are
"determinate."
We have a different approach. The clause above is not identificatory, since the
predicateis not active in the minds of the receiver: the context does not show that the
interlocutors havebeentalking aboutReuben.Second,we will take the broader context into
consideration.The purpose of the text unit which starts from v. 8 and continuesto v.26 is
not to identify Reubenas a son of Jacob, but to present the names of sons of Jacob who
went to Egypt in a list forin. The following verse,Gen. 46:9, reads:
And the SONSof REUBENare HANocH and PALLu and HEZRONand CARMI.

This list (vv. 8-26) as a whole, which contains 66 names, follows the same pattern: "the
sonsof X are A, B and C" in Clause-FocusStructure. Namely the whole list has a clausefocus parallel construction.
Instructions for hangings

whether they are the hangings (or curtains) of the courtyard, the hangings

of the tabernacleor the hangingsof the gatesof the courtyard, have a different grammatical structure from
other parts of the tabernacle(the ark, the table, the boardsfor the tabernacle,the altar, the breastpiece,the
horn of the alter, the alter of incense,the alter of incense,the altar of burnt offering). They employ fronted
subjects,while other parts are generally describedby Predicate-FocusStructureas we have seen in chapter
on Predicate-FocusStructure. This is probably due to the stylistic difference in description. In the
instructions about these hangings, the itemizing is employed to describethe building structure while
clausesin other passagesare more of narration. Scholars and translators seem to understandtheseclauses
in two ways: either as adverbialaccusativephrasesas in #50 Exod. 26: 32 or as items in a list. The
difference of translation,either adverbialaccusativephrasesor itemizing in a list, is not significant. The
structure we have is Clause-focusparallel construction.
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understanding of Gen. 1:2. GKC understands that MIM of

Gen. 1:2 is a copula:
li-itl

li-ih Mr)"M Y'liNMI And theEARTH
andVOID.
wasFORMLESS

We can explain its XV word order by our theory. We may view Gen. 1:1-3 as follows:

ýntcmmn o'nu,ri nx pyh\'. "winn'J"win
Intl rih rinrl ntwm

07in
nmri-In0,7iýxT11,11
(ni,x-rin -11,
N ,-I, cn-iýýX
-InKtl)
Gen. I: I

(AVSO) In the BEGINNING
GODcreatedthe HEAVENS
and the EARTH.
Gen. 1:2a (SVA) And the EARTHwas FORMLESS
and VOID,
Gen. 1:2b (SP) and DARKNESS
was over the SURFACE
of the DEEP;
Gen. 1:2c (Sp)243and the SPIRITof GODwas moving over the SURFACE
of the WATERS.
(Gen. 1:3
(VSO) Then God said, "Let there be light"; and there was light. )

I propose that all thesefour clausesin Gen. 1:1 and 2 have XP clause-focusstructure. In
Gen. 1:1, the deictic time phrase(M' N-In) is fronted for focus to indicatenon-commenting.
Its implication is to provide the frame for the following text unit (vv. 1 and 2)
(contextualisation). Gen. 1:2a-c The subjects are fronted for focus to indicate noncommenting. These clause seem to have a clause-focus parallel construction (itemizing).
Thesefour clauses(1: 1 and 2abc) as a whole function as background information244for the
following text unit which starts from verse 3. The main narrative starts with 1:3 Px which
hasthe sequentialverbal conjugation."'
Pragmaticsubject
This clause-focusparallel construction of itemizing may have pragmatic subjects as
fronted arguments."'
#118 Nurn. 26:29
The sonsof Manasseh:
of MACHIR,

the FAMILYof the MACHIRITES;

,-rnnri mew,n n,-=ý
nvýý-nN
-1,nim

2 and MACHIRbecamethe FATHERof GILEAD:

nyjýri nrintin-ivý

3 of GILEAD,the FAMILYof the GILEADITES.

I

The fronted prepositionalphrasesarepragmaticsubjects.For example,Line 1:
Topic:
Comment:

Machir
he is the origin of the Machirites
The pragmatic subject, namely the topic, is fronted for focus. In English also, though the
constituents are prepositional phrases, they are focused in a list.
The participle is consideredto be an adjectival noun following Andersen.
R. Buth arrives at the sameconclusion by the verbal system which is basedon his foreground/background
marking theory. (Buth 1990,10)
See 1.2 "PastStudiesof Verbal clauseword order" for the sequential/non-sequentialverbal system.
Seep. 63 for "pragmatic subject."
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I gave a DOLL to LEAH,
and I gave a BICYCLE to JOHN,
and I gave a BASKETBALL to Mike.

Here, "I" is not the topic. The topics are the children and the comments are "I gave him/her a
gift X" or "he received a gift X from me. "
Another

example:

#131 Lev. 7: 7247

Some prepositional phrases are used as deictic time phrases, and they seem to function

asthe pragmaticsubjectsor the topics.
# 127 Lev. 23:39

win, mymvmirr-m-nx uhn
-..

.T:

linmJ

lijN-I,

T

-i

linng"
you shall celebratethe feast of the Lord for sevendays,
I with a RESTon the FIRSTDAY
2 and a RESTon the EIGHTHDAY.

Andersentakesall prepositionalphrasesas indefinite. Thus theseclausesare categorisedby
him as Pind-Sind. However theseprepositionalphrasesare grammatically definite (N) and
contextually activatedin vv. 35 and 36. These two prepositional phrasescan be understood
asexistential clauseswith deictic phrases.Thus literally "on the first day there is a rest and
on the eighth day there is a rest." We may also understandthem as topics with pragmatic
subjectsas NIV translates:"the first day is a day of rest, and the eighth day also is a day of

t
m.

247

rnin

my, \-?

The guilt offering and the sin offering alike, there is one law for them;
the priest who makesatonementwith it shall have it.
The text unit (vv. 1-7) contains the regulations for the guilt offering. The regulations are mostly in 'ýV
verbal clauses(v. 2: two XV clauses,v. 3: one XV, v.4: one XV, v. 5: waw + pf, v. 6: two XV clauses
and a predicatefocus clause).This idiomatic expression,
CVkýý

is usedadverbially (c.f. Deut. 1:17,3: 24,15: 22,16: 17,29: 12,32: 2). This phrasehere may

be understoodas the topic and M-6 MX M-1irl is the comment:
Topic:

As to the guilt offering and the sin offering
Comment:
the samelaw applies to them.
This understandingis in accordancewith Line 2, which fronts the subject:
-17P iý
D" -1cNt 1,71ti-D
Namely, thesetwo clausesappearto construct the clause-focusparallel construction.
In this text unit, most of verbal clauseinstructions have the inverted word order XV:
v. 2 In the place where they slay ... they are to slay the guilt offering ...
v. 3 all its fat he shall offer from it ..
v. 4 and the two kidneys he shall remove with the kidneys.
v. 6 Every male ... may eat of it.
In a holy place it shall be eaten.
This also suggeststhat the whole text unit consists of clauseswith Clause-FocusStructure which has an
implication of Clause-focusparallel construction of itemizing.
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rest." These clausesare itemizing, therefore these pragmatic subjects are fronted (ClauseFocus Structure).
Another example of deictic time phrasesused in itemizing: # 127 Lev. 23:5.
Below are other examples.
From nominal clauses
#42 Gen. 2: 11 (the names of the rivers), #42 Gen. 4: 19 (Lamech's two wives), #35
Gen. 10:2 (the grandsonsof Noah), #35 Gen. 10:22 (the sons of Shem), #35 Gen. 11:29
(the wives'names of Abram and Nahor), #42 Gen. 29: 16 (Laban's two daughters), #35
Gen. 35:23 (the sons of Leah), #35 Gen. 35:24 (the sons of Rachel), #45 Gen. 46: 27
(the son of JosephH all the persons of the house of Jacob), #60 Exod. 26:21 (This is list
or these phrases are adverbial accusatives. Again this may be a peculiarity of the
Tabernacle instruction.), #60 Exod. 36:26, #41 Num. 5:8 (the restitution H also every
24'#42
Num. 11:26 (two elders), #29 Ptc Num. 13:29 (see p. 185),
contribution) .
Hangings Instruction with fronted argumentS249:
#45 Exod. 26:2, #45 Exod. 26: 8,
#50 Exod. 26:32, #50 Exod. 26:37, #44 Exod. 27: 9-10, #44 Exod. 27: 11, #52 Exod.
27: 12, #52 Exod. 27: 14, #52 Exod. 27: 15, #52 Exod. 27: 16, #50 Exod. 27: 17, #45
Exod. 27: 18, #45 Exod. 36:9, #45 Exod. 36: 14-15, #50 Exod. 36:36, #52 Exod. 38: 10,
#44 Exod. 38: 10, #52 Exod. 38: 11, #44 Exod. 38: 11, #44 Exod. 38: 12, #52 Exod.
38: 12, #52 Exod. 38: 14, #52 Exod. 38: 15, #50 Exod. 38: 19.
From verbal clauses
GKC: Gen. 2:6 (itemizing with v. 5 and background information [setting]);
Muraoka:
BELLY
Gen. 3: 14
On
your
shall you GO.
4kn
ý : )Xýr 'IM71 And
(All the days
life).
DUSTshall you EAT

-1

of your

Gen. 6: 16, Gen. 31:39 (MEMD itemizing, see v. 38), Gen. 34: 21 (their daughters-take
our daughters-give), Judg. 11:24 (what Chemosh gives-you take H what the Lord gives250
9ý
Judg.
12:
9
WVFý
[iternizing]),
M
Judg.
13:
14
take),
we
clauseS, Judg. 20: 5
T

*1 .

COW" Mýlp - MNI), Is. 13:18.
From Deuteronomy
Deut. 7:3

nn

1 "Furthermore,
you shallNOTINTERMARRY
with them;

T

7ýn:

2 you shallNOTgive your DAUGHTERS
to their SONS,

MRQIýý jr-1;11 3 nor shallYou taketheir DAUGHTERS
for your SONS.
Line I has the predicate-focus structure (PxX. x is affixed). Line 2 and 3 form a Clausefocus parallel construction (itemizing). These two clauses are expounding the
commandment in Line I (circumstantial clauses).
Deut. 8:4
Deut. 8: 12 (IIMiD MIMI itemizing with v. 13).
and
T;

248

-....

T

10atilKI/N. lObtjlNý=XP//XV//XV//XV

249Some of the items in theseclauseshave more than one clause.SeeList Structure.
Muraoka comments on this verse that "There is some likelihood that negative injunctions occasionally
display the abnormal word order" (39, n. 96). However, the first three clausesof this verse seem to. have a
typical Clause-focusparallel construction (itemizing). The last clause is closing the commands(closure).
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To summarise,theseclausesabove have a function of itemizing, forming a list of items.
Each item has a fresh new start, being non-sequential to the preceding one, and not
commentingon the samereferent. This is deviation from commenting, and therefore it is
marked as such by XP Clause-FocusStructure.

8.3.2. Contrast
We have seensome clauseswith the clause-focusparallel construction (XP//XP) which are
itemizing. The secondtype of the clause-focusparallel constructionis contrast.When two or
more clausesof Clause-FocusStructure with the opposing semanticvalues arejuxtaposed,
they seemto contrastthe whole proposition.
Another possible answer to the same question above, "what did your children do
yesterday?" would be:
JOHN went to play FOOTBALL, but
LEAH helped me GARDENING.

We have to note here that both subjects and predicates are focused because the whole

propositionsare presentedwithout any common presupposition.
A Hebrew example is #41 Deut. 29: 28:

The SECRETTHINGSbelong to the LORD our GOD,
but the THINGS REVEALED belong to US and to our SONS FOREVER.

Here the two subjectsare fronted and probably high-pitched for focus and the two predicates
are probably high-pitched for focus (XP//XP). These dual foci with the fronted argument
indicate deviation from commenting. The same structure is observed in the following
examples:
#34 Gen. 12:8

V!n

BETHEL is on the WEST (with Bethel on the west)
251
is
Ai
(and
Ai
)
and
on the EAST;
on the east;

252

#37 Gen. 27:22

"The VOICE is the voice of JACOB,

but the HANDSare the hands of ESAU."

Gen. 50:20

And as for You, you meant EVIL AGAINST ME,
but GOD meant it for GOOD

2" These clausescan be interpretedas adverbial accusativephrases(bracketed).One may not detectcontrast
here.
Muraoka gives the first clauseas an example of a construct phrasebeing not determinate(9). Hence this
clauseis description according to him. Here again he doesnot seethe multi-clausal construction of a list.
In a list, the subjects are focusedto indicate deviation from simple commenting. Each item has a fresh
new start. Contrastbecomesevident only from the semanticcontext.
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the LORD is the RIGHTEOUSone,
and I and My PEOPLEare the WICKED ones.

Prov. 13:16 M-M 7t7V1
&Ix

ýD, ý1!on

EVERY PRUDENT MAN ACTS

with

KNOWLEDGE,

But a FOOL DISPLAYS FOLLY.

Below are other examples.
From verbal clauses
GCK: Gen. 4: 4 (contrastive with v. 3), Gen. 13: 12 (itemizing or contrast and
Jer. 14: 15
probably termination), Gen. 29: 17 (contrast of the whole proposition),
(contrastive).
Muraoka: Gen. 32: 11
48: 19
go"), Deut. 23: 21

contrast <> jMMD), Gen. 42: 19
TT

Gen.

Judg. 7: 7 ("1 will deliver with the 300 men" <> "all the other people
.T

From Deuteronomy
ý
Deut. 7: 7, Deut. 7: 8 (CM-0
*Z, clause <> MMM
I. ) clause: Mr-IN-1Z)clause is
7-.
circumstantial clause [cause]), Deut. 9:4 (not because of my righteousness but of the
wickedness of the nations), Deut. 9: 5 (N6 clause <> '-"D clause. )

We should note here that contrastdoes not directly result in fronting thesearguments.The
arguments are focused (by fronting and pitch prominence) and the predicates are also
focused(by pitch prominence)in order to indicate deviation from commenting.The purpose
of this focus structure is not to indicate contrast but to indicate the non-sequentialityor
independenceof the clause. The contrast is indicated only by the presenceof contrastive
"'
members.

8.3.3. Cumulation
The third type of clause-focusparallel constructionis cumulation.
253AndersenunderstandsLine 2 as a classificationclause:
Yahweh hassaddiq,"the one in the right is YHWH" (Exod. 9:27). Translations like RSV "the Lord is
in the right" have missed the point. The question is, "Who is in the right" so hassaddiqis the subject
of the answer.(#109)
His reasoning shows the differencein the definition of identification. If Line 2 was the answer to the
question, "who is in the right, " the answershould be nothing else but identificational in our term. It
would read "the LORD is the righteous one." The context appears to support his understandingof
identification (Andersencalls it classification!), since the question is: who is righteous, Pharaoh or the
Lord? However this clause is not identif icational but its intention is to present the contrast betweenthe
Lord's being righteous and the Egyptians'being wicked: Line 2 and Line 3 constitute a multi-clausal list
structure (Clause Focus, both the subjects and the predicatesare focused). The contrast is intendedand
becomesevident by the semanticcontext.
SeeNeh. 9:33 for a similar context and construction.
254See4.2 "Contrast" in p. 66 for contrast of the whole proposition.
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The nightingale does sit so late
And Studying all the summer night
Her matchlesssongs does mediate;"'
When two or more clauses that have the same syntactic construction with the same topic
referenC" are placed in parallel, they seem to have an intensifying effect. The receiver reads
or hears the semantic repetition where he expects a new clause because of the dual foci,
which in turn intensifies the proposition. We may call this structure cumulation. We do not
often find this type of clause in daily life conversation, but in poetry. Hebrew examples are
#34 Num. 23: 21

ilmv

The LORD his GOD is WITH HIM,

And the SHOUTof a KINGiS AMONGTHEM.

#36 Gen. 18:20
1jV
1T

r1?

"The OUTCRY of SODOM and GomORRAII

iS INDEED GREAT,

and their SIN iS EXCEEDINGLYGRAVE.

______

#20 Exod. 3: 15

6
mý! -,nun-It
-It nzlý4-Int-I?
l

THIS iS My NAME FOREVER,
and THIS iS My MEMORIAL-NAME

to ALL GENERATIONS.

Theseclausesaboveare generallycalled synonymousparallelism.From our perspective,this
may not be a simple juxtaposition of synonymous clauses, but it seems to indicate some
emphaticforce becauseof the repetitionof the sametopic and similar predicatein place of a
different proposition with a new topic and comment.
Another exampleis Deut. 9:9 (and alsoDeut. 9: 18):
TT

then I remained on the mountain forty days and nights;
I ["while" Shimasaki] I NEITHERate BREAD
2

NOR drank WATER.

We may notice that the cumulative parallel construction here (Lines 1-2) form a set of
circumstantialclauses[simultaneityor manner].
These clauses above have a cumulative, intensifying effect caused by the parallel
constructionwith the sametopic referent.
We need to note that the difference between the Predicate-focusparallel construction
(such asIs. 19:13 in p. 184 above) and this cumulation may not be significant.

... in "The Mower to the Glowworms" by Andrew Marvell in M. Ferguson 1970,44 1.
25'Notice here the term "the same topic referent." In the example of Deut. 33:3, "All Thy holy ones are in
in
different
followed
in
Thy
"
(underlined)
Thy hand,and Lhe
these
two
exprssion, they
are
steps,
subjects
ýy
refer to the sameentity.
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Let us consider some Hebrew examples discussed by other scholars.
# 32
Exod. 15:3 MVIý0 W,
**,X rilm,
1. The LORDis a WARRIOR;
#28 #119
711711 2. The LORDis His NAME.
For Andersen both of these clauses are exceptional, because his rule states that classification
must be Pind-Sd. For the exceptional case of Line 1, he first classifies Line I as S-P (#32),
then proposes two solutions to this exception: (i) apposition "Yahweh, the one of battles, "
(ii) an isogloss of the title yahwelz ýebj-'& "he who causes the men of battle to come into
existence" (44). For Line 2, Andersen proposes two possibilities: #28 (S-P) and #119 (P-S).
Andersen prefers to understand this clause as P-S and translates "His name is YHWH"
(#119). These exceptions and proposals are not necessary, since Lines 1-2 are not

exceptionalbut form a clause-focusparallelconstruction(cumulation).
Another problematicclauseis #30 Deut. 6:4:
ýX-Ifv`
Irm

X='
x ri I In,

71K

"Hear, 0 Israel!
I The LORD is our GOD,

1-111,11 2 the LORD is ONE!

We have seenthis verseat the beginning of this chapteras an examplethat past studiescould
not solve. IBHS comments that "The problem posed by the Shema (Deut. 6:4) are
numerous," (135) and lists five possibilities of interpretation.IBHS commentsfurther that
"it is agreed that no closely comparablepassageoccurs" (135) and quotes from Gerald
Janzen"the Shemadoesnot conform exactly to any standardnominal sentencepattern."
We say, however, that Deut. 6:4 doeshave other "closely comparablepassage[s]," and
that the Shemadoes"conform exactly to" a "standardnominal sentencepattern," which is the
cumulative clause-focusparallel construction. Deut. 6:4 has two clauses of which word
order is S-P. This is a parallel construction where each item has a fresh new start, nonsequentialto the precedingtext. The fronting and high pitch of the subjectsand the high pitch
of predicatesindicate deviation from simple commenting (XPI/XP). It is basically a list. In
this verse,repeatingthe samesubject, where a new subject is expected,createsintensifying
effect on the utterance.It appearsthat the observationof phenomenabeyond the clauselevel
and the analysis of the information structure with the focus structure enable us to see "a
standardnominal sentencepattern" which the previous studiesappearto havemissed.
For Gen. 31:38-39, Muraoka indicates that the objects, JNIý:; 'ý'Nl (Line 3) and MEMD
....

(Line 4), are fronted for emphasis(p. 33):

mi, -,nnn rucu?mn

:T..

:
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1 ASP THESE TWENTY YEARS I have BEEN WITH YOU;

2 SV your EWESand your FEMALEwATs have NOT MISCARRIED,
3 OVS NOR have I EATEN the RAMS of your FLOCKS.
4 OVSA That which waS TORN Of BEASTSI did NOT BRING to YOU;
5 SV I bore the LOSSOf it MYSELF.
6 AVSO

You REQUIRED it Of MY HAND whether

STOLEN by DAY or STOLEN by NIGHT.

It appears,however,that there are other reasonsfor the fronting. Notice here that all the six
clauseshave the XV clause-focusstructure.
Line 1 is a circurnstantial clause(simultaneity, while
).
...
,
Lines 2-3 forms a clause-focusparallel construction(itemizing, notice waw to connect the
two clauses)
Line 4 topicalisesthat "As to that which was torn of beasts."
Lines 4-5 form a clause-focusparallel construction(contrast)
Lines 4-6 forms a clause-focus parallel construction (cumulation) contrasting sharply
"nobody else, but I bore the loss."
By juxtaposing independentand non-sequentialclauses one after another, the whole
text unit has slow but climactic and emphaticconnotation. The two objects Muraoka has in
mind are not fronted for emphasis,but for focus.
Other examplesof climactic connotation:Gen.42:36 (fronted namesof children).
Below are other examples:
From nominal clauses

#60 Gen. 25: 23 257(Line 3)
[Crial tr'ý
unn

I "TwO NATIONS are in YOUR WOMB;

2 And TWO PEOPLESshall be SEPARATEDfrOM YOURBODY;
3 And ONEPEOPLEshall be STRONGERthan THE OTHER;

n-11

4 And THEOLDERshall SERVEthe YOUNGER.
"

#34 Num. 23:21
The LORD his GOD is WITH HIM,
And the SHOUT of a KING is AMONG THEM.

#19 Deut. 10:21

NIM

"HE is YOUR PRAISE

INIMI

and HE is YOUR GOD,

#118 Deut. 21: 17 (Pragmatic Sd- Pragmatic Pd)
for HE is the BEGINNING of his STRENGTH;
to Him belongs the RIGHT of the FIRST-BORN.

#55 Deut. 33:3
ALL THY HOLY ONES are in THY HAND,
Dill

And THEY FOLLOWED in THY STEPS;

25'Line 1 and 2 consist a cumulative Parallel Construction and Line 3 and 4 consist another.We can see here
that our cumulative Parallel Construction of Clause-Focus Structure in the analysis of Infonnation
Structure is one kind of synonymousparallelism.
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From verbal clauses
Muraoka
Psa. 51:5

17-1iX"NX 'TVD-12)

For I KNOW My TRANSGRESSIONS,

*'r1X*M1 And MY
Gen. 49:31

TT

SIN iS EVER BEFORE ME.

V 0), Judg. 9: 16 (CNW), Psa. 11:5 (itemizing and cumulation).

From Deuteronomy

Deut. 6: 13 (MIM'MN H irliM Hi=;: 11), Deut. 9:2 (j-inN H 71M), Deut. 10:20
TT

-11,
-il-nNHiril;
T:..

ýHiMlHinWMI),

H Y'INMI clause258), Deut. 11:24
.TT.

T7

Deut. 11:10andDeut. 11:11 (Y-INM
.TT

clause H

clause

clause).

8.3.4. Summary
To summarise, the clause-focus parallel construction, which consists of clauses with ClauseFocus Structure, seem to have three different types: itemizing, contrast of the whole
proposition and cumulation. This is because the clause-focus parallel construction requires a

set of independent,non-sequentialclausesplacedin parallel.

8.4.

LIST STRUCTURE

Let us consider a special device "list structure" in this section. This is a text-unit level
phenomenonand one of the onset functions which initiates a text unit or discourse (a
paragraphor its kind). For example,
#30 Gen. 49:5 0IMN `1ý1 jj! 7t=-; "SIMEON andLEVI are BROTHERS.
This clausehasthe clause-focusstructureand initiates a paragraph(or a text unit). Therefore
this is typical topicalisation, announcing the topic of the text unit at the beginning.
Nevertheless, this clause has a relationship with clauses at the beginning of other
paragraphs,starting with the namesof the 12 tribes. This clause, along with other clausesat
the beginning of other paragraphs,form a list whoseitems are large paragraphs.
Before discussingthis further, let us turn our attention back to the itemizing clausesof
the clause-focusparallel construction.Theseitems constructa list.
We may notice that some lists have items which have more than one clause. For
example,#35 Exod. 6: 17 (the sons of Gershon)with Exod. 6: 18 and Exod. 6: 19:

ow,rIxin1 0,J, I W,
".*,n 3w.
I
ýnn
'n-In 3:11
,w*
Im
258We may consider that 11:10 as a whole is a clause and so is 11:11.11: 10 is a Casus Pendens;and 11:11
has Clause-FocusStructure (XV). If we consider the Casus Pendensas a variation of Clause-Focus
Structure, we may understandthat thesetwo clausesform a XP//XV Clause-focusparallel construction.
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to their FAMILIES.

2 And the SONS of KOHATH: AMRAM and IZHAR and HEBRON and UZZIEL;

3

and the LENGTHof KOHATH'SLIFEwas
ONE HUNDRED and THIRTY-THREE YEARS.

4 And the SONS Of MERARI: MAHU

Line 1,2,

and MUSHI.

and 4 constitute a list by itemizing.

Line 3 gives background

information

for

Kohath's life by Clause-Focus Structure. This demonstrates that although the writer intends
to present a list, he can insert a clause to give more information

on one item. One item in a

list can have an extra clause to expound the item.
Here, one item in a list can be a larger text unit, such as a paragraph. Let us come back
to the example above:
#30 Gen. 49: 5 DIM X

"SIMEON and LEVI are BROTHERS.

In Jacob's Blessing, many of the names of the 12 tribes are fronted in the beginning of their
text units (paragraphs).

The name is fronted for topicalisation

and Jacob's blessing

as a

whole is constructed in a list of text units or paragraphs. Those fronted names are: #33 Gen.
49: 14 (Issachar),

#31 Gen. 49: 21 (Naphtali),

#31 Gen. 49: 27 (Benjamin).

Let us call this

List Structure in which each item in one list is a larger text unit such as a paragraph.
This list structure is not widely

noticed among Hebraists.

another list structure observed in Moses'blessing

For example,

we have

on the 12 tribes:

#32 Deut. 33:22 MIN -VU L-,7 "DAN is a LION'S WHELP,
and #32 Deut. 33:23 (Naphtali). These clauses with the XP clause-focus structure start
paragraphs, and those paragraphsare items in a large list of Moses's blessing. Since these
clausesaboveare not in accordancewith Andersen's binary model (classificationmust have
the P-S sequence),he suggeststhat theseclausesare non-clause(44). For exampleAndersen
translates
"Benjamin: A wolf ravens.
(p. 44)
Gen. 49:27 I-ID"
. ."
The deviation from his binary model does not necessarilyjustify this interpretation. The
traditional translation that takes parallelism and metre259into consideration appears to be
form
list
According
to
theory,
these
structure. Andersen's
our
clauses
a
more valid.
T;

'

interpretationof non-clauseis not only unnecessarybut obscures this structure in Biblical
Hebrew.
Another exampleis Muraoka'sinterpretationof Judg. 1:29:
O"IDN'l Neither did Ephraim drive out the Canaanites

259 9-10, mw 19Pna
T Z2
'1V
ýýt7 PC7111
:! 'IDýl

I Benjamin is a ravenouswolf-,
In the morning he devoursthe prey,
3 And in the evening he divides the spoil.

Word metre: 3-3-3. Syllabic metre: 7-6-6. waw is not counted. :! 'JY is counted as one. See D. Stuart 1976.
M. O'Connor, who questionsthe concept of parallelism and extensively reconsiderspoetry in Classical
Deut 33: 22,23) to be clauses. For
Hebrew, understandsthese six clauses (Gen. 49:5,14,21,27,
example, Gen. 49:27: "Benjamin is a wolf that ravens." (1980,178).
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Here, Ephraim is not fronted for "the reproachful tone" as Muraoka suggests(33, n. 81), but
becauseof a list structure(seeother fronted tribe namesin v. 30,31 and 33).
Clauseswith ý. D subjectphrases
T

We have anotherissue raised by Andersenwhich is related to our list structure. He
has the specialeffect of drawing the subjectto the
understandsthat a clausewhich has
front. "O This notion is questionable.First of all, we have a clause which has the P-S
sequencein our data:#120 Deut. 29:22 (Eng. 23):
TT

All its land is 13RIMSTONE
and SALT, a BURNINGNVASTE.

This clausehas the ordinary Predicate-FocusStructure which is commentingon "the land"
ý:
in
immediately
21.
This
does
draw
activated the
preceding verse, v.
the subject
not
-)
T

phrasein front.
Let us then analyseother clauseswith fronted ý? subject phraseswhich are 17 in our
data. If we can detect some pragmatic functions in these clauseswith fronted ý: subject
-)
phrases,we will know the reasonfor fronting.
T

Since two clauseshave been alreadyanalysedto have backgroundinformation,"' we
shall concentrateon the 15 clauses.
First exampleis Numberschapter2. It presentsthe numbersof the armiesaccording to
the tfibes. The first item is the army of Nahshon:Num. 2:4:

*w,
*i IýN n%mv,
nim w,
i nvnn,,
ý pi-ri.4:
3ni

and hiS ARMY, even their NUMBEREDMEN, 74,600.

After two more tribes with their numbers,the list gives a sub-total, which is #45 Num. 2:9:

The TOTAL of the NUMBERED

MEN

of the CAMP

of JUDAH iS

186,400.

Its overall structureis as follows (vv. 3-9)
Those who camp on the eastside toward the sunriseshall be of the standardof the camp of Judah,
74,600.
and the leader...Nahshonand his army
...
The tribe of Issachar,and the leader Nethaneland his army
54,400.
...
...
The tribe of Zebulun, and the leader Eliab and his army
57,400.
...
..
The (sub) total
Judah:
186,400.
the
of
camp
of
...
All these clauses have XP Clause-Focus Structure and form a list of the camp of Judah.
These clauses are itemizing.

Num. 2: 9 has the same XP sequence, not because ýD- draws the

subject phrase, but because of itemizing

T

(the clause-focus

structure).

The chapter has three

'60According to his binary model, classification must be Pind-Sd. However, clauses with ýý subject phrases
tend to have the S-P sequence.Henceexceptionsfor Andersen:
(i) Rule 3 is not followed when S contains kol (seep. 41). Examples are found in ##25 and 26. (43-44)
261See"BackgroundInformation" in the precedingchapter.
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other subsectionswhich have the sameconstruction as this vv. 3-9, and they as a whole
form a large list structure.
Another exampleis Exodus chapter46. It lists the namesof peoplewho came to Egypt
accordingto their four mothers:the children of Leah (vv. 8-15), Zilpah (vv. 16-18), Rachel
(vv. 19-22), and Bilhah (vv. 23-25). Each section lists names(Gen. 46:21), gives sub-total
(#58 Gen. 46:22) and finally the grand-total (#58 Gen. 46:26). See also #58 Gen. 46: 15
(Leah) and #58 Gen. 46:25 (Bilhah). All theseclauses,including clauseswithout ý-:), have
T

Clause-FocusStructureand fonn a list structureas a whole. The fronting of the ý_:) subjectis
T

not due to its specialcharacter,but to List Structure.
Other examples of list structure with fronted

T

#45 Num. 2: 16 (Reuben), #45 Num.

2: 24 (Ephraim), and #45 Num. 2: 31 (Dan). #52 Num. 3: 22 (similarly v. 34), Num.
3: 33-37 (Merari's number and duties in a list structure) and the sub-total in #45 Num.
3: 39, #45 Num. 26: 43 (All the families of the ShuhamiteS), 262Exod. 27: 3 and # 127
Exod. 27: 19 (ýý phrase as a pragmatic subject), 263#26 Exod. 25: 36 (all of it shall be
264
one piece), #43 Exod. 27: 17 (the pillars around the court), #26 Exod. 37:22 (the

bulbs and branches of the candle stand), #44 Exod. 38: 16 (the hangings).
Other examples of list structure
From nominal clauses
More than one clause in items
#42 Gen. 10:25 (Eber's two sons), #35 Gen. 36: 15 (the sons of Eliphaz), #35 Gen.
46: 19 (the sons of Jacob'swife Rachel), #35 Exod. 6: 14 (the sons of Reuben), #35 Num.
26: 19 (the sons of Judah).
Paragraphsas items
#128 Lev. 23:35 (and v. 36 with pragmatic subjects "on the first day," etc.), #128 Lev.
23:8 (on the seventh day), #128 Num. 28: 18 (on the first day, see vv. 16-17).
From Deuteronomy
Deut. 5: 13 and Deut. 5: 14 (six days H the seventh days), Deut. 9:20 and Deut.
for your sinful thing
9:21 ("as for Aaron
").
as
....
... .

262the result of the census of the Israelites in Num. chapter 26 is presentedin the List Structure,
ý:
is
fronted,
because
InriliM rihMjn-ýn
), but of the non-sequential character of the List
not
of
.T-:.

-IT

Structure.
263According to GKC, ý here does not function as a preposition but it "servesthe same purpose as the casus
pendensbeginning the sentence,as Nu 18:8" or "an emphasising particle" (§143e) and GKC gives Gen.
9: 10,23: 10, Ex. 27:3, Ez 44:9 as other examples.The text unit is about the construction of the court of
the tabernacle(vv. 9-19). This unit starts with waw + qal (IDJn7i nsn 17INl7t= And you shall make
I..
the court of the tabernacle)followed by its description in a list structure and ends with the clauseabove(v.
ý?
ýý, but the List Structure.
because
19). This clause (v. 19) has a fronted
subject, not
of
of
-"T-I:

The text unit vv. 31-36 is the instruction for the candle stand. It starts with a command:
-It-MO :! Mt ritn rilbDI Then you shall make a lamp stand of pure gold." This is followed mostly by
ý_:
nominal clauses with the Clause-FocusStructure which describethe candlestand. The ) clause which
ý:
has
describes
SP
because
the
the candle stand
sequence,not
also
of ), but of the List Structure.
IT-:

T-I:
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8 Parallel Construction and List Structure

8.5.

SUNUVIARY

This chapterspecifically dealt with someusagesof the clause-focusstructure.First, we have
viewed parallelism from the perspectiveof focus structure. Parallelism may be classified
according to three focus structures: predicate-focus parallel construction (Px//Px//Px),
argument-focusparallel construction (Xp//Xp//Xp), and clause-focusparallel construction
(XP//XP//XP).
Clause-focusparallel construction seemsto have three types: itemizing, contrast and
cumulation, however, the distinction is semanticand provisional. All of these three types
exhibit a featureof clause-focusstructure:independenceof an eachitem or non-sequentiality.
Itemizing parallel constructionhas items which havenew topics and new comments:
#38 Gen. 31:43:
"The DAUGHTERS are my DAUGHTERS,

13M 013mill
"39s

and the CHILDREN
are my CHILDREN,
and the FLOCKS
are My FLOCKS_

Contrastiveparallel constructioncontrastswhole propositions:
#41 Deut. 29:28:
Ii

rrn,

_________________

r

The SECRET THINGS belong to the LORD our GOD,
but the THINGS REVEALED belong to us and to our SONS FOREVER.

Cumulativeparallel constructioncumulatespropositionswith the sametopic referent. One of
the controversialverseis #30 Deut. 6:4:
ln*x

"Irl,
TIN

jM111"

I The LORD is our GOD,
2 the LORD is ONE!

This belongsto the third type of the clause-focusparallel construction.
Chiastic constructionwill be discussedas an exception which overrides infon-nation
225ff.
in
"Chiastic
Construction"
in
10.2
pp.
structure
The above categories may be schernatised as follows.
A Parallel Construction:
I Predicate-FocusStructure (PX//PX//PX)
2 Argument-Focus Structure (xp//Xp//Xp)
3 Clause-FocusStructure
(XP//INP//XP)
a Itemizing
b Contrast
c Cumulative
(XP//PX or PX//XP)
B Chiastic Construction:
Figure 4: Parallel and Chiastic Constructions

We have also observedList Structure which utilises both topicalisationand itemizing
by
12
blessing
the
tribes
In
list
the
on
structure, such as
of the clause-focusstructure. a
Jacob and Moses, each item is a paragraph which starts with a clause of clause-focus
structureannouncingthe topic of the paragraph.

9.

SOME PROBLEMS FOR THE THEORY OF FOCUS STRUCTURE

We have analysedmost of the clauseswithin our data, which exhibit conformity with our
focus-structureanalysis.Nevertheless,we still have some clauseswhich seemto contradict
our thesis. Muraoka's "five categoriesof peculiarities" is the major one. We also have
fronted adverbsand adverbialphraseswhich do not seemto fit into our framework. There
are some clauses in reported speeches that do not follow the ordinary infon-nation
structuring.

9.1.

N4URAOKAS FIVE PECULIARITIES

The first problem we encounteris Muraoka's five categoriesof the word order inversion.
They apparentlycontradict our thesis.They are Religious Sentiment,the word W"IN,a special
group of verbs, cognateobject and peculiarity with the legal texts. We shall examinethose
clausesclosely.
9.1.1. Religious Sentiment

The first peculiarity is relatedto religious manifestation.
J-Muraokanotes"In somecasesreligious sentimentmay accountfor the initial position
of the word for God or an agentof his" (§155 ne). Muraoka remarks:
It is possiblethat in certainexpressions
with the divine nameor a divine messengeras the
subject,a kind of religious psychology in which God occupies the dominant place
determinesthe arrangementof wordsgiving S the initial position.(35)
Muraoka commentsfurther that "This happenswhen one blessesanotherasking for divine
protection as in Gn 283" (35).
(SVO) And may GODALMIGHTYBLESSYou and MAKEYOUFRUITFUL
and MULTIPLYYOU.

He gives other exampleswhere God or his agents are fronted 26' Nevertheless,Muraoka
.
commentsthat "Objection may be raised in view of conflicting exampleslike Exod. 5:21"
(35) where the sequenceis V-S
=)`ýD

nri,

x-I,

(VSA) may the Lord LOOKUPONYOU

Muraoka'sother conflicting examplesof V-S sequenceare Num. 6:24,25,26,

Mings 8:7,

and Ruth 1:8,9 where the verb is fronted in blessing.He concludesthat
Although we are not able to attain absolutecertainty, no alternativeexplanation with
more plausibility seemsto suggestitself at present.(35)
Here Muraoka faces an inexplicable irregularity that the same wish for God takes two
different word orders.The theory of focus structuremay shedlight on this phenomenon.
"' Seethe Appendix.
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First of all, we need to recognise there are a few different types within optative

clauses.
As J-Muraoka comments,many optative clauseshave the sequenceof V-S (§155 ne
and §155 1),such asExod. 5:21 quotedabove.
nin,

\wr

(VSA) may the Lord LOOK UPONYOU

The reason that many optative clauseshave this sequencemay be explainedby our theory.
T6 topic is usually an active or highly accessiblereferent (God) and the wish expressedis
new information addedto the topic referent(seealsoRuth 1:8-9). Namely Exod. 5:21 above
has our Px predicate-focusstructure. It also happenswhen the utteranceis a monologue
(e.g., Gen. 1:3) where the topic referent is active in the speaker'smind. This is true not only
with optative, but with imperative as well. In commands, the topic referents ("you") are
usually consideredto be active, and thus the verbs (imperative) are fronted. The active topic
referentis often affixed to the verb. We may say that optative verbs, along with imperative
and other wayyiqtol verbs,tend to take Px Predicate-FocusStructure, becausethose clauses
are adding new information (either it is a wish or a command) to active or highly accessible
referents(God is a highly accessiblereferent). In short Px Predicate-FocusStructureis the
structurealso for optative.
unmarked266
It follows that if we can find other pragmatic implications where the inverted word
order occurs,our theory may explain this phenomenon.
Benediction
Exclamation/proclamation:
The inversion occurs, as Muraoka observes, "when one blesses another asking for
divine protection." For example,Gen. 43: 14:

6
-Irix 0:),rnS.
-nN 0: nýw-'l
7T-

grant you COMPASSION in the SIGHT of the man,

I (SVAO)

and may C30D ALMIGHTY

2 (VAOO)

that he may RELEASE to you your OTHER BROTHER and BENJAMIN.

This verse is uttered at the end of Jacob'sspeechwhich starts from v. 11.This verse gives a
sense,of climax and closure.As we have observed,XP clause-focusstructuregives a sense
267
This
flow
to
or
an
episode.
close
of
clauses
of stopping the
are
often
a
group
and
used
pragmaticimplication is observedin this verseabove.
of closure, we may also detect a sense of
in
XP
We
have
discussed
that
the
clause-focus
previous
chapters
exclamation/proclamation.
268
For example,
implication
has
to convey exclamation/proclamation.
structure
a pragmatic
In

addition

to its

function

TONYBLAIR became the PRIMEMINISTER.

" Seep. 116 for the term marked and unmarked,and also 5.6.2 "Markednessof Predicate-FocusStructure" in
pp. I 12ff.
" See 7.3.5 "Inter-clausal Closure" in pp. 159ff and also 7.4.3 "Climax" in pp. 178ff.
268See7.3.1 "Exclamation/Proclamation" in pp. 147ff.
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This clausecan be utteredout of the blue with surprise, strong senseof emotion, solemnity
269
or proclamation. The activation of the referents does not count here. Even if the referents
270

are brand-new, they can be uttered without being ill-formed . Or even when the referent is
the main topic of an episode, it can be repeated with this connotation (e. g., Exod. 6:6
When this pragmatic implication is applied to optative clauses, it will create a

M1,11

sense of solemnity. For example, I.Sam. 24: 20:

"Int'IDnvlý
(SVOO)May the

LORD

thereforeREWARD

nimnnon ri; ito
YOU

with

GOOD

mirm

in returnfor whatyou haveDONE

to me

THIS DAY.

The clauseclosesthe speechof Saul to David. We may say this is similar to a "benediction"
in a worship service. This understandingis further supported by the fact that this type of
"'
blessingoften occursat the end of a speech.
Just as we distinguish our wish from a benediction at services, there seems to be a
distinction also in Biblical Hebrew. The benediction by Eli and Jacob have XP Clause-Focus
Structure. On the other hand Ruth's blessing on her daughters-in-law (Ruth 1:8-9) and the
people's complaints against Moses (Exod. 5:21) are uttered in a simple optative mood and
havePx Predicate-FocusStructure.112

We may conclude that the word order is inverted in theseexamplesabove becauseof
its exclamatory/proclamatorypragmaticimplication such asin benediction.
Contrastof the whole proposition
The inversion takes place in some clauses, not because of "a kind of religious
psychology," but of contraston the whole proposition. Muraoka's anotherexampleis Gen.
31:29:
D-1 0=2
`ýX

MX

17Xý-J'
nt*Tý '"I"
1it is in my POWER to do you
UMN On"MN

Line 2 has XP clause-focus
which

is independent

detect contrast
special

religious

structure

HARM,

2 but the GOD Of YOUR FATHERspoke to me LAST NIGHT,
(SAVA),
because of the presentation
of a proposition

of and non-sequential

from the presence of contrastive

to the preceding
members.

clause,

The fronting

Line

1. Here

we can

of God is not due to a

psychology.

Another example of contrast: Gen. 44: 16."'

" Not necessarilywith loud voice.
270See 7.2 "Information-Level Implications" in pp. 146ff for introduction of brand-newreferentsby the
clause-focusstructure.
271For example, Gen. 28:3-4, Gen. 31:53, Gen. 48: 16, Gen. 43:29 (This is a single utterance.We can detect
an emotional responsehere: an exclamatory/proclamatoryindependentutterance)and ISam. 1:17.
17' Num. 6:24-26 is apparently a benediction. However, since it consists of a parallel construction which
comments on the same topic reference,it takes Predicate-FocusStructure (PredicateFocus Parallel
Construction).
27'The clause may have a connotationof closure or exclamation as well.
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Discoursefunctions (text-unit level implications)
Muraoka's remaining examples, which are supposed to demonstratethe fronting of
divine subjects, show that the subjectsare fronted not due to their religious nature but for
discoursefunctions.
Gen. 48:3 [initiation, backgroundinformation]

jpi-ýx npg,-1i
ýn
ýx-rns.
ýx
,
T;
-13 1-lv

, nk lnn'l
I Then Jacob said to Joseph,
2 "GOD ALMIGHTY

APPEARED to ME at Luz

in the LAND Of CANAAN and 13LESSEDme
...

Line 2 initiates a new speech.It is also backgroundinformation for the statementof Jacob
that the two sonsof Joseph would becomesons of Jacob. These are discoursefunction we
have observedin XP clause-focusstructure.274
Another example is Judg. 13:6-8

T

dllý

[initiation, activation of an inactive

reference]).

9.1.1.1. Summary
"Religious sentiment"or "a kind of religious psychology" does not affect the word order.
What affectsit is pragmaticfunctions and their correspondingfocus structures. We may say
that optative clauses,including some blessings, are "commenting," becausethey are adding
new information to active or highly accessiblereferents.Hence Px predicate-focusstructure.
On the other handwhen a senseof solemnity or closureis meant such as in benediction,XP
clause-focusstructureis used. The clause-focusstructure is also used to contrast the whole
propositions and for discoursefunction.

9.1.2. The word'ig
The secondpeculiar reasonof fronting that Muraoka proposes(34) is the word W''IN.
J-Muraoka notes,
The word W"IkK
(or Myklý)used in indefinite sense, "someone," "everyone" or "nobody" in a
negative clause, fairly frequently occupies the initial slot in the clause. (§155 nf)
Muraoka detects this peculiafity of JIN in his examples.275

Closeexaminationof wider rangeof VIN clauseswill reveal that the fronting of tý,N is
not due to its peculiarity, but rather to indicate pragmaticfunctions (other than commenting
and identification). The following discussion is divided into two parts. First section will
study the use of phrases which contain W'IN and the second section will concentrate on

clauseswhere CNNalone is usedas the subjector the object.

274See 7.4 "Text-unit Level Implications (discourse functions)" in pp. 16 1ff.
275See the Appendix.
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9.1.2.1.79 phrases
First we shall look at j"N phrases. We shall observe below that the fronted UJINphrases
seem to have pragmatic functions. They are onset functions, background information,
closureand clause-focusparallel construction.
Onset functions

Some clauses show the onset functions. For example, V*1,1ý
in Judg. 21:1 is fronted for
initiation.

rinninn
TT

U.-

Ný

jfp-'=ý

T
T.

ýNtr

inn

un-lo

Jn\%

T:

I Now the men of Israel had sworn in Mizpah, saying,
2 "NONEOf USshall giYe his daughterto BENJAMINin marriage."

Line 2 initiates a speech.This initiation is one of pragmaticdiscoursefunctions indicatedby
276
X.P clause-focusstructure.
Other examples of onset clauses:

W'11ýin ISam. 21:3 (initiation), Jer. 36: 19

(notice closure), and Jer. 38:24 (initiation).

Back2roundinformation
In Gen. 41: 11

-im
TT

rnýrln

unýrl i7hri Jjnnnz J '!N "Nni-11
n\.
I

"And we had a dream on the samenight,

2 HE AND 1; each of US DREAMED according

to the INTERPRETATION of his own DREAM.

Line 2 hasthe fronted subjectNIMI `NK This fronting here indicatesthat this clause provides
T

"'IN
background information (or circumstantial clause: explicatory). Then an adverbial u,
phrase (D Cý'N)follows, precedingthe verb. The clause as a whole has XP clause-focus
277
background
information
(or
structurewhich provides
circumstantialclause).
Closure
Another pragmatic function that the fronted W''IN phrase has is closure 27' The idiomatic
.
ý
expression-M U-N as an adverbial phraseis fronted in Exod. 12:4 and 16:18.
Exod.

16: 18:

V'*'I'N%
EVERY MAN GATHEREDas MUCH as he should EAT.

This phrase is found in two more verses in Scripture (Exod. 16: 16 and 18).279
Muraoka seems to indicate that this idiom is fronted because of its nature to be placed at the

276See7.4.1.1 "Topicalisation and Initiation" in pp. 163ff.
277See7.4.2 "Background Information" in pp. 174ff.
218See 7.4.4 "Closure" in pp. 1791717.
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beginning of a clause. But first we should notice that this phrase follows a verb in Exod.
16:16:
GATHER Of it EVERYMAN as MUCH as he should EAT.

In this clause we can observe that the subject (you) is activated and the clause adds new
information (a command here), and thus the verb is fronted (Predicate-Focus Structure).
Note also that this phrase is used "in indefinite sense, 'someone, 'everyone... in which V 'IN
is supposed to be fronted according to J-Muraoka (§155 nf). However, it follows the verb
here.

Let us return to Exod. 16:18 above.
Exod. 16:18

-InDmI-lb!!l

P?

I When they MEASUREDit with an OMER,
2 HE who had GATHEREDMUCH had NO EXCESS,
3 and HE who had GATHEREDLITTLE had NO LACK;
4 EVERY man GATHERED as MUCH as he should EAT.

Lines 2-3 has a chiastic construction.Line 4 seemsto summadsewhat is describedin Lines
2-3 and closesthis text unit. This summaryor exposition is a pragmaticfunction indicatedby
XP clause-focusstructure.The clausewith "Pý Vlý phrase in Exod. 12:4 and Num. 26:54
also have an indication of closureor summary.
What we haveobservedis that the idiom,

V+

noun, follows the finite verb in

commentingclauses(Predicate-FocusStructure) and it is fronted when the clause has an
indication of closure(Clause-FocusStructure).
Other examples of cloSUrewith

Wiý are Judg. 17:6 and Judg. 21:25.

We shall look at anotherj1N phrase,MINýN U'IN. Muraoka gives Is. 9: 18 as an exampleof
the peculiatity of Vlilý(35):
Is. 9: 18

Y-Its'.

1-irl,
TI

I By the fury of the Lord of hosts the land is burned up,
2 And the people are like fuel for the fire;
3 No MAN SPAREshiS BROTHER.

Prov. 27:21 is not included in this figure, since

in the verse seemsto be a clause (SP) than an

adverbial phrase.The whole verseforms the parallel construction (list or contrast).
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However, out of thirteen MN-ýN Vhtýadverbialphrasesattestedin Scripture, this clause is
280
is
fronted.
In
the only one where this phrase
all other clauses, this phrasefollows the verb
T

as in
Gen. 37: 19 IIMN-ýX JIX
and these clausesare commentingon the active or accessiblereferents. Therefore we may
recognisethey havePx predicate-focusstructure.It follows, therefore,that Is. 9: 18 is not an
Is. 9: 18 has the inverted word order and its focus
""
indicate
function
structureseems
a pragmatic
of closure.

exampleto show the peculiarity of

Clause Focus Parallel Construction
The final pragmatic function we can observe is Clause Focus Parallel Construction. "'
Muraoka gives Job 41: 9 as an example of the peculiarity of Wliý (35).
IRZ71 IMIMXý_UPIN"TheyareJOINED
oneto ANOTHER;
I-7-M n' Z61
be SEPARATED.
TheyCLASP
eachotherandCANNOT
However, we find the use of the same idiomatic expression in Px Predicate-Focus Structure
in Lev. 26: 37:
IIMN=-U' IN

Theywill thereforeSTUMBLE
overeachOTHER
This means that VIN is not necessarily drawn to the front. If we look at the wider context of
Job 41: 9, we recognise that vv. 8-9 (Eng. 16-18) form a XP//XP//XP Clause Focus Parallel
Construction. It describes Leviathan in a clause-focus parallel construction (itemizing). 2"
Joel 2: 8,2" and Jer. 31:30.286
Other examples of itemizing are Lev. 18:23,294
280modifying subjects: Gen. 37: 19, Gen. 42:21, Gen. 42:28, Ex. 16:15, Num. 14:4,2Kings 7:6, Jer. 23:35,
Ezek. 24:23; modifying objects: Jer. 13:14, Jer. 25:26 The main verb is MPjKI in v. 17; modifying an
adverbial noun phrase:Ex. 25:20--Ex. 37:9 commentingon the activatedreferent: the cherubim in vv. 1819. Notice that the last clauseof this verse, 012"IDM H) !! M, ri7b: ),-Fý4R the faces of the cherubim are
to be turned toward the mercy seat,closesthis text-unit with XV Clause-FocusStructure.
'8' Seethe last clauseof the following verse(v. 19) for the similar effect.
'8' See 8 "Parallel Construction and List Structure" in pp. 183ff.
283v. 8

IV -11'MKM 71K
.T..

MI-MIMNtl-gý

.T.

(SAV) One is so near to another,

1`11-11(SVA) That no air can come betweenthem.

284

I (AVA) Also you shallnot haveintercoursewith any animalto be defiledwith it,
2 (SVA) nor shallany womanstandbeforean animalto matewith it.
is fronted in Line 1 and the subject is fronted in Line 2. We
The pragmatic subject
can observe XP//XP here of itemizing.
285Verses7,8 and 9 have 4 clausesin each verse.Verse 7 has a XP//XP//XP//9W pattern. The exactly same
Namely
in
9
have
XP:
XP//XP//XP//XP.
8.
All
these verses
is
in
the
verse
clauses
v.
pattern repeated
have XP ClauseFocusParallel Construction (list or cumulation) to describethe fearfully destructiveforce
in the last days.
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Summary
The idiomatic adverbialphraseswith WkXfollow our theory of focus structure. These
phrasesfollow the verb when the clause comments on an active or accessiblereferent
(Predicate-FocusStructure), and precedeit when other pragmatic functions are indicated
(Clause-FocusStructure).
9.1.2.2. V by itself

We shall now turn to clauseswhich have CýINalone as the subjector the object.
Contrary to Muraoka'sproposal, U"'Koften follows a verb. For example,Deut. 34:6:
an

olmn

-q;

He buried him in Moab, in the valley opposite Beth Peor,
but to THIS day NO ONE KNOWSwhere his GRAVE is.

Mings 4:29 has two clauseswith W''IN.One is a subject, and another is an obj ect. Both
follow the verbs.

unnzn
inim
(VO)

e.:mn--s

If you Meet ANYONE, do NOT GREET him,

(VS) and if ANYONE GREETS you, do NOT ANSWER.

These clauseshave the predicate-focusstructure. We have observed in chapter 5 that a
brand-newreferentis generallyleast acceptableas the topic of the predicate-focusstructure.
However the unanchoredVIN appearsoften as the topic of Predicate-FocusStructure. This
is not considered to be ill-forined, becauseof its indefinite nature (someone, anyone,
287
(a
in
in
Gen.
24).
its
2:
nobody) or genericnature man generalas
Other examples of Predicate-Focus Structure with JIN: Exod. 16:29, Exod. 34:24, Lev.
27:26, Deut. 7:24, Deut. 11:25, Deut. 23: 1, Josh. 1:5, Josh. 10:8.

When JIN is fronted, it is not due to its peculiar nature.We can observepragmaticfunctions
in thoseclauses.
Exclamation/Proclamation 288

Hos. 2: 12
I11"MMIND

T%

All five clauses in vv. 29 and 30 have the X-P sequenceand form XP//XP Clause Focus Parallel
Construction for literary effect.
287See5.4.4 "Indefinite unanchoredtopic 79" in pp. 108ff.
288See 7.3.1 "Exclamation/Proclamation" in pp. 147ff.
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I So now I will exposeher lewdnessbefore the eyesof her lovers;
2 NO ONE will take her OUT of my HANDS.

Line 2 does not relate to Line I directly, but it is rather an exclamatory

utterance of the Lord.

This independent feature of the clause is indicated by the clause-focus structure.
Other

examples:

Mings

10: 19, lKings

18: 40 (exclamatory?

), Jer. 38: 24 (and

initiation).

Onset
Judg. 4:20
ýrliým rinn. tn! l rl, ýx nn,, ýýl
V

tNw
vkx-nx

wril

ý\O::,
TT.
mnw
:

-_

T

And he said to her, "Stand in the doorway of the tent,
and it shall be if ANYONE COMESand INQUIRESOf YOU,
and says, 'Is there anyone hereT that you shall say, 'No. "'

M'ýclauseinitiates a short text-unit aboutthe possiblepursueof the enemy.
Other examples: Exod. 16:19 (initiation), Exod. 34:3 (topical i sation, parallel
construction), I.Sam. 21:3 (initiation and contrast?), Zech. 2:4 (topical isation).

Circumstantialclauseor Backgroundinformation290
Gen. 24:16

61m -ným
nnb
nmril
'-win
TT

rurl,

t\ýý

ývnl m-InNýnnlmr:i'm-i-IM
IT-"---T:

I The girl was very beautiful, a virgin;
2 NO MAN had EVER LAIN with her.

v"XI

-

T

3 Shewentdownto thespring,filled herjar andcameup again.
Line 2 stops the flow of the narrative and expounds "a virgin. "
Other examples: Mings 10:25 (paraphrasing), Mings 23: 18 (paraphrasing), Jer. 36: 19
(paraphrasing),Jer. 40: 15, Jer. 41:4 (circumstantial clause "which no one knows about"),
Ezek. 44:2.

Closure"'
Is. 40:26
t1b Y"j"NX1 WýiN
0 1-IM

: ft'ý

1 Because of his great power and mighty strength,

N6 V 'N 2 NOT ONE of them is MISSING.

Line 2 closesthe short text unit of v. 26 which tells God's power of creation.

"' See 7.4.1 "Onset Functions" in pp. 161ff.
... See7.3.3 "Circumstantial clause" in pp. 1531Tand also 7.4.2 "Background Information" in pp. 174ff.
291See 7.4.4 "Closure" in pp. 179ff.
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Exod. 34:3 ýIMVi-6V'16
K'T'_ýX

W"NI

VWMI

is to COME WITH YOU
ONE
No
or NO ONE is

be SEEN ANYWHERE on
to

theMOUNTAIN;

This versehasa clause-focusparallel construction.
Other examples: Ezek. 18: 16 (see v. 14,15), Exod. 34: 3, ISam. 2: 33, Ezek. 18: 7.

Chiastic Construction: Hos. 4:4

9.1.2.3. Summary
idiomatic phrasesfollow verbs when the clausescomment on the active or accessible
WTIN
idiomatic
When
(commenting
Predicate-Focus
Structure).
these
phrases are
of
referents
fronted, we can observe other pragmatic implications. Their implications are clause-focus
parallel construction,and discoursefunctions (onsetand closure).
Similarly, when JIN is usedby itself as a subject or as an object, it follows a verb for
commenting.Though VIN is not anchored,it is not consideredto be ill-formed becauseof its
indefinite or genetic nature. When it is fronted, we can observe other pragmatic functions,
such asexclamationand discoursefunctions.

9.1.3. A specialgroup of verbs
We have looked at two peculiar reasons of fronting that Muraoka suggests: "Religious
sentiment" and

We shall now discuss the third reason of fronting. It is a special

group of verbs.Muraoka notesthat
It appears that in certain places the use of a special group of verbs - chieflY verbs of
movement and knowledge - is responsible for the otherwise inexplicable fronting of the
subject. (36)
The examples that Muraoka lists... show, however, that a special group of verbs is not
functions
in
We
for
fronting
these
two
the
the
can
subjects.
observe
of
responsible
(Xv
Structure)
Argument-Focus
identification
They
and other pragmatic
are
examples.
functions (XV Clause-Focus Structure).

9.1.3.1. Argument-FocusStructure
First we shall look at
Gen. 47: 4 "INAM YINUI -Mý

We have come to SOJOURN
in the LAND."

Muraoka proposesthat this prepositionalphraseis fronted becauseof the peculiarity of the
Jacob's
is
look
its
First,
Let
N:
this
1.
a
part
of
utterance
context
closely.
at
us
movementverb
Egypt
is
is
"
Here
Jacob's
"What
to
Pharaoh's
coming
to
your
occupation?
question
response
is
Jacob's
Jacob.
The
to tell
Pharaoh
between
knowledge
utterance
assertionof
and
shared
Pharaohthe purposeof their coming to Egypt. Jacob identifies "to sojourn in the land" with
See 8 "Parallel Construction and List Structure" in pp. 183ff.
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X of the presupposedproposition "we havecome for X. " Thus this clausehas Xp argumentfocus structure of identification. The argument (the prepositional phrase) is fronted not
becauseof the peculiarity of the verb Nn, but of its function of identification.
9.1.3.2. Clause-Focus Structure

The rest of Muraoka'sclauseshave other pragmaticfunctions.
Inter-clausalLevel Implications "
1Sam. 4:6
o'-wri

TV

I "What does the noise of this great shout in the camp of the Hebrews mean? "
2 Then they understood that the ARK of the LORD had COMEINTO the CAMP.

Line 2

clauseis a responseto the question"What doesthe noise mean?" of Line 1. Line 2

reports an event which was unknown to the Philistines. This has a typical "event211
,
implication. We usethe term "proclamatory""' for this implication. Hence XV
reporting
Clause-FocusStructure.The word order is inverted not due to the peculiarity of the verb X:,
but to an inter-clausallevel pragmaticfunction.
Other examples:
Exclamation/Proclamation: Judg. 4: 14 (NIV N171116M).
4: 16, Judg. 14:4, Judg. 16:20 ("10 MIT11).
Contrast of the whole proposition :297Jud9TT:
Circumstantial clause:298 Judg. 3:20 (anteriority) and ISam. 6: 14 (IMIC3 1'1ýývrn
TTTT-T

anteriority).
Text-unit Level Implications

(Discourse Functions)

Onset...

ýDl
Judg. 4: 17
Now

SISERA FLED AWAY on FOOT to the TENT of JAEL

The active referent Sisera is fronted not becauseof the peculiarity of the verb M, but to
announcethe referentas the topic of the text-unit (topicalisation).
Other examples of onset functions: Gen. 42: 10 (topicalisation rather than contrast), Gen.
46: 31 (topicalisation, activation of an inactive referent), Gen. 47: 1 (topicalisation and

293

SeeAppendix.
29' For the inter-clausal pragmatic functions which include contrast of the whole proposition and
circumstantial clausebelow, see7.3 "Inter-clausal Level Implications" in pp. 147ff.
29'This event-reportingis recognisedby Niccacci (1993,219-221), Lambreht (1994,222) and Gross (1999,
40-45).
296See 7.3.1 "Exclamation/Proclamation" in pp. 147ff.
297See 7.3.2 "Contrast of the whole proposition" in pp. ISM.
298See 7.3.3 "Circumstantial clause" in pp. 153ff.
299See7.4 "Text-unit Level Implications (discoursefunctions)" in pp. 161ff.
' See 7.4.1 "Onset Functions" in pp. 161ff.
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activation of an inactive referent), Gen. 47:5 (topicalisation), Gen. 48:2 (topicalisation,
activation of an inactive referent) Judg. 16:23 (topic-shift), ISam. 16:14 (initiation),
Gen. 39:8 (topicalisation). Note that Judg. 13:6 seems to introduce a brand-new referent
V ltý a man of God" in addition to topicalisation.
Other examples of text-unit level implications (discourse functions)
Background information"'
Gen. 34:7 (background information. see Hamor in v. 6 and v. 8) and Judg. 6: 33
(initiation, and background information).
Closure'

02

Judg. 6: 21 (the clause 'TYDIý
I
from his sight" closes the utterance).
....

Jý, -i MIM" JISýiM Then the angel of the Lord vanished
TT:.

-

Summary
All of theseexamplesof Muraoka to prove that certain verbs draw argumentsin front
can be explainedmore simply. The subjectsand objects are fronted in theseclassesbecause
of two focus structures.One is the argument-focusstructure whose pragmatic function is
identification, another is the clause-focusstructure which have other pragmatic functions
including exclamation/proclamation,contrastof the whole proposition,circumstantialclause,
and discoursefunctions (onset, backgroundinformation, and closure). The word order is
inverted not due to the peculiarity of a specialgroup of verbs, but for the argument-focus
structureand the clause-focusstructure.
9.1.4. CognateObject
The fourth peculiar reasonof fronting is "cognateobject." Muraoka commentsthat "In the
following two places [Judg. 7: 13 and 14:161a cognateobject [Miýrll precedes,very likely
without any specific reasons." However, there is a specific reason.It is to indicate pragmatic
functions other than commentingand identification.
Predicate-FocusStructure
First we may say, contrary to Muraoka, that cognateobjects follow the verb when the
sendercommentson the active or accessiblereferent (Px Predicate-FocusStructure). For
example, in Gen. 37:9,303the narratorcommentson the active or accessiblereferentJoseph.
-Inx

niýrl

lt

tjým2ll

Now he had STILL

ANOTHER DREAM.

The active topic referentis expressedin an affixed form in the verb: PxX.

30'See7.4.2 "Background Information" in pp. 174ff.
12 See 7.4.4 "Closure" in pp. 179ff.
Its information structure is apparently for the narratorand the listener, becauseJoseph'sseconddreamis
activated in Line I for the listener. This is probably another instanceof "Pseudo-directSpeech." See 9.3
"Pseudo-directSpeech"in pp. 219ff. 'liD niýQ 773ýrl Mý,
-i "Lo, I have had still anotherdream,
.. ."
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Other examples:
ChMl

(1) Gen. 37:5
Cjým

(2) Gen. 40:5

lnýý291

Then josepý had a DREAM.
they had a DREANI

niýrl
rinýTIBI
(3) Gen. 41: 11"
And we had a DREAM
An active referent Josephin (1) may have middle pitch.'O' Other active topic referents are
expressedin the affixation of the verbs.

However, thesecognateobjectsare fronted to indicate other pragmaticimplications.
Judg. 7: 13:
lnnýrl

miým
rom

And he said, "Behold, I had a DREAM;
a loaf of barley bread was tumbling into the camp of Midian....

Here the senderstartshis episode. By fronting the non-predicateelement, niýr. j, the sender
introduces a brand-new referent, activates it, topicalises it and starts a new episode
(initiation... ).
Other examples of initiation are:'O'
131DýM Oiýrl

Gen. 40:8

Gen. 41: 15 'MýM

1'ýX

lllqtýý: j

they said to him,

"WE HAVE

had a DREAM,

t3jýrl,

And Pharaoh said to Joseph, "I HAVE had a DREAM
......

Dan. 2:3 "MýM

MJýM JýM-i7-V7 07iý lfntý'l

And the king said to them, "I had a DREANT,

The samephenomenaare observedin Muraoka's secondexampleof the cognate object "a
riddle."
Predicate-Focus Structure: Judg. 14: 12, Judg. 14: 13, Ezek. 17:2
Clause-Focus Structure: Judg. 14: 16 (circumstantial clause)

Summary
The cognateobjectsfollow the verbswhen the clausesare commentingon the active or
accessiblereferents.However, the cognateobjects are fronted to indicate other pragmatic
implications, such asinitiation and circumstantialclause.

30'Notice that the following clause has XV Clause-FocusStructure, becauseit stops the flow of the narrative
i6471
dream
(circumstantial
tjliý each of us dreamed
lilrl=)
the
and expounds on
clause):
according to the interpretationof his own dream."
305See "Middle pitch" in pp. 90ff for a suggestionfor the middle pitch.
306See 7.4.1 "Onset Functions" in pp. 161ff for the term initiation and topicalisation.
In Joel 3: 1 the subject precedesthe cognateobject for list (Clause Focus Parallel Construction). Dan. 2: 1
has this sequence:a deictic phrase, verb, subject, cognate object. This is Clause-Focus Structure
(Contextualisation).
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9.1.5. Peculiarity with the legal texts (fronted object)
Muraoka's fifth and final peculiar reasonfor fronting is "Peculiarity with the legal texts."
Muraoka comments:
Our examination of the selected legal texts has produced plenty of examples (some
sixty! ) in which the preceding object is inexplicable on any ground mentioned above.
(1985,40)
Fronting of objects in the legal texts is easily explicable through our theory. Let us first look
at Exod. 21: 31-32.

It is well known that in casuistic laws ": ) introduces a case and ON introduces its
subcategory, that is, an exceptive clause or a proviso. We can observe this structure in
Exodus, Leviticus... and Deuteronomy."' The most concentratedusageof this structureis
found probably in Exodus chapters21 and 22. The two examples Muraoka gives, Exod.
21:31 and 32, are parts of such a structure.The caseof a goring ox is introducedby 'I.:) in v.
28:
nim rid x-mx ix
'llu" M""DI "And if anOXGORES
to DEATH
a MANor a WOMAN
This clause"' is followed by Px Predicate-Focus Structure and its general principle closes
with XP Clause-Focus Structure (contrast of the whole proposition): "Ipý

ý17nl but

the owner of the ox shall go unpunished."
Then in v. 29 ON-clausefollows introducing a exceptiveclause:

ýbnln
iojýv
rin
'KII-1

mm

T

I

ix

id,

wp,!

N

rin'll

im
T
ýrno,
nium

NMI lllý=-Mal
I PSA

"If, however, it has beena goring ox,

2 VA
3 VSO

and its owner hasbeenwarned,
yet he does not confine it,

4 VS

and it kills a man or a woman,

5 SV

the Ox shall be STONED

6SV

and its OWNERALSO shall be EIrr to DEATH. (Shimasaki)

Lines 1 to 4 have the predicate-focus structure, because they comments on the active
referent, the ox. Then the whole exceptive clause closes with the two clause-focus clauses.

Notice this structurein which one exceptiveunit is initiated by C31N
and closed with XP. The

For example, Lev. 1:2 (9D)-3,10,14 (LIN);2:4 (": ))-5,7 (MN).
For example, Dt. 20: 10 (1-:))-11 (M8); 21: 10 (1.:))-14 (ON); 22: 13

MN); 23 (D)-25 (L-8); 24: 1 (4Z -

CN); 10 (*!."))-12 (CK); 25: 1 (': ))-2 (MN); 5 (": ))-7 (M\).
3" This clause has an anchored brand-new referent as the verse 26 does. This is probably that the division is
clearly marked by ': ) in both verses.
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secondexceptiveclause(vv. 30 and 31) and the third exceptiveclause(v. 32) are initiated by
ON+ XP and closed by XP.
The examplesMuraoka gives are in the secondand the third exceptiveclauses.Exod.
21:31 is the latter half of the secondexceptiveclause(Line 1: introduction; Line 2: closure):
riv

nn-ix

ria, 1; -*

OV "Whether it gores a son or a daughter,

M. )

V I..

AV it shall be done to him according to the samerule.

Exod. 21:32 is the third exceptiveclauses(Line 1: introduction; Line 2 and 3: closure):
-N

iiN Itij-i

MV 7'3V-CN*
ý01

I OVS "If the ox gores a MALEor FEMALESLAVE,
2 OVA the owner shall give his or her MASTER
THIRTY SHEKELS of SILVER,

0

-IýV MI 3 SV and the OX shall be STONED.

Notice herethat all thesefive clauseshavefronted arguments(non-predicateelements).What
we have observedaboveis that exceptiveclausesin legal texts in Exodus are often initiated
and terminatedby XP Clause-FocusStructure.
Now Muraoka comments"almost no exampleof the sort [the inversion in legal texts]
is found in Dt" (40). However, we can find XP clausesin casuistic laws in Deuteronomy:
Deut. 20:10-11

TT

TI

11-in!
)l
I "When you approacha city to fight against it,
2 you shall offer it terms of peace.
3 (v. 11) "And it shall come about, if it agreesto make PEACEwith you and OPENS
to You,
4 then it shall be that ALL the PEOPLE who are FOUND in it shall BECOME your FORCED LABOR

5 and shall serveyou.

ID in Line 1 introduces the case and nX in Line 3 introduces a proviso. This proviso is
initiated by XP (Line 3) and closedby XP (Line 4). We may understandMIMI in Line 3 and
TT

:

4 provides a future setting.Deut. 24:13 and Deut. 25:3 are other examplesof XP clausesin
casuisticlaws in Deuteronomy(probably closure).
The questionstill remains,however, as to why Exodus has more of the XP sequence
in casuisticlaws than Deuteronomy.The reasonmay possibly be that Exodus casuisticlaws
follow more of the tradition of legal texts than Deuteronomy, as Muraoka proposes. He
"the
juridical
Accadian
influence
tradition
this
parlance"
an
of
of
as
explains
phenomenon
(41). Though we cannot verify this influence, we can easily observethat Exodus provisions
are terser and have more subcategoriesor provisos within one case"' than those of
Deuteronomy. This might have necessitatedfor Exodus to use more of the function of
311For example, Ex. 21:2-6 has three Csls*
introducing subcategories,21:7-11 has four ONZ,and 21:28-32 has
three.
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initiation and closure to indicate boundaries more clearly. 312Casuistic laws in Deuteronomy
are generally less terse, have fewer subcategories and seem to have more of a style of
313
exhortation.

Other examples:
Gen. 17:9 (topicalisation),Lev. 19:8 (initiation of subcategory), Lev. 19:28 (itemizing),
Lev. 20:11 (initiation of subcategory),Lev. 20:17 (XV introduction and XV closure),
Lev. 20:20 (initiation of subcategory),Judg. 17:6 (Closure),Judg. 21:25 (Closure).
Summary
Inversion is often found in Exodus in casuisticlaw. Muraoka commentsthat the reason
is "inexplicable on any ground mentionedabove." However, the reason is to indicate the
boundariesof casesand clauses(subcategories).These functions, initiation and closure, are
typical pragmaticimplications of Clause-FocusStructure.
9.1.6. Conclusionfor the five peculiarities
We have analysed the information structure of the five peculiarities, namely, religious
sentiment, the word U"IN,a specialgroup of verbs, cognateobject and peculiarity with the
legal texts. Our analysis has demonstratedthat the reason for the fronting of subjects and
objects is not peculiar, contrary to the explanationof Muraoka and J-Muraoka. All clauses
have one of the three focus structures and they show legitimate pragmatic functions and
implications.

9.2.

CONJUNCTIONAL WORDS AND PHRASES

The secondproblem for our theory is peculiaritiesof certain words and phrases.
Many adverbs, adverbialphrasesand prepositionalphrasesbehaveas argumentsand
they follow the predicateproperin the predicate-focusstructure,but precedein the argumentfocus structure or in the clause-focus structure. For example, in Gen. 2:8 the verb is
fronted, and an adverb C3W'*
follows it.
and there He PLACEDthe MAN whom He had FORMED.

This word order indicatesthat this is a clauseof Predicate-FocusStructure. This clause is
commentingon the active referent,God, and we can observesequentiality.However in Gen.
11:9, MV is fronted.
T

312Compare Ex. 21: 28-32 with the Code of Hammurabi 241-256,250-252
313E. Merrill notes:

in particular.

We have notedrepeatedlythat one of the featuresthat marks Deuteronomy off from standardcovenant
texts attestedto from the ancient Near East is the regular interruption of technical covenantmaterial by
that of other genressuch as narrative and parenesis.(1994,157)
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ITT

TTTTT

MML-7nri,

D

ýý=

nc)-'. -D

m
myr10p:
Clu.
Dri
'

Thereforeits namewascalled Babel,

becauseTHEREthe Lord confusedthe languageof the whole earth;
and from THEREthe Lord scatteredthem abroadover the face of the whole

Here, MVis fronted for focus to form a clause-focusparallel construction.'
T

W,is due to this pragmaticfunction. MVis
TT

14

The fronting of

an adverb which operatesas an argumentwhich

directly affects the information structure and their position, either pre-predicateor postpredicate,determinesthe focus structure.
Neverthelesscertain words and phrases seem to be always fronted. For example,
in Gen. 21:31:

=W, "Itc t'sn'rim
mipmý'wip
T

T

ov
T

I Thereforehe called that placeBeersheba;
2 becausethere the two of them took an oath.

The questionraisedhere is whetherwe shouldinterpret

as an argumentin our theory

or not. Is Line I X-P or P-X?
W. Grossfacesthe sameproblem. He similarly observesthat certain words do not act
as an argumentwhich is an essentialconstituentof a clause. His solution is to divides the
preverbalposition into two. First he namesthe pre-verbal position Worfeld" following Dik
(1989,365) and divides it into two areas:"Konjunktion" and "Konstituente." For example,
MID, 711-1
and lný belongs to the former and other non-verbal elements, including other
adverbial phrases, in the latter (1996,139). 1 agree with Gross that certain words and
phrasesdo not belong to "argument" (in Gross' term "Konstituente") but to "conjunction."
We use the term "conjunctional words and phrases" or "conjunctional" by which we mean
that thosewords and phrasesare not consideredas argumentsor do not belong to the clause
domain in terms of the focus structure.In other words, we do not consider them as essential
constituentsof one clausein tenns of the focus structure, becausetheir initial position does
not affect the focus structureor alter the function.
I will arguefor this distinction betweenthe argumentand the conjunction below.
First exampleis

in Gen. 21:31 we have looked at above.
_______

rirt
rrt5

1 Therefore

he CALLED THAT PLACE BEERSHEBA;

2 becauSe THERE the TWO of them took an OATH.

311See 8.2.3 "Clause-FocusParallel Construction" in pp. 184ff.
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I proposethat JP-ýD is not an argument.It standsoutside of the clausedomain in terms of
the focus structure. It is a conjunctional adverbial phrase. The rest of the clause has Px
predicate-focusstructure.
We may support this interpretation, becauseLine I does not show any sign of
pragmatic functions (other than commenting), while Line 2 does [closure]. The great
majority of

clausesin the historical books have this Predicate-FocusStructure.

However in Gen. 26:33:

I

So he CALLED

it SHIBAH;

2 XP therefore the NAMEof the CITYis BEERSHEBA
to THISday.

Line 2 has XP Clause-FocusStructure for closure."' We may support this interpretation,
becauseLine 2 is the end of an episode.
Thesetwo clauseswith J_-D-ýV
have two different focus structures:Gen. 21:31 has the
predicate-focusstructureand Gen. 26:33 has the clause-focusstructure. This demonstrates
do not affect the focus structure but are

that these conjunctional words, such as

placedout of the clausedomain in termsof the focus structure.
Similar usageis found with other adverbs and adverbial phrases. Gross admits that
there are more of these"Konjunktion" than MM MNI and lný. I will add

M and
T

NiMNas conjunctional words and phrases.

9.2.1. Idiomatic expressions
Some idiomatic phrasesbehave similarly to the conjunctional adverbs above. Let us take
InD

for example.

Predicate-FocusStructure
31623 clausescommenton the active or accessiblereferent, and they
Out of 28 occurrences,
take Predicate-FocusStructureafter MMD
T-.

Num. 22:29

ý, nrlri

For example,
Im

T-*T:

z -rz

nnn-tý, 1ý

If there had beena SWORDin my HAND,I would have KILLEDyou by now."
311See 7.4.4 "Closure" in pp. 179ff.
Predicate-FocusStructure: Gen. 22: 12, Gen. 26:22, Gen. 29: 32, Gen. 43: 10, Ex. 9: 15, Num. 22:29,
ISam. 2: 16, ISam. 13:13, ISam. 14:30 (negated qal), Is. 49: 19, Hos. 5: 3, Hos. 10:3, Mic. 4: 10, Mic.
5: 3, Zech. 9: 8, Job 3: 13, Job 4:5, Job 6:3, Job 6:21, Job 7:21, Job 8:6, Job 13:19, Dan. 10:11;
Argument-Focus Structure: Gen. 31:42 (Mp"j [contrast]), 2Sam. 16:11 (1;1P9j11-jZ
[contrast with 13:!]);
Clause-Focus Structure (contrast of the whole proposition <> "they will not care about us"): Num.
22:33,2Sam. 18:3: Chiastic Construction: Job 14:16.
2Sam. 18:3 follows LXX. MT hasMPý)N it7YJ 1ýbD -if-W-1D.LXX readsMIIN insteadof MMID.NVemay
I-TT_.
say that MT has Predicate-FocusStructure with the omitted "you. "
II-.

I-
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Arp-ument-Focus Structure
2Sam. 16: 11 has Argument-Focus Structure.
Mr-117`1 how much more now this BENJAMITE

This clause relates "this Benjarnite" with X of "X seeks my life. " This proposition is
presupposedby the precedingclause"My son who came out from me seeks my life" and
thereforeomitted.
Clause-Focus Structure

Num. 22:33

"na-In "innx-Ma. 'InD 'n "zin In=
.

T_

ý.

-TTT.

T

If she had not turned aside from me, I would surely have KILLED

ýIx
YOU just now,

"
LET
HER
LIVE.
and

This clauseshave a clause-focusparallel construction.317Two clause-focusstructureclauses
arejuxtaposed and contrasted.Here the whole proposition is contrasted.
We may notice that if we exclude MM

from our analysis of the focus structure of a

clause, we can observe the three focus structures and their pragmatic functions in their
contexts. This set of clauses demonstrates that this idiomatic phrase is placed out of the
clause domain in terms of the focus structure and does not affect it.
Another example is J-ý-)

9.2.2. Certain adverbs
We have more exampleswhich stand outside the clausedomain and function as if they are
,
'7, though Grosshas already listed.
conjunctions.We shall first look at MD,
Predicate-FocusStructure
In Gen. 37:9 below we do not considerMNIas the first elementin the clause:
lt

Miýrl

lni*ýrl

-MNý211
STILL
"Lo,
have
had
I
andsaid,
jM71 V-

ANOTHER DREAM...

"

This clausehasthe fronted verb, commentingon the active referent Joseph. Joseph and his
dreamingare still active in the mind of the receiver.319
Clause-Focus Structure

Likewise in Judg. 7: 13 we do not consider,-1ý,
ý asthe first elementof the clause:
IMýrl

Qjýrl

ý11
InN,
1,13-71

And he said, "Behold, I HADa DREAM;

311See 8.2.3 "Clause-FocusParallel Construction" in pp. 184ff.
There is no clause attestedwith a noun or a pronoun following -ItjN: ) in this idiomatic expression.
Namely this idiom ID

-IMNDalways have fronted verbs. This may be due to the nature that the first
.. .
clausemostly refers to the preceding event and takes Predicate-FocusStructure. Deut. 22:26 introducesa
brand-new referent J%ý by Predicate-FocusStructure following -W.
NN*D.See 5.4.4 (p. 108) for the
JIK
indefinite
Deut. 8:20 has an idiom ID
n, and the phrase seems to have
topic
unanchored
of
...
Predicate-FocusStructure.The overall usageof this idiom is not certain.
319See v. 8. For pseudo-directspeech,seethe section 9.3 in p. 219.
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The object Miýrl is fronted to indicate deviation from commenting [initiation, or
topicalisation].
As Gross suggests this set of clauses demonstrates that

belongs to the

7 is placed out of the clausedomain in terms of
conjuctional words, not to the argument.Mý,
the focus structureand doesnot affect it.
Other examples conjunctional words and phrases in verbal clauses: 1-7')ý:Judg. 10: 13,
T

Judg. 11:8; 1.-)-ý17: Gen. 33: 10, Deut. 24: 18, Deut. 24:22; IP-1-IMNI: Gen. 32:21, Judg.
19:5; M Judg. 8:3, Judg. 13:21; 71M "D: Gen. 31:42; IýIN: Gen. 27: 12, Gen. 32: 21;
TT-.

in

-

JZ: Judg. 7: 17; 1-;)

...

'ViND: ISam. 15:33.
V

]; ý: ISam. 1:7, Judg. 7: 17;

...

9.2.3. Summary
To examine the information structure of every adverb, conjunction, conjunctive adverb,
adverbialphraseor idiomatic expressionis beyond the scope of this study. This section is
only to indicate that there are two kinds of usageof words or phrases. One is the argument,
an essentialconstituentof one clause in terms of the information structure, another is the
conjunctional words and phraseswhich operatesout of the clausedomain in terrns of focus
structureand doesnot override or affect it. As Gross admits that "Die Gruppe der in diesen
Bereich des Vorfeldes gehbrigenWorter ist nicht vollstflndig erfaft" (140), Biblical Hebrew
has more of theseconjunctionalwords and phrasesthan MM, MIMand 1--)ýwhich Gross
suggests.

9.3.

PSEUDO-DIRECT SPEECH

The third problem for our theory is some peculiarities in reported speeches. Some of
reportedspeechesor direct speechesdo not follow the information structure. An exampleis
Gen. 43: 1-3:

y7NM-inD=rrll
TTTTTT

ýtNý
-1PUN-MV71-rIN

T

T:

Inw.

*

cri-,

VV-.

1ý.-D -)jN--D Till
-.

:-

MN
VV
ýN
ri-lul,

1,

-Inzýnl

TT

=MN ODITIN
llnýn-,3Bwln-gý -IfZNý
vwn um
V;

I

--.

-

...:.

-TTT

Now the famine was severein the land.
2 So it came about when they had finished eating the grain which they had brought from Egypt,
3 that their father said to them, "Go back, buy us a little food."
4 Judahspoke to him, however, saying,
5"The man solemnly warned us, 'You shall not seemy face unless your brother is with you.'

We shall now pay attention to Line 5. Here, the referent expression"the man" is Josephor
"the ruler in Egypt," and it is not active in Jacob'smind at the time of Judah's utterance.We
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may assumethat thereareat leastthreeways to activatethis referentand to commenton it, in
order to initiate Judah'sresponseto Jacob.
First is the most natural one. For example,in a sentencebelow,
I Father,do you rememberthe ruler of Egypt whom we met?
2 He solemnlywarnedus,..
..
Line 1 activatesthe referentin Predicate-FocusStructureand then Line 2 commentson it also
by Predicate-FocusStructure.This is more likely the conversationwhich actually took place.
This structurerequiresleastcognitive efforts for process,becauseboth the topic referentsare
alreadyactivatedin the receiver'smind at the time of the utterance("you" and "he").
Secondis to useXV Clause-FocusStructurewhich we often encounterin Scripture in
order to activate the referent, to initiate a new speechand to comment on it at the same
time.32' This requires a "high cost" cognitive effort on the part of the receiver (imaginary
clause):
W"Ni-i
13MID71 -711M
(SVA)Themansolemnlywarnedus,
However, this structuredoes not seemto reflect the actual conversation. We may assume
that it took at least a few months to consumethe grain that they bought in Egypt, and the
referent"the ruler in Egypt" is certainly unusedfor a long period of time. Though Jacob is
now talking about buying grain in Egypt, and the referent is not impossible to infer, the
is
description
"the
(without
by
'I
UM
title
term
still too
any
or
clause)
man"
unanchored
"'
identify
in
to
actualconversation.
ambiguous
Third is the most unnaturalone and it is the recordedstructurein our text (Gen.43:3):
W,wm In
*7T*

nz-i

**

nz-i
-T

(VAS) The man solemnly warned us,

The infinitive absoluteis for emphasisand the first two verbal forms may be understoodto
form a verb. This structurehardly reflects actualconversation.Here "the man" presupposes
its topic status suggesting that they have been talking about "the man," and it has been
identified and activein the mind of the receiver. The use of infinitive absolutefor emphasis
seemsto further indicate that the man hasbeenthe topic.
There may be two possible reasonsfor this peculiarity. First, in order to shorten the
accountfor the sake of space,the more natural and actual conversationis summarisedand
many parts are omitted. Second,the information structurefollows that of the narrator-listener
43:
3)
does
(Gen.
listener,
For
the
third
the
that
the
two
than
structure
participants.
of
rather
is
in
Gen.
in
identification,
Joseph
difficulty
the
too
activated
since
referent
much
not cause
42:33 and he is the major participant in the episode.
What we have discussedand observed in this example is that the recorded direct
is
but
Scripture
does
in
often
actual
conversation
always
not necessarily
reflect
speech
follows
its
information
that of the narrator-listener
sometimes
structure
summarisedand
lexical
by
is
further
idea
This
the
the
use
that
use
of
than
supported
of participants.
rather
320See 7.2 "Inform ation-Level Implications" in pp. 146ff for this pragmatic fucntion of reactivating an
inactive referentor introducing a brand-newreferentby the clause-focusstructure.
See5.4.3 "Anchored and unanchoredreferents"in pp. 106ff for anchoring
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"the man." If Jacoband Judahhave beentalking aboutthe ruler in Egypt, Judah would have
used a proform "he." If "the man" has not been the topic or activatedbetween Jacob and
Judah,the term "the man" would have beenanchoredto his title or the description by -ICIN
(e.g., the man who rules Egypt). The use of this inactive and unanchoredreferent "the man"
in Predicate-FocusStructureis a further evidencefor our assumptionabove.
Let us examine some more clauses to validate our assumption that some reported
speechesare summarystatementsandreflect the information structureof the narrator-listener
ratherthan that of the two participants.J-Muraokalist someclauseswith Px Predicate-Focus
Structurewhich start direct speeches.They proposethat the VS sequenceat the beginning of
a statementis due to "reporting news" (§155 nd). The analysis of their infori-nationstructure
showsthat most of them are simply commentingon the active or accessiblereferentsin the
minds of the participantsand thereforePredicate-FocusStructure. However, there are a few
caseswhere the topic referentsare inactive in the minds of the participants. If we analyse
thesecases,we find that they are also examplesof summary statementswhich reflect the
information structureof narrator-listenerrather than that of the two participants. The first
exampleis 2Sam.3:23:
ruml INM im-lu"ix

nNin

T

ZýI

V

7n -=N-Nn
17

WhenJoabandall thearmythatwaswith him arrived,theytold Joab,saying,
"Abner the SONof NER CAME to the KING,

and he has sent him away, and he hasgone in peace."

If this clause with '1=X-,N= was spoken directly at Joab, it would have started with
..:

-T

NM'13-1; "=X (XV Clause-FocusStructurefor topicalisation and activation of an inactive
...
referent ). However, it is Px here. It is probably becausethis clauseis rather a summary
T

statementof what was told to Joab than the record of a direct speech. That is to say, the
infonnation structureof this clauseis not that betweenJoab and the reporter, but rather that
betweenthe narrator(writer) and the listener(reader).Since the topic referent is activatedfor
the readerof this narrativein the precedingtexts where Abner is the central figure, this clause
with an accessibletopic referentwith Predicate-FocusStructuredoesnot sound ill-formed to
the listener."'
The natureof this summarystatementis clearerin Mings 8:7 with the passiveof -M:
Predicate-FocusStructure:

Abner is probably an unusedreferent for Joabduring Joab'scampaign.
Abner is anchoredto "the son of Ner" here. If the information structure is merely for the narrator-listener,
this anchoring is not needed.The purpose of this anchoring seemsto make the utterancesound more of
the actual speech.
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gntl

I Then Elisha cameto Damascus.
2 Now Ben-hadadking of Aram was sick,
ýim,
3 and it was told
saying,
4 "The man of God hascome here."

Line 4 seemsto fall in this category,namely,the clause with this Px (VSA) Predicate-Focus
Structure:

MIj-6XM WiN Nn is not the literal record of a direct speechaddressedat
7:

TT

I.
Ben-hadad,but rather a summary of what was told. The direct speechwould have taken
Clause-FocusStructure(initiation and topicalisation):
Even this XP (SVA) Clause-FocusStructurecould still soundunnatural for conversation.In
other words, the clausein 8:7 follows the infon-nationstructure betweenthe narrator and the
listener, rather than Ben-hadadand the messenger.Elisha is activatedin the mind of the
listener (reader) in the preceding clause, Line 1. From this perspective, Muraoka's
observationthat the verb tendsto come at the beginning of a statementin "reporting news,"
namely in the caseof the summarystatement,seemsvalid.
Another example is Gen. 39: 17 ("The Hebrew slave, whom you brought to us, came in
to me to make sport of me").

Summary
What is proposedin this sectionis asfollows. Some of the recorded direct speechesin
Scriptureare summarystatementsand their information structuredoesnot alwaysfollow that
of the two participantsbut rather that of the narratorand the listener.This needsfurther study
324
in relation to other fields of text-linguiStiCS.

324For example,seeC. Miller 1996,pp. 62ff for the analysisof direct and indirect speechin Biblical Hebrew.

10.

EXCEPTIONS

This chapterwill discuss three casesthat are not in accordancewith our theory. They are
clauseswith haye7hdivision marker, some clauses with chiastic construction and some
clauseswith participles.

10.1. HAYA DIVISION MARKER AND EXISTENTIAL

CLAUSES

According to our theory, when the predicate is fronted, we understand that it has the
predicate-focusstructureandits function is to commentpreferably on an active or accessible
01,
fronted,
However,
though
clauses
with
referent.
someclauseswith irrrl, and existential
seemto have a different function from commenting.
We havelooked at someclauseswhich introducedbrand-newreferentsto the world of
discourse.They are
1) M's-iexistentialclause
Judg. 13:2 MtM iin-VI
TT---:..

MIMBD 'iriNý J"N Il'i"I
nnn-W"I'Wý
I:

T.

; -

TV..

There was a man of Zorah, from the clan of the Danites, whose namewas Manoah,

W",existentialclause
Gen. 42: 1
Gen. 43:7

-W'
rIN, 0
TT

Although these fronted M

W,

there was grain in Egypt
'Do you have anotherbrother?;

and W seem to function as the predicateof the clauses, the

function is not to commentbut to introducenew referents.
Someother MIMclausesdo not have the function of commentingbut mark a text-unit
boundary, particularly when it is followed by spatial or temporal phrases. We have three
examplesin our data.
Deut. 5:23
JNZ nvt
T0--r3im

0-nnonj

'ýx

-)"Irn
ý'

JIM-12m

I Now when yoU HEARD the VOICE from the MIDST of the DARKNESS,
2 while

the MOUNTAIN was BURNING with FIRE,

3 you CAME NEAR to ME, ALL the HEADS of your TRIBES and your ELDERS. [Shimasakil

Line I with hayah provides a temporal framework for the following text. This function is
325
2
Line
function
deictic
level
by
text-unit
to
phrases,
pragmatic
a
similar contextualisation
.

325See7.4.1.3 "Contextualisation (deictic phrases)"in pp. 172ff.
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is a circumstantial clause (XP clause-focus structure). Lines 1-2 form a setting for the
episode starting from Line 3.326

The secondexampleis Deut. 9: 11:
O'n-I'm

Mi, 0'17n"ý

Cr3nulnfiý
......

rpn

yr. l

ýx rilm.,

11ý3

T

...

:

1

"And it cameabout at the end of forty days and nights
2 that the Lord gave me the two tablets of stone,the tablets of the covenant.

Line I provides a temporal framework (contextualisation).Line 2 has the predicate-focus
structure.The active referent has the lexical form 1171",
probably for maintaining the Lord as
the central figure."'
The third exampleis Deut. 11:29:
"And it shall come about, when the LORDyour GODbrings you into the LAND.

This clauseprovides a temporal and spatialframework for the following text (vv.29-30).
This peculiarity for our theory328and its similarity to one of the functions of ClauseFocusStructureis probably due to the specialnature of the verb hayah. C. Sinclair (1999)
introducesa notion that hayah is a semanticallyempty 'dummy verb' which can be omitted
when unnecessary(55). Then she argues that the nominal clause is a subcategoryof the
Wyah verbal clausein which hayah is omitted becausethe nominal clausedoes not needto
12'
(75)
Her argument suggests a need of retense,
express aspect,
agreementor mood
.
evaluation of the verb hayah, and provides a ground to observe a functional similarity
between the hayah clauses above and those clauses without hayah classified under
Contextualisationof the clause-focusstructure.
A questionstill remains as to why the three clausesabove do have hayalt, while they
may function without it as the clause-focusstructure. It appears the existence of hayall
signifies the differenceof level of division. For example, clauseswith hayall may indicate a
stronger dividing force for the reader than the clause-focus structure. This needs further
inquiry.
Summary

326pX predicate-focusstructure. The active referent "you" is affixed to the verb. To specify its
accompaniment,the other topic referentsappearin the lexical form. See 5.3.2.1 "Ambiguity resolution"
in pp. 89ff; 5.3.5 "Divided PredicateDomain" in pp. 103ff.
327See5.3.2.5 "Participant ReferenceResources"in pp. 98ff.
32'This phenomenonis also observedby text-linguists such as Longacre (1989 p. 26, §3.1.3).
329She investigates the differencebetweenthe verbal clause and the nominal clause, including the copula
with/without MIM.Her conclusion may be controversial:
they are not really two clause-typesat all but, rather, variants of a single type in which the verb occurs
when it is neededto support various clausal morpheme markers [aspect/tense,agreementand mood]
but is otherwise simply omitted. (75)
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We haveobservedthat some clauseswith fronted predicatesdo not have the function
of commenting, but other pragmatic functions: introduction of brand-new referents and
contextualisation.This observation seem to suggest that there may be certain groups of
clause which do not belong to the major three clause types. Existential clauses and rrm
division marker may belong here.I leavethe matter open.

10.2.

MASTIC

CONSTRUCTION

The secondcaseof exception is Chiastic Construction,XP//PX or PX//XP.
Not all but some clauseswith chiastic construction override the information structure
for literary effect. For example,Sd-Pind#51 Deut. 32:32:
cnm

I (PS) "For their vine is from the VINE of SODOM,
2 (Po) And from the FIELDSof GOMORRAH;

3 (SP) their GRAPES
are GRAPES
Of POISON,
4 Their cIusters,bitter.

Line I has Px predicate-focusstructure. "Their vine" is a literary rephrase330for the active
"'
ii'=17,
In
Line
3
in
Line
2.
Israel.
The
is
their
subject omitted
referent: the enemy of
has
XP
The
fronted
for
is
clause-focus structure.
clause
construction.
grapes,
chiastic
However from the point of view of information structuring, it could well be PS:
i=1117Wfit-M-117
asin Line I sincethe topic is active.
T

There can be two ways to look at this phenomenon. One is to detect closure or
in
We
the second
or
explanation/paraphrase
can
observe
closure
explanation/paraphrase.
clause of a chiastic construction in many verses. For example, Is. 3: 17 (an example of
GKCs emphasisfrom §142 f):

I (VSO) Therefore the Lord Will AFFLICTthe SCALPof the DAUGHTERSof ZION with SCABS,
2 (SOV) And the Lord will make their FOREHEADSBARE."

Here the two clauses seem to form a chiastic construction. Line I (Vx predicate-focus
first
(XV)
is
2
(v.
16)
Line
the
to
is
texts
the
to
chiastic
preceding
and
structure) sequential
332
text-unit.
the
and at the sametime closes

3305.3.2.3 "Literary Rephrasing" in pp. 95ff.
33' For this interpretation, see S. R. Driver 1901,371-72; J. Tigay 1996,311.
332This clause belongs to a small unit of vv. 16-17 which appearsto be a part of vv. 1-7. Verse 18 starts a
new text unit.
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Other examples of Vx//XV chiastic,parallel construction with an implication of closure
or explanation/paraphrasethat are found in examples where GKC detect emphasis: GKC
§142 E Is. 5: 17, Is. 11:8, Is. 18:5, Is. 28: 17, Psa. 6: 10, Psa. 34:22.
However, we find examples of chiastic construction where we do not necessarily detect
closure or explanation/paraphrase such as Deut. 32: 32 above.
Nevertheless, it does not necessarily indicate the failure of Information Structure. In
our daily life, we often encounter a dialogue with an ill-formed sentence in terms of the
information structure. Such as:
I John:
2 Leah:

"Leah, I've GOTit! "
"What? "

The proform without pitch prominence "it" in Line I presupposes an already active or
accessible referent. However, Line I is an "out-of-the-blue" sentence for Leah without any
active or accessible referent between the interlocutors. This is not a sign of the deficiency of
the information structure, but instead, it demonstrates how it works. John deliberately
uttered an unacceptable or ill-formed sentencein terms of the information structure, in order
to draw a question from Leah. Smooth infori-nation flow is not the only way in our life.
Particularly in a conversation or in poetry where the writer intentionally uses unexpected
grammatical structure for literary effects. It suggests that in poetry unexpected grammar or
ill-formed information structure may indicate where the writer expects some literary effects
or functions. Some clauses with chiastic construction do not operate independently from the
information structure, but they deliberately override it for literary effect. Closer examination
is called for concerning the relationship between various literary devices and Information
Structure, such as AXB patteM3" and the use of pivot words or phrases."'
One example of chiastic construction which overrides the information structure is Is.
29: 13 in GKC's "state":

Rri-I jnýl

nnn

I (VSA) "Becausethis people DRAWNEARwith their WORDS
2 (AVsO) And HONORMe with their LIP SERVICE,
3 (OVsA)
4 (VSA)

But they REMOVE their HEARTS FAR froM ME,
And their REVERENCE for Me consists of TRADITION LEARNED by ROTE,

Line 3 and 4 (XP

clauses) may be forming

function as circumstantial

a Clause Focus

clauses as GKC indicates. However,

whole verse may be structured as VXI/XV//XV/NX
information

structure.

Another exampleis Prov. 13:5:

333SeeTsumura 1983and 1996.
334See for example, D. Sivan 1994.

Parallel Construction

and

it may not be denied that the

whose literary structure overrides the

227
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____

(OVS)

A RIGHTEOUS man HATES FALSEHOOD,

(SVV)

But a WICKED man acts DISGUSTINGLY and SHAMEFULLY.

--

P"-I:; and VVI function as pivot words. Though these two clauseshave the samesequence
TT

in our terms (XP//XP), they are consideredas chiastic in general.
Another example of Chiastic construction which overrides the information structure:
Deut. 7: 10

Summary
Chiastic construction or chiasmus in general seems to be a device which may
deliberatelyoverridethe information structurefor a literary effect in some clauses.We need
to mention that many clauseswith the chiastic construction do not override the information
structure with Vx//XV sequence where the latter has an implication of closure or
circumstantialclause[explanation/paraphrase].

10.3.

PECULIARITIES

OF PARTICIPLE

The third type of exceptionto our theory is the participial clause."' Participial clauseshave
some apparentpeculiarities in terms of their word order. First, we shall look at some
participial clauseswhich behavewithin our theory.

10.3.1.Regularusage
Andersenproposesthat subjectsare fronted when they are usedas predicates:
Rule 7: Whenthe predicateis a participle (phrase),the sequenceis S-P in declarative
clauses.(1970,47)
However, participles are often placed before their subjectsto be focused in Predicate-Focus
336
Structure.For example, Gen. 19:13:
to DESTROY

MInMW"t0-I:
JýMNN
-)forweareabout

The participle here is the predicate of the predicate-focus

this PLACE

structure which comments on the

active referent "we."
When an argumentis fronted before the participle, it has a pragmatic function other
than commenting.For example,Gen. 37:7:

ll=-Ml

lnlnýN

rurn

Following Andersenwe have treatedparticiples as nominal predicatesin our studY.
Other examplesare Gen. 29:9,30: 1,31: 5,31: 20,32: 12, Lev. 27: 8, Num. 22:22,25: 18, Deut. 5:25 and
19:6.
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I (S-Pte) for behold, while we were BINDING SHEAVESin the FIELD,
2 (VS) and 10, My ýý5ýqfROSEUP and also STOODERECT.[Shimasaki]

Line I has the clause-focus structure, since it has a function of circumstantial clause
[simultaneity]. Line 2 has the predicate-focus structure with the lexical inferable topic
"'
(ambiguity
referent, my sheaf
resolution).
338
middle pitch.

The dotted line indicates a possibility of the

Many other exampleswe have seenin the precedingchapters follow the information
structuresuch as above.
10.3.2.PecUliaiities
However, there are caseswhere participial clausesdo not follow our theory. The reasonis
not obvious. Below are examplesof this.
10.3.2.1.Participlesin the IUM clause
All -)W*
N clauseshave a fixed word order when they have a participle with its pronominal or
lexical subject.339It is -WiN + subject + participle. The subjects are always fronted even
when deviation from commentingis not indicated.Examplesare:
Deut. 5: 16:

C)-.Jý

UM

TT

T-.

TT

ý:j t

andthatit maygo well with you on thelandwhichthe Lord your Godgivesyou.
Deut. 6: 2:

ý1= ': gx -1p,
x rn!:;InIrnpo-ý--D-nx

all His statutesand His commandments,which I command you.

10.3.2.2. Other peculiaritiesof participial word order
We can observeother typesof peculiarities.The secondtype of peculiaritiesis seenwhen a
participle is usedwith MTL
First we shall look at the regular usage. When a participle is used with M"N, the
participle behavesas an argument.For example,Deut. 28:34:

ý,rv rix-),nn DaUmnnm
And you shall be DRIVEN

MAD

by the SIGHT of what you

SEE.

337See 5.3.2.1 "Ambiguity resolution" in pp. 89ff.
338Seep. 90 for Middle pitch.
339In our corpus of Deuteronomy: Deut. 5: 1, Deut. 5: 16, Deut. 5: 3 1, Deut. 6: 1, Deut. 6:2, Deut. 6:6, Deut.
7: 1, Deut. 7: 11, Deut. 7: 16, Deut. 7: 19, Deut. 8: 1, Dcut. 8: 11, Deut. 8:20, Deut. 10:13, Deut. 11:8,
Deut. 11:10, Deut. 11:11, Deut. 11:12, Deut. 11:13, Deut. 11:17, Deut. 11:22, Deut. 11:27, Deut.
11:28, Deut. 11:29, Deut. 11:31, Deut. 11:32.
There is no clauseattestedin the Scripture which has a different word order in this particular combination of
IjIN + subject + participle.
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The finite verb hayah comments on the active referent "you" which is affixed to the verb.
Then the rest of the predicate follows: pXX. 340
But when we see some pragmatic functions other than commenting or identification,
the word order is inverted. For example,
Deut. 9:7-

Wx

0JR/nn-117
onxt-i! ) nn:;n ynixtom*v--iLmvimrrjný
11111-i
"Remember,do not forget

I2 how

you PROVOKED the LORD your GOD to WRATH in the WILDERNESS;

3 from the DAY that you LEFF the LAND of EGYPT until YOU ARRIVED at this PLACE,

4 you have beenREBELLIOUS
againstthe LORD.
Lines 1 and 2 fonn one clause (VsO) and Lines 3 and 4 form another clause fdeictic phrase

ptc + MIM). Lines 3-4 are paraphrasingor expounding Lines 1-2. Lines 1-2 have the
predicate-focusstructurewhile Lines 3-4 havethe clause-focusstructure.
Similarly, Deut. 9:22 has the clause-focusstructure:

1wri ným2nirinni rruinnni

I

"Again at TABERAHand at MASSAHand at KIBROTH-HATTAAVAH

2 you PROVOKEDthe LORD to WRATH.

Lines I and 2 form a clause of the clause-focus structure where the deictic time phrase and
the participle are fronted before the finite verb hayah.

Theseexamplesdemonstratethat in theseclauseshayah is the core predicateand other
elementsincluding the participle are argumentswhich are fronted beforehayahto indicatethe
clause-focusstructure.
However, when a participle is usedwithout hayah, the participle is the core predicate.
For example,

Deut. 19:6:
ýinn
'ýL
-*

i

since he had NOT HATED him PREVIOUSLY.

This is a typical clauseof the predicate-focusstructurewhich commentson the active referent
ý'he"and the participial predicateis fronted.
But, for other pragmatic functions, the arguments are fronted. For example,
Deut. 2:4:

YOU Will PASS THROUGH the TERRITORY of your BROTHERS

The subject is fronted for backgroundinformation. This has the clause-focusstructure.
Deut. 9:5
flI

" See5.3.5 "Divided PredicateDomain" in pp. 103ff.

9;

-ii

rip1;

5
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n nii

I "It is NOT for your RIGHTEOUSNESS
or for the UPRIGHTNESSof your HEART that you are going to
POSSESS
their LAND,

2 but it is becauseof the WICKEDNESS
of theseNATIONSthat the LORDyour GODis DRIVINGthem
OUT BEFORE YOU.

In this ClauseFocus Parallel Constructionwith contrastiveconnotation(XP//XP), both the
prepositionalphrasesand the subjectsare fronted before the participial predicates.
To sum up, the exampleswe havedealt with abovefall in our theory that the predicate
is fronted for commentingand the argumentis fronted for other pragmaticfunctions. When
the participle is usedwith hayah,loyah is the core predicateand the participle behavesas an
argument.
Neverthelesswe haveone exampleof peculiarity: Deut. 9:4:

ng;m

ncinýnin, ýwnm n4.
)-in
mvnin nin, riýxri crian m7ug-ini

I (AVS) Because of My RIGHTEOUSNESS
the kqiý has BROUGHTME in to POSSESS
THIS LAND,'
2 (ASptc)

but it is because of the WICKEDNESS of these NATIONS that the LORD is DISPOSSESSING

thern BEFORE YOU.

In this ClauseFocus Parallel Construction [contrastive], Line 1 has the A-V-S sequence,
while Line 2 hasthe A-S-Ptc sequence.One may understandthis phenomenonas chiasmus,
however,it may be due to the peculiar inclination of the participle to follow the subject.
Summary
We haveanalysedthe infori-nationstructureof participial clauses.We have verified that
the majority of the clausesin our datafall within the theory of the focus structure. However
at the sametime we also have found exceptions.The first type of exception is that when a
participle is used in the 'IJN clause, the subject is always fronted. The second type of
exceptionis that the subjectprecedesthe participle for an unclear reason. This needsfurther
study probably from a different perspective,Giv6n's diachronic approach, for example,
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341
have
limited
sincewe
ourselvesto a synchronicapproach.
Giv6n explains this peculiarity from a perspectiveof drift. He proposesthat the drift
from VSO of Early Biblical Hebrew to SVO of Late Biblical Hebrew is mainly due to the
topic-shifting. He understandsthat the participial clause had drifted toward SV syntax the
most progressively, probably becauseit requires independentsubject pronouns which are
often used for topic-shift. (Giv6n 1977,211). If his theory is verified, it will well
demonstratethe needand importanceof the both approaches,synchronic and diachronic, for
a better understandingof Biblical Hebrew.

"I SeeIntroduction for methodsand presuppositions.

11.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have examinedall the clausesfrom our data which include 528 two-member nominal
clausesfrom the Pentateuch,296 clausestaken from GKC, Muraoka and J-Muraoka in
particular and all the clauses from Deuteronomy 4:44-11:32 (476 clauses). We have
employed information-structure analysis to examine the inter-clausal and text-unit level
phenomena.One particular characteristicof our infon-nation-structureanalysis is a new
conceptof "focus."
Focus
To focus is to mark an item as informationally prominent, or highlight it (2.3.1,
2.3.2). Not only new information but also old information may be focused for
functional purposes (2.3.4). This focus can be expressed prosodically,
morphologically or syntactically (3.3).
It seemsreasonableto concludethat the analysisof our data in our thesis has verified our
two hypotheses.The first hypothesisconcernedthe clause-initial position.
Clause-initialposition
Biblical Hebrew utilised word order and pitch prominenceto expressfocus. I posit that
its clause-initial position is focused, whether it is old or new information, a predicate
or an argument(a non-predicateelement),either in nominal or verbal clauses(3.4).
The secondhypothesisis that there are three kinds of focus structures in Biblical Hebrew
(3.4.3).
Three Focus Structures
I Predicate-Focus Structure (chapter 5)
Exod. 33: 3

Lev. 13:17

you are an OBSTINATE PEOPLE
he is cLFAN

Nin

In Px Predicate-FocusStructure, the predicate is fronted for focus. The function is
commenting. The clause-secondposition is mostly occupied by an active or accessible
structure (primarily the topic but also others including affixed object) for anaphoric
grounding (linkage to referentsactivatedin the precedingtexts).
2 ArEwment-FocusStructure(chapter6)
Imag.

OnN

Judg. 1:
6r,

You are the obstinatepeople.
Who will be the first to go up
)
. .?

ri-Iri,

JUDAH iS to go.
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Here, only the argumentis focusedby fronting and probably by pitch prominence,while the
predicate (more precisely proposition) is presupposed and thus not focused (Xp). The
function of this structureis identification, that is, to relate the argument(Judah) with X (the
missing argument)of a presupposedproposition "X should go." This structuremay be used
to contrast arguments(6.2) and to close a list (Closing Formula 6.3).
3 Clause-FocusStructure(chapter7)
Exod. 6:6
Exod. 33:5

Mli-il 'ýX' I am the LORD
n-ID70ý? -QV WX You arean OBSTINATE PEOPLE

Here both the argumentand the predicateare focusedby fronting and/or high-pitch (XP). Its
function is to expect the receiver to make a high-cost cognitive effort to perceivepragmatic
implications from the context which are different from commentingor identification (7.1.2).
In other words, this structureis not to indicatethat X is more informationally prominent than
P, but to indicate deviationfrom commentingand identification (non-commenting).
Theseimplicationsinclude:
Information level: activation of inactive referents, introduction of brand-new
referents (7.1.4);
Inter-clausallevel: exclamation/proclamation,contrastof the whole proposition,
circumstantialclause,inter-clausalclimax, inter-clausalclosure(7.3);
Text-unit level: onset functions (topicalisation, initiation, Introductory Formula,
contextualisation),backgroundinformation, climax and closure(7.4);
Most of these implications demonstratethe character of informational, logical or
temporalindependenceor non-sequentialityof the precedingtexts (0).
The three structuresaboveare schematisedasfollows:
Focus Structure

Word order

Function

PredicateFocus

Px

Argument Focus

XP

commenting
identification

ClauseFocus

XP

other pragmaticfunctions
(mainly non-sequentialor independent)

Parallel Constructionand List Structure(chapter8).
We have studied parallel construction and list structure in a separatechapter because
parallel construction cuts across the boundary of the three focus structures. Parallel
construction may be classified according to three focus structures: predicate-focus
(Px//Px//Px), argument-focus(Xp//Xp//Xp), and clause-focus(XP//XP//XP).
Clause-focusparallel construction seemsto have three types: itemizing, contrast and
cumulation. Itemizing parallel construction has items which have new topics and new
comments. Contrastive parallel construction contrasts whole propositions. Cumulative
parallel constructioncumulatespropositionswith the sametopic referent.
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We have also observedList Structure.It utilises both topicalisationand itemizing of the
clause-focusstructure.In a list structure,such as the blessing on the 12 tribes by Jacob and
Moses, each item is a paragraph which starts with a clause of clause-focus structure
announcingthe topic of the paragraph.
Focus, Contrast,EmphasisIntensification (chapter4)
Utilising information-structureanalysis, we have distinguished four terms: emphasis,
intensification, contrast and focus. We have given emphasis the position of "end" and
intensification (loud voice) and contrast (implicit contrast in particular) that of "means"
among others (4.3.1).
We have observedthat only the focused elementin each of the three focus structures
may be contrasted (4.2.2) or intensified (4.3.2), namely focus is prerequisite for both
contrastand intensification.
Contrast is made possible not by fronting but only by the presenceof contrastive
members. Contrast does not belong to syntax but to contextual implicatures (4.2.1).
Intensification does not belongs to syntax but to prosody (4.3.2). Therefore in the written
form, detectionof intensification is highly subjective,unlessit is explicitly specified (4.3.3).
Subsidiaryconclusion (chapter9)
We have looked at some problems for the theory of focus structure. We believe
investigationof theseproblems have, in turn, further consolidated our theses. Muraoka's
five peculiar reasonsfor the inversion hasnot beenverified. The examplesmay be explained
by the theory of focus structure (9.1). Certain adverbial phrasesand idiomatic expressions
operateout of the clausedomainjust as conjunctions do (Conjunctional words and phrases
9.2). The information structure of some of the quoted speeches seems to follow the
information structureof the narrator-listenerrather than that of the participants(9.3).
Exceptions(chapter10)
There are apparentexceptionsto the theory of focus structure. Existential clauseswith
MIMand d" and also MIM division marker do not have the function of commenting even
though MIM and W'I are fronted. It appearsthere are certain types of clauseswhich do not
belong to the three major focus structures(10.1). Someclauseswith the chiastic construction
deliberatelyoverridethe information structurefor literary effects (10.2). Some clauseswith
different
(10.3).
This
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extraposition(casuspendens)and copula: I madesome provisional remarks on them in the
Excursus below. The study of pitch contours seemsto be one of the fields to which our
theory may contribute.
Our analysiswas helpful in decidingthe text-unit boundariesin Deut. 4:44-11-32. The
clause-focusstructure is often used as boundary markers, such as initiation, topicalisation,
topic-shift, introductory forinula, contextualisation and closure. The argument-focus
structuremarks the closing formula of a text boundary.By meansof this analysis, combined
with other types of boundary markers such as 11,1clausesof space or time, and special
ýXIfVl
intended
fairly
become
(such
DnJ),
text-unit
the
we
can
confident
of
phrases
as
T

boundaries.1 have attachedat the end of the appendix an example of the outline of
Deuteronomy 4:44-11:32 which is based on the focus structures and those boundary
markers.
Finally it needs to be reminded that our theory, even though it may appear more
comprehensive and coherent than other models at present, remains provisional and
better
improvement
but
theory which
a
correction
and
and
awaits
not
only
probabilistic
describesthe reality of languagesmore accurately(seeLimitation in the Introduction).

EXCURSUS
EXTRAPOSITION (CASUS PENDENS)
Extraposition,"' or more traditionally, casus pendens... is not the object of our present
study. However, since it relates to the centre of our discussion, and we have a few
extrapositionalclausesin our data,we shall make a cursory note on extrapositionin relation
to the information structure.I understandthat the so-calledcopula, and Muraoka's tripartite
clause(1999) belong to this field.
We may notice that extraposition has two types of word order. One is that the
redundantpronoun follows the extraposedelement, which some scholars call "copula" or
"pleonasticpronoun." Another is that the redundantpronoun appearsafter the predicate.
Type A Extraposedelement+ Resumptivepronoun + noun phrase
Type B Extraposedelement+ noun phrase+ Resumptivepronoun
Muraoka argues against the notion of "copula" and proposes to study both copula and
extrapositionunderthe categoryof "the tripartite" clause (1999), calling the forr-nertype A,
the latter type B. Muraoka's underlying principle is that those pronouns give prominenceto
the preceding element both in A and B types and he proposes four functions in such
pronouns:identification of the precedingelement(A), topicalisationof the precedingelement
(A), prominenceon the precedingelement(B) and casuspendens(A).
R. Buth (1999) approachesthis phenomenonfrom his theoretical framework. He
proposesto understandthe extraposedelementsin both type A and B as Contextualizing
Constituent,which is, "a constituentthat orients the clauseto the larger context" (81). This is
similar to our topicalisation. Then he understandsthat the following noun phrase is the
predicate in "Focus" (contrastive, identificational or enforcing, 81) and the resumptive
pronoun is the subject.
I propose to view phenomenaof copula, pleonastic pronoun or the tripartite clause
through our focus structure. We may say that extraposedelementsdo not belong to the
clausedomain in terrns of the focus structureand the rest forms a clause. This clause can
have one of the three focus structures.In other words Type A has an extraposedelement
followed by the predicate-focus structure. Type B may be divided to two types: an

342We consider the structureof a clauseas extraposition only when the clausehasa redundantpronoun which
resumesthe extraposedelement. When the resumptive pronominal element is expressedin the verbal
conjugation by an affix, we shall not consider it as extraposition structure. It is simple inversion for us.
We have to note, however, that there is a possibility that verbal affixation may be viewed as resumption of
the extraposedelement as Khan suggestedin an interview in Cambridge, UK, in July 1998.
343Extraposition is namedin various other ways, such as dislocation, Pendenskonstruction(Gross 1987),
cleft sentenceand left dislocation (Gundel 1975).
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extraposed element followed by the argument-focus structure or by the clause-focus
structure.
Predicate-Focus Structure
As Muraoka observes prominence on the noun phrase which is followed by the
pronoun (see Type B above), the extraposed element may be followed by the predicate-focus
structure. For example Deut. 11: 10:

'Nl'ýnn:m rnxn Z6 'rinv-1ý

the LAND, into which

you are

Um
ynxm
'I
1-inx
EGYPT
ENTERING to POSSESSIT, is NOT like the land
of

[Shimasaki]

The land phrase is extraposed. Since the topic is established and activated, the clause domain
takes the predicate-focus structure. The predicate is focused but the pronoun is not:
extraposition +P+x.

Now compare with the following verse, Deut. 11: 11:

-6
rin
V
onx
x
rnxrn
crnnD
n
v*,
vinw,
TTT

But the land into which you are about to cross to possess it,
a land of hills and valleys. drinks water from the rain of heaven,

These two clauses, vv. 10 and 11, are juxtaposed in a list structure to describe the land. This
extraposition seems to be for the list structure rather than for topicalisation.

Argument-FocusStructure
As Muraoka observesidentification in Type A (1999), 1proposethat extrapositionmay
also be followed by Argument-FocusStructure.In #12 Deut. 18:22:
nn--Iri
'xim, z\61
tz-7-9ý

111,11,
T

-Iw,*,,ý 'Inn

NIl

I When a prophet speaksin the nameof the Lord if the thing does not come about or come true,
2 THATis the thing which the Lord has not spoken.

This is the answerto the question in v. 21: "How shall we know the word which the Lord
hasnot spoken?" Line I is the extraposedphraseand this is the core of the answer.Line 2 is
the clause domain and NIM identifies the argument (Line 1) with X of the presupposed
proposition "X is the thing which the Lord has not spoken." Extraposition seemsto have
taken place here for enforcing or highlighting the core of the answer, rather than for
topicalisation.
Another example of Argument-FocusStructure with an extraposed element is #21
Gen. 27:24
And he said,
lt)17 13M 71? 1"IMIN
, 3N nn, \,ýMl
.I-.

"Are You really my son ESAUT'
And he said, I am. "

The interpretation of 71'1
here varies: emphatic (GKC §150a); "without any notable change in
meaning" Q-Mumoka § 143g); and emphatic "Enclitic Mi" (IBHS
that 7MINis fronted as an extraposcd topic (topical i sation),
I-

312). We may understand

and placed outside the clause
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domain. Mi is fronted in the clause to identify the referent "you" with X of the presupposed
344
identification
"X
is
(activated
in
19).
is
implicit
This
with
my son"
v.
contrast:
proposition
'thiS.
'34'
but
in
front
The
theperson
of
me,
same construction is repeated in #21
nobody

Gen. 27:21.
Theseexamplesabove have the extraposedelementfollowed by the pronoun then the
predicate.The clausedomain identifies the extraposedelement with the missing argumentof
the presupposedproposition. In theseclausesthe predicatesare not focused: extraposition+

Clause-Focus Structure

Let us considerthe clause-focusstructurewith extraposition.
G. Khan (1988) observes functional similarities between extraposition structure and
346

SV-clausesparticularly in marking span boundaries(95). T. Muraoka (1999 in Type A)
Geller
(1987)
S.
W.
Gross
topicalisation
and
observes circumstantialclause
observes
and
[gloSS]

(1991).

347

Within our data, we may verify this similarity. Those extraposition structureshave
similar implications to thoseof Clause-FocusStructure.
First we shall analyse#17 Gen. 42:6:

T:

T

1 Now JOSEPH was the RULER over the LAND
2 who was SELLING to ALL the PEOPLE of the LAND. [Shimasaki]
3 And Joseph's brothers came and bowed down to him with their faces to the ground.

IBHS understands that Line I has extraposition
pronoun"

which has single-out

or contrastive

and the pronoun is a "copula"
force (297).

J-Muraoka

or "pleonastic

remarks

that it is

toextraposed and fon-ning a cleft sentence" (§ 143 g). We may also understand the clause has
an extraposition

structure: 1011 is the extraposed topic,

NIM is the resumptive pronoun and

the rest is the predicate. Line I seems to be for topicalisation
seems to have an implication
paraphrase: "Now,

of circumstantiality

and the second NIM in Line 2

(gloss or simultaneity).

We may therefore

as to Joseph, he was the ruler over the land who was selling to all the

people of the land. .. ."

Isaac has been doubting if the man in front is Esau (vY. 20-23), and probably this clause is made
interrogative prosodically (raising tone at the end). If this interpretation is right, the high pitch on Esau is
becauseof interrogative not focus.
See 4.2.4 "Implicit Contrast" in p. 71.
346J. A. Naud6,on the other hand, basedon Chomsky's Government-Binding, argues that the similarity
betweenthesetwo is "superficial" (1990).
His "topical reference." See his examples:Gen. 9: 18, Ex. 16.36(1991,21-22).
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This exampleshows that fronting of Josephis for topicalisation.The fronting of the
pronoun seemsto enforce it. Notice here its focus structure. Unlike the argument-focus
structure with extraposition, the predicate is not presupposed, but it is a new piece of
information: extraposition+X+P.
Examplesbelow also demonstratethat the structure,extraposition+X+P,

has similar

implications to those of the clause-focus structure. It appears therefore, the reason for
extrapositionwith the clause-focusstructure is to enforce pragmatic functions which the
clause-focusstructurealreadyhas.
Independent Utterance (Exclamation or Proclamation)
Deut. 7:9

5,,
cri-i ý,-1 Kin
"Know therefore that the LORD your GOD is GOD [Shimasakil.

Another example: Deut. 10:17
Contrast of the whole proposition
Deut. 10:9 (contrast to "Levi does not have inheritance")
WINI-Mil
TTTT

II

1

1-6=

Mir

-in

T

rrrrgý

--

-I,

-i ntiNz.
) jným w, i in
his brothers;
inheritance

Therefore, Levi does not have a portion or

with

the LORD is his INHERITANCE,just as the Lord your God spoke to him.

Onset functions
#27 Gen. 24:27 (I.: )jN topic-shift)
. 'r
initiation, topicalisation, topic-shift)
#27 Gen. 40: 16
ClauseFocus Parallel Construction
Deut. 11:10-11 (Y'lils'71I-n clauseH 'IW'N
.TTTT:

clause)

Deut. 9:3 (Parallel Construction and circumstantial clause NIM x 3)

Summary
We have analyseda few extrapositionalclauseswithin our data.Although this is not at
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that the clausedomain has.This field calls for further investigation.

APPENDIX
DATA OF NOMINAL CLAUSES
Indefinite Predicatefollowed by Definite Subject:

Pind-Sd

115

Definite Subjectfollowed by Indefinite Predicate:

Sd-Pind

87

Definite Predicatefollowed by Definite Subject:

Pd-Sd

32

Definite Subjectfollowed by Definite Predicate:

Sd-Pd

266

Indefinite Predicatefollowed by Indefinite Subject:

Pind-Sind

15

Indefinite Subjectfollowed by Indefinite Predicate:

Sind-Pind

13

Total

528

Clauses with Indefinite Subject followed by Definite Predicate (Sind-Pd) or Definite
Predicatefollowed by Indefinite Subject(Pd-Sind)are not attestedin our data.
Pind-Sd (115 clauses)
Pronominaltopic (70)
#94 Ist and 2nd person: Gen. 42: 11,13,31,42: 9,14, #26 Gen. 42: 13348
; 3pl: Lev. 11:13,
35, Num. 18:17; 3ms: Exod. 29: 14,30: 32, Lev. 4: 24,5: 9,19,7: 5,11: 37,13: 13,15,17,
30,36,37,39,40,41,43,44,46,51,14:

44,18: 23,23: 36, Num. 19:20,35: 16,17,18,

21; 3fs: Lev. 2:6,2: 15,5: 12,13: 6,13: 8,22,25,55,15:

25,18: 17,22,25: 11, Num. 19:9.

#95. Exod. 34: 14, Lev. 13:44, #96. Deut. 32:4, #97. Lev. 6: 18,22,7: 1,6,13: 3,20,25,
27,49,14: 13,16: 4, Num. 5: 18., # 98. Num. 18: 16, # 99. Exod. 2:6, # 100. Exod. 13:2
1, Gen. 29:4 1, #101. Deut. 30: 12
Lexical topic (45)
#104. Exod. 4:22,15: 2; #105. Deut. 33:27; #106. Num. 23:19?; #107. Gen. 49: 9, Num.
24:20; S=Nd 14; #111. Lev. 13:51, Gen. 28: 17; Deut. 29:23; #112. Deut. 1:14,25.; #113.
Exod. 28: 17,39: 10; # 114. Exod. 30:13, Num. 3:47, Num. 11:21; # 116. Gen. 26:20;
#117. Gen. 6: 15, Exod. 26: 16,36: 21; S=Ns 26; #120. Lev. 19:21, Num. 24:21, Deut.
26:5,29: 22,33: 25; #121. Gen. 49:5,47: 3; #122. Deut. 3: 11, Gen. 6: 15,24: 22,42: 13,

348

't! j 01:V
U112s,DMIN

Your servantsare twelve.
We are brothers,

Andersenunderstandsthat "we" is the fronted element.NIV and NASB do not translate "we." It seemsbetter
to understandthe verse as above. There may be two reasonsfor this division. First, we do not have to
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Exod. 25: 10,17,25: 23,28: 16,27: 1,30: 2,37: 1,37: 6,10,25,38:
30:2; #124. Num. 12:7."'

1,39: 9; # 123. Exod.

Sd-Pind (87 clauses)
#23: Gen. 38:25,42: 35,9: 29, Deut. 2:4,2: 18,5: 5,9: 1,20: 3,29: 9; #25: Num. 9:7,13: 2,
Gen. 15:1, Deut. 3:5; #26: Exod. 25:36,33: 5,37: 22, Num. 28: 14; # 27: Gen. 24:27,40: 16;
#29: Gen. 31:50, Num. 11:27,13: 29,24: 8; #30: Gen. 49:5, Deut. 6:4; #31: Gen. 6:9,
49:21,49: 27; #32: Gen. 11:10, Exod 15:3, Deut. 33:22,33: 23; #33: Gen. 49: 14, Num.
14:18; # 34: Num. 23:21, Gen. 12:8; #36: Gen. 18:20; #39: Gen. 31:48; #40: Gen. 1:4;
#41: Deut. 29:28, Num. 5:8; #43: Exod. 27:17; #44 Exod 27:10,11,38: 10,11,12,16,17;
# 45: Gen. 46:27, Exod. 26:2,8,27:

18,36: 9,15, Num. 2:9,16,24,31,3:

39,26: 43,

35:7; #46: Num. 2: 17; #49: Gen. 33:13; #50: Gen. 19:31, Exod 26:32,37,27: 17,36: 36,
38: 19; #5 1: Deut. 32:32; #52: Exod. 27:12,14,15,16,3 8: 10,11,12,14,15,

Nurn. 3:22;

#53: Gen. 4: 10; #54: Gen. 47:9; # 55: Deut. 33.3, Gen. 27-27; #119: Exod. 15:3.
Pd-Sd (32 clauses)
#90: Gen. 24:34,32: 3, Exod. 8: 15, Num. 1:16; #91: Lev. 4:21,13: 23,28,30; #92: Gen.
12:12,13,19,20: 2,5,5,13,24:

60,26: 7,9, Lev. 15:3,18: 7,11,14; #93: Lev. 18:8,12,

15,16, Num. 1:16; #118: Lev. 23:34, Num. 3:21, Num. 26:29, Deut. 21:17; #115: Gen.
2: 12; #119 is treatedunder Sd-Pind; #126 is treatedunder Sd-Pd.
Sd-Pd (264 clauses)"O
#1: Gen. 14:2,7,8,16: 13,17: 1,35: 6,11,19,36: 1,19,41: 44,45: 3,48: 7, Exod. 6:2,6: 6,
6:8,6: 29,12: 12, Lev. 18:5,6,21,19:

12,14,16,18,28,30,32,37,21:

12,22: 2,3,8,

30,31,33,26: 2,45, Num. 3: 13,41,45,33: 36, Deut. 4:48; #2: Exod. 6:27; #3: Gen. 15:7,
23:2,19,27: 19,28: 13,35: 27,36: 24,43,45: 4, Exod. 6:26,20: 2,29: 46, Lev. 18:2,4,30,
19:3,4,10,25,31,34,36,20:

8,24,22: 9,32,33,23:

22,43,25: 38,55,26: 13, Num.

10:10,15: 41,41,26: 9, Deut. 5:6; #4: Gen. 6:9,11: 10,36: 16,19,37: 2, Exod. 6: 14 15
,
; #5: Gen. 25: 16, Num. 3:33; #6: Gen. 9: 19,10: 29,25: 4; #7: Gen. 5: 1,36: 15; #8: Gen.
26:24,35: 26,36: 5,12,17,18,46: 15,18,22,25,
Lev. 7:35,23: 4,37,38, Num. 3:3,
4:41,45,7: 17,23,29,35,41,47,53,59,65,71,77,83,20:

13,26: 63,33: 1; #9: Gen.

3'9Andersenunderstandspredicatesin #115 and #118 as indefinite. However they are actually definite: #115
Gen. 2: 12 <Adv-Nd> Mi-OM IMNI riýt: -Isj MJ the bdellium and the onyx stoneare there.
MY is not indefinite but definite in nature, since it specifies the place which has become active in the
V *.

.T

T

preceedingtext, Havilah, in this example(v. 21). Thus this will be treatedunder Pd-Sd.
All the prepositional phrasesin #118 such as iý in Deut. 21: 17 are not indefinite since they refer to entities
which are activatedin the precedingtext. Thus they are treatedunderPd-Sd.
Out of 264 Sd-Pdclausesthere are 234 clauseswith pronominal topic referents.They are: M-?(32 clauses),
r'N4t(30 clauses),MýN (60 clauses),
clause),Cj'3(5 clauses)

(68 clauses),Mr-'N'(3 clauses),Nlsl and N77 (35 clauses),MM1 (I
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Gen. 36:16,17,43, Num. 4:4,15,24,28,33,10:

28,26: 37,42,27: 14;

#10: Gen. 10:12; #11: Gen. 31:13,46: 3, Exod. 12:42, Lev. 11:31,14: 54,55,56; #12:
Gen. 6:4,41: 28, Exod. 16:15,16,32,19: 6,35: 4, Lev. 7:37,8: 5,9: 6,11: 2,17: 2,26: 46,
27:34, Num. 1:44,21: 16,28: 3,30: 2,17,34: 2,13,36: 6,13, Deut. 1:1,4: 45,12: 1,14: 4,
18:22,34: 4; #13: Gen. 14:3,17, Exod. 6:24,12: 43, Lev. 6:2,18, Lev. 14:57, Num. 1:16,
7:2,26: 7; #14: Num. 3:21,27; #15: Gen. 2:4,36: 21,30, Exod. 6: 19,25, Lev. 11:46,12: 7,
13:59, Num. 7: 88; #16: Gen. 9: 12,17, Exod. 38:21, Lev. 15:32, Num. 4:37,5: 29,6: 21,
13:16,19: 2,31: 21, Deut. 28:69; # 17: Gen. 2: 11,13,14,42: 6, Exod. 6:27, Lev. 6:2,
Num. 7:2; # 18: Gen. 42: 14,49: 8, Exod. 16:23,30: 13, Lev. 10:3,14: 32, Num. 8:24,
34:29; # 19: Gen. 24:65,40: 12,18, Exod. 15:2, Deut. 10:21; #20: Gen. 17:10,20: 13,
27:32, Exod. 3: 15,22: 26, Num. 18:20; #21: Gen. 27:21,24; #22: Exod. 3:6; #28: Exod.
15:3; #35: Gen. 10:2,22,11: 29,35: 23,24,36: 15,46: 8,19, Exod. 6: 14,17, Num. 26:19;
#37: Gen. 27:22; #38: Gen. 31:43; #42: Gen. 2: 11,4: 19,10: 25,29: 16, Num. 11:26; #47:
Gen. 35:10; # 48: Deut. 3:21,4: 3; #109: Exod. 9:27; #125: Deut. 33:8; #126: Deut. 32:9.
Pind-Sind (15 clauses)
#127: Exod. 27: 19, Lev. 23:5,39, Deut. 32:35; #128: Lev. 23:8,35, Num. 28:18; #129:
Gen. 2: 18,29: 7, Deut. 1:6,2: 3; #130: Deut. 1:2; #131: Num. 15:15, Gen. 18:25, Lev. 7:7.
Sind-Pind (13 clauses)
#56: Gen. 49:15; #57: Gen. 43:28, Lev. 21:21,22: 25; #58: Gen. 46: 15,22,25,26;

#59:

Exod. 32: 17; #60: Gen. 25:23, Exod. 26:21, Exod. 36:26,27: 16.
Different categoriesof nominal clauses
Below are the clausesin our data which do not seem to belong to the two-member
nominal clauses.They are verbal clauses,an 'V N clause, Extraposition structure, phrases.
Two clausesAndersencategorisesare not found. These clauses are not the object of our
study in this chapter.
1. Verbal clauses
351

#102 Gen. 21:7

TT

TT

'T

And she(Sarah)said, "Who would have said to Abraham
that Sarahwould nursechildren?"
#92 Gen. 24: 60352

IýnhN

351MP'1347i
is hiphil perfect. This is a verbal clause. Notice, however, the principle discussedabove is
applicable in this verbal clause.Sarahis a contextually active and pragmatically presentreferent.Thus PS. The proform "she" would be too ambiguous since the utterance"Sarah would nurse children" is the
first utteranceof the speechby the imaginary third party in responseto the birth of Isaac.
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"May you, our sister, Become thousandsof ten thousands,
#131 Nurn. 15: 15 (hayi7h verbal clause)

iii-ill 11=ý rrrr
ODD
asyou are,so shallthe alienbebeforetheLord.
Other hayalt verbal clauses: #131 Gen. 18:25, #23 Gen. 42: 35
353
#40 Gen. 1:4
Iii%-FrIN 011,61NN-121
#18 Gen. 49: 8354I-Ini
#9 Gen.

11-it, 1-inN 71-7171"
T-T.

355 on
Z-)Nn
10:5
T

crtm

rr-,

En

jmý,

And Godsawthatthe light wasgood;
"Judah,your brothersshallpraiseyou;
wz

From thesethe coastlandsof the nationswere separatedinto their lands.
#56 Gen. 49: 15 356

T1T?

Tj

"When he saw that a resting place was good

2. -WX clause
357

#25 Num. 13:2

ýNt, )' ',=ý

jt)ý '2X-'1W'*'X which I am going to give to the sons of Israel;

3. Extraposition
358

#27 Gen. 24:27

'34-7n
zm1,1131=1N
rix n'm1-11n,
T

as for me, the Lord has guided me in the way to the houseof my master'sbrothers."
351

#1 Gen. 48:7

ýM-l-,ý!j rinn I-Immgnn
IT

Andersenunderstandsthat INIhN is the predicateof r-IN (You are my sister). This may be a vocative and
See Gen 9:7 and
17-ikN
may be a part of the verbal clause. "Our sister, as for you, may you become .
42: 19 for fronted personalpronounsbefore imperativeswhich are functioning as casuspendens.
353We should rather regard this clauseas a verbal clause as J-Muraoka (§157d) and GKC (§117h) understand
it. This is a peculiarity of verba sentiendi (verbs of senseperception): the object of the verbal clauseis the
semanticsubjectof the secondclause.
354Andersenunderstandsthat "You are Judah." Judahis more probably fronted as vocative or topicalisation in
is the extraposedelement with the resumptive pronoun in the clause.Here MýIkN.
a list. "i TýRkNW
seemsto be
extraposedfor literary reason:parallelism. This is a verbal clause.
3" Andersenunderstandsthat Mý)Xn in this verse has no In at the beginning and this is a nominal clause.
This is a verbal clausewith the verb 1-i-IM and the subject O'bi-i 111N.
356It seemsto better to view this clause as a verbal clause, as D-Gibson comments on this particular clause:
"It is common for the logical subj. of the object clause to be attractedas obj. into the governing clause"
(I 11).
#25 is supposedto have a pronoun followed by an indefinite noun. The only pronoun in this verseis 12N,
which is in a relative clause.Thus this clausedoes not belong to our two-member nominal clauses.
... Andersencategorisedthe last clause of this verseunder IndependentDeclarative Clause without margins
and translatedas "I am on the road" (#27). It seemsbetter to understandthat it is a casuspendensof a
verbal clausebecausethere is a resumptivepronoun for the fronted 1.:)'JX*in the main clause.GKC (§135e,
143b),D-Gibson (180), IBHS (77) also understandit as a casuspendens.
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"Now as for me, when I came from Paddan,Rachel died, to my sorrow,.
.
360

#27 Gen. 40: 16

ý;

nh

) rlw-*ýW, *
T:

I also saw in my dream,and behold, there were three basketsof white breadon my head;

4. Phrases

#60 Lev. 27:16 jpn

nl-tb

"Inh

a homer of barley seed at fifty shekelsof silver
361

#130 Deut. 1:2

359This should be categorised as a casus
pendens construction since there is a resumptive proform in
and IlD.

is a deictic phrase for the following verbal clause. 12\-' is fronted for topicalisation.

3' Andersen classifies Line I as Sd-Pind: Inir-MM" 'ýN. It
appears, however, INN an extraposed element for
is fronted for contextualisation. Compare with Gen. 40: 9.

topicalisation and

36' This clause seems difficult to interpret
grammatically.
It is probably right to understand that the J-1-i phrase is adverbial ("by the way of "). A slightly different

construction, III
Gen. 31:23

+ number + 01, is used as an adverbial accusative:
Wn" rl=V

J-17 11-TiNI. 1-yl

and he pursuedhim a distanceof sevendays'journey;
63
Ex. 5: 3
O'n, nwhi J-1-i
ri.:
TT

Please,let us go a three days'journey into the wilderness;
Ex. 8:23

1ý3 DIV MhW? 1-1-1

We must go a three days'journey into the wilderness.
Or as a direct object:
.
Gen. 30:36 : IP9" I'M t"= oln" r,WhW111 01 W"I
TV:..

And he put a distanceof threedays'joumey betweenhimself and Jacob.
The 1"11 phrasemay be, though less likely, the subject: "The way of Mount Seir to Kadesh-bamea
is II
days from Horeb." If this is the case,the clausemay have the Clause-FocusStructure, but this subject is
not activated within the book.
Another possible interpretation is to understandthe whole verse as a phrase. The immediately preceding
clause is Deut. 1:1:
mjb

ntjx
7. i

TT-.

2ý,1

-1 :2DZ

T
ýin

zm

9-11
"

':

ntim

jzýl
"

--

,,

1?

10

TT

1. Theseare the words Moses spoke to all Israel
2. in the eastof the Jordan
3. - in the desert in the Arabah
4. oppositeSuph, betweenParanand Tophel, Laban, Hazeroth and Dizahab.
Line 3 and 4 is a phrasein apposition to Line 2 1'1171

(in the east of the Jordan),expounding the

place. The versetwo also seemsto be a phrasein apposition to the place:
4 (v. 2) - eleven days'journey from Horeb by the way of Mount Seir to Kadesh-barnea.
The verse3 startswith a I,! " clausewith time reference.It is often usedto indicated a start of a new episode.
This text-unit division further indicatesthat the verse two belongs to the precedingverse. We may say,
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-=7
TT

-7rix

It is elevendays'joumey from Horeb by the way of Mount Seir to Kadesh-bamea.

5. Not Found
362

#8 Lev. 23:38

363

and #93 Num. 1:16

therefore, that the verse two is not a clause,but a phrasewhich is in apposition to 1-1-171"1:!V:! (in the
eastof the Jordan).
3" This clause is supposedto have a pronoun, but it is not found.
31 This clause is supposedto have a noun head followed by suffixed noun as the predicate. The phrase
"CritIN rltn
the leadersof their fathers' tribes" in this verse is in apposition to the preceding
T--..

.:

tý

clause and has no pronominal subject. Andersenseemsto have understoodthat the above phrase is in
'Bý)N 'JN"I They were the headsof the clans of Israel"
apposition to the following clause "C,3
.. T; - ..: -..
ý
which contains a suffixed noun. This last clauseof the verse is a PredicateFocus clausewith the activated
topic which adds new information to that topic referent: the 12 assistantsfor Moses and Aaron. The term
"the headsof the clans of Israel" is not usedprior to this verse in the book.

DATA OF VERBAL CLAUSES (296 clauses)
Verbal Clauses of GKC (70 clauses)
STATE (32 clauses):

Gen. 1:2 (Copula), 2:6,4: 2,4: 4,6: 8,13: 12,16: 1,18: 17,18: 18,20: 4,24: 1,26: 27,29: 17,
38:25,39: 1,41: 10,44: 3,4, Judg. 1:16,18: 3,19: 11, Barn. 9: 15,14: 27,25: 21,28: 3,
2Sam. 8: 15,20: 8, lKings 1:1,5: 24, Is. 29:13, Jer. 14:15, Job 21:22b, Psa. 50: 17.
ENWHASIS (38 clauses):
Subject-Verb: Gn3 13(it is not I who am to blame, but) the serpent bequiled me.

(§142

a),
Object-Verb-Subject: independent subject: Gen. 30:40,37: 4, lSam 15: 1,2King 23: 19,
Object-Verb: Gen 3: 10,14,18,6: 16,8: 17,9: 13, Ex 18:23, Judg 14:3, ISam 18: 17,20: 9,
21: 10, Ming

22: 8, Prob. 13:5.

Verb-Object-Subject:Gen 21:7, Num 5:23,1Sarn 15:33,2Sam 24: 16, Is 19:13, Ps 34:22,
Job 11:19
Subject-Object-Verb:Is 3: 17,11: 8,13: 18, Ho 12:11, Ps 6: 10,11: 5, Job 29:25
Object-Subject-Verb:2King 5: 13, Is 5: 17,28: 17, Ps 51:5, Prob. 13:16
Complement:Is 18:5 (§142f)
Verbal Clausesof Muraoka and Joijon-Muraoka(226 clauses)
( J-Muraoka'sexamplesare underlined)
SUBJECT-VERB (134 clauses)
Emphasisor contrast: Gen. 31:38,41: 16,42: 19,48: 19,50: 20,50: 24, Judg. 1:29,7: 2,7: 7,
8:23,9: 54,10: 13,11: 23,13: 5, ISam. 1:22,14: 45.
Circumstantialclause:Gen. 37:3,39: 1, Judg. 3:5,16: 20,20: 34, IS am. 3:2.18: 25.
Avoidance of the Waw cons.: Judg. 9:44,20: 42.
At the very beginning of a statement:Job 1:1, Job 1:14, Job 1:16, Job 1:17, Ps 93: 1, lKing
8: 12, Hg 1:2, Gen. 36:2, Ezek. 29:18, Prob. 18:16.
Attraction or chiasmus:Judg. 3:24,6: 28,20: 39,40,4 1,1 Sam. 14:15.
Replies: Gen. 24:24,27: 19,27: 24,27: 32,29: 4,37: 32,33,48: 8,9, Judg. 1:1,6: 297 13:117
15:10,17: 9, ISam. 15:14,15,16: 4,2Sam. 2:20,20: 17, lKing. 13:14,18: 7,8,
2King. 1:7,8.
Religious sentiment: Gen. 43: 14,29, !L8-_16,I.Sarn 1: 17,24: 20, Gen. 31: 29,48: 3, Judg.

13:6,8, Gen. 31:53,44: 16.
The word VIIN:Judiz. 21:1,17: 6,21.25, lSam. 21:3, Jer. 36:19,38: 24, Lev. 18:23, Gen.
4 1:11, Judg. 7:7, Ex. 12:4,16: 18, Is. 9: 18, Joel 2:8, Job 41:9 and Jer. 31:30. The
in Judg. 7:7 is attestedtwice in Scripture (Judg.
7:7 and 9:55). This idiom follows the verb in thesetwo examples,and thereforewe
do not treat them here.
idiom, W"",
ý followed by
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A special group of words: Gen. 34:7,42: 10,46: 31,47: 1,47: 4,5,48: 2, Judg. 3:20,4: 14,
16,17,6: 21,33,13: 6,16: 20,23, I.Sam. 4: 6,6: 14,16: 14, Gen. 39:8 and Judg.
14:4.
Legal texts: Gen. 17:9, Exod. 21:31-32, Judg. 17:6, Lev. 19:8,20: 11,20, Lev. 19:28,
20: 17, Judg. 21:25
OBJECT-VERB (36 clauses)

Emphasis: Gen. 31:38,29,42,42: 18,36,43: 13,48: 11, Deut. 24:6, Judg. 2:2, Judg. 12:1,
13:14,13: 22,14: 2,3,4,20: 5,2 1:11,1 Sam. 1:15,2: 33.
Contrast: Gen. 34:21, Deut. 23:21, Judg. 1:21,9: 36,11: 24, ISam 8:7.
Chiasmus-attraction:Lev. 19:4, Judg. 1:25,6: 20,25,9: 45,13: 6.
Waiv cons. avoided: Gen. 39:8,46: 32, Judg. 7:25,12: 9.
Response:Gen. 37:16.
ADVERB-VERB

(56 clauses)

Common adverbs:Gen. 45:9, Judg. 7: 17, ISam. 1:7, Judg. 10:13,11: 8, Gen. 33: 10, Deut.
24: 18,22, Gen. 32:20,27: 12,32: 21, Judg. 20:28,19: 5, Gen. 32:21 (, ýIX), 32:21
Q-ý--IQNJ), 31:42, Judg. 8:3,13: 21,14: 4,18: 1,11: 40, lSam 4:4,21: 8
Emphasis or contrast: Gen. 29:25,31: 6,38,41,39,32: 11,34: 31,42: 9,43: 9,16,45: 5,28,
49:31, Deut. 24:15, Judg. 4:9,6: 39,7: 7,17,9: 15,16,14: 15,20: 4, Marn 2:34,
18:12
Chiasmus-attraction:Gen. 40: 13,19,41: 17,18, Lev. 25:41, Judg. 18:10, lSam 6: 12,13
Interrogatives:Gen. 39:9

DEUTERONOMY 4:44-11:32
Below are abbreviationsused in this section to show focus structures in the corpus. The
corpus has 361 clausesof the predicate-focusstructure, 18 clauses of the argument-focus
structure and 97 clauses of the clause-focus structure. 476 clauses in total. English
translation is NIV unlessotherwisestated.
Abbreviationsaccordingto the focus structures
Predicate-FocusStructure

PFS

participant reference resources

prr

ambiguity resolution

amb

Argument-FocusStructure

AFS

Closing Formula

C-F

Clause-FocusStructure

CFS

Information Level
Introduction of a brand new referent

IBR

Inter-clausal Level
Exclarnatory/Procl amatory

Ex/Pr

Circumstantial Clause

cc

Contrast of the whole proposition

CNVP

Text-unit Level
Onset functions
Initialization

INT

Topicalisation

TOP

Introductory formula

I-F

Contextualisation

CNT

Background Information

BI

List Structure

LS

Parallel Construction

PRI,

Chiastic Construction

CHC

Extraposition or Casus Pendens

EXP

Alphabetical list of abbreviations
A

Adjuncts

CHC

Chiastic Construction

act

activation of an inactive referent

CIS

closure

AFS

Argument-Focus Structure

mid

command

amb

ambiguity resolution

cnj

conjunction

BI

Background Information

CTX

Contextualisation

C-F

Closing Formula

ctr

contrast

cc

Circumstantial Clause

CFS

Clause-Focus Structure

cum
CWP

cumulation
Ctr of the whole proposition
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emp

emphaticor emphasis

phr

phrase

Ex/Pr

Exclamatory/Proclamatory

PRL

Parallel Construction

EXP

CasusPendensor Extraposition

prp

paraphrasing

hyh

hayalt contextualisingclause

prr

participantreferenceresources

I-F

Introductory formula

ptc

Participle

IBR

Introductionof a brand new referent

tea

reactivationof the referent

idrn

idiomatic expression

rep

repetition

imp

implicit

S

Subject

INT

Initialization

Sim

simultaneous

itm

itemizing

th-sht

theme-shifting

itr

interrogative

TOP

Topicalisation

LS

List Structure

to-sht

topic-shifting

0

Object

V

Verb

P

Predicate.

par

parenthetic

PFS

Predicate-FocusStructure

asher, ky or lenzaansubordinate
clause
<>

in contrast with

Examples
Example 1
5: 2 8
PFS

"And the Lord heard

(amb),

the voice of your words when you spoke to me,

PFS (prr),

and the Lord said to me,

PFS-0-

VTT..

ýijprms
'mmy"
-)Ml
..

V.:

[PFS]

-I

'I have heard the voice of the words of this people
which they have spoken to you.

Explanation
The first clausehas the predicate-focusstructurewith the lexical form the Lord for ambiguity
resolution. The secondclausehasthe predicate-focusstructurewith the lexical form the Lord for participant
referenceresources.The third clausehasthe predicate-focusstructure.The ashersubordinateclausehasthe
left-locatedobject and the clausehasthe predicate-focusstructure.
Example 2
4: 4 4
CFS I-F
O-IPFS]

J-1-jini-i
T
'13n

This is the law Moses set
before the Israelites.

Explanation
The first clausehas the clause-focusstructure.It is the Introductory Formula. The Law, the left-located
object is anchoredto the asherclause.The asherclauseitself has the predicate-focusstructure.
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4: 44
CFSI-F

law
nljýTj
This
is
Moses
I
the
set
11-limil-i

[PFS]

'13:-2 13ný before the Israelites.

4:45-6
CFSI-F

Thesearethe stipulations,decreesand laws
N*
1:
1
'IU*
Moses
gavethem
I'lu"Itz
whenthey cameout of Egypt
,
"
**
Nw 7 1 2!1M- 1n!; Z andwerein the valley nearBethPeoreastof theJordan,

OlDn. W",ý-J-nD'inrl"11 ri; ID"I ,IýN

0-[PFS]
ýIn

nta n,.n
, -twi

7-

n Imp

T.

Y-jxz

:.

;

..

in the land of Sihonking of the Amorites,

.

who reignedin Heshbon
7j-')j-j -1M's, andwasdefeatedby Mosesandthe Israelites

: jwý11 'jvj'ý

S-[PFS]
0-[PFS)

I=

T11.

I.-

-

C3rjjN":
*:2 asthey cameout of Egypt.
T

4:47-9
2,1W"T.
"I They took possessionof his land
aiv Y"jX-rjXjj
andthe land of Og king of Bashan,

PFS
Vnjl-jýlp

V;

the two Amorite kings eastof the Jordan.
V,jý%'This land extendedfrom Aroer on the rim of the Amon
Gorge
nw--tx nptnn

W,InJ ri 'I TIM
pIN ýnrmqrý!;

-).:117
M

to Mount Siyon
(that is, Hermon),

CFS-CC
[par]

T

andincludedall the Arabahcastof the Jordan,
-j: j"1111-iC3,1-1111 asfar asthe Seaof the Arabah,

T.

TTTT.

TI-:

TT-.

E) jjýt)n-j'j n4jjljý
T

nrIll

below the slopesof Pisgah.

5: 1
PFS[th-

TI:

TT

sht v. 46]

--

ThenMosessummonedall Israel,

andsaidto them,
" "Hear,0 Israel,thestatutes
17nw,
OIDBVVI-Ml

[S+ptc]

and the ordinances
N which I am speakingtodayin your hearing,

T

Cýrlk cmnýi

that you may learnthemandobservethemcarefully.

T

5:2
131W rl-ll

CFS
INT,TOP

T

ýN
VIM
MINI "Me Lordour Godmadea covenantwith us
at Horeb.
..

V:

T.

5: 3
AFSPRL

(ctr)

1,1171"
r)jn
TT-

1Y1n;
1h,
-MX

mOn
utin

lnntý

mb

IýM* Il

"The Lord did not makethis covenantwith our fathers,
but with us, with all thoseof us alive heretoday.

5: 4
AFS (imp
Or, rep,
emp)

T

from
face
face
013S
11: 1 011ý-,
"The
Lord
the
to
to
mountain
at
you
spoke
-):!
-li-in the midst of the fire,
Wýt\'J-jjinn
TTT
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5: 5
CFS CC

IW7
1,1171-11M
TT

(Sim)

while I was standing between the Lord and you

N11,111Mn
I

1: 1-MUNI Oný

ill'I'l
TT

[PFS,

U,N 71
T
0 -INNý

PFS]

T

'I a7lý

Bn OMNI'

to declareto you the word of the Lord;

'13 for you were afraid becauseof the fire and did not go up

'11,13
TTV

5: 6

at that time,

the mountain. He said,

CFS (EIP)

'1 jN
Lord
I
'I
God,
the
am
your
1,111,11
T
-1L'7jx who brought you out

S-[PFS]
01-1=7

rll:. 2n 011-IM

YINIO

of the land of Egypt, out of the house of slavery.

5: 7
PFS(cmd)

'You shall have
trjokx

TT

076IN

no other gods before Me.

5: 8
PFS(cmd)

'You shall not make for yourself an idol, or any
likeness of
ýDIMM

S-[PFS]
S-[PFS]

Cý'InV

nr1MTT

W,jlý what is in heaven above or
-1V"j\' I on the earth beneath

y"INM

Y_! Ný
rjTjnj.n
TTV

S-IPFS)

'I VXI

or in the water under the earth.

5: 9-10
PFS

J-Jjmnjrj-j%ýý
9ý1
O"IMMI
"T
".
rn i-P 'IMN
'In
TT

PFS
[CFS EIPI

JIIIýx
TV7:

r1int"',

It

-Jpb-

'You shall not worship them
or serve them;
for 1, the Lord your God, am a jealous God, visiting the
iniquity

TT

of the fathers on the children,

and on the third and the fourth generations of those who
hate Me,
0,16,

xý

-Iori

71t)DI

but showing lovingkindness

to thousands,

to those who love Me and keep My commandments.

5: 11
PFS

ýN
JIM

T

tý
NIU,

[PFS, prr]

1-il"I" 1-ilm,
NIVTV I n-tv ri

I 'You shall not take the nameof the Lord your God in
vain,
D for the Lord will not leave him unpunishedwho takes His
name in vain.

5: 12
PFS

rI.:-:VIM MTI-IIN

[PFS-prr]
..;;

.....

I

..

I

-)I n-WP
'Observe
keep
day
it holy,
to
the
sabbath
T
as the Lord your God commandedyou.
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5: 13-4
CFS

wo,

itim

nJ JP 'Six days you shall labor
and do all your work,

-PARCFS

vr ic31

nJ !J,n
T

PFS(cmd)

but the seventh day is a sabbathof the Lord your God;
in it you shall not do any work,
you or your son or your daughter or your male servantor

T

your female servant or your ox or your donkey or any of
voril

-liu"I

T-I! jv; 'n
-T'.

[PFS]

-1c;
-.- -

your cattle or your sojourner
who stays with you,
so that your male servant and your female servant may
rest as well as you.

TT

.

5: 15
PFS [AFS-

'And you shall rememberthat you were a slave

TT

(ctr), PFS(Prr)]

ITHNj

TT

and the Lord your God brought you out of there by a

I-JI1,1"

7'=T
ITT1,1fMM
1971ýN I-JI11,11
JI.:;
T:...
I

PFS

PIM
T

Y'INU-1 in the land of Egypt,

Dtnl

..:

0

n=JI-i
TV

njý')Dý

njI-nj\,

mighty hand and by an outstretched arm;
therefore the Lord your God commandedyou to observe
the sabbath day.

5: 16
PFS(cmd)

VTV

jlnN-rjj\ý

-J:.Iz)

'Honor your father and your mother, as the Lord your God

[PFS (prr))

has commanded you,

[PFS1

that your days may be prolonged,

[PFS
[S+ptc]]

T ý
I

in T- X11
T
I
Jý IOj

()ý-l

T77;

and that it may go well with you on the land which the
Lord your God gives you.

TT

5: 17
PFS (cmd)

'You shall not murder.

5: 18

C) JiMO
T

PFS(cmd)

X61

'You shall not commit adultery.

Jýýj

'You shall not steal.

5: 19
PFS(cmd)
5: 2 0
PFS(cmd)

C)

W" '7! j 1ý7-jn

'You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.

5: 2 1
PFS(cmd)
PFS(cmd)
S-[PFS]

C)

ny tvin týýI I

rl"M j-JjNrjrj 'j&
j-1MVI jj"j-jV
-;
T
T.

inbnl
C) jp-)ý

-jjjX

tiw"
ýbj

'You shall not covet your neighbor's wife,

and you shall not desire your neighbor's house,his field

or his male servant or his female servant, his ox or his
donkey
or anything that belongs to your neighbor.'

5: 2 2
AFS C-F

PFS

VI-InIM-MN'
I
'These
Lord
MIMI
-1.:
to
the
spoke
all
at
words
your
assembly
..
I.
-..
-1'7 j-IýXM
I.
T:..
*
6j'jp-ý.
VIO
'D-ýX the mountain from the midst of the fire, of the cloud and
17inT 0:
ýtaýip
Jý
1)
V
IN IN1-1 of the thick gloom, with a great voice,
TVTTTVT
1011
'Z&
He
and
addedno more.
T,

PFS

And He wrote them on two tablets of stone

PFS

and gave them to me.
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5: 2 3
hyh-CTX

ODIN=
..:

"i-j"I: -

T.

"And it came about, when you heard the voice from the
midst of the darkness,

t -1
W'jlýM
'I
17.
TTT
i'l III

CFS CC
(Sim)

that you came near to me, all the headsof your tribes and

TT

PFS
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Know then in your heart that
as a man disciplines his son,
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and you shall swear by His name.
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An example of Outline: 4: 44-11: 32
Moses' Second Address (4:44-28:68)
A. Introduction (4:44-5:5)
B. The Ten Commandments(5:6-22)
Introduction (5: 1-5)
Shema Israel 5: 1
Ten Commandments(5:6-21)
Closure (5:22)
C. Responseof the People (5:23-33)
hd)-dhcontextualisation(23)
Closure (33)
D. Elaboration of the Ten Commandments(6: 1-26:15)
1. The First Commandment:No Other Gods (6: 1-11:32)
a. Love the Lord your God (6: 1-25)
Introductory formula (1)
Sherna Israel (4)
hayah ky (10)
ky impf (20)
Closure (25)
b. Destroy the Nations and their gods(7:1-26)
ky imp (1)
c. Do not forget the Lord (8: 1-20)
Initiation (1)
d. Do Not Boast in Your Own Righteousness(9: 1-10:11)
1-6 Do not boast
Sherna Israel (1)
Initiation and background(1)
7-21 Israel's sin at Horeb
Contextuali sation (8)
Contextualisation(9)
hyh (11)
topic shift (20)
topic shift (21)
22-24 at other places
Contextualisation (22)
Contextualisation (23)
25-29 Moses intercession
Closure (29)
10:1-5 New tablets
Contextualisation (10: 1)
10:6-9 Special Note
Topic-shift (10:6)
contextualisation(10:8)
10:10-11Forty days and nights again
Topic-shift (10: 10)
e. Fear the Lord and Keep His Commands(10:12-11:32)
10:12-22Serveonly the Lord
11:1-7 1 am speakingto you, for you saw it
11:8-17 Blessing and cursein the new land
CasusPendens(11:10)
Closure (11: 17)
11:18-21Teach my words
11:22-25 Blessing
26-32 Blessing and curse
hd),dh ky (11:29)
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